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Preface
This work represents a study of the text of a Hebrew manuscript which is a mediaeval Hebrew version of the Alexander
Romance or the legendary history of Alexander the Great. Inasmuch as the Hebrew text in its greater part is a translation of the
Historia de Preliis Alexandri Magni, a widespread Latin version of
the Alexander Romance, and in some parts is based on other
Hebrew sources such as Yosippon, Sefer Musere ka-Pilosofim and a
short chronicle, the text has been studied here in relation to all
these sources. The Latin text was of considerable help in establishing the meaning of those passages in the Hebrew manuscript
which are corrupt or which may represent a misreading of the
Latin text by the author. On the basis of the Latin it was possible
to make a number of emendations in the Hebrew which rendered
the text intelligible. In comparing the Hebrew with the Latin,
differences between them in the narrative, sequence of events,
names, places, numbers and dimensions were studied and noted.
A comparison of our text with the other Hebrew sources was of
similar help in establishing a correct reading in many instances in
which the text was corrupt. The emendations and the differences
are indicated in the notes and appendices while the variant readings are recorded in the apparatus to the Hebrew text.
The edition and the translation of the text is preceded by an
introduction which deals among other things with Hellenistic
Jewish influence in Pseudo-Callisthenes, the accounts of Alexander
in Talmudic literature, the Alexander Romance in mediaeval
Hebrew sources and concludes with an analysis of the Hebrew
text with reference to its sources, structure, and style.
Throughout my work I was fortunate in being able to turn
for guidance and advice to my devoted teacher and dear friend,
Professor Harry A. Wolfson of Harvard University. It is very
difficult to express to him in words the appreciation and gratitude
which I feel. He has amply fulfilled the words spoken by an
ancient Jewish sage: "Let the honor of thy disciple be as dear
to thee as thine own." His counsel in the methods of research,
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in the organization of the material, and in the art of translation
served as a constant source of guidance throughout my work and
was of incalculable help to me. For his illuminating instruction
so freely given and for his devoted friendship so warmly expressed
I am most grateful.
It was also my good fortune to be able to consult with
Professor Francis P. Magoun, Jr., of Harvard University, who by
his vast erudition in the field of the Alexander Romance and his
warm interest has been of great help to me in the course of my
work. For his valued counsel and instructive observations I am
profoundly grateful.
To my beloved father, of blessed memory, I owe a debt of
deep gratitude for the time he spent with me in reading the manuscript, especially those passages in which the script was not clear
or the text was corrupt and where, as a result, two minds proved
better than one in trying to establish a correct reading. A product
of the East European Jewish intellectual tradition, my father
brought with him to this country a substantial knowledge of the
Bible, the Talmud, and Modern Hebrew literature. A business
man by day and a student in the evening and on weekends, he
gave me his intellectual companionship to the end that he, like
his forebears, might transmit to his children a love of learning.
Whatever words of gratitude I might express to my dear
wife, they would still fall short of what I feel. Despite her many
duties at home and in the community, she became thoroughly
involved in the various tasks necessary to prepare this volume
for publication. A woman of valor, she proved most helpful in
providing me with many added hours for my work by relieving
me of various duties and by keeping the demands upon my time
to a minimum. Her devotion served as a constant source of
inspiration as well as an encouraging challenge to complete this
book after many years of work.
Finally, I wish to express my deep appreciation to my secretary, Miss Elaine Saxe, who typed the final draft of the manuscript with particular and painstaking care. For her splendid
cooperation and devotion I am most grateful.
Temple Mishkan Tefila
Newton, Mass.

ISRAEL J. KAZIS

Introduction
Among the heroes whose names stand out in the pages of
history very few have enjoyed as much world-wide literary fame
as has Alexander the Great. The legendary account of Alexander's biography, based on sources from antiquity and the
Middle Ages and referred to by modern scholars as the Alexander
Romance, has found expression in many literatures in the West
and in the East.1 According to Tarn, "more than eighty versions
of the Alexander Romance, in twenty-four languages have been
collected . . . ; no other story in the world has spread like this."1
The figure of Alexander left its impression in Jewish literature
also. Stories about Alexander and accounts of his life are found in
Jewish sources from antiquity and the Middle Ages. The Jewish
sources from antiquity are as follows: (1) The material ascribed
to Hellenistic Jewish writers which is found in the so-called
Pseudo-Callisthenes, a Greek romance written by an unknown
Alexandrian author some time after 200 B. C. E. and in the opinion
of some scholars as late as the year 300 C. E.' This work is the
basic source for most of all the legendary accounts of the life of
Alexander. (2) Josephus. (3) Talmudic literature. The mediaeval Jewish sources are represented by six Hebrew versions of
the Alexander Romance, including the manuscript which is the
subject of our study, and two other Hebrew works, Musere
ha-Pilosofim and Sod ha-Sodot, which contain material bearing
upon the life of Alexander. We shall survey all these sources in
order to offer a background for the manuscript under study which
was written in France in the fourteenth century. The introduction will accordingly consist of three parts: (1) Alexander in
Jewish sources from antiquity. (2) Alexander in mediaeval Jewish sources. (3) An analysis of the text of the manuscript published in this book.

I. ALEXANDER IN JEWISH SOURCES
FROM ANTIQUITY*
TALMUDIC LITERATURE

The greatest number of Alexander episodes is found in that
body of writings which we shall refer to by the general term of
Talmudic literature. This includes two works of the Tannaitic
period, namely Megillat Tttanit and Mekilta; the two Talmudim,
Babylonian and Palestinian; the group of Midrashim on the
Pentateuch and the five Scrolls known as Rabbot; the Midrash on
the Pentateuch known as Tanhuma; individual Midrashic works
such as Peseta de-Rab Kahana, Midrash Tehillim, Pirke Rabbi
Eli'ezer and Midrash Yonah; Targum Sheni; the scholia to Megillat
Ta'anit; one of the minor Midrashim, Midrash lAseret Melakim;
two late compilations of Midrashic material, namely Midrash
Agadah and Yalfaif Shim'oni.
LIST OF ALEXANDER EPISODES

An examination of these sources reveals the presence in what
we have referred to as Talmudic literature of the following eleven
episodes: (1) Alexander's visit to Jerusalem. (2) The disputations between the Jews and the gentiles in the presence of Alexander as the arbiter. (3) Alexander and the elders of the south.
(4) Alexander's journey to the region of darkness. (5) Alexander and the women (Amazons). (6) Alexander at die gate
of the Garden of Eden. (7) Alexander's ascent into the air.
(8) Alexander's descent into the sea. (9) Alexander and King
Kazia. (10) Alexander and the bones of Jeremiah. (11) Alexander and the throne of Solomon.
JEWISH ELEMENTS IN Pseudo-Callisthenes

The second source from antiquity, in terms of the number of
Alexander episodes it contains, is the material ascribed to Hellenistic Jewish writers in Pseudo-Callisthenes which will be referred
to henceforth by its abbreviation as Ps.-Call. The text ofPs.-Call.
2
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is not extant in its original form and is known to us in its revised
and elaborated versions from a moderate number of extant Greek
manuscripts. Of these Carl Muller selected three Paris manuscripts designated as Codex A, Codex B and Codex C and based
his edition of Ps.-Call. on them. Muller found that these manuscripts represented three different recensions of Ps.-Call. These
recensions are referred to in the literature as A', B' and C or
more widely by the Greek letters as a, /3 and y. It is believed
that there was also a fourth recension, referred to as 5, which
we shall discuss later in the section dealing with Alexander in
mediaeval Jewish sources. Recension a is assumed to be the
closest to the lost original text of Ps.-Call., while /3 represents a
revision of a, and 7 represents the reworking of a manuscript
belonging to /3 by an author who in the opinion of some scholars
was Jewish.' Thus Muller holds that the author of Codex C,
representing recension 7, was either Jewish or Syrian Christian;'
Ausfield believes that he was Jewish,7 while Rieger is of the
opinion that the author of Codex C and of Codex B, representing
recension /3, was Jewish.8 Other scholars hold as we shall see
presently that several chapters in Book II of Ps.-Call. represent
interpolations by an Alexandrian Jewish author.*
In Ps.-Call. we find parallel accounts of seven of the Alexander
episodes which occur in Talmudic literature, namely, 1, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7 and 8 as listed above, an allusion to one, namely, 10, and a
reflection of the moral lesson contained in another, namely, 9.
Two of the episodes in Talmudic literature, namely, 2 and 11,
are not found at all in Ps.-Call.
JOSEPHUS

In Josephus, the third source from antiquity, there is a parallel
account of only one of the episodes in Talmudic literature, namely,
Alexander's visit to Jerusalem and his experience with Sanballat
and the Samaritans. This account is found in The Jewish Antiquities, XI, viii, 3-5. There are other references in Josephus'
writings to Alexander such as his bestowal of the rights of citizenship on the Jews of Alexandria (Against Apion, II, 4, 35); his
addition of the district of Samaria to the territory of the Jews
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(Against Apion, II, 4, 43); the miracle at the Pamphylian Sea
whose waters God caused to retire before Alexander's troops so
that they might pursue the Persians and overthrow their empire
(Ant., II, xvi, 5). A comprehensive account of the references to
Alexander in Josephus may be found in the following sources:
A. Buchler, "La Relation de Josephe concernant Alexandre le
Grand," REJ, XXXVI, 1898, pp. 1-26; I. Spak, Der Bericht des
Josephus iiber Alexander den Grossen, Konigsberg, 1911; and R.

Marcus' survey in Appendix C to Vol. VI of Josephus, Loeb
edition, Cambridge, Mass., 1937, pp. 512-32.10
PARALLELS IN NON-JEWISH SOURCES

In addition to these three Jewish sources from antiquity there
are two non-Jewish sources which contain accounts of Alexander
episodes that are found in Talmudic literature. Plutarch, Lives,
includes an account of Alexander's dialogue with the Gymnosophists which is parallel to the Talmudic account of Alexander
and the elders of the south but is more directly related to the
story of Alexander and the Gymnosophists in Ps.-Call.; and
Pseudo-Epiphanius, The Lives of the Prophets, includes an account
of Alexander and the bones of Jeremiah which is parallel to the
Talmudic account but to which in Ps.-Call. there is only an
allusion.11 A comparison of these two accounts with those found
in Jewish sources follows later.
We shall now proceed with an account and discussion of the
Alexander episodes as related in Talmudic literature and of their
parallels in the other sources from antiquity.
1. ALEXANDER'S VISIT TO JERUSALEM

In the accounts of Alexander's visit to Jerusalem" as contained in Talmudic literature, Ps.-Call. and Josephus there are
certain common elements: Alexander's attitude as he approaches
Jerusalem is not friendly to the Jews. The High Priest and his
retinue go forth to greet Alexander. When Alexander sees the
High Priest, he is profoundly impressed and his attitude toward
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the Jews becomes very favorable. This theme is elaborated with
varying details in these sources. We shall quote the source from
Talmudic literature and shall then compare it with the accounts
in Josephus and Ps.-Call.
In the original text of Megillat Ta'anit, ch. 9, we read: "On
the twenty-first day of Kislev is the day of Gerizim on which no
mourning is permitted." The scholium to the text reads as
follows: "This is the day when the Cuthim (Samaritans) asked
Alexander of Macedon (for permission to destroy) our Temple,
saying to him, 'Sell us five kurs of land on Mount Moriah.' And
he gave these to them. Simon the Just was informed of this.
What did he do? He put on his priestly garments and wrapped
himself in his priestly garments. Some of the noblemen of Israel
went with him as well as a thousand counsellors, dressed in
white, and young priests who caused the sacred instruments to
resound. And torches of fire lighted their way. They walked
all the night, some walking on one side and others on the other
side. When Alexander asked: 'Who are these?', the informers
answered him: 'These are the Jews who rebelled against you.'
When they arrived at Antipatris, the sun was shining, and at the
time of the first watch they met. The Macedonians asked them:
'Who are you?' They replied: 'We are the people of Jerusalem
and we have come to greet the king.' When Alexander of
Macedon saw Simon the Just, he descended from his chariot and
prostrated himself before him. Thereupon his men said: 'A great
king like you should prostrate himself before this Jew?' He
answered: 'I see the image of this man when I go into battle and
am victorious.' And Alexander said to them: 'Why have you
come?' They said to him: 'Is it possible that these gentiles have
misled you into giving them the place where we pray for you and
for your kingdom that it never be destroyed!' And he said to
them: 'And who are they (who misled me)?' And they said:
'It is the Cuthim who stand before you.' Thereupon Alexander
said: 'They are herewith delivered into your hands.' What did
they (the Jews) then do to them? They pierced their heels, tied
them to the tails of their horses and dragged them over thorns
and thistles until they came to Mount Gerizim. They ploughed
it (Mt. Gerizim) under and sowed it with vetch, just as they
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(the Cuthim) planned to do with our Temple. And the day on
which they did this was made a festival."
This story is found with slight variations in the Talmud,
Yarna, p. 69a. There is in addition another story in Talmudic
literature which contains supplementary material for the account
of Alexander's meeting with the High Priest. It is found in two
places: in the scholium to Megillat Ta'anit, ch. 3, and as the
concluding element in an account of the disputations carried on
before Alexander by the Jews and their enemies in Genesis Rabbah,
LXI, 7. The latter passage reads as follows:1*
"Alexander wished to go up to Jerusalem, but the Cuthim
(Samaritans) told him, 'Take heed, for they will not permit thee
to enter their Holy of Holies.' When Gebi'ah, the son of I£osem,
learned of this, he went and made him a pair of felt shoes and set
them with two costly stones worth twenty thousand zuzim.
When they reached the Temple Mount, he said to him: 'Your
Majesty, remove your shoes and put on these felt shoes, as the
pavement is smooth and you might slip.' When they came to
the Holy of Holies, he said to him: 'Thus far we may enter but
no farther.' 'When we come out I will straighten your hump,'
he (Alexander) threatened. 'If you could do that, you would be
famed as a great surgeon and receive a great reward,' he retorted."
Before proceeding to an examination of the accounts in
Josephus and Ps.-Call., there are several elements in the sources
from Talmudic literature which require comment. In the Talmudic tradition the High Priest who met with Alexander was
Simon the Just. This name may refer either to the first Simon
the Just (310-291 or 300-270 B. C. E.) or to the second Simon the
Just (219-199 B.C. E.), both of whom served as High Priests
after Alexander's time. In this respect Josephus is more correct
historically by calling the High Priest Jaddus who is identified
with Jaddua, the grandfather of the first Simon the Just, and who
served as the High Priest at the time of Alexander."
Another historical inaccuracy in the Talmudic tradition is
the placing of the date of the destruction of the Samaritan Temple
in the time of Alexander. Historically, as we know from Josephus,
it was not destroyed until two hundred years later in the reign of
John Hyrcanus I. A third anachronism in the accounts in Tal-
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mudic literature is found in the designation of the place where
Alexander and the High Priest met as Antipatris. This name was
given much later by Herod to a town built by him in honor of
his father, Antipater. This error in chronology is obviously due
to prolepsis, that is, the use of a name by which a place came to be
known later on. However, there is doubt whether the meeting
of Alexander and the High Priest took place at the site on which
later the town known as Antipatris arose. It is quite possible
that the identification of the meeting place with this site is based
on an error. In Josephus, the place where they met is called
Saphein or Sapha. According to SchQrer, Saphein is the Aramaic
form of the Hebrew Zophim and he identifies it with the hill
called Scopos which is the modern Mount Scopus about a mile
north of Jerusalem. Since Antipatris was called Kephar Saba in
pre-Herodian times, it has been suggested that the sources in
Talmudic literature mistook Saba for Sapha, a variant of Saphein,
and hence referred to the meeting place as Antipatris instead of
Saphein."
In the account in Genesis Rabbah quoted above, we find that
it is not the High Priest with whom Alexander went to the
Temple, as in Josephus, but rather Gebi'ah, the son of I£osem,16
who successfully pleaded the case of the Jews before Alexander
in the disputation with their enemies. Gebi'ah, as his name
indicates, was a hunchback. This explains Alexander's retort to
him when he told him that they may not enter the Holy of Holies.
Alexander was displeased and expressed his displeasure by referring to his hump. The parallel source in the scholium to
Megillat Ta'anit, ch. 3, adds one significant element to this story,
namely, that while Gebi'ah and Alexander stood before the Holy
of Holies, a serpent bit Alexander. Donath suggests that in this
incident, which is not recorded elsewhere in Talmudic literature
or in Josephus, there was a substitution of Alexander for Ptolemy
Philopator who according to III Maccabees was stricken by God
with deafness and convulsions when he dared to go into the Holy
of Holies.17
The versions in Talmudic literature of Alexander's visit to
Jerusalem, though they were written down later than the composition of the works of Josephus, are not dependent on Josephus.

8
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Both are independent literary products of an older common oral
tradition. The chronological errors which we have described
in the Talmudic sources indicate the free working of the minds
of the authors. Similarly, abbreviated allusions to events such as
the rebellious attitude of the Jews toward Alexander and the
long-drawn struggle between the Samaritans and the Jews show
that these accounts were drawn from an oral tradition where
these events were common knowledge.
THE VERSION IN JOSEPHUS

The account in Josephus of these common traditions is fuller,
more detailed and, as we have seen in some instances, more
accurate. The following is a synopsis of the account in Josephus
of Alexander's visit to Jerusalem:18 During his siege of Tyre,
Alexander sent a letter to the Jewish High Priest requesting aid
for his army as well as the tribute which he formerly paid to
Darius. In return for this, Alexander offered his friendship. The
High Priest refused to violate his oath to Darius. Alexander
grew angry and threatened to punish the Jews. Meanwhile
Sanballates, the Samaritan, abandoned Darius and together with
his followers went over to Alexander. In return, Sanballates was
granted permission to build a Temple, and he appointed his sonin-law Manasses, the brother of Jaddus, to be the High Priest.
After Alexander had taken Gaza, he set out for Jerusalem.
Jaddus was seized with fear and ordered the people to pray for
deliverance from danger. God appeared to Jaddus in a dream,
reassured him and told him to go forth without fear together with
the priests to meet Alexander. Jaddus rejoiced at this revelation
and went forth with his large retinue to meet the king. Upon
seeing the High Priest, Alexander prostrated himself before him
to the utter amazement of his officers. Alexander indicated that it
was not before the High Priest that he prostrated himself but
rather before God for whom this man was the High Priest; that
it was the High Priest whom he saw in his dream at Dium in
Macedonia; and that it was he who encouraged him to cross over
into Asia with confidence and promised that he would lead his
army to victory. Alexander concluded by saying that on seeing
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the High Priest he was reminded of the vision and believed that
he had made this expedition under divine guidance and would
defeat the Persians. Afterwards he gave his hand to the High
Priest, went up to the Temple and offered sacrifices to God.
Alexander was shown the Book of Daniel and identified himself
as the one destined in the book to destroy the empire of the
Persians.19 On the next day Alexander suggested that the Jews
might ask him for whatever gifts they desired. The High Priest
requested and was granted the following: Permission for the
Jews to observe their laws, exemption from tribute on the
seventh year as well as permission for the Jews of Babylon and
Media to observe their laws. Alexander then offered the Jews
the opportunity to join his army with the privilege of observing
their own customs. Many joined his army.
In Josephus, Alexander shows the same friendly attitude
toward the Jews as in Talmudic literature. He prostrates himself
before the God of the Jews and attributes his victorious expeditions to His Providence. That God helped Alexander achieve
victory is also asserted by Josephus elsewhere in his description
of the miracle at the Pamphylian sea whose waters God parted
so that Alexander's troops might pursue the Persians.*0 In the
account of Alexander's visit to Jerusalem, Josephus goes further
than the sources in Talmudic literature in emphasizing the relationship between God and Alexander. Josephus has Alexander
join the priests in the Temple in the worship of the God of Israel.
T H E VERSION IN Ps.-Call.

This motif assumes an even greater prominence in our third
source, Ps.-Call., Codex C,21 ch. 24. The account in this source
is briefly as follows: Alexander conquered the country of the
Jews. Those Jews who wished to offer resistance sent out spies
disguised as envoys. These men were very much impressed with
the fearlessness of Alexander's troops in the face of death. On
the basis of their report, the rulers decided to submit to Alexander.
The priests put on their priestly robes and went forth to meet
Alexander. "Alexander was awed by their appearance . . . and
summoned one of the priests and said to him: 'How divine is your
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appearance! Tell me, I pray, what god do you worship? For I
have never seen so seemly an array of priests among those of our
gods.' The priest then said, 'We serve one God who created
heaven and earth and all things in them. But no man is able to
tell His name.' Thereupon Alexander said, 'As servants of the
true God go in peace, go. For your God shall be my God. And I
will make peace with you and will not invade your country as I
have done those of other nations, because you have served a
living God.' Then the Jews took an abundance of money in gold
and brought it to Alexander. But he refused to take it, saying,
'Let this, together with the sum set apart by me, be tribute to the
Lord God. But I will not take anything from you.' " M
In comparing the three sources we find that while the Talmudic
tradition indicates that Alexander went up to the Temple and
Josephus relates that Alexander worshipped God in the Temple,
Ps.-Call. goes further and has Alexander accept the God of Israel
as his God. It will be noted that the story of Alexander's visit
to Jerusalem is found only in the Codex C recension of Ps.-Call.
It is missing in the other recensions.** This acknowledgement
of the God of the Jews by Alexander is found again in chapter 28
of Book II in Codex C, Ps.-Call.1* That chapter deals with the
founding of the city of Alexandria by Alexander. When the
work involved in building the city was completed, the author
relates that Alexander mounted the tower and set at naught all
the gods of the land and proclaimed the one true God, invisible,
inscrutable, borne above the Seraphim and glorified by a thriceholy voice. Moreover, the account of Alexander's occupation and
conquest of Egypt as related in Codex C is hostile to the Egyptians.*6 Donath and Pfister therefore maintain that chapters 24—28
of Book II which deal with Alexander's visit to Jerusalem, the
conquest of Egypt and the founding of Alexandria represent interpolations by an Alexandrian Jewish author." These interpolations reflect the apologetic and polemical literature produced by
Alexandrian Jewry in its effort to exalt Judaism over paganism,
to defend it against its detractors, and to secure and protect the
civil rights of its adherents. This tendency is similar to that
found in the Jewish Sybilline Oracles and in several of the
Apocrypha.*7
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Of the sources which we have discussed, the date of Josephus
can be definitely ascertained for we know that Josephus wrote
The Jewish Antiquities in the fifty-sixth year of his life which
was the year 93 C. E.18 The sources in Talmudic literature,
regardless of the time they were committed to writing, go back
to an earlier time albeit their exact date cannot be definitely
determined." As for the interpolations in Ps.-Call., conjectures
as to their date are based on the need assumed to have been felt
by Alexandrian Jewry for apologetic literature, and thus in the
opinion of Donath the stories took shape in the first century during
the reign of Caius Caligula10 (37-41). Probably all these sources
go back to an older common tradition."
2. T H E DISPUTATIONS

The sources in Talmudic literature contain an account of
disputations carried on between the Jews and the gentiles before
Alexander who served as the arbiter. The gentiles are the
Ishmaelites, the Canaanites, and the Egyptians, the first two
nations claiming the right to the land of Palestine, and the third
claiming compensation for the silver and gold which the Jews
took from them when they left Egypt. This account is found in
three places: the Talmud, Sanhedrin, p. 91a; Genesis Rabbah,
LXI, 7; and the scholium to "On the twenty-fifth day of Sivan"
in ch. 3, Megillat Ta'anit. The material is the same, with slight
verbal modifications, in all three sources.12 The following passage
is from Genesis Rabbah, LXI, 7:

"In the days of Alexander of Macedon, the Ishmaelites came
to dispute the birthright with Israel and they were accompanied
by two evil families, the Canaanites and the Egyptians. 'Who
shall go to plead against them?', it was asked. Said Gebi'ah, the
son of I£osem: 'I will go and plead against them.' 'Take heed
not to let the land fall into their hands,' they cautioned him. 'I will
go and argue with them,' he replied, 'If I defeat them, 'tis well;
while if not, ye can say, who is this hunchback to take up our
case?' So he went to debate with them. Alexander of Macedon
said to them: 'Who is the plaintiff, and who the defendant?' The
Ishmaelites answered: 'We are the claimants, and we base our
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claim on their own laws. It is written, but he shall acknowledge
the firstborn, the son of the hated, e t c . . . . (Deut. 21:17), and
Ishmael was the firstborn.' Gebi'ah, the son of I£osem said:
'Your Majesty! Cannot a man do as he wishes to his sons?'
'Yes,' he replied. 'Then,' he pursued, 'surely it is written, and
Abraham gave all that he had unto Isaac' (Gen. 25:5). 'But
where is the deed of gift (to his other sons)?' He replied: 'But
unto the sons of the concubines that Abraham had, Abraham gave
gifts.' Thereupon they departed in shame.
"The Canaanites then pleaded: 'We base our suit against
them on their own Torah. It is everywhere written, 'The land
of Canaan,' then let them return us our country.' He (Gebi'ah
the son of I£osem) said to him: 'Your Majesty! Cannot a man
do as he pleases with his slave?' 'Yes', he replied. 'Then surely
it is written, a slave of slaves shall he (Canaan) be unto his
brethren (Gen. 9:25). Hence they are now our slaves.' Thereupon they fled in shame.
"Then the Egyptians said: 'We base our suit against them
on their own Torah. Six hundred thousand left us, laden with
silver and gold utensils, as it is written, and they despoiled the
Egyptians (Ex. 12:36). Let them return us our silver and gold.'
And Gebi'ah the son of I£osem said: 'Your Majesty! Six hundred
thousand men served them two hundred and ten years, of whom
some were silversmiths and some goldsmiths. Let them pay us
(for their labor) at the rate of a dinar per day.' Thereupon
mathematicians sat and calculated (what was owing for their
labor), and they had not reached a hundred years before Egypt
was found to be forfeit (for the sum due), and so they departed
in shame."
The argument advanced by Gebi'ah, the son of I£osem,
against the Egyptians' claim has its parallel in Alexandrian Jewish
literature in Philo's Life of Moses.*1 In justification of the action
on the part of the Jews in despoiling the Egyptians "of the jewels
of silver and jewels of gold,"1* Philo argued that the Jews had a
moral and legal right to the spoil which they took with them
from Egypt: morally, in return for the deprivation of liberty,
and legally, either as payment for the long duration of their
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service or as their rightful due as victors to the goods of their
enemies."
In the case of the two other disputations there are no parallels
in extant Hellenistic Jewish literature.
3. ALEXANDER AND THE ELDERS OF THE SOUTH

The Talmudic account of the dialogue between Alexander
and the elders of the south is found in Tractate Tamid, pp. 31b—
32a, and reads as follows:
"Alexander of Macedon put ten questions to the elders of
the south. He asked: Which is farther, from heaven to earth
or from east to west? They replied: From east to west. The
proof is that when the sun is in the east all can look at it, and
when it is in the west all can look at it, but when the sun is in
the middle of the sky, no one can look at it." The Sages, however, say: The distance in both cases is the same, as it says,
'For as the heaven is high above the earth (so great is His mercy
toward them that fear Him); as far as the east is from the west,
(so far hath He removed our transgressions from us)." Now if
one of these distances is greater, the text should not write both
but only the one which is the greater. What then is the reason
why no one can look at the sun when it is in the middle of the
sky? Because it is absolutely clear and nothing obstructs the
view. He said to them: Were heavens created first, or the earth?
They replied: The heavens were created first, as it says, 'In the
beginning God created the heaven and the earth.'18 He said to
them: Was light created first, or darkness? They replied: This
question cannot be solved. Why did they not reply that darkness
was created first, since it is written, 'Now the earth was unformed and void and darkness,' and after that, 'And God said,
let there be light, and there was light.' They thought to themselves: Perhaps he will go on to ask what is above and what is
below, what is before and what is after." If that is the case,
they should not have answered his question about the heaven
either. At first they thought that he just happened to ask that
question, but when they saw that he pursued the same subject,
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they bethought themselves not to answer him lest he should go
on to ask what was above and what was below, what was before
and what was after.
"He said to them: Who is called wise? They replied: Who
is wise? He who discerns what is to come to pass. He said to
them: Who is called a mighty man? They replied: Who is a
mighty man? He who subdues his passions. He said to them:
Who is called a rich man? They replied: Who is rich? He who
rejoices in his portion.40 He said to them: What shall a man do
to live? They replied: Let him mortify himself.41 What shall a
man do to kill himself? They replied: Let him keep himself alive.42
He said to them: What should a man do to make himself acceptable to others? They replied: Let him shun government and
ruler.48 He said to them: I have a better answer than yours: Let
him be a friend of government and ruler and (use his influence to)
do good to mankind.44 He said to them: Is it better to dwell on
sea or on dry land? They replied: It is better to dwell on dry
land, because those who set out to sea are never free from anxiety
till they reach dry land again. He said to them: Which among
you is the wisest? They replied: We are all equal, because we
have all concurred in the same answers to your questions. He
said to them: Why, now, did you oppose me?45 They replied:
The Satan is too powerful.46 He said to them: Behold, I will
slay you by royal decree. They replied: Power is in the hands
of the king, but it does not become a king to be false.47 Forthwith he clothed them with garments of purple and put chains of
gold on their necks."
With reference to the nationality of the elders of the south
most students of the question are agreed that they are to be
identified with the Gymnosophists of India.48 It has been suggested that this legend is of Hellenistic origin and that it reflects
the notion, found in Greek literature, that the Jews are a philosophical people and are descended from Indian philosophers.
This idea was, according to this view, employed in Hellenistic
Jewish literature in order to prove the antiquity of the Jews as
well as their pre-eminence in the field of philosophy.4*
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T H E DIALOGUE IN PLUTARCH AND Ps.-Call.

An account of Alexander's dialogue with the Gymnosophists
is found in Plutarch and is in certain of its elements parallel to
that found in the Talmud. 60 Wunsche feels that it is difficult
to determine which account represents the original version."
Levi holds that the Talmudic account represents the remains of
an older Palestinian Aramaic version which in the original had a
great affinity with the account in Plutarch. He is of the opinion
that the Talmudic version presupposes the background supplied
in the Plutarch version.82 Wallach in a detailed study notes the
points of resemblance between the accounts in Plutarch and in
the Talmud and maintains that the Talmudic version goes back
to a source which is older and more original than the one underlying the account in Plutarch. He points out that a version of the
dialogue belonging to this older Greek source was found by
Ulrich Wilcken in a Greek papyrus in the Berlin Museum and
that it is to this source that the version of the dialogue in the
Latin Metz Epitome of Alexander's "Gesta" goes back. He
indicates the parallels between the dialogues in the papyrus, in
the Epitome and in the Talmud." Another account of the dialogue
is found in Ps.-Call., Book III, 6. It differs from the version in
the Talmud and, according to Wallach, belongs to a tradition
different from that in the older source just mentioned.64 While
the Talmudic version has its origin in Hellenistic sources, the
account as found in the Talmud bears a definite rabbinic stamp
and represents the product of much interpolation and elaboration.
The passages in Aramaic represent the older layer while the
Hebrew ones represent the later elements.66
The fourth, fifth, and sixth episodes, namely Alexander's
journey to the region of darkness, Alexander and the women
(Amazons), and Alexander at the gate of the Garden of Eden,
are found in the Talmud, Tamid, 32a-b and follow in succession
immediately after the account of Alexander's dialogue with the
elders of the south. W e shall quote these three legends as they
occur in Tamid after which we shall comment upon them.
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4. ALEXANDER'S JOURNEY TO THE REGION OF DARKNESS

"He (Alexander) said to them (the elders of the south):
'I want to go to the country of Africa.' They said to him: 'You
cannot go there because the mountains of darkness are in the way.'
To which he replied: 'That will not stop me from going. Was it
for that that I asked you? But tell me what I am to do.' 'Take
Libyan asses that can travel in the dark and take coils of rope
and fix them at the side (of the road) so that when you return
you can guide yourself by them and reach your destination.'
He did so and set forth."
5. ALEXANDER AND THE WOMEN (AMAZONS)

"He (Alexander) came to a place where there were only
women. He wanted to make war with them but they said to
him: 'If you slay us, people will say: he killed women; and if
we slay you, they will call you: the king who was killed by
women.' He said to them: 'Bring me bread.' They brought
him bread made of gold on a table made of gold. Whereupon he
said to them: 'Do people here eat bread made of gold?' To which
they replied: 'If you wanted bread, had you no bread in your own
place to eat that you should have journeyed here?' When he left
the place, he wrote on the gate of the city: 'I, Alexander of
Macedon, was a fool until I came to the city of women in Africa
and I learned sound counsel from women.' " "
6. ALEXANDER AT THE GATE OF THE GARDEN OF EDEN

"In the course of his journey he sat down by a spring and
began to eat. He had with him some salted fish, and as they
were being washed they gave off a sweet odor. He said: 'This
shows that this spring comes from the Garden of Eden.' Some
say that he took some of the water and washed his face with it.
Others say that he went alongside of it until he came to the gate
of the Garden of Eden. He cried out: 'Open the gate for me.'
They replied: 'This is the gate of the Lord, the righteous shall
enter into it.' (Ps. 118:20.) To which he replied: 'I too am a
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lord and king. I also am of some account. Give me something.'
They gave him an eyeball. He went and weighed all his silver
and gold against it, and it was not equal to it. He said to the
Rabbis: 'How is this?' They replied: 'It is the eyeball of a human
being that is never satisfied.' He said to them: 'How can you
prove that this is so?' They took a little dust and covered it, and it
was immediately weighed down. And so it is written: the nether
world and destruction are never satiated, so the eyes of man are
never satiated." (Prov. 27:20.)
VERSIONS IN

Ps.-Call. AND

MEDIAEVAL SOURCES

Accounts of these episodes also occur in Ps.-Call. in the
following places: For the legends of Alexander's journey to the
region of darkness and of his arrival at the gate of the Garden of
Eden parallel elements are found in Book II, chs. 39-41." In the
latter episode as related in Ps.-Call. the journey is to the spring of
life which confers immortality upon those who drink its water."
Elaborations of the legend of the journey to the spring of life, it
may be remarked, are met with in the Persian, Arabic and
Turkish versions of the Alexander Romance," while the legend
of the journey to Paradise is found in elaborated form in the
twelfth century Latin work, Alexandra Magni her Ad Paradisum.*0
As for the legend of Alexander and the Amazons, there is a
parallel in part in Ps.-Call., Book III, chs. 25-26.
With reference to the origins of the legends of Alexander's
journey to the region of darkness and of his arrival at the gate of
the Garden of Eden, Donath holds that the versions in Talmudic
literature and in Ps.-Call. are based upon a common source which
is Jewish." Wflnsche is of the opinion that these two legends
represent rabbinic elaborations of stories that are of ancient
Persian origin. He professes to see the reflection of the principles
of Light and Darkness of the Parsee religion in the legends of
the spring of Life and the region of darkness.62 Levi holds that
the Talmudic account of these legends represents an abridged
and later version than that found in Ps.-Call.63 Concerning the
story of Alexander's arrival at the Gate of Paradise, Levi maintains that it is of Jewish origin and that the medieval Latin version,
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Alexandri Magni her Ad Paradisum, is a translation of a Jewish
source anterior to the briefer version found in the Talmud.'4 As
for the legend of Alexander and the Amazons, Levi holds that
while versions of this legend are found in other literatures, the
story of the gold bread is a creation of the Jewish imagination."
Wallach is of the opinion that the Alexander legends found in the
Talmud in Tamid, namely the dialogue with the elders of the
south, the journey to the region of darkness, the arrival at the
gate of the Garden of Eden and the encounter with the Amazons
represent remnants of Hellenistic-Jewish apologetic literature in
which well-known stories and themes deriving from general
Hellenistic material were elaborated upon by Jewish writers and
used as propaganda to prove the antiquity of the Jewish people to
the Greeks and Egyptians.••
7. ALEXANDER'S ASCENT INTO THE AIR

This legend occurs in three versions in Talmudic literature.
The first version and probably the oldest occurs in two sources:
The Palestinian Talmud, 'Abodah Zarah, ed. Krotoschin (1866),
III, 1, 42c, and Numbers Rabbah, XIII, 14. The account in this
version reads as follows:
"Rabbi Jonah said: Alexander of Macedon, when he wished
to ascend into the air, used to rise higher and higher until he saw
the world look like a ball and the sea like a dish. On account of
this they depict him with an orb in his hand. Why not let them
depict him with a dish in his hand? Because he has no dominion
over the sea. The Holy One, blessed be He, however, has
dominion on sea and has dominion on land . . . Accordingly they
(the princes) brought a dish (as an offering) to symbolize the
sea and a basin to symbolize the land."67
The second version of this episode is a briefer one and is more
in the nature of an allusion to the first version inasmuch as it
only makes mention of Alexander's desire to ascend to the
heavens but does not include an account of his ascent. This version is found in two sources: fir\e Rabbi EWezer (New York,
1946), XI, 28b-29a and Yatyuf Shim'oni (Jerusalem, 1952),
l K g . 18, sec. 211, p. 758.
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The third version occurs in a later source and bears a closer
resemblance to the account of this episode in Ps.-Call., Book II,
ch. 41. This version occurs in Midrash lAseret Melakim and may
be found in H . M . Hurwitz ha-Levi, Bait 'Eked ha-Agadot (Frankfurt a. M., 1881), pp. 44-45, and in J. D. Eisenstein, 0%ar Midrashim (New York, 1915), II, 463. The account in this version
reads as follows:
"The eighth king is Alexander of Macedon who ruled from
one end of the world to the other, as Scripture says: 'And as I
was considering, behold a he-goat came from the w e s t . . . and
the he-goat magnified himself exceedingly..." Furthermore,
Alexander sought to ascend into the heavens to know what was
there. And he made a yoke and bound two eagles to it and
suspended meat above it in the manner of those who fowl with
hawks.' 8 And when they saw the meat, they would fly higher
and higher until" he saw the world before him like a ring in the
(palm of his) hand."
As for the origin of this legend, Levi believes that the versions
of it in Talmudic literature are based on the version in Ps.-Call.
referred to above. 70 It is possible however that the versions in
Talmudic literature and in Ps.-Call. derive ultimately from a
common source.
8.

ALEXANDER'S DESCENT INTO THE SEA

This legend is found in two sources in Talmudic literature:
Midrash Tehillim, Ps. 93, 5 , " and Yal^ut Shim'oni, Ps. 93, sec.
848." Except for a minor difference in detail both sources contain the same account. W e shall quote the account in Midrash
Tehillim after which some comments will be made on a doubtful
reading in the text. 71
" 'Out of the voices of many waters, the mighty breakers of
the sea' (Ps. 93:4). It happened that when Hadrian Caesar
sought to fathom the depth of the Adriatic Sea,74 he took ropes
and kept lowering them for three and half years, until he heard
a heavenly voice which said: 'Hadrian will end (ere his rope
does)!' Again, Hadrian Caesar sought to know how the waters
praise the Holy One, blessed be He, and so he made chests of
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glass into which he put men, and then lowered the chests into the
Great Sea." When the men came up, they said: 'We have
heard the waters of the Great Sea praise the Holy One, blessed
be He, thuswise: The Lord on high is mighty.' "
Despite the fact that the name Hadrian Caesar occurs here
as well as in Yalkut Shim'oni, it is suggested that this represents a
scribal error and that the emperor referred to in this episode is
Alexander. This suggestion is supported by the following considerations: First, as indicated in our discussion of the preceding
episode, Alexander's desire to fathom the depth of the sea is
mentioned along with his desire to ascend into the heavens in two
other sources in Talmudic literature, namely P'vtke Rabbi Eli'ezer,
XI, and Yalkut Shim'oni, 1 Kg. 18, sec. 2 1 1 . " Secondly, this
legend is associated with Alexander in Ps.-CalL, Book II, ch. 38.
T H E LEGEND IN Ps.-Call.

The legend as related in Talmudic literature appears to be
an abbreviated account of the story of this episode as found in
Ps.-CalL and reveals the presence of a rabbinic motif. In the
Greek account, Alexander descends into the sea in order to seek
pearls. In the Jewish account, Alexander's concern is not with
pearls but rather with discovering how the waters praise God.
As is the case of the legend dealing with Alexander's ascent
into the air, Levi believes that the version of the episode under
discussion as found in Talmudic literature is based on the version
which occurs in Ps.-Call.1'' However, it is possible that both
versions derive ultimately from a common source.
9.

ALEXANDER AND KING KA?IA

This legend occurs in Talmudic literature in three versions
which in the main agree with one another but reveal some minor
differences. One version is found in the Palestinian Talmud,
Baba Mezia, ed. Krotoschin (1866), II, 5, 8c. The account of
the episode in this version reads as follows:
"Alexander of Macedon went to visit King Kazia. The latter
showed him much gold and much silver. Whereupon (Alexander)
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said to him: 'I do not need your gold and silver. I have come only
to see your ways, how you deal, how you dispense justice.'
While he was engaged in conversation with him, a man approached him with the following complaint against his friend.
He had bought a field from him and in clearing it had found a
treasure of dinars (in a dunghill). The buyer said: 'I bought the
dunghill but did not buy the treasure.' The vendor said: 'I sold
the dunghill and all it contained.' While they were engaged in
argument, the king said to one of them: 'Have you a male offspring?' 'Yes,' he replied. He then said to the other: 'Have you
a female offspring?' 'Yes,' he replied. Whereupon he said to
them: 'Let them be married to one another and the treasure will
belong to both.' He (Alexander) began to laugh, and he (King
Kazia) asked him: 'Why are you laughing? Have I not judged
well? Had this case come before you, how would you have
judged?' He replied: 'We would have slain both of them and
the treasure would have gone to the king.' Whereupon he said
to him: 'How very much you must love gold!' He prepared a
meal for him (Alexander), setting before him meat made of gold
and chickens made of gold. He (Alexander) said: 'Do I eat
gold?' King Kazia, (thinking in his heart) 'A curse upon the
man's soul!' said: 'If you do not eat gold, then why do you love
gold so much?' King Kazia again asked him: 'Does the sun shine
in your country?' 'Yes,' he replied. 'Does rain fall in your country?' he asked. 'Yes,' he replied. 'Do you perchance have small
cattle in your country?' 'Yes' he replied. King Kazia, (thinking
in his heart) 'A curse upon the man's soul!' said: 'You live only
because of the merit of small cattle, as it is written: 'Man and
beast Thou preservest, O Lord.' " (Ps. 36:7)
Another version of this episode occurs in the following four
sources: Genesis Rabbah, XXXIII, 1; Peseta de-Rab Kahana, IX,
24; Leviticus Rabbah, XXVII, 1; and Midrash Tanhuma, Emor, 6.
This version differs from the first in these two elements:
(1) Upon his arrival in the country of King Kazia, Alexander is
presented not with gold and silver but with articles of food made
of gold. The account of this element reads as follows in Midrash
Tanhuma: "They came out to meet him with golden apples,
golden pomegranates and golden bread. He said to them: 'Is then
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gold eaten in your country?' They answered: 'Is it not so in
your (country), else why have you come to us?' T o which
he retorted: 'It is not your wealth that I have come to see but
rather your administration of the law.' " (2) This version does
not include the story dealing with the golden meal prepared by
King Kazia for Alexander which in the first version is introduced
by the statement, "How very much you must love gold!" and
concludes with the question,... "then why do you love gold
so much?"
The third version of this episode which occurs in Yalkut
Shim'oni, Ps. 36, sec. 727 includes both the presentation of golden
articles of food to Alexander upon his arrival as found in the
second version as well as the golden meal prepared by King
Kazia for Alexander as found in the first version. It would appear
that the author of Yalkut Shim'oni, a Midrashic compilation
believed to have been done in the thirteenth century,78 either
had both versions before him and combined them or drew upon a
source in which they were already combined.
T H E MORAL LESSON IN Ps.-Call.

While the narrative of the legend of Alexander and King
Kazia has no parallel in Ps.-Call., the moral lesson which this
legend contains, namely, the absurdity of the greed for gold
represents a theme which, as Wallach has indicated,79 is found in
Ps.-Call., Book III, ch. 11-12. In this source, Dindimus, the
King of the Brahmans, while expounding the Brahman philosophy
of life, ridicules Alexander's greed for gold. This theme is also
expressed in the Talmudic version of Alexander's meeting with
the Amazons which we have quoted above. It is also met with
in a different form and connection in Plutarch's Morals.*0
With reference to the origin of the legend of Alexander and
King Kazia, Wallach differs with Levi, who suggests that the
legend may be of Jewish origin,81 and with Klausner, who maintains that it is not of Greek origin.82 Wallach holds that it is
ultimately of Greek origin and that it reflects, in the form in which
it is found in Talmudic literature, the apologetic influence of
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Hellenistic Jewish literature in which the claim of superiority was
advanced by the Jews in their controversy with the Greeks and
Egyptians.81 He therefore feels that it belongs to the same body
of Alexander legends represented by the four which occur in
the Talmud in Tamld which were discussed above, namely, the
dialogue with the elders of the south, the journey to the region of
darkness, the arrival at the gate of the Garden of Eden and the
encounter with the Amazons." Wallach believes that the legend
of King Kazia is reminiscent of Alexander's meeting with the
Indian Gymnosophists and suggests that the name Kazia is either
that of an historical Indian king or of an Indian town. He rejects
the Midrashic view that the name Kazia is derived from the
Hebrew word ke%, meaning end and therefore refers to a legendary
king believed to have lived at the end of the world, namely, the
interior of Africa." The view that King Kazia lived in Africa
is expressed in three of the sources mentioned above in which
this legend is found: Pesikta de-Rab Kahana, IX, 24; Leviticus
Kabbah, XXVII, 1; and Midrash Tanhuma, Emor, 6. It is interesting to note, however, that prior to Wallach the suggestion
that the name Kazia was that of an Indian king had been made
in Peru Moskeh, the eighteenth century rabbinic commentary on
the Palestinian Talmud. 8 '
10.

ALEXANDER AND THE BONES OF JEREMIAH

This episode occurs in a late Midrashic compilation, namely,
Midrash Agadah, ed. Buber (Vienna 1894), II, Nu. XXX, 15,
p. 157, and reads as follows:
" . . . And the Holy One, blessed be He, reproved them (the
children of Israel) through Jeremiah, may peace be with him,
whom the children of Israel stoned (to death) in Egypt. And the
Egyptians brought him to burial because they loved him, for he
had prayed on their behalf against the whales and the crocodiles"
which were in the Nile and which used to kill the Egyptians.
And King Alexander removed his bones and buried them in
Alexandria."
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PARALLEL IN PSEUDOEPIPHANIUS

This legend is only alluded to in Ps.-Call., Book I, ch. 32,
but a parallel to it with some variations is found in PseudoEpiphanius', Vitae Prophetarum.™ According to the latter, Alexander brought serpents from the Peloponnesian Argos to Alexandria and placed them in the Nile in order to combat and destroy
the serpents and crocodiles which were there. However, this
objective was not achieved. Whereupon Alexander removed the
bones of Jeremiah from the grave to Alexandria and laid them in
various places in a circle around the city. Then the reptiles were
driven away.
As for the origin of this legend, Pfister holds that the Greek
version of the Jeremiah episode had its source in the same literary
circles which produced the Judaeo-Greek version of the story of
the founding of Alexandria. The account in Talmudic literature,
he feels, represents a later abbreviated version going back either
to the Greek version or to an older common source. 8 '
11. ALEXANDER AND THE THRONE OF SOLOMON

This legend occurs only in Talmudic literature and is found
in Targum Sheni, I, 2.'° According to this legend the throne of
Solomon, of rare and marvelous construction, was taken into
captivity along with the Jews by Nebuchadnezzar. The throne
became the possession in turn of the heads of succeeding empires,
including Alexander. The passage in this legend relating to
Alexander reads as follows: "And after Nebuchadnezzar, King
of Babylon, Alexander of Macedon came and captured the throne
of King Solomon and brought it to Egypt." "
Before concluding this section on Alexander in Jewish sources
from antiquity it should be noted that there are two instances in
Talmudic literature in which Alexander is confused with other
historical personages. One instance has already been described
above in our discussion of the episode dealing with Alexander's
descent into the sea where although the text reads Hadrian, the
reference is obviously to Alexander. In the other instance the
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text reads Alexander of Macedon but the context of the narrative
requires a different person. In a passage in the Talmud, Sukkah,
51b, which describes the past glory of Jewish life in Alexandria,
the third century Amora, Abaye, makes the comment: "And
Alexander of Macedon killed them all (the Jews)." The reference
to Alexander of Macedon is due either to a scribal error or to
confusion on the part of the Babylonian Amora quoted." Historically the Alexander referred to is Tiberius Julius Alexander,
an apostate Jew, who as prefect of Egypt in the middle of the
first century C. E. ordered the Roman soldiers to attack the
Jews in the wake of the rioting that broke out between them and
the Alexandrians. As a result, according to Josephus, some fifty
thousand Jews were slain.91

II. ALEXANDER IN MEDIAEVAL
JEWISH SOURCES
RECENSION

5 OF Ps.-Call. AND THE Historia de Preliis

The mediaeval Alexander Romance in its many versions in
the languages of the East and the West is derived ultimately
from Ps.-Call.1 As was indicated above,* the text of Ps.-Call. has
come down to us in three recensions referred to in the literature
as a, j8 and 7.* Ausfeld held that there was a fourth recension
which he designated as 8.* He believed that the text of this
recension, of which there is no known manuscript, served as the
basis of an anonymous Syriac version which was composed about
the seventh century6 and of a Latin version which was done by
the Archpresbyter Leo of Naples in the tenth century.* Recension
3 would then represent an elaboration of a manuscript belonging
to the a group.7 These four recensions constitute the main
divisions of the textual tradition of Ps.-Call. within which the
sources of the many translations are to be located.8
It is a generally accepted opinion that the Syriac version was
translated into Arabic. For though the Arabic text of the translation is not extant and though there is no direct evidence that it
had been made, the assumption that such a translation had existed
is based upon the study of the Ethiopic version which by internal
evidence shows that it had its origin in the Arabic version.9 This
lost Arabic version is assumed to have been made in the ninth
century from the Syriac and like the Syriac to have belonged to
the 5 recension.10
In addition to the Syriac and the Arabic versions, the Latin
version of the Archpresbyter Leo of Naples would also go back
to the 5 recension. Leo, while on a trip to Constantinople in the
middle of the tenth century, found and transcribed a Greek
manuscript of Ps.-Call., returned to Naples and translated it into
Latin. This Latin translation which is generally referred to as
the Historia de Preliis11 became in turn the source of numerous
translations and adaptations. The Latin text gradually underwent
elaboration and interpolation, giving rise in time to a number of
26
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recensions of this work. Among these recensions three in particular were most widely used. T h e y " are referred to as I1, I 2 ,
and P .
HEBREW VERSIONS OF THE ALEXANDER ROMANCE

Among the various mediaeval versions of the Alexander
Romance there are six known Hebrew ones. These Hebrew
versions are represented by the following six sources: (1) The
Alexander Romance as found in Yosippon. (2) Ms. Cod.
Heb. 671.5, Bibl. Nad., Paris. (3) Ms. 145, Jews' College,
London. (4) Ms. LIII, Bibl. Estense, Modena; Ms. Cod. Heb.
2797.10, Bodleian, Oxford; Ms. Damascus, subject of a study
by A. Y. Harkavy, Neizdarmaya Versiya romana obu Alexandre
(St. Petersburg, 1892). (5) Ms. Cod. Heb. 1087, Bibl. I. B. deRossi, Parma. (6) Ms. Cod. Heb. 750.3, Bibl. Nad., Paris, the
subject of our study.
RELATION TO

Ps.-Call. AND Historia de Preliis

The basic source of most of these Hebrew versions is the
Historia de Preliis in the I* recension. Thus the second and third
versions are based on I* while the sixth version is based on a
mixed text combining I 1 and I 2 . The version in Yosippon is
based in part on I 2 and in part goes back to recensions a and /3
of Ps.-Call. While one view maintains that the version in the
Parma manuscript represents a direct translation from a Greek
text based on recension a of Ps.-Call. and that it is the basis for a
significant part of the Alexander Romance in Yosippon, another
opinion holds that the version in the Parma manuscript is based
in the main on the version found in Yosippon. According to this
latter opinion, the version in the Parma manuscript would therefore also go back in large measure to the I* recension of the
Historia de Preliis. The version represented by the Modena,
Bodleian, and Damascus manuscripts is not based on the Historia
de Preliis. It contains some material for which parallels are found
in recension y ofPs.-Call. but consists for the most part of diverse,
fanciful elements whose sources are unknown.
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W e shall proceed with a description of these versions, leaving
the version represented by the manuscript under study for the
final part of the introduction. W e shall also describe two
other mediaeval Hebrew works, Musere ha-Pilosofim1* and Sod
ha-Sodot,1' which contain material bearing upon the life of
Alexander. The versions will be discussed in the following order:
(1) Yosippon. (2) Paris Manuscript and (3) London Manuscript.
(4) Modena, Bodleian, Damascus Manuscripts. (5) Parma
Manuscript.
1. Yosippon
This book is a popular mediaeval history of the Jewish people
dealing primarily with the period of the Second Commonwealth.
It is in the main an abridged version of the works of Josephus and
it is assumed to have been based originally on the following: A
Latin translation of Josephus' Jewish Antiquities; Hegessipus, a
fourth century free Latin translation of Josephus' Jewish War;
the Second Book of Maccabees and other Apocryphal writings;
the Agadah; and some mediaeval chronicles. In the course of
time many interpolations were inserted."
The published editions of Yosippon go back to two recensions
of this work one of which is found in the Mantua edition, editio
princeps (1476-1479), edited by Abraham ben Solomon Conat
and the other in the Constantinople edition (1510), edited by
Tarn ben David ibn Yahya." The former has been re-edited
by Gunzburg and Kahana (Berditschev, 1896-1913).17 The
Constantinople edition is followed by the many other editions of
Yosippon. For the purpose of our survey, we have used the
Berditschev edition, referred to as Yos. B, to represent that of
Mantua and the Venice edition of 1544, referred to as Yos. V,
to represent that of Constantinople.
While the date of the composition of Yosippon, the work of
an Italian Jew, has been a subject of wide disagreement among
scholars, ranging in opinion from the fourth to the tenth century,18
all are agreed that Yosippon contains many interpolations among
which is the Alexander Romance.19 The latter was inserted in
Yosippon in connection with the account of Alexander's visit to
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Jerusalem.
The material in this account which deals with
Alexander's meeting with the High Priest and the Samaritan
episode is parallel to that which is found in Talmudic literature,
in Josephus and in Ps.-Call.21 The account in Yosippon is closer
to that in Josephus than to the others." There is one element in
the account in Yosippon which is not found in Josephus, in the
Talmudic sources or in Ps.-Call. and that is the giving of the
name Alexander to the boys born to the priests of Jerusalem and
Judea as a tribute to Alexander.2' Yosippon contains a more
elaborate account of Alexander's dream in which he sees the
likeness of the High Priest" than do Josephus25 and the Talmudic
sources." In the account of the relations of the Jews and the
Cutheans, that is to say, the Samaritans, Yosippon follows Josephus
rather than the Talmudic tradition.27
Alexander's visit to Jerusalem is followed in Yosippon by the
Alexander Romance which is an interpolation.28 The accounts of
the Alexander Romance in Yos. B and in Yos. V " follow the
same order of events and also agree in content excepting for some
instances where Yos. V contains additional material and for some
minor variations in the narrative.10 The account in Yos. B is
written in a more condensed form than that in Yos. V . "
The Alexander Romance in Yosippon is divided into two
parts.' 2 Part A contains the following episodes: Nectanebor and
Queen Olympias; the birth of Alexander; his early years; his
first military victory; the reconciliation of Philip and Olympias
through the efforts of Alexander; Alexander's refusal to pay the
tribute to Darius; his victories over Armenia and Bithynia; the
death of Philip; and Alexander's accession to the throne. Part B
contains the following: Alexander's expeditions to Italy, Africa
and the land of the Medes; Alexander and Darius; Alexander's
encounters with the strange animals, men and trees; his journey
to the region of darkness; Alexander and Poms, King of India;
Alexander and the Gymnosophists; Alexander's letter to Aristotle, including the Candace episode; Alexander and the Amazons;
and the death of Alexander.
Part A and Part B represent two different versions of the
Alexander Romance. As Rieger has indicated, the source of
Part A is the Historia de Preliis in a recension, I2, closely related
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to the Codex Seitenstettensis, while Part B follows the account
in the Greek original of Ps.-Call. in the version of the Leyden
manuscript.1* Thus Part A goes back through the Historia de
Preliis to recension 8 of Ps.-Call. while Part B goes back through
the Leyden manuscript to recension j8 of Ps.-Call. Part B also
contains some material which belongs to recension a of Ps.-Call.1*
According to another opinion, the Hebrew version represented by
Part B is based on a Greek text which goes back to recension a
of Ps.-Call. but it also corresponds in many passages to
recension /3."
There is general agreement among scholars on the basis of
the nature of the corruptions in the text of the Alexander Romance
in Yosippon that the author did not use the Greek and Latin
sources directly. Most of them hold that the material in these
sources was made available to the author through an unknown
Arabic version." Wallach, however, assumes that because of
similarities and parallels between Yosippon and two other mediaeval Hebrew versions of the Alexander Romance, represented
by Ms. 671, Bibliotheque Nationale de Paris, and Ms. 145,
Jews' College, London, there must have existed a common
Hebrew archetype on which they are based and which in turn is
derived from an unknown Arabic version." Flusser believes that
the interpolation represented by Part B in Yosippon is based on
the Hebrew version of the Alexander Romance found in a manuscript in the De Rossi collection in the Parma Library, No. 1087,
which in his opinion is a direct translation from the Greek
Ps.-Call.1* As for Part A, Levi*» and Flusser believe that it is
based on the Hebrew version found in the first part of Ms. 145,
Jews' College, London, which in turn represents a translation of
the Arabic version of the Alexander Romance.40
It is generally agreed that Part B is an older interpolation
than Part A. There is an opinion that Part B represents, on the
basis of internal evidence, die Hebrew elaboration of the Alexander Romance by the author of Yosippon himself, while Part A
represents a later interpolation which may have been inserted by
Abraham Conat, the editor of the Mantua edition of Yosippon,*1
1476-1479. According to another opinion Part B was inserted
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into the text of Yosippm not later than 1148 and Part A was
added by another interpolator before the year 1160."
2. PARIS MANUSCRIPT AND 3. LONDON MANUSCRIPT

Two versions of the Alexander Romance are represented by
Ms. 671, Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, 41 and Ms. 145, Jews'
College, London.44 W e shall refer to the former as Ms. P and
to the latter as Ms. L.
Israel Levi published18 the text of Ms. P and in the notes to
the text incorporated a detailed analysis of Ms. L. He compared
the latter with Ms. P and both of them with the Latin of the
Historia de Preliis. He also discussed the relation of the two
manuscripts to the Alexander Romance in Yosippm.
Ms. P and Ms. L represent two versions of a Hebrew translation based on an unknown Arabic translation of the I2 recension
of the Historia de Preliis, thus going back to the 5 recension of the
Ps.-Call. The translator of Ms. P is anonymous,46 while the
translation of Ms. L is attributed in the colophon to Samuel ben
Judah Ibn Tibbon. Levi 47 and Ausfeld,48 on the strength of the
colophon, regard Ibn Tibbon as the translator. Steinschneider,
however, does not rely on the colophon but holds that a consideration of the kind of works translated by Ibn Tibbon would lead
one to conclude that he would not have "condescended" to translate a collection of wonder tales. Steinschneider therefore regards Ms. L as anonymous and refers to it as Anonymous A and
to Ms. P as Anonymous B. 4 ' Flusser holds that Ibn Tibbon, who
lived from 1150-1230, could not have been the translator because,
in his view, the translation was already in existence before the
year 1160, when part of it was inserted as an interpolation in
Yosippon.10 Levi, proceeding on the assumption that Ibn Tibbon
was the translator of Ms. L and that Ms. P and Ms. L are
translations of two different versions of a common lost Arabic
source, places the date of these translations at the beginning of
the thirteenth century." Ausfeld holds that Ibn Tibbon made his
translation from the Arabic about the year 1200." Levi maintains, on the basis of the fact that the transliteration of the Latin
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follows the western and not the eastern pronunciation, that the
author of the lost Arabic translation was a Mohammedan who
lived in Sicily." Steinschneider, however, is of the opinion that
the solutions advanced for the problems concerning the time and
the place of the Hebrew and Arabic translations are still in the
realm of hypothesis, although he does suggest Italy as the place
where the Hebrew translations were done.".
In general Ms. L and Ms. P are similar to each other in
content and in the order of events. As Levi has already indicated,
Ms. L and Part A of Yosippon, including the first twenty lines
of Part B of Yosippon, show a rather striking resemblance in
style and in the details of the narrative.** In his notes to the
text of Ms. P, Levi points out a number of passages in Ms. L
which differ from Ms. P but are either almost identical with or
closely resemble Yosippon." Beginning however with col. 87,
1. 21, Part B of Yosippon," with the exception of a few passages
which have parallels in Ms. L,*8 differs from both Ms. P and
Ms. L. The latter two manuscripts continue to follow the I2
recension of the Historia de Preliis, while Part B of Yosippon is
based chiefly on the Leyden manuscript version of the Ps.-Call.
Part B of Yosippon represents an abbreviated account of the
narrative of the Alexander Romance, leaving out a number of
episodes and differing in the order of events.
In view of the striking similarities between part A of Yosippon
and the first part of Ms. L, Levi is of the opinion that the former
represents an interpolation which was taken from the latter. He
also suggests that the few parallel passages in Part B of Yosippon
and Ms. L also represent an interpolation in the former taken
from the latter." Steinschneider, commenting upon Levi's view,
hesitates to express a definite opinion on the subject because he
feels that there are still too many unsolved problems concerning
the relationship of Ms. L to Ms. P and of both of these to the
Alexander Romance in Yosippon.1* Wallach disagrees with both
Levi and Steinschneider and maintains that the existence of
parallels or similarities between Ms. L and Yosippon does not
mean that one took from the other, for, as he indicates, there are
also similarities between the texts of Ms. P and Yosippon.
Wallach suggests instead, as we have seen above, that there was
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a common Hebrew archetype underlying the Alexander Romance
as found in Ms, P, Ms. L and Yosippon.'1 Flusser, like Levi,
holds that Part A of Yosippm is based on the first part of Ms. L.
In his view the scribe who copied Ms. L had before him two
different translations of the lost Arabic version. One of these is
preserved in Ms. P, while the other, which was incomplete, is
found in the first part of Ms. L and in Part A of Yosippon. The
scribe completed his manuscript by copying the remainder from
the translation found in Ms. P . "
That Ms. L and Ms. P are based on the I 2 recension of the
Historia de Preliis is evident from a comparison of the Hebrew
with the Latin of the I* recension as found in the text of the
Historia de Preliis published by Alfons Hilka." In the main,
the Hebrew incorporates the interpolations which are found in
recension I* and follows the transposed order of the paragraphs
peculiar to recension I s . In many passages Ms. L is closer to the
Latin,' 4 but there are also some passages in which Ms. P is closer
to the Latin." There are passages in both manuscripts, more so
in Ms. P, which are corrupt or are not clear or miss the sense of
the Latin. In such cases the text of one manuscript is often of
help in clarifying the meaning of the other." Both manuscripts
contain elements not found in the Latin,67 and each manuscript
contains elements not found in the other."
4. MODENA, BODLEIAN, DAMASCUS MANUSCRIPTS

The version of the Alexander story represented by the
Modena, Bodleian, and Damascus manuscripts differs radically
from all the other Hebrew versions. The Modena manuscript
was published by Israel Levi in the Steinschneider Festschrift in
1896." The Bodleian manuscript was discovered by Moses
Gaster who translated it into English and published it in The
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society in 1897.70 The Damascus
manuscript was found in Damascus by A. Y. Harkavy and was
made the subject of a study by him in 1892."
This version, unlike the versions discussed above, is not based
on the Historia de Preliis and does not follow recension 5 of
Ps.-Call. Steinschneider hesitated to express an opinion concerning
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the source of this unusual and rather fanciful story of Alexander,
contenting himself with the statement that its source is yet to be
investigated.71 Levi defers to Harkavy's view that the source of
the greater part of the episodes in this version remains unknown.71
Ausfeld, who regards it as a collection of fantastic adventures,
suggests that among other sources this version also used a text
belonging to recension 7 of the Ps.-Call.1* Levi7* and Ausfeld76
regard this version as without value for the study of the history
of the Alexander Romance. In Levi's opinion this version exercised no influence whatsoever on any of the Christian, Arab, or
even Jewish story tellers because it stands outside the literary
tradition of the Alexander Romance.77 Gaster takes issue with
the view of Ausfeld and especially of Levi.78 In his opinion this
version is of great value for the study of the legendary history
of Alexander. He holds that it contains legends belonging to an
oral tradition other than and older than the literary tradition
represented by Ps.-Call. Out of this older tradition, he maintains,
grew the early Eastern Romances, Christian and Hebrew, some
of which were later absorbed in the Ps.-Call. tradition, while
elements of others found their way in various mediaeval Romances. In Gaster's view the existence of parallels and resemblances between the Eastern and Western Romances is not
due to chance but indicates rather that the latter drew upon the
former either directly or indirectly. He regards this version as
the oldest hitherto identified source among the ancient Eastern
Romances.7'
In his analysis of the text of the manuscript, Gaster indicates
parallels to it in Talmudic sources, in Ps.-Call., particularly
recension 7 but also recension /3 and in the Syriac, Ethiopic,
Slavonic, French, and German versions.80 While Levi regards
this version because of its uniqueness and dissimilarity to the
Ps.-Call. tradition as the product of an undisciplined mind given to
excessive fantasy,81 Gaster attributes the marked difference not
to the extravagant inventiveness of an individual author but rather
to the projection upon the popular figure of Alexander of experiences and events deriving from a variety of local traditions.
Drawing upon various versions of the Alexander Romance,
Gaster seeks to demonstrate how the accounts reflect the adapta-
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tion of the personality of Alexander to local interests and prejudices. Thus, in the Syriac and Ethiopic versions Alexander is
portrayed as a devout Christian; in the Persian version as a
faithful Mohammedan;" in the Hebrew version under consideration Alexander acknowledges the God of the Jews 81 and is
circumcised;" in some Western mediaeval Romances Alexander
becomes a good Christian knight."
As for the date of the composition of this version, Levi
believes that it was written sometime between the eleventh and
thirteenth centuries in Southern Italy or Sicily. 8 ' Steinschneider
also feels that it represents a late composition.87 Gaster, however,
argues for a much earlier date, holding that it antedates the
version of the Alexander Romance in Yosippon, which in his
opinion is a translation of an Arabic text of the seventh or eighth
century. 81
5. PARMA MANUSCRIPT

This manuscript, which is found in Parma, Mss. Cod. Heb.
Bibl. I. B. de-Rossi, No. 1087, includes a Hebrew composition
which in the opinion of Flusser represents a literal and direct
translation from the Greek.•» In his study of this manuscript
Flusser indicates that it consists of three elements: (1) The
Alexander Romance translated from a Greek text based on
recension o of Ps.-Call. He believes this Greek source to be a
mixed text reflecting the Armenian version of recension a and
Ms. A (Parisinus Graecus), the earliest representative manuscript
of recension a. It also corresponds in some places to recension /3
of Ps.-Call. Except for those passages where he abridged the
material, the Hebrew translator rendered the Greek text literally.
Consequently this Hebrew translation can be employed along
with the Armenian version and recension /? as a valuable aid for
studying Ms. A in an effort to reconstruct the oldest text of
Ps.-Call. (2) A Byzantine chronicle dealing with events from
the death of Alexander to Augustus Caesar. This chronicle is
based on the Chronicon of Eusebius, Bishop of Caesarea, but also
contains some additional historical details. (3) Part of Palladius'
work on the Brahmans.
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The first two elements constitute what is called the Ma'aseh
Alexandros (The Alexander Romance) in this composition. This
version does not contain the account of Nectanebus and Olympias
and the birth of Alexander. As was indicated in our discussion of
Yosippon, Flusser holds that Part B of Yosippm represents an
interpolation based on the Ma'aseh Alexandros in the Parma
manuscript and that the latter underwent abridgement and distortion at the hands of the interpolator. This opinion differs from
that of Steinschneider, who believed that the main body of the
text of the Parma manuscript was made up of excerpts from
Yosippon.*0 In support of his view Flusser argues first that the
account in the Parma manuscript is more complete and that the
interpolator deleted many elements from it when he inserted it
into the text of Yosippon; and secondly, that since there are manuscripts of Yosippon in which the Alexander Romance is entirely
missing, it is more reasonable to assume that the Ma'aseh Alexandros in the Parma manuscript is the source of the interpolation
in Yosippon and not vice versa. In his opinion the Ma'aseh
Alexandros was written at the latest by the middle of the twelfth
century, inasmuch as the version based on it was already found
in Yosippon at that time. 91
The short Byzantine chronicle which follows upon the
Alexander Romance is also found in Yosippon and in the Hebrew
manuscript which is the subject of our study. Flusser maintains
that the translator of the Alexander Romance which is found in
the Parma manuscript also translated the chronicle which either
formed part of the Greek manuscript containing the Alexander
Romance or was found by the translator elsewhere and was
appended to the Alexander Romance. This chronicle deals with
the period from the death of Alexander to Augustus Caesar and
is based on the account covering this period in the Chronicon of
Eusebius." However, the author of this chronicle also made use
of material from other sources and in the case of two historical
events included information not found in other sources."
In comparing the text of the chronicle in the manuscript under
study with that in the Parma Ms. which Dr. David Flusser of
the Hebrew University in Jerusalem kindly made available to
me, we found that with the exception of a few slight differences
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in spelling, name forms and dates these two texts represent the
same recension.'4 Levi, in stating that the chronicle in the manuscript under study "is copied almost verbally" from the chronicle
in Yosippon, did not call attention to the differences between
them which we have noted in our critical apparatus."
The third element in the Hebrew composition in the Parma
manuscript represents, according to Flusser, a translation of part
of Palladius' work on the Brahmans." This work in its entirety
is found as an interpolation in Ps.-Call., Ms. A, III 7-16. Inasmuch as only the first part of this interpolation, III 7-10, is
attributed to Palladius in the first two editions of his work and
since the segment preserved in the Parma manuscript corresponds
to the concluding portion of the first part, Flusser suggests the
possibility that only this part constituted the original work of
Palladius." Unlike the Alexander Romance and the chronicle,
the section in the Parma manuscript dealing with Palladius' work
on the Brahmans has not been included in Yosippon.
Finally, the Parma manuscript also contains legends dealing
with Alexander which are found in the Babylonian Talmud."
OTHER HEBREW SOURCES

In addition to the several versions of the Alexander Romance,
we may also mention two mediaeval works which bear upon the
life of Alexander. They are Musere ha-Pilosofim and Sod ka-Sodot.
Musere ha-Pilosofim** or The Dicta of the Philosophers deals in
part with Alexander. It is a translation from the Arabic by Judah
ben Solomon al-Harizi (1170-1235), the famous Spanish Jewish
poet and translator. The original Arabic is the work of Hunain
ibn Isljak (d. 873), a Syrian Christian well-known for his translations from Greek sources. It is a collection of apothegms and
includes also some information about their authors. It contains
observations on life, the nature of man, the problem of good
and evil, music, and other subjects. Among the thinkers referred
to in this book are Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Diogenes, Hippocrates, Pythagoras, and Euclid. The book is divided into three
sections, the third one dealing with the last days and the death of
Alexander. This latter section contains among others the fol-
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lowing elements: an exchange of letters between Alexander and
his mother; eulogies by Olympias and the philosophers after
Alexander's death; the philosophers' words of comfort; and a
letter of consolation from Aristotle to Olympias.
As we shall see presently, the author of the manuscript which
is the subject of our study made extensive use of the third section
of Musere ha-Pilosofim.
Sod ha-Sodot or Secret of Secrets is a translation of an Arabic
work, Sirr al-Asrar, that was immensely popular in the Middle
Ages through its Latin translation, Secretum Secretorum, which
was made not earlier than the twelfth century.100 The Arabic
work is also a translation that was made according to the preface
from rumi which in turn was made from the Greek. What runti
means is uncertain. Some take it to mean Byzantine, that is to
say, Neo-Greek; others believe it to be a corruption of a word
which means Syriac, while some say it refers to Latin. Of all
these, Syriac is the most likely reading.101 There is no extant
Greek original and Steinschneider doubts whether any such
existed.102 The Hebrew version was published for the first time
by Moses Gaster, who based the text upon the collation of four
manuscripts. He also published a translation of it in English with
an Introduction.101
The translator into Arabic was Yahya ibn al-Ba^rik who
lived about the year 800. He was a Christian Syrian, a freed
slave of the Kalif-al-Mamun. In the preface to the book he
relates that he was asked by the latter to go and seek out this
work and that after a long search he found it in the Temple of the
Sun built by Hermes.104
This work, wrongly ascribed to Aristotle, purports to contain
his views on the art of government and other subjects which he
communicated to his pupil, Alexander. The book in the main
offers instructions to the king with reference to the governing of
his own people and those whom he conquers as well as the
management of the affairs of state in peace and in war. It also
contains instructions on several other arts, a knowledge of which
can benefit the king, such as physiognomy, the preservation of
the body, and the properties of precious stones and pearls.
As for the Hebrew translation, Steinschneider and Levi re-
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gard it as anonymous, thus rejecting Assemani's opinion that
Judah al-IJarizi was the translator. They attribute this opinion
to an incorrect assumption, namely, that since Musere ha-Pilosofim
which was translated by al-IJarizi is often found joined to the
manuscript of Sod ha-Sodot, the latter was therefore also assumed
to have been translated by him.106 Gaster argues in favor of
al-yarizi as the translator because of the similarity and in some
instances even identity of language in both works. 106 It is
generally agreed that the translation belongs to the thirteenth
century. 107

III. A STUDY OF THE TEXT OF THE
MANUSCRIPT PUBLISHED HERE
AUTHOR

The Hebrew text printed in this volume has been transcribed
and edited from a photostatic copy of a manuscript found in the
Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris as part of Ms. Hebreu 75O.1
The name of the author and the title of his work are not found
in the manuscript, due to the fact that the first folio is missing.
They were, however, given in a manuscript which was kept at
the Royal Library in Turin, Italy, and was believed to have been
another copy of the manuscript under study.* Unfortunately that
manuscript was destroyed by fire along with other manuscripts.
Israel Levi, however, had published' an excerpt from the first
folio of the Turin manuscript. From it we learned that the title
of the work was Sefer Toledot Alexandros ha-Makdoni, which we
have rendered as The Book of The Gests of Alexander of Macedon,
and that it was translated from the language of the Christians,
that is, Latin, into the Hebrew by the Balal ha-Kemfayim, the
author of the Wings. This identifies the author of the manuscript
as Immanuel ben Jacob Bonfils, who wrote the popular mediaeval
astronomical work, Shesh Kenafayim, that is, Six Wings, by which
book he was best known.4 He lived in Orange and later in
Tarascon, France, in the fourteenth century and carried on his
literary activity between 1340 and 1356.* He was a physician
and a man of erudition, proficient especially in the fields of
astronomy and mathematics, on which subjects he wrote a
number of works. 6
In the excerpt from the Turin manuscript referred to above
Immanuel offered an interesting explanation for undertaking the
translation of the Latin manuscript. He was attracted by the
artistry of the manuscript, which was illuminated with "beautiful
representations in various colors and in silver and gold." He
wrote that, while most people believed the stories contained in
the manuscript, he did not. "Nevertheless," he added, "everything is possible." He felt that the stories would appeal to
40
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people and would be "a source of delight to them and as honey to
their taste." Immanuel also translated the legends to the illuminated drawings and included them, forty-seven in number,7 in
their corresponding places in the Hebrew manuscript, thus preserving a description of the contents of these representations.8
The Old French Prose Alexander Romance which is based on
the P recension of the Historia de Preliis has also preserved such
legends, fifteen of which correspond to those in our Hebrew
manuscript.9
T H E THREE PARTS OF THE T E X T AND THEIR SOURCES.

Like the Latin version of the Alexander Romance, the Hebrew
translation represents a fanciful account of the youthful conqueror
and empire-builder in which biographical data are overlaid with
an abundance of strange and extravagant tales, bordering at times
on the fantastic. The narrative begins with a description of the
circumstances which surrounded his birth and which gave rise
to the belief that he was begotten by a god and ends with his
death in Babylonia and his burial in Alexandria. This "romantic
biography"10 deals in the main with Alexander's exploits as
warrior and conqueror, his experiences with the rulers and
peoples whom he subdued in the many lands which he invaded,
his feats of high courage and his qualities as a persuasive leader
and shrewd statesman. The following elements in the story of
Alexander are treated in detail: the machinations of Nectanebus,
the astrologer-king of Egypt who fled to Macedonia, won the
confidence of Queen Olympias, had relations with her and through
the art of magic made her believe that she was impregnated by
the god Ammon and that Alexander was the fruit of this conception; Alexander's first victory, while still very young, over
Nicolaus, ruler of the Peloponnesus; the role he played in bringing
about the reconciliation of his parents, King Philip and Queen
Olympias; his relationships with Darius, Emperor of Persia,
including his appearance as a disguised messenger at the palace
of Darius, his several battles with the latter's armies, his complete
victory over the Persians and his annexation of their empire;
his visit to the temple in Jerusalem and his friendly attitude
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toward the High Priest and the Jews; his destruction of Thebes
and his grant of permission to Clitomachus to rebuild it; the
moving account of his trust in his physician Philip, who had been
falsely accused of planning to poison him; his correspondence
with Talistrida, Queen of the Amazons, and his visit with her;
his invasion of India, his difficulties with his own soldiers who
murmured because of the heat and thirst; his battles with Porus,
King of India, and his troops and his final victory over them;
his encounters in the forests of India with strange and grotesque
human beings, beasts, monsters and birds; his extensive correspondence with Dindimus, King of the Brahmans, containing the
latter's description of the simple, austere, and peaceful way of
life followed by his people as well as his views on religion and his
criticism of the self-indulgence of the Greeks and of their religious
beliefs and practices; Alexander's experiences with Candace,
Queen of Meroe, and her sons; his correspondence with Queen
Olympias and with Aristotle, his teacher; the conspiracy against
him by Antipater and his sons which finally led to his death by
poison in Babylonia; his last testament containing the appointment
of rulers for the various parts of his empire; his burial in Alexandria; the list of cities which he built and which bore the name
Alexandria.
While the account in the Latin text ends at this point, the
Hebrew version continues with two more items: a collection of
apothegms and a short chronicle. The apothegms represent the
moralistic reflections and observations of a group of philosophers
and government officials who gathered at the coffin of Alexander
to express their feelings of grief over his passing and to console
Queen Olympias. This apothegmatic material consists in the
main of the following elements: the expression of grief by Queen
Olympias; comments by the philosophers on the lesson to be
drawn concerning the meaning of life and death from the passing
of Alexander; expressions of grief by Alexander's widow, his
officers and members of his staff; the philosophers' words of
consolation to Olympias; Aristotle's letter of condolence to
Olympias and her response; Olympias' reply to Alexander's
letter which was sent to her before his death; Alexander's moral
teachings and observations on life.
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The chronicle which is the concluding part of the Hebrew
text records in brief a number of events from the time of Alexander's death to the capture of Jerusalem by the Romans under
Pompey. Among the events mentioned are: the establishment of
the Ptolemaic and Seleucid dynasties; the translation of the Bible
into Greek during the reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus; the capture
of Syracuse by the Romans; the devastation of Jerusalem by
Antiochus Epiphanes; the Maccabean uprising and victory; the
capture of Jerusalem by the Romans under Pompey and the taking
of Aristobulus, the Jewish ruler, into captivity.
From this brief summary of the contents of the manuscript
we find that the text consists of three parts: (1) The Alexander
Romance; (2) the Apothegms; and (3) the Chronicle. W e have
introduced these headings into the text in order to designate the
three elements of which it is composed. The sources of the
material contained in the manuscript are as follows: Part One of
the manuscript, which constitutes the main body of the text,
represents a translation of the Historia de Preliis, the Latin version
of the Alexander Romance. It also contains material which is
found in Yosippon, the mediaeval Jewish historical work described
above; some passages which are based upon material found in the
Old French Prose Alexander Romance; and a letter from Aristotle
to Alexander which is taken from Sefer Musere ha-Pilosofim, that
is, The Dicta of the Philosophers, a mediaeval work described
above. Part Two of the manuscript consists of material derived
entirely from Sefer Musere ha-Pilosofim. The chronicle in Part
Three which is also found in Yosippon and in the Parma Ms.
described above is based ultimately on the Chronicon of Eusebius.
Inasmuch as Part One constitutes most of the text and therefore
requires a more extended treatment, we shall analyze Parts Two
and Three first.
ANALYSIS OF PARTS T W O AND THREE

The apothegms and moralizing reflections on life and death
in Part Two are taken verbatim from Sefer Musere ha-Pilosofim.
The following ten chapters from this work are found in our text
in this order: Book III, chapters 4-8, 10-12, and 3; Book II,
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chapter 5. With the exception of a major omission in chapter 10
and a few slight omissions elsewhere, these chapters appear in
full in our text. The change in the order of the chapters may be
due to the following: Chapter 12 deals with a letter which
Olympias sent to Aristotle in reply to his letter of condolence.
The author of our manuscript may have felt it appropriate to
insert Chapter 3 at this point since it contains Olympias' letter to
Alexander in reply to the words of comfort which he wrote her
in anticipation of his approaching death. In placing the fifth
chapter of Book II after the selections from Book III, the author
may have considered it appropriate to do this because this chapter
consists of Alexander's opinions and observations and would
therefore serve as a fitting piece with which to end a work dealing
with his life.
The text in our manuscript is corrupt in some places. T o
establish a correct reading we have consulted A. Loewenthal's
edition of Sefer Musere ha-Pilosqfim (Frankfurt a. M., 1896), and
have indicated in the apparatus to the Hebrew text or in the notes
the changes made in our text.
The insertion by the author of the apothegmatic selections
after the conclusion of the story of Alexander represents an
arrangement which resembles that found in one of the recensions
of the Historia de Preliis known as the I3 recension.11 The two
other recensions, I1 and I2, upon which the Alexander Romance
in our Hebrew text is based, do not contain apothegmatic material. The apothegms in our text are not the same as those in P .
However, two of the apothegms in our text are similar to those
in I3, and the introductory phrase "another said" before each
apothegm occurs in both texts." The apothegms in I3, as found
in the Strasburg edition, go back to the Disciplina Clericalis of
Petrus Alfonsi18 and thus indirectly, as Pfister indicates, to Arabic
sources.14 Pfister is of the opinion that the apothegms in I3
derive ultimately from an Eastern source and that they as well as
those in the Ethiopic version of the Alexander story15 and in the
work of the ninth century Syrian Hunain ibn Ishak, of which
Musere ha-Pilosofim is a translation, all belong to a common
tradition." A comparison of the apothegms in the Ethiopic
version with those in our text reveals similarities in six instances.17
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Pfister also indicates that the interpolations which characterize
I 3 and distinguish it from I 1 and I 2 contain several Jewish elements;
the encounter with Samson in the valley of Jehoshaphat; the
erection of a monument by Alexander with an inscription in
Greek, Latin, Indian, and Hebrew; the investment of the unclean
peoples of Gog and Magog; and the letter of the Jew Mardocheus
to Alexander which contains a plea to acknowledge the God of
the Jews. Pfister therefore suggests the possibility that the
author of the I 3 recension may have been Jewish.18
Part Three of our text consists of a short chronicle beginning
in the middle of fol. 78V and ending at the bottom of fol. 79". It
contains a review of events from the time of Alexander's death
to the capture of Jerusalem by the Romans under Pompey. As
was indicated above, this chronicle is also found in the Parma
manuscript and in Yosippon1' and represents a translation of a
Greek source based on the Chronicm of Eusebius. In Yosippm
the chronicle is preserved in its entirety, concluding with Augustus
Caesar. In the Parma manuscript the last few lines are missing,
while in our manuscript the chronicle extends only as far as
Pompey. A comparison of the texts of the chronicle in the Parma
Ms. and in our manuscript revealed, as was noted above, that
they both represent the same recension.20
ANALYSIS OF PART O N E IN ITS RELATION TO Historia de Preliis

Part One of our text consists of the Alexander Romance and
constitutes the main body of the manuscript. It represents a
translation of a mixed Latin text combining the I1 and I 2 recensions of the Historia de Preliis. In order to compare the Hebrew
with the Latin, we have made use of the following two works:
Oswald Zingerle, Die Quellen zum Alexander des Rudolf von
Ems. Im Anhange: Die Historia de Preliis, Germanistische Abhandlungen IV (Breslau 1885), which represents the I 1 recension;
and Alfons Hilka, Der Altfranzosische Prosa-Alexanderroman nebst
dem lateinischen Original der Historia de Preliis (Halle 1920),
which represents the I 2 recension.21 W e have followed the
paragraph numbering used in these two Latin texts in dividing
the Hebrew text into paragraphs and in numbering them.22 How-
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ever, whenever the paragraphs so numbered happened to be subdivided into smaller paragraphs in the Hebrew manuscript, we
have preserved those paragraph divisions.
In comparing the Hebrew and the Latin texts with a view
toward establishing the relationship of the former to the I1 and I2
recensions we find that the Hebrew may be divided into two
sections: (1) Paragraphs 1-46. (2) Paragraphs 47-130. In the
general framework of the narrative in section one, the Hebrew
text goes back to I1, while in section two the Hebrew goes
back to P.
Section One. The Hebrew follows the order of events in Ix
with the exception of the following: Parts of paragraphs 1 and
24, the entire paragraph 25, and paragraphs 41-45 of the Latin
are missing in the Hebrew. Of these the omissions in paragraphs
1, 24, and 25 are probably due to imperfections in the Hebrew
manuscript, whereas paragraphs 41-45 were most likely not
included in the Hebrew text. While in the order of events section
one follows I1, it also incorporates some of the variant readings
and interpolations that are found in I2. These variant readings
and interpolations from I2 which generally follow S, that is,
Codex Seitenstettensis (now Harvard University Ms. Lat. 121)
are found in eleven of the forty paragraphs which are included
in this section.2'
Section Two. The Hebrew in the general framework of the
narrative goes back to I2. While it generally follows the order of
events as found in I2, it pursues its own order of events in some
parts, and in the sequence of a few paragraphs it adheres to the
order found in I1. For the purpose of comparing the Hebrew with
the Latin, we may separate the material in this section into two
divisions: 1) Paragraphs 47-76. 2) Paragraphs 77-130.
In the first division, as in I2, the numerical arrangement of
the paragraphs is irregular.84 The paragraphs are arranged in
the following order: 48, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 491, 50, 55, 57, 47,
492, 66, 51, 52, 53, 54, 56, 66, 67, 69, 70, 58, 59 (70), 60, 65,
68, 71, 72, 73, 74, 76. With the exception of paragraphs 7274, in which the Hebrew follows the order of events in I1, the
transposed sequence of the remaining paragraphs corresponds
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either to I or is peculiar to the Hebrew. The following omissions
occur in this division: Parts of paragraphs 48, 74 and 76 and the
entire paragraph 75. The missing elements in paragraph 48 were
most likely not included in the Hebrew text while the omissions
in the other three paragraphs are probably due to imperfections
in the Hebrew manuscript. In this division the Hebrew not only
shows a decided preference for the order of events in I2 but also
incorporates most of the interpolations that are found in I 2 . These
interpolations which generally follow S are found in 18 of the
25 paragraphs which are included in this division."
In the second division the Hebrew generally follows the order
of events in I2 up to paragraph 100 except for the presence after
paragraph 90 of paragraphs 109 and 110. Except for the latter
two paragraphs, the material in the Latin from the middle of
paragraph 100 up to and including the beginning of paragraph
123 is missing in the Hebrew. In addition to this lacuna which
is due to imperfections in the Hebrew manuscript, omissions
occur in the following paragraphs: 77, 87, 90, 99, 109, and 130.
The elements missing in 77, 87, and 130 were most likely not
included in the Hebrew text while the omissions in 90, 99, and
109 are probably due to imperfections in the Hebrew text. In
this division, as in the first, the Hebrew not only follows the
order of events in I2 but also incorporates many of the interpolations that are found in I 2 . These interpolations which generally
follow S are found in 16 of the 34 paragraphs which are included
in this division."
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL IN THE HEBREW TEXT

A comparison of the Hebrew and the Latin texts reveals
passages in which the former includes material not found in the
latter. While in some instances the Hebrew made use of other
sources, the additional material represents in the main an expansion of the Latin. The author's individual treatment of various
episodes in the narrative is the product of his own imaginative
faculty and represents an elaboration which as a rule is germane
to the context of the story.
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In the passages containing elements from outside sources
the author drew upon material found in the following works:
Yosippon, The Old French Prose Alexander Romance,21 and Sefer
Musere ha-Pilosofim.
In the case of Yosippon we have found corresponding passages in six of the paragraphs of our text. In a few of these
passages our text follows that of Yosippon almost verbatim and in
others it follows with variations; in some it employs phraseology
found in Yosippon even though in general content it corresponds
to the Latin.
With reference to the Old French Prose Alexander Romance
there are corresponding elements in ten of the paragraphs of
our text. With the exception of two passages, these elements
represent minor details in the narrative consisting of an additional
sentence or phrase or of a proper name or number differing from
or missing in the Latin.
As we have seen above, our author made extensive use of
Sefer Musere ha-Pilosofim for the apothegmatic material which
constitutes the second part of our text. He also included in Part
One of our text a chapter which is taken from this work and
which consists of a letter from Aristotle to Alexander.
W e have collected the passages corresponding to material in
the aforementioned three sources and have included them in
Appendix I.
In addition to the material based upon other sources, our text
also contains expansions and elaborations of various episodes
found in the Latin. These elaborations reveal certain characteristics which may be described as follows: Material embellishment; rhetorical embellishment achieved through the use of
similies, hyperbolism and the substitution of direct for indirect
discourse; reiteration; anticipation of what is to follow in the
narrative; explication in cases where the Latin leaves room for
the reader's imagination; and Judaization through the insinuation of the author's religious views into the text of the narrative.
Examples illustrating the several kinds of elaboration and
expansion will be found in Appendix II.
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The text abounds in Biblical expressions and allusions, there
being no less than sixty-five passages in it which incorporate
verses or phrases from the Bible. The author introduces the
Biblical material into the text in several ways. He makes use
of it when the narrative suggests a parallel situation in the Bible.
Thus, when Alexander succeeds Philip on the throne, the author
puts into the mouths of the Macedonians the words spoken by
the children of Israel to Joshua after he had succeeded Moses as
leader of his people: "Whosoever he be that shall rebel against
your command and shall not hearken unto your words in all that
you shall command him, he shall be put to death; only be strong
and of good courage." 28 When Darius asks Alexander to bury
him after his death, the author employs the words used by Joseph
in describing a similar request made of him by Jacob that he be
buried "in the grave which I dug for myself."88 When Clitomachus is honored by Alexander, the author has the crier proclaim
the bestowal of this royal honor in the words spoken by Haman
in announcing the conferring of royal honor upon Mordecai:
"Thus shall it be done to a . . . man whom the king delights to
honor."' 0 When Alexander is about to die, the author draws
upon the Biblical account of Jacob's death: "When he had done
speaking, he drew up his feet into the bed, breathed his last and
died, and was gathered to his people."*1
In some instances the author's purpose seems to be to enhance
the appeal of the narrative by introducing familiar quotations.
Thus, after the death of Porus, Alexander promises the Indian
soldiers freedom and security in words spoken by Micah: "And
you shall sit every man under his vine and under his fig tree . . . " 32
When Dindimus informs Alexander that his people do not engage
in warfare, the author employs a paraphrase of the well-known
Biblical passage: " W e have broken our swords and our spears
to pieces and we do not learn war."" When Dindimus is discussing the nature of man, he utters the oft-quoted words from
Genesis: "For the imagination of man's heart is evil from his
youth"; 14 and when he condemns tyranny and the treachery
which it breeds, he draws upon the words of Malachi: " . . . W e
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all have one father, and one God has created us; why then do
we deal treacherously every man against his brother, profaning
the covenant of our God?"*8
The author has incorporated into the text many Biblical
passages for their dramatic effect. In order to make the remarks
of a defiant Persian soldier ring out with a bold flourish, the
author couches them in the form which the Bible employs to
express Sheba's defiance of David: "We have no portion in
Alexander neither have we an inheritance in the son of Philip.""
To describe the exhilarating effect of wine upon Alexander, the
author introduces the appropriate words from the experience of
Ahasueros: "When the heart of the king was merry with wine."37
To provide a poignant expression for the effect of Olympias'
rebuke of Antipater, the author employs the words used in the
Bible in the case of Ahasueros' fateful reprimand of Haman:
"As the words left the mouth of the queen, they covered Antipater's face."18 In order to draw a word picture of a devastating
hail storm, the author turns to the striking Biblical description: " . . . and hail and fire flashing continually in the midst of
the hail.""
In some instances the author substitutes a well-known Biblica
object or figure for the one found in the Latin. Thus when Darius
tells his captains that he intends to dress Alexander, if captured,
in a coat of purple and send him home to his mother, the author uses
instead "a coat of many colors",40 an allusion to Joseph's famous
garment. When Nectanebus describes the god, Ammon, as
having ram's horns, the author substitutes "the horns of Azazel,"41
the mythical demon referred to in the Bible as dwelling in the
wilderness. While the Latin simply states that Alexander was
served at a banquet in the palace of Darius, the author introduces
two well-known Biblical personalities, "the chief of the bakers
and the chief of the butlers,"41 to wait upon him.
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE HEBREW AND
LATIN VERSIONS

Differences between the Hebrew and the Latin versions are
found with respect to numbers designating quantity, dimension.
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and the duration of an event, and also in connection with elements
of episodes in the narrative.
In the case of numbers there are at least thirty-seven instances
in the text in which the Hebrew differs from the Latin. Differences are found in the numbers of troops, the size of a gift, the
depth of a river, the amount of the spoils shared in by the soldiers,
the duration of an encampment, the length of a battle, the figures
on war casualties, the respective heights of Alexander and Porus,
Alexander's age at the time of his death, the number of years he
spent in warfare, the number of kings he vanquished, and the
number of cities he built.
With reference to differences in elements of episodes in the
narrative, we have already discussed those that are due to elaboration and expansion and to the introduction of material into the
Hebrew text from outside sources.4' As for the differences under
discussion here, we have found that several of them reflect a
variant reading of the Latin text as found in S (Codex Seitenstettensis, now Harvard University Ms. Lat. 121) or reveal the
influence of the Greek or Syriac version of Ps.-Call. While we
know that the Hebrew text is based on a mixed Latin text combining the I1 and I2 recensions of the Historia de Preliis, we do
not, however, know which manuscripts in particular our author
used. It is possible that the manuscripts upon which he based
his translation may have contained material other than that found
in the two Latin texts, 44 representing the I' and I 2 recensions,
with which we have compared the Hebrew. This therefore might
account for some of the differences. W e have also found that
some differences may be due to the author's misunderstanding or
misreading of the Latin text and possibly to textual corruptions.
W e have collected the differences in numbers and in the
elements of episodes and have included them in Appendix III.
CHANGES MADE IN THE T E X T OF THE MANUSCRIPT

In the interest of a more readable text it was considered
necessary to make a number of corrections in the Hebrew manuscript. Some of these corrections were suggested by the Latin
and the other sources; some were indicated by the context of the
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narrative, while others were required because of corruptions in
the text of the manuscript. W e did not, however, attempt to
correct all the purely grammatical errors such as the wrong or
inconsistent use of gender and number, or the superfluous use
of the definite article or its omission. The changes may be classified as follows: 1. Corrections of evident scribal errors. 2. Emendations. 3. Additions. 4. Transpositions.
With the exception of the corrections of minor scribal errors,
we have called attention to the changes made in the manuscript
either in the notes or in the apparatus to the Hebrew text.
TRANSLITERATION OF LATIN NAMES AND TERMS

The Hebrew transliteration of proper names and terms is on
the whole rather faithful to the Latin. There are, however, a
number of distortions which may be due to scribal errors in the
Hebrew manuscript, to corruptions in the Latin manuscript or
manuscripts used by the author or to the misreading on his part
of the Latin. In some cases the transliteration of the same name
or term appears in various forms and spellings. No attempt was
made to remove these inconsistencies. The different forms and
spellings are included in a list which we have compiled of the
transliterated names and terms and the Latin forms upon which
they are based. This list, arranged in alphabetical order according to the Hebrew, is found in Appendix IV.
An examination of the transliterated names and terms reveals
the following features: The sounding of the final s in some instances and its silence in others; the varying pronunciations of
c, x and z; the interchange of consonants; syncope; the rendition
of plural names by the ending i in the Hebrew; the dropping of
the h at the beginning of some names; the rendition of the names
of countries in the accepted Hebrew form in some cases and in the
Latin form in others; and the presence of instances where the
Hebrew transliteration is closer to the French, as found in the
Old French Prose Alexander Romance, than to the Latin. A by-

product of the transliteration is the light shed on the pronunciation
of Latin in fourteenth-century France, the home of the author of
our manuscript.
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T H E MANUSCRIPT

The Hebrew manuscript is found in the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris as part of Ms. Hebreu 750. It occupies sixty-five
folios, the numbering of which follows an irregular sequence.
The account begins with folios 8O-9Ov and continues thence
with folios 24-79 v . The folios are 8% by 6}^ inches. According
to the colophon, the copying of this manuscript was the work of
two scribes: Hayyim and his grandfather Yehosef, "a student of
the scribes, son of Daniel of the family of Mioniki." The
colophon states that Hayyim copied part of the manuscript and
Yehosef the remainder. A marginal note found in folio 38"
indicates that Hayyim copied up to line 8 of that folio.45 Both
Hayyim and Yehosef call attention to their names in the text of
the manuscript in order to indicate that they were the copyists.
Hayyim does this by adorning the word f/ayyim when it occurs
in the text 4 ' or by singling out for adornment the individual letters
of his name from among words in the text.47 Yehosef follows
the latter method.48 In the colophon it is stated that the copying
of the manuscript was completed in the month of Elul in the
year 1428.
APPARATUS TO THE HEBREW T E X T

The Hebrew text which is found in the latter part of this
volume is the basis of the English translation. In comparing the
account in Part I of the Hebrew text with that of the Latin as
found in Zingerle, Die Quellen zum Alexander des Rudolf von
Ems, and in Hilka, Der Altfranzosiscke Prosa-Alexanderroman, we
occasionally adopted the Latin reading for the sake of a more
readable text. In that portion of Part I which contains Aristotle's
letter to Alexander, derived from Musere ha-Pilosojim,** we have
adopted various readings from among several manuscripts upon
which Loewenthal's edition of Musere ha-Pilosojim is based. In
Part II of the Hebrew text, which is based entirely upon Musere
ha-Pilosofim, we have similarly adopted various readings from
among the several manuscripts upon which the above-mentioned
edition of the book is based. In Part III of the Hebrew text we
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have incorporated readings from the chronicle in Yosippon, the
chronicle in the Parma Ms. described above, and the Chronicon
of Eusebius.
In two of the places where passages were omitted in the
Hebrew manuscript, the omissions were filled in on the basis of
the corresponding passages in the Latin source in order to orient
the reader in the content of the narrative. Thus, the very first
page of our Hebrew manuscript, corresponding to some of the
material in the first paragraph of the Latin source, is missing.
This material was translated and introduced within brackets at
the beginning of our Hebrew and English texts. In another place,
the material corresponding to paragraphs 107, 108 and part of
109 of the Latin source is missing in the Hebrew manuscript.
In this instance a paraphrase of the Latin passage has been introduced within brackets in the Hebrew and English texts in the
appropriate places.
Throughout our edition of the text wherever we adopted a
reading other than that of the Hebrew manuscript, we recorded
the reading of the Hebrew manuscript in the apparatus. Similarly,
wherever the adopted reading was selected out of several possible
sources, the particular source used is indicated in the apparatus.
The sigla employed in the apparatus are as follows:
B = T h e Hebrew manuscript which is the subject of our
study.
X = Zingerle, O., Die Quellen zum Alexander des Rudolf von
Ems, Germanistische Abhandlungen, IV (Breslau, 1885).
n=Hilka, A., Der altfranzosische Prosa-Alexanderroman
(Halle, 1920).
D = Sefer Musere ha-Pilosofim, ed. A. Loewenthal, (Frankfurt
a.M., 1896).
3 = M . in Loewenthal's Musere for Mss. Munchen, 43, 210,
243.
3 = Br. in Loewenthal's Musere for Ms. Breslau, Saraval 19.
C3 = P. in Loewenthal's Musere for Ms. Paris 894.
1 = Yosippon, Mantua edition re-edited by Gunzburg and
Kahana (Berditschev, 1896-1913).
D = Yosippon, Venice edition, 1544, representing the Constantinople edition.
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T = Chronicle in Ms. Cod. Heb. Bibl. I. B. de-Rossi, No.
1087, Parma.
N=Eusebius, Chronicon, II, Migne, Patrologia Graeca, XIX
(1857).
[ ] = Addition.
( ) = omission.
[
=different reading.
The explanation in Hebrew of the apparatus and the sigla is
found immediately preceding the Hebrew text in this volume.
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION

W e have sought to present a literal translation of the Hebrew,
but in a few instances it was found necessary to resort to a free
translation in order to convey the meaning of the text. T o avoid
repetition in translating the conjunction ivaiv we have employed
in addition to and such words as but, thereupon, whereupon, then,
in the meantime, e t c . . . . Where a proper name is repeated within
a sentence or is found in the preceding or following sentence, the
personal pronoun has been substituted. In a few instances, in order
to avoid redundance, a phrase consisting of two words with the
same meaning was translated by one word in the English. In
many instances the clause "and he answered . . . saying" or "the
queen asked him . . . saying" was rendered as "and he answered"
and "the queen asked him."
As indicated elsewhere in the Introduction, we have employed
the paragraph numbering found in the Latin texts of the Historia
de Preliis edited by Zingerle and Hilka.60 Occasionally, however,
we found it necessary in the English translation to subdivide
some of the numbered paragraphs into smaller paragraphs without attempting to make these subdivisions always to correspond
to the subdivisions in the Hebrew text. With reference to the
many Biblical allusions found in the Hebrew text, their source
has not as a rule been indicated in the notes because for the most
part they are rather well-known. However, the source of those
allusions which might not be easily recognized has been indicated.

The Book of the Gests of Alexander
of Macedon

The Book of the Gests of
Alexander of Macedon
i
[ T H E ALEXANDER ROMANCE]

[The 1 very wise Egyptians who knew the measurement of the
earth, who ruled the waves of the sea and understood the order of
the heavens . . . handed over this knowledge to the entire world
by means of the loftiness of their teaching and their magical arts.
It is said of Nectanebus, their king, that he was an ingenious man,
proficient in astrology... and amply endowed with magical
powers. When he was informed on a certain day that Artaxerxes,
the king of the Persians, would come against him with a mighty
hostile force, he did not arouse the a r m y . . . but went instead
alone into a chamber in his palace, took a bronze basin and poured
rain-water in it. He held a bronze staff in his hand and by means
of magical incantations . . . beheld and perceived in that waterfilled basin fleets of ships that were coming against him.
At that time some generals had been assigned by Nectanebus
to keep watch in various parts of Persia. A certain one of these
came to him and said: "Most noble Nectanebus! Artaxerxes, the
king of the Persians, is coming against you with a multitude of
hostile troops recruited from very many nations . . . When
Nectanebus heard this, he said with a smile: " . . . Your speech to
me was not like that of a general but like that of a timid man. For
power resides not in the multitude of people but in the fortitude
of one's s p i r i t . . . " After saying this he entered the chamber in
his palace once again by himself and made little wax boats and
placed them in the basin filled with rain-water. Holding in his
hand a staff made of a palm branch and fixing his gaze on that
basin with all his might, he began to chant an incantation and saw
how the gods of the Egyptians were piloting the ships of the
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barbarians. Whereupon he immediately changed his dress, shaved
his head and beard, and took with him as much gold as he could
carry as well as those objects that were necessary for astrology . . .
and for the art of magic. He then fled secretly from Egypt to
Pelusium and from there to Ethiopia. He clad himself in linen
garments . . . and pretending he was an Egyptian soothsayer, he
came to Macedonia and sat unrecognized in a public place where he
engaged in divination] on behalf of anyone who approached him.*
When the Egyptians saw that Nectanebus delayed his return
to Egypt, they went to make supplication before their god whose
name was Serapis. And they said: "Lo, our King, Nectanebus,
has not returned, and we do not know what has befallen him."
Whereupon Serapis answered them: "Nectanebus, your King, has
fled from Egypt because of the Syrians who will come to wage
war against you. Their king will rule over you. But after many
days his [Nectanebus'] son, the issue of his loins, will return and
deliver you from your enemies who will then become your subjects." Thereupon the Egyptians made a statue out of black stone
in honor of Nectanebus and they inscribed on the pedestal of the
statue the words of their god's reply to them. And Nectanebus
remained in Macedonia unrecognized.**
It came to pass when King Philip was away with his army
that Nectanebus ascended the palace of the king to see the queen.
When he saw that she was beautiful, lovely and radiant, he was
filled with such a desire for her that his heart was almost consumed by the passion. He drew near to Queen Olympias, bowed
and said: "God save you, O Queen." He refrained from addressing her as "my Mistress." The queen said to him: "Master
and sage, draw near, I pray, and sit down." Nectanebus drew
near to the queen and she asked him: "Are you from Egypt?"
Nectanebus answered: "O Queen, you have spoken well. It is
true that I am from Egypt where there are wise men who interpret
dreams, understand the song of birds, know the hidden things and
foretell the destinies of those who are born. I am expert and
* After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A f picture of Nectanebus
dressed in white garments, with his head and beard shaved."
** After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of the Egyptians making supplication before their god and a picture of the statue of Nectanebus."
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wise in these matters. My knowledge is like that of a prophet
and my understanding encompasses all that I have mentioned."
Nectanebus looked into the face of the queen with great desire.
When the queen heard his words and saw that he stared at her,
she said to him: "What were your thoughts about me when you
stared at me?" Nectanebus answered: "I remember the beautiful
words of the gods who told me that I would look into the face of
Queen Olympias."
While saying these things, he drew forth from his bosom 3
some tablets of copper, mixed with silver and gold, upon which
there were three circles. In the first one were engraved the
twelve houses of heaven, in the second the twelve animals of
the zodiac, and in the third the sun and the moon. Afterwards
he opened an ivory box and drew from it seven shining stars and
seven figured stones corresponding to the seven planets. When
Olympias beheld these wonders, she said: " O master, if you wish
me to believe all that you show me, then tell me the year, the day
and the hour of King Philip's birth." When Nectanebus heard
her words, he made his calculations by means of astrology and
magic and told her the year, the day and the hour of King Philip's
birth. When he had completed his work, he said to the queen:
"If you wish to hear anything else, please ask." Whereupon the
queen said: "Tell me what will become of me and of King Philip.
For I have heard it said that when King Philip returns from the
army, he will put me aside and take another wife." Nectanebus
answered: " O Queen, the report is false and without truth as far
as the present is concerned. Indeed, this will happen some years
from now but not in the immediate future. However, in the end he
will take you for a wife as in the beginning." Whereupon
the queen said: " O master, I beseech you, tell me the truth."
Nectanebus answered: "One of the gods will lie with you."
And she said to him: "Which god will lie with me?" Nectanebus
answered: "His name is the great Ammon. He is delightful,
wonderful and makes men rich." Whereupon she said to him:
"Describe his form and appearance. If your words come true,
we shall honor you." Nectanebus answered: "He is neither a
youth nor an old man; he is middle aged. He has the horns of
Azazel1 and his beard is white. You will see him in a dream, and
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in that dream he will lie with you." The queen said: "If this
proves to be true, then I shall pray before you not as a prophet
or as a seer but as a god."*
Nectanebus went forth from the queen, saying: "Remain in
peace." He went to a waste place outside of the city where he
gathered herbs and ground them. Then he engaged in divination
and muttered incantations in order that Queen Olympias might
see that which he had recounted to her. It came to pass at night
that the queen saw the god Ammon lying with her. While he lay
with her, he said: "My Mistress, the Queen, from a god have you
conceived the one who will redeem you."
The queen awoke and was very happy. It came to pass in
the morning watch that she rose from her bed and ordered that
Nectanebus be brought before her. When Nectanebus came,
she spoke with him, telling him all that she had seen in the dream.
Nectanebus said: "If you will give me a place in your palace, I
shall reveal to you even further the truth of this matter. The
truth is that this god will come to you again in the form of a
dragon and afterwards he will appear in the form of a man." To
which the queen said: "You have spoken well. Whenever you
wish, you may come and stay in my palace. If I find this to be
true, you shall be a father to him [who will be born]." The queen
ordered her servants to give him a place in her bed-chamber, and
they set up a bed near the queen's bed. It came to pass in the
evening that Nectanebus began his work of divination by means
of the arts practised by the devils. He transformed himself into
a dragon, went over to the queen's bed and entered it. He embraced her and lay with her during that night. When he rose
from the bed, he placed his hand on her womb and said: "O Queen,
the fruit of your conception will be victorious. He who is born of
you shall not be humbled before any man." Thus was Queen
Olympias deceived, for she lay with a man and thought that her
intercourse was with the god Ammon. In the morning Nectanebus
rose from his bed in the form of a dragon and descended from the
palace. The queen remained in bed pregnant. When it came to
* After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Nectanebus
engaged in divination before the queen."
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pass in the period of her pregnancy that her stomach swelled
visibly, she ordered that Nectanebus be brought before her. Then
she said to him: "What will King Philip say about me when he
returns from the army?" Nectanebus answered, saying: " O
Queen, do not be afraid. The god Ammon will for my sake help
you in whatever you may desire. King Philip will not be able to
speak ill of you. Strengthen yourself, therefore, because I have
spoken the truth to you."*
After these things Nectanebus left the palace and went outside of the city. He gathered herbs, ground them and took their
juice. Then he seized a sea-calf and began to mutter incantations
over the herbs and the juice, employing the art of magic in
order that the god Ammon might appear in a dream to King
Philip.
It came to pass at night that King Philip had a dream in
which the god Ammon was lying with Queen Olympias, his wife,
and was saying: "Lo, you will conceive and give birth to a son
who will redeem you and Philip his father." After the intercourse Philip saw a golden ring lying in the bosom of the queen.
In that ring there was a stone on which was engraved the head
of a lion, the sun in its course and a knife. When King Philip
awoke, he ordered that his soothsayer4 be called before him. When
the soothsayer came before the king, he related to him the dream
which he had dreamed. The soothsayer then said to the king:
"My lord, the King! Know in truth that your wife is with child,
not by a man, however, but by the god Ammon. As for the head
of the lion and the sun in its course, this is their interpretation:
The boy who will be born to the queen will be powerful and wise
and will vanquish mighty kings. He will capture cities and will
extend his rule into the East. He will subject all the peoples to
forced labor for tribute."
After these things King Philip ordered all his commanders,
horsemen and troops to go forth and wage war against his enemies.
He went forth with his army, fought with his enemies, conquered them and subjected them to forced labor for tribute. When
• After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Nectanebus,
transformed into the dragon, lying with the queen."
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he was in the thick of the battle, he saw a dragon walking before
him, slaying all his enemies.*
Philip departed from the army and came to Macedonia. He
went to his chamber in the palace, and the queen came before him.
The king took hold of her, embraced and kissed her with great
passion. Then he said to her: "My mistress, so lovely and wise!
Unto whom did you give yourself, Olympias? Have you sinned
in what you have done? In truth you have not sinned because it
was forced upon you by a god and not by a man. I have seen in a
dream all that you have done. Therefore I cannot say anything
to you."
He took her by the hand and both of them sat down at their
table to eat. All the commanders and horsemen ate and drank with
them. Meanwhile Nectanebus went up to Philip's palace and
entered the dining hall in the form of a dragon, moving and
crying with great rage. All those who were eating with the
king and queen grew pale. Then the dragon approached the
queen, laid his head in her lap and kissed her. Whereupon the king
said: "I have seen this creature, O Queen Olympias, and I say
this to you, my commanders and horsemen: I saw this dragon
when I was at war with my enemies, and he walked before me
slaying all our enemies."**
It came to pass after a few days while King Philip was sitting
in his bed-chamber that a bird came and sat in his lap. It laid an
egg which fell to the ground and broke. Out of it came a little
serpent which crawled around the egg in order to enter it as in
the beginning. However, when it put its head inside the egg, it
died. Seeing this the king became frightened and trembled exceedingly. He ordered that the soothsayer be called before him.
When the soothsayer arrived, the king showed him the broken
egg and the serpent which had come out of it and told him all that
had happened. Whereupon the soothsayer said: "My lord, the
King, a son will be born unto you who will rule after your death,
* After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of King Philip
and of the dragon slaying his enemies."
** After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of the king and
queen and the horsemen eating and drinking, and of the dragon coming forth and
kissing the queen."
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and before he returns to the land of his birth he will travel
around the entire world."*
It came to pass that when her days to be delivered were 9
fulfilled, the queen became ill and was seized with labor-pains.
She ordered that Nectanebus be called before her and said to
him: "I am ill and am seized with labor-pains." Nectanebus made
his astrological calculations and said to the queen: "Rise a little
from your seat because the elements have been transformed by
the power of the sun." The queen rose, rested a little and the
pains left her. Afterwards he said to her: "Sit down in your
place." The queen sat down for a little while and then gave
birth to a son. When the boy fell to the ground, the earth trembled
and lightning and thunder and great and wondrous heavenly lights
filled the entire universe. The day grew black and there was
darkness, and hail fell from the heavens.5
The king trembled exceedingly and was very much terrified, 10
and in his fright he went to the queen and said to her: "My mistress, I had been harboring the thought that this boy should not be
permitted to live and that he should therefore not be allowed to be
weaned and to grow since he was not born of me. Now, however, I think that he was born of a god because I have seen these
lights and portents and because the elements have been transformed. I shall therefore order that the child should be permitted
to live and to be weaned so that he may remain as a memorial
after me. I shall love him as my own son." And he named him
Alexander.**
It came to pass afterwards that the lad Alexander was with 11
the servants of" the king and they loved him. In appearance
Alexander did not resemble King Philip or Queen Olympias.
The hair of his head was like the lion's. His eyes were large and
bright but were not alike; one was black and the other red. His
teeth were sharp like those of the wolf and his chest was like the
breast of the lion. While he was at school, he would enter into
* After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of the king telling
the soothsayer all that had happened to him."
** After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Alexander
when he was born and of the king coming before the queen."
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contests with his fellow students and would surpass them both in
studies and in strength.
12
When he was twelve years old, he was able to ride by himself
and was learning the art of warfare. As his father's commanders
and horsemen did, so did he. When King Philip observed his
strength and his power, he was very pleased with him and said:
"My son, Alexander, I love your mighty deeds and your ingenuity
but I am grieved because you do not resemble me in figure and in
appearance." When the queen heard the words of the king, she
was very much worried. She sent for Nectanebus and said to
him: "Tell me the truth. What is King Philip thinking of doing
with me, for he said to Alexander: 'My son, I love your power
and your ingenuity but I am worried because your figure and
appearance are not like mine.'" Nectanebus answered: "O
Queen, the thoughts in King Philip's heart are proper toward you
for I see the sun shining opposite to a certain star."8
13
Alexander listened and heard his words, and said: "Father,7
is this star visible in the heavens? Can you show it to me?"
Nectanebus said: "Come with me outside of the city and I shall
show it to you." Then Alexander said: "Do you know how you
will die?" And Nectanebus said: "Yes, my son." Whereupon
Alexander said: "It is a great thing to know how long you will
live and in what manner death will overtake you." And Nectanebus said to Alexander: "My dear son, I have but one son and
he will kill me." Afterwards Nectanebus went down from the
palace and went outside of the city at night. Alexander followed him and both of them came to the edge of a ditch which
was near the city wall.8 Nectanebus said: "My son, Alexander,
look at the stars in the heavens and behold a certain star whose
light has grown dim. Mercury is shining and Jupiter is shining
very brightly." While Nectanebus was gazing at the stars,
Alexander drew near to him, pushed him and threw him into
the ditch, and said: "Thus shall you die, old man. Did you know
this? Then why did you wish to know the secrets of the heavens
and their constellations?" Nectanebus answered: "I knew all
that would happen to me. Did I not tell you that my son would
kill me?" Then Alexander said: "Am I really your son?" Nectanebus said to Alexander: "You are really my son and out of my
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loins have you come." When Nectanebus said these things, Alexander's heart yearned for his father. He descended into the ditch
but when he drew near, he found him dead. Alexander took him,
placed him on his shoulder and brought him into the palace.
When Queen Olympias saw her son, Alexander, carrying the
corpse of Nectanebus, she cried out and said: "What have you
done?" Alexander answered: "Mother, how did you give yourself to him for his pleasure?" And the queen said: "It was not of
my own free will."*
In those days there was a prince in Cappadocia who sent a 14
horse as a gift to King Philip. The horse was a colt, untamed and
untrained, large and very handsome. It was bound and tied with
iron chains and fetters. It ate only human flesh. The name of the
horse was Bucephalus. Its head was as round as a circle and it
appeared as though precious stones protruded from its forehead
and from the back of its head. When King Philip beheld how
beautiful the horse was, he was filled with great astonishment at
its beauty. He ordered that his servants should make an iron stall
and place the horse in it, and that those men who were condemned
to death should enter the stall and serve as food for the horse.**
After these things King Philip was told in a dream that the
man who rode the horse would rule over his kingdom after his
death. Therefore he sat safely on his throne, thinking that the
man who would reign after him would be wise and mighty.
When Alexander was fifteen years old, he was strong and 15
mighty, wiser than all the boys of his age and well acquainted
with the books of Aristotle. It came to pass one day that Alexander passed by the horse's place, and he looked up and saw the
horse. It was locked up in an iron stall and in front of it were
some hands and feet that were left over from its meal. He was
greatly astounded. He put his hand inside the stall, and the horse
stretched forth its neck, rested its head in Alexander's hands and
stooped down. When the horse withdrew its head from the hands
• After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Alexander
throwing Nectanebus into the ditch as he gazed at the stars and of his carrying him on
his shoulder to his mother."
**After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of the men
leading the horse to King Philip as a gift."
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of Alexander, it looked into his face. Alexander understood what
the horse wanted. He opened the door, entered and placed his
right hand gently on its shoulder. Then the horse, Bucephalus,
recognized Alexander as its master even as the dog recognizes its
master when it sees him.
16
Alexander rode the horse and passed through the city. When
King Philip beheld Alexander riding the horse Bucephalus, he
rejoiced and said: "My son, Alexander, I know in truth that you
will reign after my death." And Alexander answered: "By this
shall I know that you intend to do this on my behalf. Do me the
kindness, I pray, and permit me to ascend the chariot." The
king said: "Even this thing shall I do for you; only be strong and
take with you one hundred horsemen and forty thousand talents
of gold and go forth against your enemies. Do everything which I
have commanded you to do and then you will prosper in your
ways." Alexander listened to the command of the king. Then
he went and ascended the chariot and took with him many
precious things and much gold, and he came with his horsemen
to the Peloponnesus.*
17
When King Nicolaus heard that Alexander had come to his
country, he became very angry and went forth with a great army
to wage war against him. When Nicolaus reached the place where
Alexander had encamped, he called out to Alexander and said:
"Who are you, and what is there between me and you that you
have come to wage war in my country?" Whereupon Alexander answered: "I am Alexander, the son of King Philip of
Macedonia." Then Nicolaus said: "You know who I am, do
you not?" And Alexander said: "I know that you are Nicolaus.
However, do not exalt yourself and let not your heart be rilled
with arrogance because of your power and might. Do you not
know that the great man is brought low and the lowly man is
lifted up?" And Nicolaus answered, saying: "You have spoken
the truth. However, give thought to the words which have
issued from your mouth and tell me the truth: Why have you
come to this country?" Alexander answered: "You already know
• After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Alexander
riding the horse and ascending the chariot, sword in hand."
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the truth, namely, that there is no issue between us. I shall merely
cross through your land in order to reach my destination." When
King Nicolaus heard Alexander's words, he became very angry
and said: " T o whom am I speaking? By my father's peace! If I
were to spit in his face with force, he would die." While he was
saying these things, he spat in Alexander's face and said: "Take
this, you foolish young man, for honor is not seemly for a fool.
Why were you not ashamed to speak with arrogance? You
brought all this upon yourself."*
Alexander conquered his impulse wisely and said to Nicolaus:
"By the peace of my father and mother! The two of us shall fight
one another. If you prevail and smite me, we shall become your
subjects; but if I prevail, you and your men will become our subjects and serve us." To which Nicolaus answered: "So shall your
judgment be; you yourself have decided it." Then both of them
agreed to fight on an appointed day. Alexander departed, returned
to Macedonia and related to King Philip all that had happened to
him; and Nicolaus returned to his palace. The day of the battle
arrived. Alexander left Macedonia, came to the place of battle and
pitched his tent first; and Nicolaus also came with his army.
When the trumpets were sounded, they joined battle and the
fighting raged fiercely and furiously. Nicolaus' men were smitten
before Alexander and Nicolaus turned his back to flee. Alexander,
however, pursued him, seized and struck him and cut off his
head.**
Having won the battle, Alexander seized the cities, and all of
Nicolaus' soldiers and horsemen swore allegiance to him and
made him king over them. Thereupon Alexander returned to
Philip with great honor.
Alexander found Philip dining with his new wife; for while he 18
was away at war, Philip had put aside his wife Olympias, Alexander's mother, and had married the daughter of another man,
her name being Cleopatra. When Alexander came before Philip,
he bowed down and said to him: "Father, accept from me the
* After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Nicolaus
spitting in Alexander's face.
*• After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Alexander
fighting with King Nicolaus and slaying him."
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crown of victory in my first battle. And now, when can I remove
my mother's shame?" There was a man there, Lysias by name,
who said to the king: "Cleopatra will bear you a son in your own
image and likeness and he will reign after you." When Alexander
heard Lysias' words, he became very angry and sprang upon
Lysias with wrath and struck him on the head with a staff which
was in his hand9 and killed him. When King Philip saw what
Alexander had done, he was greatly vexed. He rose from his
throne and ran at Alexander, sword in hand. However, King
Philip fell to the ground and his sword fell from his hand. Alexander said: "King Philip, why do you not rise? What caused
you to become so aroused that you felt impelled to run after me in
order to strike me with your sword?"10 King Philip remained
silent and said not a word in answer. After a few days Philip
took to his bed and Alexander, his son, went to visit him and he
said: "O King Philip, I know that it is not fitting or proper to call
you by name. However, I shall not speak to you as son to father
but as friend to friend. And now tell me, father, have you acted
justly toward your wife and my mother, Olympias, whom you
have put aside? Why did you commit such an evil? As for the
slaying of Lysias, you did not examine and investigate the matter.
I know that you will admit to the truth, namely that I did the
right thing when I slew him. Yet you ran after me in anger,
sword in hand, in order to strike me. Were it not for the compassion of my Creator as a result of which you failed to overtake
me, I would have perished." Alexander wept bitterly. When
Philip heard Alexander's words, his compassion was kindled and
he wept and said to Alexander: "Go and bring her to me, and do
as is fitting in your eyes." Alexander washed his face and went
out. He restrained himself, left the palace and went to speak with
Olympias his mother. He said to her: "Do not worry and do not
harbor any thoughts in your heart concerning what he has done
to you because it is the way of the entire world for a man to
rule over his wife. Arise now, make haste and come with me."
He took her by the hand and they both went to King Philip.
When King Philip saw Queen Olympias, he embraced her with
great desire.
19
After these things the messengers of King Darius came to
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King Philip and asked him for the tribute. When Alexander saw
Darius' messengers, he said to them: "Go tell Darius, the Emperor, that Alexander, the son of King Philip, said thus: 'For a long
period in his life Philip did not have a son. He had instead a hen
that laid golden eggs. When it came to pass, however, that a
son was born to him, the hen ceased to lay for all time.' " When
the messengers of Darius heard Alexander, they looked at one
another in astonishment because of his wisdom and his words.
The messengers returned to Darius and told him all that had
happened to them.*
After these things King Philip was informed that the people 20
of Armenia had rebelled against him. Whereupon Philip assembled
his entire army against Armenia and Alexander came forth to
battle against them. They joined battle and the Armenians were
smitten before Alexander and fled. Alexander slew many of
them, scored a victory and subjected them to forced labor for
tribute under King Philip as in the beginning.
In those days there was a king in the land of Bithynia11 whose
name was Pausanias. Although this king was mighty and strong,
he paid tribute to King Philip year after year. For a long time
Pausanias had coveted Queen Olympias, the mother of Alexander.
Pausanias rebelled against King Philip, gathered many horsemen
and a large army and invaded Macedonia. When King Philip
heard that Pausanias had transgressed and rebelled against him
and had invaded his country, he was filled with anguish and his
heart was sorely grieved. He went forth to meet him with a small
number of men because he had sent his army with Alexander to
fight against his enemies. Pausanias' men fought against Philip's
men and defeated them. Philip turned his back in flight, but
Pausanias pursued him, struck him and stretched him out on the
ground. He did not die immediately. However, he was benumbed
and was like a corpse lying in the field. The entire kingdom of
Macedonia trembled because they thought that King Philip had
been slain. Pausanias marched into Macedonia12 like a mighty
hero who had been victorious in battle over his enemies. He
• After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of King Philip
when the messengers came to ask him for the tribute and of Alexander answering
them."
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came into the palace of Olympias in order to take her by force
and bring her with him to his country. The queen fled before
him, ascended the tower and locked the door behind her.
When Alexander returned from Armenia with great honor and
with great riches, he found all the people of his kingdom grieving
and mourning over King Philip. Looking out from the distance
and recognizing her son, the queen cried out and said: "Save me,
my son Alexander, and avenge your father. Where is your might,
my son?" When Pausanias heard the cry of the queen, he descended from the palace and went forth with his horsemen to
meet Alexander in battle. When Alexander saw Pausanias coming
toward him with his sword drawn, a sword which reeked with
the blood of the many he had slain, he ran at him, struck and
killed him and cut off his head.*
Then Alexander was told that Philip had been smitten and
wounded and that he was lying like a corpse in the field but was
still alive. Alexander's heart yearned for him and he wept
bitterly. King Philip opened his eyes, recognized Alexander and
said: "Alexander, my son, I am happy when I behold your face
because I know that you will take vengeance for me." King
Philip sighed and said to Alexander: "Be strong my son, wage
wars and avenge your father." When Alexander heard the
words of the king, he wept and said: " O father, be strong because
I have taken vengeance for you from those who rose up against
you. I have slain him [Pausanias] and he is lying dead in the
field." And Philip said: "Alexander, draw near, I pray, and kiss
me, my son." Alexander drew near and embraced and kissed
him. Philip breathed his last and died in the arms of Alexander.
Alexander wept over him in the bitterness of his soul. Then he
returned to his palace and ordered that the king be buried with
great honor.**
21
When the days of weeping and mourning had passed and Alex* After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Pausanias as
he fought with King Philip and wounded him mortally. A picture of Pausanias as he
went to take the queen by force. A picture of Alexander as he fought with Pausanias
and cut off his head."
•* After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of king Philip
dead."
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ander was comforted, he issued a proclamation throughout the
whole of his kingdom that all the people should assemble before
him in order to inaugurate a new reign in the kingdom. When
all the people of the kingdom had assembled, Alexander sat on
the royal throne in Macedonia, blessed the people and spoke to
them, saying: "Macedonians and Greeks, do not fear your enemies for God will give me strength to save you from the hands
of your enemies, and they shall become our subjects and pay us
tribute. If it be your will that I should rule over you in accordance with the command of Philip, my father, then let me know
your opinion; but if you do not wish me to reign after him, then
choose today another man who will rule over you and save you
from your enemies." The people all rejoiced, shouted with
exultation, clapped their hands and said: "Long live the King!
Long live the King!" Then Alexander said to all the people:
"Now that you have chosen me to be king over you, equip yourselves with whatever you may need, take along provisions for the
journey and let us go forth to battle against our enemies." And all
the people answered together and said: " O King Alexander, for
many years we fought against our enemies under the command of
King Philip but now our strength is diminished and we are no
longer able to endure war. Therefore may you deem it proper to
transfer the yoke of war to our youths because they are better
able to bear it than we." Alexander answered and said: "Such a
thing ought not to be done. You have not spoken what is right.
Since you are wise and are expert in war from your youth, it is
better for me to be with you in battle than with the young men
who will hold to their views even though they lack understanding
and wisdom and have not been tested in warfare." The men
looked at one another in astonishment upon hearing Alexander's
words, and they blessed him in a loud voice. Then they said:
"Whosoever he be that shall rebel against your command and
shall not hearken unto your words in all that you shall command
him, he shall be put to death; only be strong and of good courage."
And the people returned each man to his home.*
* After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Alexander
speaking to the people."
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Thereafter all the people, old and young, obeyed the command
of Alexander.
22
Then Alexander gathered a very large army and set out for
Italy. When he came to Chalcedon, he pitched his tents there and
waged war against the Chalcedonians. The Chalcedonians fled
before Alexander and ascended the wall. Alexander said to them:
"Why did you ascend the wall? Go forth to battle and we shall
fight. If you do not wish to fight with us, then obey my command so that you may live and not die. You shall be our subjects
and serve us." The Chalcedonians obeyed the command of Alexander, and he came inside the city and subjected them to forced
labor for tribute. Then the people of the city swore allegiance
to him. Alexander departed thence with his troops and they
marched to the sea-coast in order to cross over into Italy. Having heard of Alexander's fame, the Roman counselors trembled
exceedingly. They took counsel together and sent a gift to
Alexander: six thousand dishes of gold, their weight being six
hundred pounds,13 and six thousand golden crowns. The Roman
messengers arrived, brought the gift to Alexander and bowed
down before him. Alexander received them with joy. They implored him not to cross over to wage war against them and not
to destroy their land. Alexander fulfilled their request.*
23
Alexander and all his troops embarked on ships and crossed
over into Africa. He humbled the pride of Africa and subjected it
to forced labor for tribute. Alexander departed from there and
crossed over to one of the islands in order to worship the god
Ammon. While he was on the road leading up to the temple, he
chanced upon a stag. Alexander ordered his horsemen to bend
their bows and shoot their arrows, but they were unable to hit it.
Whereupon Alexander bent his bow, hit the stag and killed it.14
Alexander then said to his horsemen: "You have seen what I
have done; then do you likewise. Observe what I do and do the
same." From that day on the horsemen began to bend their bows
and shoot their arrows, and in this manner they gained experience.
* After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of the Roman
messengers bringing the gift to Alexander."
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Alexander went into the temple to worship the god Ammon and he
offered up a sacrifice before him.*
Alexander departed thence and came to a place called 24
Taphosiris. In that region there were fifteen cities and twelve
rivers which emptied into the sea. There was a temple there but
its gates were closed. He offered up sacrifices to the gods and
implored them to answer all the questions which he should ask.
It came to pass during the night that Alexander saw the god
Serapis in a dream . . . "
Then he departed from there and went to Damascus. He 26
captured Sidon, subdued it and subjected it to forced labor for
tribute. He departed thence and came to a city called Tyre and
pitched his tents there.
Alexander16 sent messengers to Jerusalem with a letter whose
contents were as follows: "Alexander, the son of King Philip, to
Onias,17 the Priest, and to all the priests in Jerusalem, greetings!
Let it be known to you that I, Alexander, have encamped with all
my soldiers and horsemen in the great city of Tyre. Send us now
provisions and all the various supplies that are required by the
men who are serving in my army. Send us also the tribute because
it is better for you to serve us and pay us the tribute than to pay it
to Darius, King of Persia." The people of Jerusalem in reply to
Alexander said to his messengers: "Thus shall you say to Alexander: 'The Jews of Jerusalem have sworn unto Darius, King of
Persia, not to give aid, counsel or arms to any other king except
with his permission. It is therefore not proper for us to violate
the covenant which we have made between us.' "
The messengers returned to Alexander and brought back word 27
to him, telling him all that the people of Jerusalem had said. Alexander became very angry and said: "When I come to Jerusalem, I
shall wreak vengeance on them until they are destroyed. Their
land will become waste and desolate, and no one will ever mention
their name again." It came to pass that Alexander had a dream
during the night. He dreamt that in his hands there were clusters
• After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Alexander
striking and killing the stag, on his way to worship the god Ammon."
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of grapes which he threw to the ground in anger. Then he trod
upon them, causing wine to issue. When he awoke from his
sleep, he ordered that the soothsayer be called. The latter came
and said to him: "My lord, the King, know verily that this is
the interpretation of the dream. The grapes which were in your
hands represent the city which you will capture and even as you
threw them to the ground, so shall you break down the walls of
the city and cause them to fall to the ground. The wine which
came forth when you trod upon the grapes represents the blood of
the people who will be killed and slaughtered in the city." When
Alexander heard the interpretation of the dream and what it
foretold, he ordered his army to lay siege to the city of Tyre and
to fight with violence. He besieged it and captured it. His men
went up into the city, each man against his adversary, slew its people and broke down its walls. Alexander also captured two other
cities and razed them to their foundations. He departed from
there and set out in anger for Jerusalem.
28
When the people of Jerusalem heard that Alexander was
coming to wage war against them, they trembled exceedingly.
Onias the Priest assembled all the people of Jerusalem and said
to them: "Go and fast. Do not eat or drink for three days, night
or day. Let us return unto the Lord and pray unto Him. He will
save us from the hands of Alexander and his army." They
offered up sacrifices and prayed before the Lord, the great and the
awesome One.. The Lord heard their prayer and gave thought to
them and delivered them from their distress.
It came to pass that Alexander and all his forces arrived at a
camping ground on the road and encamped there. During the
night while he was lying in bed in his tent, he lifted up his eyes
and beheld a man dressed in fine linen standing over him. His
sword was drawn and its appearance was like a flash of lightning
on a rainy day. He raised his sword above Alexander's head and
Alexander was seized with great fear and said to him: "Wherefore should my lord strike his servant?" The man said: "The
Lord has sent me to conquer great and mighty kings before you.
I am the one who walks before you to help you. Know now that
you will die because your heart has emboldened you to go up to
Jerusalem to do harm to the priests of the Lord and to His
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people." Alexander answered: "Forgive, I pray, the transgression
of your servant.18 Oh my lord, if it displeases you, I shall turn
back." The man said to him: "Do not fear, I have forgiven you.
Arise and go forth to Jerusalem. When you come to the city,
you will see a man dressed in fine linen like myself who resembles
me in appearance. You shall quickly prostrate yourself and bow
down before him. You shall do everything that he tells you to do.
Do not disobey his orders for on the day that you do, you shall
surely die." Alexander went forth to go up to Jerusalem.
During the night the Lord appeared to Onias, the High Priest,
and said to him: "Thus shall you speak to the people of Jerusalem:
'Dread not, neither be afraid of Alexander. Open the gate of the
city.' And you shall change your dress and put on your priestly
vestments. You shall then go forth to meet Alexander together
with the priests and the people of Jerusalem, all dressed in white
garments." When the [High] Priest awoke, he summoned the
priests and the people, told them of the dream which he had seen
and ordered them to do all that he had been commanded to do.
The [High] Priest and all the priests and the people went
forth even as Onias had been commanded. They came to a place
called Scopulum.1' This was a high place from which Jerusalem
and the Temple could be seen. They took their stand there, waiting for Alexander to come unto them. When Alexander approached them, he beheld a spectacle of great splendor: The
people were dressed in white garments, the priests wore their
priestly vestments and the [High] Priest was attired in a robe of
pure, white linen and on his head was the crown of holiness upon
which was inscribed the revered and awesome name of the Lord.
Alexander ordered that none of his men should approach or dare to
confront them. Alexander went up to them alone. He descended
from the chariot, knelt on his knees and bowed down before the
High Priest. He blessed the Lord and said to Onias: "What does
my lord command his servant?" When they beheld this, the priests
and all the people of Jerusalem rejoiced. Some of them wept from
great joy. The people lifted up their voices, blessed Alexander,
clapped hands and said: "Long live the King! Long live the King!"
Alexander became confused at their shouting and was greatly astonished.
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The kings who were standing near Alexander were enraged
when they saw him bow down before the [High] Priest. One
of the king's commanders, Parmenion by name, became envious
and said to him: "O great and victorious King, what have you
done? I am astonished when I consider the person to whom you
have bowed down. While all the kings and peoples bow down
to you and extol and praise you, you have gone and bowed down
to a man who does not even possess the strength to oppose you in
battle." To which Alexander replied: "Do not be astonished for
I have bowed down not to a man but to the Lord. In a vision at
night as I lay in bed inside my tent I beheld a man who resembled
this one in appearance and in dress. He said to me: 'When you
go to Asia, you will conquer it and you will completely subdue
the pride of Persia.' In all the places that we have been, I have
not yet seen anyone who resembles him in appearance, in form and
in dress. However, the man whom I saw in the vision at night
resembles this man and he is the one who walks before me to
subdue the kings and the peoples. And thus did the man whom I
saw command me: 'When you behold a man dressed in linen
garments who resembles me in form and appearance, you shall
immediately prostrate yourself and bow down before him. Do
everything that he commands you to do and do not disobey his
orders.' When I beheld this man, I recalled the vision which I had
and therefore bowed down before him. When he passes before
me, I shall with the aid of my Creator subdue King Darius and
the pride of Persia. I shall conquer the cities and the peoples and
prosper wherever I go and achieve whatever I desire."
Afterwards, Alexander together with the [High] Priest and the
priests came into Jerusalem and entered the temple of the Lord.
The [High] Priest showed him the temple, the courts, the treasures,20 the vestibule, the place of the Holy of Holies, the place of
the altar and the place of the burnt offering. Then Alexander said
to the Priests: "I shall erect a memorial for myself in this temple.
I shall give the craftsmen an abundance of gold so that they may
make a statue of me and erect it in the temple before the Holy of
Holies. My statue shall be a memorial in this great House of the
Lord." Onias however said to Alexander: "Contribute the gold
which your lips offered for the sustenance of the priests of the
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Lord and the poor of His people who come to worship Him in this
temple. I shall make a better memorial for you than you have
suggested. All the children who will be born to the priests this
year throughout Judea and Jerusalem will be called by your name,
Alexander. You will thus be remembered whenever they come to
perform their service in this temple. It is not permitted to accept
a graven image or figure in the House of God."
Alexander agreed that this should be done and gave him the
gold. He asked the [High] Priest to inquire of the Lord on his behalf whether he should go forth to battle against Darius or whether
he should desist. Whereupon the [High] Priest said to him: "Go,
for he will surely be delivered into your hands." The priests
brought before him the Book of Daniel and showed him the passage that dealt with the ram which was butting in all directions
and the shaggy he-goat which ran upon the ram and trampled it
to the ground. The [High Priest] said: "You are the shaggy
he-goat which ran upon the ram and Darius is the ram. You will
trample upon him and take his kingdom." And the [High] Priest
encouraged him to go forth against Darius. When Alexander
heard the interpretation of the vision, he rejoiced greatly and
gave gifts to all the priests. He said to them: "Request many
gifts of me and ask me for presents and they shall be granted."
Thereupon they asked him, saying: "Grant us our petition and
may our request be fulfilled. W e shall know that we have found
favor in your eyes in this way: All the Jews who live in Babylonia,
in Media and in whatever place you may come and establish your
rule shall be exempt from taxes and shall be free to observe the
laws of their religion as they wish." 21 Alexander ordered that
these things be written down in a book so that they would not be
forgotten and would serve as a reminder that everything that had
been requested was to be done. Alexander also recorded in books
and in letters a description of the nocturnal vision in which he saw
the angel and of the [High] Priest's conversation with him. He
sent these to Macedonia and to Rome. Then Alexander departed
from Jerusalem.*
* After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Alexander
bowing down before Onias the High Priest."
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At that time some men fled out of Tyre22 from Alexander
and came to King Darius in Persia. They spoke with him and
related all that they encountered at the hands of Alexander.
When Darius heard their words, he asked them to describe his
figure and appearance. The men from Tyre took a tablet, drew
an image of Alexander and brought it to Darius. When Darius
saw the figure, he expressed contempt and scorn because of its
smallness.*
It came to pass afterwards that Darius took a ball and a rod
with a curved top, which is called "zocani" in Greek. These
were intended for Alexander so that he might play with them
after the manner of boys. Darius placed them in a golden box,
enclosed a letter and sent them to Alexander. These were the
words of the letter which King Darius sent to Alexander:
"Darius, King of kings, to my servant Alexander, greetings. Let it
be known unto you that I have received reports that you intend to
come to our country to wage war and that a very small band of idle
and worthless fellows has gathered about you. How will you be
able to oppose us in war? Even if you could assemble all the men
in the world and all the peoples on earth, you would not be able
to wage war against us and against the Persians who are as the
sand on the sea-shore and the stars in heaven in multitude.
Therefore I command you to turn away from your thoughts and
your waywardness. Retrace your steps and return home.
Behold, I am sending you a ball and a rod with a curved top so
that you may play with them after the manner of boys. I am
also sending you a golden box because you are a poor and indigent lad. In Persia, however, there is gold in such abundance
that its brightness surpasses the light of the sun. Indeed the sun is
put to shame by its splendor. Therefore turn away from your
thoughts and your folly and from the aid of the devils in whom
you trust."
30
The messengers came to Alexander and brought him the
letter, the ball, the rod and the box. He ordered that the letter
be read before all his commanders and servants. When his com29

* After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of the men
from Tyre drawing the figure of Alexander before Darius."
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manders heard the words of the letter, they were indignant and
very angry. When Alexander looked at the faces of his commanders and horsemen and saw their sad and distorted expression,
he said to them: "My commanders and horsemen, why are your
faces sad and why are you incensed over the words of this letter?
Do not be distressed or angry. Do you not know that the dog
which barks a great deal and whets its tongue has no strength?
Be of good courage and let us prove strong! We shall go forth
against them and it will be reckoned to us as bravery. Let us not
lose heart because of the words of this dog. We shall wage war
against him with wisdom and with skill."
Alexander ordered that the messengers of Darius be seized
and hanged on the gallows. The messengers however cried out
and said: "Our lord, the King! What is our offense and our sin
that you have ordered your men to do evil to us? It is not fitting
for a king like yourself to do such things." Whereupon Alexander answered and said: "The words of your king incited me
to do evil to you." To which they replied: "Our king did not
know of your greatness and wisdom. However, we who have
heard and seen your wisdom and your superior virtues shall be
able to tell everything.23 Permit us now to return to our country
and to our homes." Alexander listened to them and acceded to
their request. He ordered that food, drink and gifts should be
given to them and that no harm or evil should be done them.
The horsemen who served Alexander fulfilled his command.
They set the table and gave them food and drink. While they
were eating and drinking, they said to Alexander: "If it shall
seem good to you, O King, then give us one thousand horsemen
and we shall deliver Darius into your hands." Whereupon
Alexander replied: "Far be it from me to do such a thing, to shed
innocent blood. Eat and drink and may it go well with you. I do
not want to give you even one of my horsemen to surrender
your king."*
On the next day Alexander ordered that the following reply be 31
sent to Darius: "Alexander, son of King Philip of Macedonia, to
• After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Alexander
and of the messengers of Darius bringing him the letter, the rod, the ball and the box."
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Darius, the Emperor, greetings. Let it be known to you that we
have received the letter, the rod, the ball and the box from the
hands of your messengers. I have read the letter and it seemed
to me that it was not fitting, proper or right for a great king like
you to say such things. Indeed you should have been apprehensive.
For we have learned from our forefathers and have observed in
our own day that a small and despised man may sit upon the
throne of a great and powerful king. The time will yet come
when the wheel of fortune will turn. If you, a great and powerful
king, come to fight against us and win the war, we shall then no
longer be able to stand before you. However, in vanquishing me,
you will have defeated according to your own words a lowly and
despised man. If on the other hand I shall vanquish you, I shall
win great honor for having defeated a great and powerful king like
you. If, as you said, I am poor and indigent, a time will yet come
when I shall grow rich from your kingdom. The ball and the
rod which you sent so that I may play with them after the manner
of boys constitute a good omen. The ball signifies that I shall rule
over the entire world. The rod with the curved top is a sign that
all the kings on earth will bow down before me and be subservient
to me, while the golden box means that they will all send me
gifts. And you, O mighty King, have begun to pay me tribute by
sending me the golden box." The messengers of Darius were
called before Alexander. He gave them gifts, placed the letter in
their hands and sent them to Darius their lord.
32
When Darius read the letter, he became very angry and sent a
letter to Antilochus and to all his commanders. These were the
words of the letter: "Darius, King of Persia, to Antilochus and to
all his commanders, greetings. Let it be known unto you that we
have heard that Alexander, son of King Philip of Macedonia, has
in his folly invaded Asia, conquered it and slain its people. Asia is
now subject to him. I command you as men who are brave, noble,
honorable, wise and valorous to set out quickly and lie in wait for
him on the road. Seize him alive and bring him to me, and I shall
chastise him as one chastises a boy. I shall dress him in a coat of
many colors and send him to Olympias, his mother, in Macedonia.
Indeed he is not a warrior; he is a boy and should remain with the
boys and play with them."
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When Antilochus and Darius' commanders read the letter, 33
they sent him this reply: "Antilochus and all his commanders to
Darius, King of Persia, greetings. Let it be known to you that we
received your letter and have read it. Concerning the boy whom
you have ordered us to seize and send to you, know in truth that
we assembled a large army and fought a violent battle with him
but were defeated and fled from him to the interior of the cities.
Even as you are asking us for aid, so do we also seek aid and
counsel from you. As for your saying that you intend to dress the
boy in a coat of many colors, know that he seized the city of
Tyre, destroyed it and slew its people because they had made a
covenant with us."
While Darius was reading Antilochus' letter, a messenger 34
came and said to him: "Alexander and all his troops are encamped on the bank of the river called Granicus." Whereupon
Darius ordered that a letter be written and sent to Alexander.
These were the words of the letter: "Darius, King of Persia, to my
servant, Alexander, greetings. Lo, I command you to refrain
from crossing over into my country lest I go forth to meet you
with the sword. All the kings of the East pay tribute to me and
exalt and praise my name. What has entered your mind that you
should cross the seas, the rivers, and the mountains in order to
oppose me? I know that you have not acted wisely in this entire
matter. Indeed you will earn great distinction if you are able to
hold on to the kingdom of Macedonia and save it from my hands.
You have become arrogant, and together with your men you have
captured cities, destroyed them, broken down their walls and
slain their people. Considering the evil that you have done, you
should turn back and hide yourself from us lest all the wicked
deeds which you have committed from the very beginning to this
day come rolling back upon you. We are more numerous and
mightier than you and we rule the entire world. What entitles
you to receive letters from a king as great as I am? Moreover,
when you received my letters, you expressed scorn and contempt
for them. Lo, I desire and intend to show you my power and my
might. I am sending you some poppyseeds. if you can count
them, then you will also be able to count the people of Persia as
well as my servants and soldiers. I shall now give you some
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sound advice. Turn back and let it never enter your mind to
repeat the things which you have done."
35
The messengers of Darius came to Alexander with the letter
and the poppyseeds. Alexander ordered that the letter be read.
Then he placed his hand in the bag containing the poppyseeds,
took some, put them in his mouth and ate them. He said: "I see
that the people are very numerous. However, they are weak and
lack strength as is the case with this seed." While he was saying
these things, messengers arrived and said: "Lo, Queen Olympias
your mother has become ill and wishes to see you. She has ordered
us, saying: Go to Alexander my son, and say to him: Make great
haste, do not delay and come to me because I desire to see your
face before I die." When Alexander heard this, he wept for it
grieved him to his heart. However, he ordered that a reply be sent
to Darius, and these were the words of the letter: "Alexander,
son of Queen Olympias, to Darius, King of Persia, greetings.
Let it be known to you that I have received your letter. You
sent instructions for us to turn back and go home. Lo, I am
notifying you that I shall not turn back out of fear or dread of you
or because of your power and might. However, I find it absolutely imperative to return home to my mother not to kiss her
bosom and suck her breasts after the manner of boys but because
she has become ill and has taken to bed. She has bidden me,
yea she has ordered me to come to her. With the aid of my
Creator, however, I shall return quickly to your country to
fight against you. I have received the poppyseeds which you sent
and have eaten of them. They were as sweet as honey in my
mouth. Lo, I am sending you some pepper in return for them.
It is a small amount and is meant to inform you that the strength
of the pepper will overcome the abundance of the poppyseeds
which represent your people whose numbers cannot be counted."
The messengers of Darius were then called before Alexander.
He presented them with gifts, gave them the letter and the pepper
and sent them to Darius.
Alexander departed thence with all his troops in order to
return to Macedonia.
36
It came to pass at that time that the general in command of
Darius' troops was in Arabia with a large and mighty army. The
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general's name was Amonta. When he heard that Alexander and
his army had departed, he came forth to meet Alexander in battle.
Both armies encamped opposite one another and passed the night
in their camps. In the morning the sign of battle was given, the
trumpets were blown and they engaged in combat. The battle
lasted three days. They did not rest or pause even at night. The
blood which flowed from the slain and the wounded covered the
earth and was like an overflowing stream. Darius' men fell in
vast numbers and were routed before Alexander because he
fought violently, leaping upon the Persians like a lion upon its
prey. When Amonta saw that his warriors and horsemen had
fallen, he turned his back in flight and escaped. He made his way
to Persia and came before Darius. When he arrived, the messengers who had returned from their mission to Alexander were
still in the presence of Darius and were reading Alexander's letter
before him. King Darius asked the messengers what King
Alexander had done with the poppyseeds. They told him that he
had eaten some of them and that as he ate he said: "The Persians
are many in number but are weak, and like the poppyseeds possess
no strength." Then Darius took some of the pepper which
Alexander had sent him, ate of it and said: "His people are very
small in number but are strong like this pepper." Whereupon
Amonta said: "My lord, the King, it is true that Alexander's
men are a few in number but they are very strong. There is no
one who can stand before them. We fought with them, were
defeated and fled. We did not cease fighting for three days, night
and day, but we could not prevail against them. Most of our
warriors and men were slain."
When Alexander won the battle, his spirit was not exalted 37
with pride nor did arrogance find place in his heart. He ordered his
horsemen to bury the slain among the Persians and Macedonians.*
Alexander departed thence with all his troops and they came
to Cilicia where there were many cities that paid tribute to King
Alexander. Alexander took fifteen thousand soldiers from that
country. He departed thence and came to the land of the Isaurians.
• After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Alexander
fighting with Amonta, the general in command of Darius' army, and of his putting
him to flight."
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He fought with them and subjected them to forced labor for
tribute. He departed thence and came to Persepolis,24 the place
of the nine Muses. He vanquished the people of Persepolis and
made them subject to him. He took some horsemen from among
them and came to Asia which he conquered and subjected to forced
labor for tribute. He gathered many horsemen and came to
Phrygia. There he entered the temple of the sun and offered up
sacrifices. He departed thence and came to the shore of the
Scamander River. That river was fifteen cubits deep. Alexander
said to the people who were standing there: "Happy are you who
enjoy the blessing of the Lord." One of the men whose name
was Cletomedus replied and said to Alexander: "We could relate
greater and more wonderful things about you and your heroic
exploits. Indeed you have performed deeds which surpassed in
might those that were performed by the men who besieged Troy.
You have prospered through your mighty deeds. You have been
victorious in wars and have humbled and subdued all the cities and
men who opposed you from the very beginning to this day." To
which Alexander replied: "Would that I were a disciple of Homer
rather than the recipient of the kind of praise which was conferred
upon Achilles."
38
Alexander departed thence and arrived with all his troops in
Macedonia where he found his mother Olympias restored to
health and out of bed. Alexander rejoiced with her for several
days. Then he left Macedonia with his troops and set out for
Persia. He came to a city called Abdira, and he and his troops
pitched their tents and encamped near the entrance of the city.
When the people of Abdira saw Alexander, they closed the gates
of the city and fought with Alexander from off the wall. He
offered them peace and said to them: "Come out and make peace
with me. Do what I command and let us have peace ere I destroy
the city and send you into exile. Let not Darius beguile you by
saying: 'Fight against Alexander. Be strong and of good courage
until I come and drive him away from you.' " However the
people of Abdira answered him: "We cannot come forth to do
what you command because we have made a covenant with Darius
and we shall not violate our covenant. If it seems right to you,
then grant us a respite of a few days so that we may send and
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inquire whether he intends to come and save us from your hands."
Alexander became angry at these words and ordered his horsemen
to kindle a fire and burn down the gates of the city. When the
people of Abdira saw the fire, they were seized with fear and
terror. They said to Alexander: "Our lord, the King! Know
assuredly that we did not shut the gates of the city in order to rebel
and fight against you and your people. W e were truly afraid that
King Darius, upon hearing that we had submitted to your command, would send his commanders and horsemen to destroy the
city." Whereupon Alexander replied and said to them: "Open
the gates of the city and do as I command for Darius would not
think of coming to wage war against you. He will not destroy
the city nor will he make a full end of you for I shall save you
from the hands of all the enemies who may rise up against you."
When the people of Abdira heard the words of Alexander, they
opened the gates of the city and did what he commanded. Alexander then said to them: "When I return after smiting Darius,
I shall come again and talk with you."
Alexander departed thence and went to Chaldeopolis. He
came to the shore of a river called Xenis. Alexander's men were
hungry for bread and they cried out, saying: "It would have been
better for us to die in our own country than die of hunger together
with our cattle." When Alexander saw that his men were murmuring because they were hungry, he prayed to the Lord and
offered up sacrifices before Him. The Lord listened to his prayer
and ordained food for them; and they ate and were satisfied.
Then the horsemen cried out and said: "Lo, our horses and camels
will die of hunger. What shall we do for them?" Whereupon
Alexander replied and said to them: "My mighty soldiers and
horsemen! If our horses should die, what is there that we can
do for them? Shall we cease fighting our enemies? But if we should
die, of what use will the horses be? Therefore we would do well
to go and find a place where we and our cattle can rest, and we
shall eat, drink and rejoice." He departed thence and came to a
place called Lucrus where they found food and drink. They remained there several days. He departed thence and came to a
place called Tragachantes, and he encamped there. In that place
Alexander found a temple of Apollo, and he desired to offer up a
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sacrifice in the temple. However, one of the priests of the temple
whose name was Zacora said to Alexander: "This is not the
time to offer up a sacrifice." On the following day Alexander
came into the temple and offered up sacrifices. The god Apollo
called to Alexander and said: "Hercules." Alexander replied
and said: "Apollo, why did you call me Hercules? I see that your
oracular power has been destroyed."
39
Alexander departed thence and came to a city called Thebes,
and he pitched his tent there. He made a request of the people of
the city, saying: "Help me out by giving me four hundred horses."
When the Thebans heard Alexander's command, they closed the
gates of the city. Some four thousand of their men climbed up on
the wall and called out to Alexander, saying to him: "If you do
not withdraw from us, we shall go forth to battle against you."
Alexander laughed and made jest of their words and said to them:
"Why did you shut the gates of the city and then say that you
want to fight with us? Know assuredly that I shall not depart from
you until I conquer the city and subdue it. If you desire to fight
with us, do not lock yourselves inside the city like virgins in their
chambers. Men who are brave soldiers do not lock themselves
inside the city. On the contrary, they come out to fight with the
people who besiege them. Indeed, it is better for you to come out
and fight and die on the field of battle than to die of hunger and
thirst inside a city which is under siege and is in distress. It will
then be reckoned to you as bravery." After these things Alexander ordered a thousand archers to surround the city and shoot
at the men who were on the wall. He ordered a thousand horsemen to dig up the foundations of the city. While the archers were
shooting their arrows, other men were burning the gates of the
city. Finally the soldiers entered the city, each one against his
• adversary, and captured it.
Among Alexander's men there was one who despised and
hated the people of that city. His name was Stisichorus. He
rejoiced very much when he beheld the demolition of the homes,
the destruction of the city and the slaughter of its people. Among
the inhabitants of the city was a man whose name was Hismenea.
When he beheld Stisichorus rejoicing over the destruction of the
city, he left it and went and fell at the feet of Alexander. He
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lifted up his voice in a tender lament and wept. He besought him
not to destroy the city but to have compassion upon it. He implored him not to listen to his counselors of evil. Alexander said
to him: "After witnessing the demolition of the wall, do you
come begging before me?" Hismenea, however, answered: "Why
do you not spare the city and show compassion for it especially
since your father was of this city and was born in it?" Alexander
was greatly incensed at his words and ordered that the city be
destroyed and razed to its very foundations. Alexander then
departed from there. In the meantime a commander from Thebes,
Clitomachus by name, followed him together with those Thebans
who had survived the slaughter and had been saved from the hands
of Alexander. They came to the Temple of Apollo where they
offered up sacrifices and prayed to Apollo. Apollo replied and
said: "The man who wins in three contests shall rebuild the city
of Thebes. After these victories he will be granted permission by
Alexander to rebuild the city, and he shall maintain it in security
and peace."
Alexander went to a city called Corinth. Its inhabitants en- 40
treated Alexander to join with them at a chariot contest in which
the horsemen were to compete. A very large number of people had gathered to witness the contest. Alexander said: "Let
the horsemen rise and compete before us." Then he added:
"Who will volunteer to enter the contest first?" Whereupon
Clitomachus said: "My lord, the King! I have already sworn to be
one of the first to compete if it pleases your majesty." Alexander
answered: "Rise and enter the contest." Clitomachus competed
in three contests and won in all of them. Alexander then ordered
that Clitomachus be crowned. He had him ride in his chariot and
ordered the herald to proclaim before him: "Thus shall it be done
to a mighty and victorious man whom the king delights to honor."
The herald asked Clitomachus his name. He answered: "My
name is: a man without a city." Whereupon Alexander said:
"Mighty and victorious man, how can you say that you are or
that your name is: a man without a city? It is not fitting for a
valiant man like you to be without a city and without dominion."
Clitomachus answered: "My lord, the King! Before your coming
I had both city and dominion, but after your coming I had neither
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city nor dominion." Alexander understood the meaning of his
words and realized that everything that he had said referred to
the city of Thebes. Whereupon Alexander said to him: "Go,
build up the city of Thebes and rule over it as you see fit."*
46
"Alexander departed thence and came to the land of the
barbarians. When Darius heard that Alexander had come, he
trembled exceedingly. He gathered all his commanders and
wise men and took counsel with them. He said: "I see now
that this Alexander is a man who has prospered and has been
victorious in battles from his youth. Yet I believed him to be a
worthless fellow. I ridiculed his exploits, mocked him and regarded him as a mad prophet. Now we shall have to submit to
him and refrain from acting arrogantly toward him as we did in
the past. He is a discerning and wise man and a warrior from his
youth. I sent him a ball and a rod with a curved top so that he
might play with them after the manner of boys. When he saw
them, he accepted and regarded them as symbols of his majesty
and sovereignty. His spirit became more imperious than mine
even though I rule over the kingdom of Persia. Now give your
advice and counsel here. What shall we do to this man who has
annihilated our men and destroyed our land? Let us turn to our
Creator for help. If the word has gone forth from the Lord to
make him ruler over the kingdom of Persia, we shall be able to do
nothing except submit to the will of our Creator."
While he was talking in this manner, his brother said: "I am
very much astonished at the King and the princes. How could
you harbor the thought that Alexander would come and conquer
the kingdom of Persia? Now if it seems right to the King, the
governors, the prefects and the cavalry officers and if you wish the
kingdom of Persia to continue to enjoy prosperity and peace, then
act as Alexander has acted. The king who wishes to wage war
against another king does not send his commanders to fight without him while he remains in his bed-chamber in order to embrace
his wife and lie between her thighs. Indeed he himself goes forth,
passes in front of his commanders and leads them in battle. In
* After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of the brave
Clitomachus winning three victories. A picture of Clitomachus, with a crown on
his head, riding on a horse."
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that way he lends strength to his commanders and horsemen."
Whereupon Darius replied and said: "According to your words
I shall have to learn from his actions and not he from mine." At
which point another spoke, saying: "My lord, the King, Alexander is skillful and wise and yet he does all that his princes,
sages and advisers counsel him. He does not insist on his own
opinion even though his strength is like that of the lion." T o this
Darius retorted: "How do you know all this?" And he said:
"My lord, the King, when King Philip was alive you sent me to
Macedonia to ask him for the tribute, but he refused to give it.
Moreover, Alexander gave us his reply, and it was then that I
became aware of his wisdom and intelligence. This therefore is
what we should do in his case. If it seems right to you, let the
King appoint officers in all the provinces of his kingdom and let
your commanders, horsemen and warriors be gathered unto you.
Let all the men of valor and every man armed for war come
equipped and ready to march. When Alexander beholds the
multitude [of the subject nations under] Persia and the might
of those foreign-speaking soldiers and the splendor of your
horsemen, he and all his troops will be afraid and will tremble." Whereupon one of the commanders said: "You have
spoken and counselled well. However, do you not know that
one dog can chase many animals away? In similar manner the
wisdom of the Greeks can triumph over multitudes of people."
Alexander26 departed thence and came to the land of Armenia 48
Major. He conquered it and subjected it to forced labor for
tribute. It came to pass after many days that he came to a place
where there was no drinking water, and the people were very
thirsty. He departed thence and came to a place called Andriaci.
Adjoining it was a river. He encamped and pitched his tent on the"
shore of the river and ordered his troops to obtain an abundance
of logs from large trees. He bound them together with iron
chains and constructed a large, wide bridge which spanned the
river from shore to shore. Then he ordered his horsemen and
commanders to move on to the bridge and cross the river first.
The commanders and horsemen, however, were afraid to cross
over on the bridge because the waters of the river were very
turbulent. They feared that the bridge might collapse and that
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they would be thrown into the river and drown. When Alexander
saw that the horsemen were afraid to cross, he ordered the men
who did not count for much, that is, the keepers of the beasts and
the cattle, to cross over first. The horsemen crossed after them
but with great dread for they were afraid that the horses might
slip on the logs and fall. Finally, Alexander and the rest of the
troops crossed over after them.
60
Alexander27 departed thence and directed his march toward
Persia. He came to a city called Persepolis where he and all his
troops encamped and pitched their tents. He besieged the city
for many days, captured it and subjected it to forced labor for
tribute. He acted in this manner in the case of every city which
had a covenant with Darius. Afterwards28 Alexander took counsel
with his commanders and horsemen and spoke in their hearing
saying: "Is there to be found among us one who will volunteer
to go to King Darius and learn whether he intends to come forth
to fight against us or to submit to our command?" It came to
pass that night that Alexander saw the god Ammon in the likeness of Mercury. He was carrying a robe on his shoulder which
resembled the royal robe of Macedonia. He said to him: "Take
my robe. Behold, I am ready to help you at all times. As for the
messenger that you intend to send to Darius, do not send him.
Indeed it is my desire and my will to endow you with my appearance and my form, and you shall go and speak with him. I know
that it is difficult for a man like you to go on such a mission.
However, fear not and be not dismayed for I shall help you, and
you will suffer no adversity." Alexander awoke from his sleep
and recalling the dream that he had, he felt very happy. He
summoned his advisers and said to them: "Give me your advice
concerning the dream which I had." They replied and said:
"Our lord, the King, do as you see fit and in accordance with
that which you saw in the dream." Alexander then summoned
Eumilo, his general, who was a brave man and was faithful to
him and ordered that he accompany him. Alexander and the
general departed from the place of the encampment and arrived
at the Tigris River. They found the river frozen and covered with
frost. Alexander took the robe which had been given to him and
crossed the river, leaving his general on the other side. His
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general, however, cried out after him and said: "My lord, the
King, allow me to cross over with you for I would rather die than
have anything adverse happen to you." Alexander replied and
said to him: "Wait and remain there with the horses until I
return to you. The man whom I saw in the dream will accompany
me and will be of help to me as spokesman and intercessor."
As for the above-mentioned river, the ice would melt in the
heat of the day and the water would become very turbulent. At
sunset, however, the water would freeze and the river would
revert to its previous state.
Alexander arrived in Persia alone. All those who saw him 61
marveled at his figure and appearance and thought he was a god.
The people of the city inquired of him concerning his princes
and his country. He replied and said: "I am a messenger of
Alexander." At that time Darius was traveling through the
towns situated in the mountains which surrounded his country to
assemble a large army in order to wage war against Alexander.
When Darius returned to the city and found Alexander, he
questioned him and brought him into the palace. He marveled exceedingly at him and thought that his appearance resembled that of
the god Apollo. Darius said to him: "Who are you and whence
do you come?" Alexander answered: "I am a messenger of
Alexander who ordered me, saying: Go to Darius, speak to him
and say: Thus said Alexander: Why have you delayed to go
forth to battle against me? Lo, you are acting like a trembling
and fearful man. Either you go forth to battle against me or else
submit to my command and send me the tribute as do the kings
of the East." Darius replied and said to him: "Are you Alexander that you speak so arrogantly? You do not speak like a
messenger. Now go and return to Alexander and tell him that
I pay no attention to his words and that I am not afraid of him."
Darius ordered the overseer of his palace, saying: "Go, bring the
man into the palace, slaughter an animal and prepare the meat for
this man shall dine with me at noon. I shall repay Alexander for
the manner in which he treated my messengers." Darius took
Alexander by the right hand and brought him into a chamber. He
showed him all his treasure house with its precious things: the
silver, the gold and the vessels. He also showed him the dining
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hall. Meanwhile, Alexander was thinking to himself, saying:
"This is a favorable omen. The time will yet come when this
palace will be mine for the king has taken me by the right hand."
62
Then Darius and Alexander left the chamber and entered the
dining hall. Darius sat down to eat together with all his commanders. Alexander also sat with them. The service at dinner
was in vessels of silver and gold, and the dining hall was bedecked
with drapes which were adorned with precious stones. All of
Darius' commanders kept staring at Alexander's figure, ridiculing
and mocking him because he was short of stature. However,
they were not aware of his cunning, bravery and wisdom. The
chief of the bakers and the chief of the butlers, following Darius'
instructions, served Alexander's meal in plates, dishes and flagons
made of gold.29 The chief of the butlers approached Alexander
and served him his drink. Alexander drank and after he had
finished drinking, he put the goblet in his bosom. This he did
three times. Observing what Alexander had done, the chief of
the butlers approached Darius and informed him, saying: "Thus
did the messenger of Alexander." Darius called to Alexander
and said: "O Macedonian, why have you committed this shameful
act of putting the vessels in your bosom? Is this what is done in
your kingdom?" Alexander replied: "Such is the custom ordained
by our king, namely, that all who drink from his vessels shall put
them in their bosom." All the commanders were amazed and
said: "It is a great thing and a good custom."
63
Among Darius' commanders there was one whose name
was Anepolis. For a long time Darius had sent him to King
Philip in Macedonia to collect the tribute from him. Anepolis
looked at Alexander and recognized him from his appearance,
voice and conversation. He thought to himself, saying: "I saw
this man in the palace of King Philip when I was in Macedonia
to ask King Philip for the tribute. It seems to me that this is
Alexander himself." He rose from his place, approached Darius
and said: "My lord, the King, this man who has come to you
from Alexander is Alexander himself." Alexander looked at the
faces of the commanders and recognized from the whispering
which passed among them that they were talking about him. He
rose from his place and descended from the palace. He en-
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countered a Persian with a wax taper in his hand. Alexander
snatched the taper from his hand and mounted a horse which
happened to be there. He rode away, taper in hand, and left the
city behind him. When the Persians saw this, they shouted after
him: "Seize him." The horsemen mounted their horses and
pursued him. When evening fell, Alexander had come into the
midst of a forest. Of the men who pursued him, some were
thrown against trees and were accidentally hanged. Some
stumbled into ditches and pits as a result of which many died
while others suffered broken ribs, arms and legs.
Darius was sitting in his palace in silence, bewildered and
astonished at the crafty manner in which Alexander had come to
Persia alone. He lifted his eyes and saw a golden statue on the
royal throne. It was there for a short time and then fell to the
ground and broke. When Darius saw the statue falling, he was
grieved and said: "This is a sign of the destruction of my
kingdom."*
After his escape from Darius' commanders, Alexander rode
on and arrived at the bank of the Tigris River on the following
day. He found that the river was frozen.
On the morrow Alexander assembled all his troops, went 64
up to a high place and spoke in the hearing of the people. He
encouraged them, saying: "My commanders, horsemen and brave
soldiers! Do not fear or be in dread of the Persians because we are
more numerous than they. Even if, God forbid, they were one
hundred times as many as we are, we would still have no cause
to fear them. The spiders are few while the flies are many but
the flies cannot withstand the spiders." Whereupon all the
people rejoiced and clapped hands and said: "Long live the King!
Long live the King!"
It came to pass'0 afterwards that Darius assembled an army 491
which was as the sand on the sea-shore in multitude and he
appointed five of his princes as its generals. He arrived with
all his troops at the Tigris River and they pitched their tents
• After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of King Darius
seeing the statue falling to the ground and breaking. A picture of King Darius sitting
and eating with Alexander. A picture of King Alexander fleeing from the Persians
with a wax taper in his hand."
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nearby. On the following day Darius' commanders crossed the
river and came on to the field to fight against Alexander. Alexander received the following report: "Lo, Darius and all his
troops are encamped at the Tigris River. His commanders have
crossed the river and have taken their position in the field."
Thereupon Alexander and all his troops advanced to that place
and encamped opposite their adversaries. The battle raged
furiously. Neither side gave way to the other for they fought
violently. However, when evening fell, Darius' men were routed
before Alexander and they turned their backs and fled. A very
large number had fallen among the Persians. When the barbarians
saw their brothers falling in the field like sheaves before the
reaper, they trembled exceedingly and also turned their backs
and fled. Alexander offered up sacrifices to the gods and ordered
that the slain be buried.*
50
When81 Darius heard that Alexander had defeated his commanders and had slain a great multitude among his soldiers, he
was sorely grieved. Thereupon he assembled another army of
260,000 foot-soldiers. Alexander's men numbered 32,000 footsoldiers and 13,600 horsemen. Then Darius and all his troops
crossed the river, marched to the field and advanced to the place
of battle. Both armies were arrayed opposite each other. The
trumpets were blown and they joined battle. Many fell on both
sides because the fighting was very violent. When Darius saw his
people falling in the field, he turned his back and fled. In that
battle there fell among Darius' troops 40,000 men who drew the
sword while 120 horsemen and 800 foot-soldiers fell among
Alexander's troops on that day. Thereafter Alexander set up camp
in the field. He offered up sacrifices to the gods and ordered that
the slain among the Persians and the Macedonians be buried.
He sent all the wounded to the surrounding cities so that they
might be healed.**
55
Afterwards Alexander sent letters to all the provinces of his
kingdom, and these were the words of the letter which Alexander
* After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Alexander
pursuing King Darius."
*• After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Alexander
fighting with Darius' commanders."
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sent to his governors: "Alexander, the son of King Philip and the
son of Queen Olympias, to all my commanders and warriors who
are stationed in Syria, Cappadocia, Cilicia, Paphlagonia and
Arabia and to all the people of my kingdom, greetings! Let it be
known to you that I have fought with Darius, King of Persia,
and have defeated and driven him from the battlefield. I am
therefore issuing this order: Make haste and collect one thousand
garments made of animal skins as well as one thousand embroidered skins and send them to me in Antioch where they will be
ready for my horsemen to wear. I am sending you camels which
will transport the skins to me at the Euphrates River."
After escaping from Alexander, Darius came to a city called 57
Persepolis. He sent a letter to Porus, King of India, requesting
him to come to his aid. Porus, King of India, replied, and these
were the words of the letter which King Porus sent to King
Darius: "Porus, King of India, to Darius, King of Persia, greetings! Let it be known to you that we have received your letter.
With regard to the request for aid which you sent to us, I am
prepared to fulfil your wishes. I and all the people of my kingdom
are grieved over the evil which has befallen you at the hands of
Alexander and are distressed over all your trouble. I am sending
you some of my horsemen and warriors who will be of help
to you."
Afterwards Alexander received the following report: "Lo, 47
Darius has assembled a large army and intends to come to Mount
Taurus. He will lie in wait for you on the way to attack and
terrify you and all your troops." When Alexander heard all these
things, he departed thence with all his troops, crossed the river
and, on the strength of that report, marched seventy miles in one
day. Alexander felt hot and perspired very freely. He wanted
to bathe in the river because of the excessive heat and perspiration.
The name of the river was Cidnus32 and its water was very cold.
Alexander bathed in the river and was seized with fever. He felt
pain in all his limbs, and it was but a step between him and death.
When the Macedonians saw that Alexander was ill, they
were frightened and dismayed and very fearful. They said:
"When Darius hears that Alexander is ill, he will come to battle
against us and will slay us." Alexander ordered that Philip, the
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physician, be brought before him. He was a handsome young
man, skilled in the art of medicine and pleasing in the eyes of
Alexander. He said to Alexander: "I want to give you some
medicine to drink and you shall, with the aid of the Creator,
be cured."
Among those who were present there was a prince who ruled
over Armenia. His name was Parmenion. This man was hostile
to Philip, the physician, and hated him because he had observed
that Alexander had for a long time loved him. He sent a letter to
Alexander which read as follows: "Take heed and be on your
guard against Philip's remedies. Do not drink his medicine
because he will betray you. King Darius has vowed to give him
his daughter in marriage if he kills you."
Alexander read the letter and kept it in his hand. He said
nothing to the physician because he had found him to be faithful
and pleasing. Philip took the medicine, brought it to Alexander
and placed it in his hand. Alexander took it in one hand and held
the letter in the other. The physician looked at Alexander and
said: "My lord, the King, drink and do not be afraid of the
medicine for it contains an effective remedy." Whereupon Alexander drank the medicine.*
After Alexander had drunk the medicine, he placed the letter
in the hand of Philip, the physician. Philip read it and was overcome with terror and trembling. He wept and said: "My lord, the
King, I am not guilty of the crime ascribed to me in this letter."
Whereupon Alexander said to him: "Come near to me, please."
Philip drew near and fell at his feet. Alexander took him by the
hand, embraced and kissed him and said: "Behold the love which
I bear you. I drank from the cup of medicine before I showed
you the letter. I placed my life in your hands after my commanders had slandered you. I did not believe their words. Know
that this is due to my great love and affection for you." Then
Philip replied and said: "My lord, the King, let my humble plea,
I pray, come before you. Issue an order that the man who sent
the letter be brought before you, and let the truth be proved.
• After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Alexander
drinking the drug from the hand of Philip the physician."
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If I am found guilty of sin, then put me to death. However, if I
am not found guilty of sin, then you shall surely repay the man
in accordance with the act which he has committed. His mischief
shall return upon his own head and his violence shall come down
upon his own pate for having brought an evil report against an
innocent man." Alexander ordered that Parmenion, the sender
of the letter, be brought before him. Parmenion came before
Alexander and sought to beguile him with his words. Alexander
recognized that it was out of his hatred for Philip, the physician,
that he had brought the evil report against him. He ordered
that his head be cut off because he had slandered an innocent
man.*
It 33 came to pass afterwards that Darius assembled a great 49*
army consisting of 300,000 foot-soldiers and 100,000 horsemen.
Then he came on to the field and moved toward Alexander in
order to engage in battle. Both armies drew near and were
arrayed opposite one another for battle. The trumpets were
blown and an alarm was sounded. The sign of battle was given
and they charged at each other. The battle raged furiously without cease from morning until evening. A great multitude fell
among the Persians. When Darius saw that his warriors had
fallen in the field, he turned his back to flee but Alexander
pursued him. Darius was smitten and wounded in that battle.
The number of the slain among the Persians on that day was
30,000 foot-soldiers and 10,000 horsemen. Moreover, 40,000
of them were captured alive. Among Alexander's men 150 fell
on that day. On the slain among the Persians was found an
abundance of gold, precious stones and silken garments. Darius'
mother, sister, wife and daughter were captured and were brought
before Alexander.**
Then Alexander sent some of his horsemen to destroy Darius'
ships which were in the harbor. His horsemen arrived at the
harbor and found Darius' ships there. They smashed them to
* After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Alexander
issuing the order to cut off Parmenion's head."
** After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Alexander
pursuing Darius. A picture of Darius' mother, wife, sister and daughter coming
ubefore
_r
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Alexander."
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pieces and scattered them over the sea in all directions. Indeed
not even one of them was left.
Among the Persians who engaged in the aforementioned battle
there was one who was mighty, brave and trained in warfare
from his youth. Darius said to him: "If you will smite Alexander
and take off his head, I shall bestow great riches upon you and
shall give you my daughter in marriage." Whereupon the man
disguised himself with cunning. He put on a Macedonian uniform
and went and mingled with Alexander's men. When the battle
grew violent, he advanced upon Alexander, drew his sword, struck
Alexander on the head and split his iron helmet. Alexander was
wounded slightly in the head. After seeing what that man had
done, Alexander's horsemen, out of zeal for the welfare of their
king, ran after him. They seized him and brought him before
Alexander. Whereupon Alexander said: "O Macedonian, why
have you done such an evil thing?" And the man answered: "My
lord, the King, do not take me to be a Macedonian. I am a
Persian and I have vowed unto the king to take off your head and
bring it to him. And Darius said to me: 'If you will do this for
me, I shall give you my daughter in marriage.' I have done as he
has commanded; now I am in your hands. Do unto me as you see
fit." Alexander summoned all his commanders, horsemen and
warriors, placed the man before them and said: "What judgment
shall be passed on this man?" Whereupon they all answered:
"He is guilty of death because he has raised his hand against the
king." However, Alexander replied: "My commanders and
horsemen, the advice which you have given and the sentence
which you have proposed are not good. Just consider and observe
what this man has done. He has placed his life in jeopardy in
order to fulfill the desire of his lord. Therefore take a lesson
from him and be zealous for the welfare of your king. When
he goes forth to fight with his enemies, help him and it will be
counted unto you for greatness and bravery. Let not your hearts
sink to the ground when you go forth to fight with your enemies.
Rather, be strong! For it is better to die bravely than to live in
shame." He continued to speak in such manner, employing words
of admonition throughout his speech. Then he sent away the man
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who struck him and ordered his horsemen to escort him and to do
him no harm.
In the meantime Darius, who was smitten and wounded in 66
that battle, fled and came to the city of Persepolis. He went up
to the palace and sat on the ground. He put dust on his head and
removed his royal garments for he was grieved. He sighed and
wept out of the bitterness of his soul. Then he lifted up his voice
in lamentation and said: "Woe unto me, my mother, for you gave
birth to me only to behold trouble and vexation as well as the
destruction of my kingdom and the slaughter of my people.
From the heavens has this evil come upon me. How has the
King of kings, who captured cities and islands and the bays of the
seas and vanquished mighty kings, been lowered to the ground?
And now I am in flight from a servant. Woe unto me for not having recognized his might and his wisdom! I would then have protected myself from him. I should not have mocked him nor regarded him as lowly and despised, for he has lowered me to the
dust and has placed me in darkness and gloom. Now he reigns
over my kingdom, having vanquished all the kings and princes who
had covenants with me. Indeed his heart is exalted unto the
heavens." Darius sat in silence until noon and his spirit revived.
He rose from the ground and sat on his throne.34
It came to pass afterwards that one of Darius' commanders 51
came to Alexander and said to him: "My lord, the King, I have
performed acts of kindness on behalf of King Darius and he has
not recompensed me for even one of them. Now if you so desire
and if it seems right in your eyes, my lord, the King, then send
10,000 men along with me and I shall deliver Darius, his men and
his commanders into your hands." Alexander replied: "My son,
go and serve your lord and king for I shall pay no attention to your
proposal to deliver your king and his commanders into my hands."
He drove him out of his presence and said to him: "Beware, do not
speak to me concerning this thing again."
It came to pass after these things that two commanders sent a 52
letter to Darius their king. These were the words of the letter:
"To Darius, King of kings, from your commanders and horsemen,
greetings! Let it be known to you that Alexander came to our
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country from Macedonia and reduced it to ruins. He destroyed
our fortresses and slew our people in multitudes like the sand on
the shore of the sea. He has lowered us to the dust. Lo, we
implore your majesty to come to our aid lest we perish and the
entire kingdom be destroyed. If you will bestir yourself to help
us, we shall be able to stand up against him, and we shall engage
in battle with the man who is consuming and destroying us. Perhaps we shall then drive him away from us. It is better for us to
die in battle than to live in shame and in contempt and to be exiled
from our land."
53
Darius read the letter and was very terrified. He ordered that
a letter be sent to Alexander, these being its words: "Darius
King of Persia, to Alexander, my servant, greetings! Lo, I command you to turn back even though your heart is proud and you
have set yourself up as a prince over us. Do not act like a foolish
and worthless fellow. If the gods of the East speak falsely and are
lacking in strength and power, they will go and dwell in the
north.35 Apparently certain thoughts have arisen in your mind and
you have been devising an evil plan, saying to yourself: 'In my
hands are Darius' mother, sister, wife and daughter. Now I shall
reign over his kingdom.' However, I am informing you that I
have despaired of them. I regard them as though they no longer
existed even as I regard my warriors and horsemen who have
fallen in the battlefield. The time will yet come, however, when I
shall requite you with more than what you have done to me and I
shall take my revenge on you. You have sent word to me that
you have honored my messengers. Know that I shall not become
your friend on that account. On the contrary, I shall hate you.
If you do them harm, I shall not hate you for it; indeed, I shall
love you. I shall repay you yet for all that you have done."
54
Alexander read die letter and laughed and made jest of it. He
ordered that a reply be sent to him, and these were the words of
the letter which Alexander sent to Darius; "Alexander, the son
of King Philip and the son of Queen Olympias to Darius, King of
Persia, greetings! Let it be known to you that I have received
your letter and have read it. I was amazed at your arrogance and
at your foolish thoughts. Three times were you smitten before
me in battle. You fled from me and hid yourself within the cities
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because you were overcome with fear and dread of me. Yet your
heart is still exalted and you will not be weary of fighting until
you are become like one of your commanders who fell in the
battlefield. As for your informing me that you will not bear me
any love for having honored your messengers, know, indeed, that
it was not out of respect for you that I honored them but rather
out of self-respect. Lo, I am informing you that it is my intention, with the aid of my Creator, to come to your country in
order to speak with you. Let the words of this letter be inscribed
upon your heart so that you will remember them when I come to
speak with you." Then the messengers of Darius were summoned
before Alexander and he gave them the letter and also gifts. He
sent them away and they came to Darius.
It came to pass after these things that one of Darius' com- 56
manders, Nostadi by name, sent a letter to King Darius. These
were the words of the letter: "To Darius, the great King and King
of kings, from Nostadi, your servant, greetings! Let it be known
to you that we fought with Alexander, were smitten and fled from
him. T o be sure we engaged in violent battle with him but could
do him no harm. Two of your commanders fell in that battle while
Coxari was smitten and wounded and has fled to his country.
Most of your horsemen and commanders have been captured, and
Alexander has consigned provinces to them and has given them
gifts. He has burned down the temple." King Darius sent him a
reply, these being the words of the letter: "Darius, King of
Persia, to Nostadi, the warrior, greetings! Let it be known to
you that I have received your letter and am distressed over the
evil that has befallen you at the hands of Alexander, that you were
routed before him and that our mighty warriors and men were
slain. Make haste now and do not tarry. Assemble all your
troops. When he will come forth to meet the Macedonians in
order to rejoice over the evil which he has wrought, you shall lie in
wait for him on the way and capture him alive, if you can, and send
him to me. I shall then repay him for what he has done
to our men."
I t " came to pass afterwards that Darius sent a letter to 66
Alexander. These were the words of the letter: "Darius, King of
Persia, to Alexander my subject, greetings! Now remember this,
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I pray you, from your forebears: The man who has been victorious
in war and has been helped by the wheel of fortune to humble and
subdue his enemies will not, if he is wise, allow his heart to
become exalted nor will he lord it over them or act arrogantly
toward them. He will think rather of the future since he does not
know what will happen to him in the end. Why has your heart
been lifted so high that you say: 'I will ascend above the heights of
the clouds and I will rule over all the kings of the earth.' Consider
indeed whether your words are words of wisdom or words of
folly. Do you not know that I am a great, mighty and wealthy
king whose treasures cannot be counted nor numbered for multitude? Did you not see some of them when you were in my
country in your artful disguise? If this victory has come to you
from the Lord, let Him accept an offering. Send me my mother,
my wife and my sister. Since you knew of my greatness, you
should have submitted to me. However, if you will send them to
me, I vow unto you to give you of my treasures which were
stored up by my ancestors. And I shall give you my blessing."
67
Darius' messengers brought the letter to Alexander in the
presence of all his commanders who, having listened to the words
of the letter, rejoiced very much. One of the officers whose name
was Parmenio said: "My lord, the King, take, I pray, the treasures and the wealth which Darius has vowed to give to you and
send him his mother, wife, sister and daughter. For what will it
profit you to keep them and not to send them back?" However,
another of the commanders said: "You have not counseled right
because it is better and more honorable for our king to keep them
than to send them back for ransom. When the kings, princes and
people who surround us will hear of this thing, they will say: 'It is
because Alexander was unable to hold on to them that he sent them
away. He is very poor and needy and is without silver and gold
for he has sent his prisoners away for ransom.' And now if it
seems right in the eyes of the King, he will surely refuse to send
these persons away and will not seek the silver and gold. He
will think rather of his honor and the honor of his commanders
and men." This advice seemed good in the eyes of Alexander.
Then he ordered that a reply be dispatched to Darius. He sent
him a letter, these being its words: "Alexander of Macedonia, son
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of Queen Olympias, to King Darius, greetings! Let it be known
to you that I have received your letter and have read it in the
presence of all my commanders and horsemen. W e were surprised at your proposal in which you desire to give us of your
treasures in order to redeem your women. What will it avail to
propose such things? If you wish to fight with us, then go forth
into battle with your soldiers and we shall fight. If, as you believe,
you will defeat us, then why do you want to consume your treasures and enrich your poor enemies? Know, therefore, that we shall
not send you the women unless you come forth to fight against us.
They will remain near me during the battle; and if you prove to be
more powerful than I, then you shall take them in peace." Darius'
messengers were summoned before Alexander, and he gave them
the letter and gifts and sent them away.
The messengers came to Darius and gave him the letter. 69
When Darius read it, he became very incensed because of its contents. He ordered that the troops should be assembled in order
to go forth to battle against Alexander.
It came to pass afterwards that Darius sent a letter to Porus,
King of India. These were its words: "Darius, King of Persia,
to Porus, King of India, my friend and my lord, greetings! Let it
be known to you that I have assembled a large army to fight
against Alexander. Lo, I implore you to come to my aid once
again because this Alexander is but a boy and a fool and is behaving in a mad fashion. All his actions are foolish and his mind is
like that of an animal. The sentiments which he harbors against
me in his heart are like a raging sea with roaring waves. I wanted
to redeem my women from his hands but he has refused. I vowed
to give him half of my kingdom but he declined and paid no
attention to my words. Of necessity, therefore, I shall have to
assemble a large army from many peoples and fight him unto
death. For it is better that I should die in battle than live in
shame and see the destruction of my kingdom and the exile of my
people. Consequently I entreat you to come to my aid. Do not
turn me away empty-handed, for I cannot bear the humiliation
and the contempt to which a servant has insolently subjected me.
When I go forth to fight with him, perhaps I shall be able to
overcome and rout him. My sins have caused this and have
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brought me to such a pass. Remember, I pray, the covenant which
our fathers made and their kindness to one another. Indeed an
inscription to this effect is still found on a copper tablet in the
palaces of Persia and India. Lo, I make a vow unto each of your
men: To every foot soldier twice the share which is due him
from the spoils of our enemies, and to every horsemen five times
as much. As for your honor and majesty, I vow to give you
from the spoils of our enemies 180 girls dressed and adorned in
garments of silk, in addition to gold and precious stones. Furthermore, the horse Bucephalus which is pleasing in the eyes of
Alexander shall be yours to ride, and all the weapons which
are on Alexander's person shall also be yours. After you read the
letter, make haste and give me aid and counsel."
70
It came to pass afterwards that one of Darius' commanders
ran away. He came before Alexander and divulged secret and
confidential information concerning Darius. He said to Alexander: "Lo, Darius is assembling a large army to fight against
you. He has also sent a request to Porus, King of India, to
come to his aid and has vowed to give him the following from the
spoils: 180 girls dressed in silken garments; silver, gold and
precious stones whose price is beyond what can be weighed in
silver; the horse Bucephalus and all your weapons; and an
abundance of silver and gold for all of Porus' men who will
come to his aid." He disclosed all that he knew about Darius to
Alexander. He did not conceal anything.
58
When Darius' mother heard these things, she was sorely
grieved. She sent a letter to her son, Darius, and these were its
words: "To Darius, my dear son, from Rodogoni, your mother,
greetings! Let it be known to you that I have heard that Alexander
has been informed that you have assembled a large army and that
you intend to go forth to battle against him. Lo, I am informing
you that even if you were to assemble all the peoples of the earth,
you could not fight with him because this victory has been
vouchsafed to him by the great god in heaven. Therefore, desist
from your thoughts and your desires and humble yourself and
your majesty. If you will not do this, he will harm both you and
us because we are in his hands, as you know, and we shall forfeit
our honor for all time. Lo, you won great glory when you fought
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against fate and were wounded and fell in the field like one of your
mighty warriors. Do not, therefore, continue to cause your
mother to sigh. Whatsoever the god of Persia shall cause you to
possess, that shall you possess. If you will listen to my words,
both you and we will be granted possessions. You will be able to
set your mind at ease with respect to whatever you may desire
because Alexander is compassionate. When he hears my words,
he will listen to my plea. Know my son that your horsemen will
betray you." Darius read the letter, wept bitterly and fell to
the ground in a stupor. His heart grew faint and he fell asleep;
and his spirit revived.
It came to pass after these things that Alexander ordered all 59
his troops not to call him emperor until he reigned over the * '
Persian empire. He set out and arrived with all his troops at
the city in which Darius was staying. When the horsemen saw
that the mountains surrounding the city were so tall that they
reached into the very heavens, they said to Alexander: "Our
lord, the King! How will we ascend these tall mountains? Can
we fly over them as do the birds?" Whereupon Alexander ordered
them to remove the branches from the trees and to cut some grass.
Then he had them bind the branches and the grass to the horses'
legs. Alexander did all this with cunning so that the horses might
stir up a lot of dust. The Persians saw the dust and lo, it covered
the face of the earth. As a result they thought that there was a
great multitude of people with Alexander.
Alexander and all his troops drew near to the city of Perse- 60
polis where Darius was sojourning and encamped near the entrance
to the city. Alexander remained there for 105 days.
It came to pass after these things that Porus, King of India, 65
having read the letter which Darius had sent him, assembled his
army, consisting of 30,000 horsemen and 160,000 foot soldiers,
and dispatched them to help Darius. Darius gathered all his
forces, proceeded to the Tigris River and crossed it. His army
was very large and could neither be measured nor numbered for
multitude. There came up out of his country 10,000 chariots,
140,000 footsoldiers and 160,000 horsemen, all of them brave
fighters and trained in warfare. In addition to these there were
also the young attendants of the governors of the provinces and
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their servants who were without number. On the following day
Alexander came on to the field to meet Darius in battle. Alexander
rode his horse Bucephalus and kept charging at Darius repeatedly
like a mighty and fierce warrior. When the Persians saw Alexander, they mocked him and shouted at him. However, most of
them were afraid of him when they remembered his might. The
Macedonians rejoiced over their king while the Persians were
envious of them, saying: "It is better that we die in battle and
take revenge on them." The trumpets were sounded on both
sides and they engaged in a violent battle during which the
opposing forces crossed lines and merged with each other. As
they struck one another, the clash of arms produced a loud din.
Their swords glittered like the light of the sun and flashed like
lightning. The shouting of the combatants was louder than the
sound of the trumpets. The wounded groaned with pain and
screamed violently. The archers were shooting from both sides
and their arrows hid the light of the sun like clouds on a rainy
day. Some fought with swords and others with spears, while
Darius' charioteers hurled stones from their bags. The field was
filled with the wounded and the slain, and the blood flowed like
an overflowing stream. The battle continued without cease from
morning until evening. A very large number of men fell among
the Persians in that battle.
When Darius saw that his warriors and soldiers were falling
in the field, he trembled and feared lest he might fall also. It
came to pass in the evening twilight that Darius turned his back
and fled. When Darius' men saw that their king had turned his
back in flight, they fled also. As they rushed to escape, they
drenched their feet in the blood of the slain and fell. The chariots
meanwhile ran over them and crushed them to death. The men
who escaped succeeded in reaching the river. The river, however,
had overflowed its banks. Some of them plunged into the river
and perished by drowning. When those who had formed behind
them with the intention of crossing saw that their brothers had
perished, they were afraid to cross. Meanwhile the Macedonians
who had been pursuing them, seized them and smote them
mercilessly until there remained none that survived or escaped.
The barbarians, however, who escaped from the battle came and
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fell down before Alexander and begged him to spare their lives.
Alexander acceded to their plea. However, one of the barbarians
said: "We have no portion in Alexander and we have no inheritance in the son of Philip." Whereupon one of Alexander's
commanders who was jealous for his sake pursued him but could
not overtake him. As for the men who had pleaded with Alexander for their lives, they became his subjects and he gave them
a plot of land. Alexander and his troops spent thirty-four days in
the field stripping the slain. He had engaged in three battles with
Darius. The number of those who fell in the field among Darius'
men on the day of the aforementioned battle was 50,000. This is
exclusive of the losses sustained by the Persians in the war that
Alexander had waged against the satraps of Darius in which their
slain numbered 70,000 myriads.
Alexander departed thence, crossed the Tigris River and en- 68
camped there for several days. Surrounding that river were large
palaces which the King of Persia, the father of Darius, had built.
Alexander ordered that they should not be destroyed or burned.
In that area there was also a large burial field for the kings and
princes of Persia. The Macedonians dug in the field and found
precious stones, silver and gold. They also found the tomb of
the king of Assyria. It was hollowed out of amethyst stone and
on it was engraved his likeness. This is a description of the
work on the tomb: Palm trees were engraved on it with dates
made of precious stones and all manner of wrought jewels. The
work of an artist's hands was found on that tomb. The stone
was so clear that he who looked at it saw his likeness as in a
mirror.
In a field nearby there was a high tower where the men who
had fled from the battle had gone into hiding. Some of them had
suffered the loss of arms or legs. When they heard the beat of
the horses' hoofs and the voices of the soldiers and the clatter of
their weapons, they cried out and pleaded, saying: "Save us,
O King Alexander." When King Alexander heard these men,
his compassion was aroused for them and he wept. He ordered
that each of them be given a gift of 1500 golden drachmae, ten
pounds in weight, and he vowed to restore their possessions to
them.
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Alexander departed thence and came to the edge of the city
of Persepolis. The Persians had filled that city with treasures of
gold, silver and precious stones.
When Darius fled from the battle, three of his commanders
conspired to strike him down. The names of the commanders
were as follows: The first was Bisso, the second Ario and the
third Barzanes.37 They seized Darius and bound him with heavy
iron chains. Then they said to one another: "When we deliver
King Darius into the hands of Alexander, he will give us a handsome reward." Darius, however, recognized the meaning of
his commanders' whispering and said to them: "My commanders,
heroes and kinsmen! Why should you repay good with evil, and
why should you plan to kill me and deliver me into the hands of
my enemy? Will not the Macedonians be vexed when they see
that you have killed me? Is not the evil which I have suffered at
the hands of Alexander and his army sufficient? Therefore, I
pray you, do not kill me for if you kill me and Alexander finds me
lying in the field, I know that he will wreak vengeance on you as
murderers. When a king finds another king slain by his own
men, his compassion will be aroused for him and he will wreak
vengeance on those who slew him." His commanders, however,
paid no attention to his words and struck him. Darius covered
himself with his hands against their blows and fell to the ground.
His commanders thought that he was dead and they went their
way.*
When Darius arose, he returned to his own land, went up to
his palace and fell on his bed.
72
Alexander crossed the river and came into Persia with all his
troops.38 When the Persians beheld Alexander, they opened the
gates of the city and received him with great honor. When the
commanders who had struck Darius heard that Alexander had
come to Persia, they went into hiding in order to learn how the
matter would turn out and how Alexander would react to the evil
which they had committed. It came to pass afterwards that
* After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Darius'
commanders striking him."
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Alexander went up to the palace in which Darius was lying.
Alexander walked slowly and was amazed at the workmanship
that had gone into the construction of the palace. It was built with
turrets from stones of marble as white as snow. The windowsills were of wreathen work overlaid with gold, and precious
stones were set in them. The beams of the palace were overlaid
with gold while the ceiling was entirely of gold and in it were set
precious stones which shone at night without the aid of light and
sparkled like stars. The middle pillars upon which the palace
rested and their capitals were of gold. When Alexander entered
the room where Darius lay smitten, his compassion was aroused
for him. He took off his royal robe, covered Darius, embraced
and kissed him. Alexander wept bitterly and said: "Arise, King
Darius, from your bed. Be strong and rule over your kingdom as
you have in the past. Place the royal crown on your head. Lo, I
swear unto you that even as the universe exists so shall I leave
you your kingdom. I wish to maintain you with honor as befits a
great king like you and to be your son and to have you as my
father. When one king sees another greater than he murdered,
dead or smitten, it is not proper to rejoice over his fall. This
applies equally to any adversity that might befall him. Tell me,
King Darius, who are the commanders that smote you? What are
their names and what is the name of their country? Know that I
intend to wreak vengeance on them."
After Alexander had spoken these words, Darius raised his 73
hand and said: "My son, Alexander, do not be boastful or arrogant
because you were victorious over me and because my men were
routed before you. Very often the man who becomes exalted
until his head reaches into the clouds is humbled and lowered into
the dust by the wheel of fortune. When you have achieved
victory, remember and consider what may happen in the end.
Indeed there is no man on earth so mighty that he may not at
some time be humbled and lose his life while fighting with a man
who is either greater or lesser than he. Take a lesson, I pray,
from me who only yesterday was King of kings and ruler over all
the nations of the earth. In my days I conquered great and
mighty kings. They were unable to stand before me. I cap-
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tured cities and subdued the nations of the earth. There was
not a city under the heavens which was beyond my power and
which I did not conquer and subdue. And now, who am I? Have
I not been lowered to the very dust? I haven't the strength to
take revenge on those who rose up against me. Lo, I implore you
to bury me, upon my death, with your own fine hands in the
tomb which I hewed out for myself alongside the tombs of my
fathers, the kings of Persia. When I die, confer upon me the
honor which is fitting and proper for a king. The people of my
kingdom shall be committed to your charge. Lo, I command that
the kingdoms of Persia and Macedonia shall from this day on be
one kingdom and that you shall rule over them. My mother,
Rodogoni, my wife and my sister shall be entrusted to your
care. My daughter, Roxane, shall become your wife because
you are a king and it is fitting for you to take the daughter of a
king for a wife. You shall be joined together in a union of the
flesh and the child that will be born of your union shall be called
by my name."
After he had spoken these words, Darius gathered up his feet
into the bed, breathed his last and died in the arms of Alexander.
Alexander wept bitterly over him. Then he and the Persian and
Alacedonian princes bore him on their shoulders and did him
great honor. The Persian and Macedonian soldiers clad in coats
of mail and bearing weapons, each with sword in hand, wept
before Darius' bier. The rest of the people wept bitterly not
only over the death of their king but also because they saw
Alexander weeping. The bier on which Darius lay was of pure
gold and precious stones. The covering of the bier was of silk
and purple mixed with gold. The royal robe was over his shoulders and was fastened with a clasp made of gold and set with
precious stones. On his head was a large golden diadem and upon
it rested the royal crown. The princes who surrounded the bier
in the procession were decked with garments of silk and gold
which were fastened with clasps of precious stones, and they
were armed with weapons of war. The weepers and mourners
walked and cried behind them while the rest of the troops, both
Persian and Macedonian, marched and wept before the bier.
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Darius was buried in his tomb alongside the tombs of his fathers,
the kings who had preceded him.*
It came to pass on the following day that Alexander sat on 74
the royal throne of Persia. A very large multitude of people
gathered before him, and he consoled them and spoke comfortingly
to them saying: "Lo, Darius is dead, and now I shall carry out all
that he commanded me to do before he died. In his charge to me
he said: 'Take, I pray, my daughter Roxane for a wife and rule
over the kingdom of Persia as I have ruled. From this day on the
kingdoms of Persia and Macedonia shall be one.' If you wish to
make me king over you as he commanded, that is good; but if you
do not wish to do so, then let me know." Whereupon all the
people answered: "Everything that our lord Darius has commanded, we shall do." They shouted and clapped hands and said:
"Long live the King! Long live the King!" Alexander blessed the
people and said to them: "Since you have agreed to make me
king, then obey my orders as is proper. Do not rebel against my
commands and do not say anything either good or bad about
them. Just do as I shall command." Whereupon they all answered and said: "Everything that you will command us, we shall
do." And the people returned, every man to his home.**
Afterwards Alexander sent the following letter to all the
provinces of the kingdom of Persia: "Alexander, son of the god
Ammon and son of Queen Olympias, to all the princes and
peoples in all the provinces of the kingdom of Persia . . . 39
. . . [And Alexander wrote a letter to his mother Olympias, 76
saying:] 40 "Remember me, I pray, to my teacher Aristotle, the
wise and intelligent master. I want you to know of all my
experiences in the kingdom of Persia. Blessed be my Creator
who has made me ruler over all my enemies and has delivered
into my hands all the treasures of Persia and all its hidden hoards.
When King Darius was smitten by his commanders and died, the
* After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Darius in
death and of Alexander and all the princes of Persia and Alacedonia mourning and
weeping over him."
** After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Alexander
consoling the Persians and speaking comfortingly to them."
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Persians made me king over them in accordance with Darius'
command before his death. I have taken Roxane, the daughter of
Darius, for a wife. My commanders and horsemen have become
very rich. Therefore rejoice, you and all the people of
Macedonia."
77
It came to pass afterwards that Alexander assembled all his
troops, the combined forces of Persia and Macedonia, and waged
war against the people of Hyrcania and of Milyas.41 He conquered them and subjected them to forced labor for tribute.
Afterwards he departed thence and came to a land in the east
where he found a despised and lowly people who were skilled in
the art of magic. They had only one leg, one arm and one eye
and they ran like horses. They ate reptiles, horses, swine and all
kinds of birds, beasts and unclean swarming and creeping creatures. They did not bury the dead; indeed, they ate them. When
Alexander beheld all these abominable practices, he trembled for
fear that they might spread into his land. He spoke in the hearing
of his officers and horsemen in order to strengthen them. His
horsemen, however, were frightened and were afraid to draw
near and approach them. Alexander therefore passed in front of
them, rushed towards these people and smote many of them.
However, they maintained their stand and neither moved nor
fled before him. They stood there like animals. When the
horsemen saw what Alexander had done, they did the same until
they subdued them. Afterwards Alexander ordered these men to
assemble with their wives and children. After they had all assembled in accordance with his command, Alexander had them
seized and they were led into a valley in the north which lay
between two tall mountains whose peaks reached unto the heavens.
Alexander constructed a large and strong building between the
two mountains and shut them up in it behind bronze gates and
iron bars. Inside the building he placed some absinthium which
can not be destroyed by either iron or fire, though its property
is such that it destroys iron and like water extinguishes fire.
The people who were locked in there would not be able to get
out nor would others be able to get in.*
* After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Alexander
fighting with these people."
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Alexander departed thence and came to the Caspian Gates with
all his troops and encamped there for four days. The city which
he found there was large, fortified and situated on high ground.
Its walls were high and its towers reached unto the heavens.
Alexander besieged the city for many days but was unable to
capture and subdue it. In that area there were many fiery
serpents, and they bit Alexander's men causing a large number
of them to die. Alexander was warned that he and all his troops
should beware of the serpents and that unless he left that place
not a single member of his entire army would survive or escape.
Thereupon Alexander departed thence and came to the land
of Albania. The people of Albania were cruel, fierce and embittered. When they heard that Alexander had come to attack
them and their country, they became very angry. They gathered
a large number of men and went forth to confront Alexander.
They took along with them large and powerful dogs which could
overcome any beast. There wasn't a beast that could withstand
those dogs. When these people went into battle, it was their
practice to take the dogs with them and in this manner they
achieved victory over their enemies. When Alexander was
informed of their practice, he was distressed and said to his
men: "When you enter into battle with these people, you shall
bring pigs with you and you shall beat them until they squeal.
Then you shall throw them in front of the dogs." The horsemen
did as Alexander commanded. When the opposing forces drew
near to the battle, Alexander's commanders struck the pigs with
their swords and spears until they squealed. When the dogs heard
the squealing of the pigs, they rushed upon them and devoured
them. Thereupon Alexander and his horsemen engaged in battle
with these people and were victorious over them. They subdued
them and subjected them to forced labor for tribute. Alexander
offered up sacrifices there before the gods. Then he seized one of
the dogs and caused it to fight with a lion. The dog overcame the
lion and also struck down an elephant and overpowered it.*
* After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Alexander
fighting with the people of Albania and their powerful dogs and of his defeating them
with deceit and wisdom. A picture of the dogs of Albania overcoming the lion and
the elephant."
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Alexander departed thence with all his troops. They passed
through the Caspian Gates and came to the land of India. Then
Alexander spoke in the hearing of the people, saying to them:
"My commanders and horsemen, fear not and do not be in
dread." When they came to the desert region of India, the sun
beat down upon the heads of the people causing them to faint from
the heat. Their tongues were parched with thirst for they had no
water except that which had been heated and boiled by the sun.
No one, however, could drink that water.
They continued their march until they came to a region where
there were large rivers. They remained there for several days.
Departing from there, they made their way across tall mountains
and came into a region which was wasteland and desolate wilderness, without inhabitants. Except for a small supply, there was
no drinking water for the people. What little water they found,
they carried in containers but because of the strength of the sun
in that region, the water became hot and boiled. Alexander and
all his troops were terrified because they thirsted for water. Alexander's commanders murmured and said: "Is it not enough that
we came to Persia, captured it and vanquished many peoples?
Must we now die of hunger, of thirst and in complete destitution
in the wilderness among the cruel beasts? Must we dwell together
with the beasts and eat the dust like serpents and forget our
native land? If Alexander wishes to make a great name for himself
in the four corners of the earth, let him go and fight for he is a
victorious man. Let him go wherever he desires with the Persians,
but we shall return to the land of our birth." Then Alexander
received the following report: "Lo, your Macedonian commanders and horsemen are complaining and are disturbed. Every
man is weeping for his family and wants to return to his country."
When Alexander heard this report, he ordered all the people to
remain where they were and not to turn back. He went up to a
high place overlooking the people and spoke in their hearing,
saying to them: "Men of Persia, separate yourselves from the
Macedonians and sit to one side." This was also done by the
Greek and the Macedonian soldiers. Then Alexander said:
"My soldiers and horsemen, Macedonians and Greeks! The
report which I have heard concerning you is not a good one. You
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have been murmuring in your tents and have said: 'Because of
your hatred for us you have brought us forth to die among the
cruel beasts in this wilderness where there is no food and no
water. W e are weary of fighting.' And you declared your intention to return to your country and to leave me with the Persians
even though you knew that until now they had been our enemies.
When Darius sent his first letter, he terrified you with his words
but I gave you courage. Indeed, one day I went alone disguised
as a messenger to speak with Darius. In order to defend your
honor and to exalt your name, I suffered many adversities. Lo,
I implore you not to desert me. Know that the counsel which you
have given one another is not good. Let us rather go forth now to
fight with the barbarians until we subjugate them. However, if
you desire to return to your native land, then turn back. As for
me, I do not intend to return so that you may learn that horsemen
like yourselves can achieve nothing without your king." When
the Macedonians heard these words from the lips of Alexander,
they said: "Our lord, Alexander, behold we are in your hands.
Do with us as you see fit. W e shall follow you wherever you
wish and we shall help you until we perish."
It came to pass afterwards that Alexander departed thence 78
with all his troops and proceeded into India. When Porus, King of
India, was informed that Alexander had come into his country,
he sent him the following letter: "Porus, King of India, to
Alexander the thief, greetings! Let it be known to you that I
heard that you have come to our country in order to destroy it
and to wage war against us. Know that you are deserving of
death. W h y is your heart so exalted after fighting with men who
lacked strength and had never been tested in warfare? It was on
account of this that you were victorious and that you subjugated
them. As a result it was assumed that you would go on and
conquer the entire world. Know that I am a victorious king and
that not only do men bow before me and serve and praise me but
so do the gods. You know, of course, what happened to Dionysus
Bacchus who came to India in order to fight against us. He is a god
and yet he fled from us for he was unable to withstand the Indians
in battle. Indeed, the pride and the power of the people of India are
great and mighty. They are a large nation whose numbers cannot
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be determined or counted. You know, of course, that before Persia
had a king, the people of Macedonia paid me tribute and served
me. Now I shall give you some sound advice. Go back to your
country lest you fall in battle together with your men who are
wicked, stupid and foolish fellows."
79
When Alexander saw the letter, he ordered that it be read
before the commanders and horsemen. When they heard the
words of the letter, they were grieved and very angry. Alexander,
however, said to them: "Do not be grieved or angry because of
the words of this letter. Indeed, be strong and of good courage.
Do you not recall that when Darius sent his letter he also spoke
with arrogance, and yet he was lowered to the dust? It is not
fitting for a mighty man to trust in his own strength. Do you not
know that the barbarians are like animals possessing neither understanding nor intelligence? They put their trust in their strength
and shall die like fools because of their folly."
Alexander ordered that a reply be sent to Porus, King of
India. These were the words of the letter: "Alexander, son of
the god Ammon and son of Queen Olympias, to Porus, King
of India, greetings! Let it be known to you that I have received
your letter and have read it before all my commanders and horsemen. We were very surprised at your arrogance. Indeed we have
been able to test your mind and your intelligence. Since you have
informed us that you wish to fight against us and have said that
the Macedonians and the Greeks are not a victorious people and
do not possess a beautiful royal city, I am anxious to fight with
you and to conquer the kingdom of India especially since you have
exalted it to the heavens. Moreover, because you said that we
are among the small nations of the world, we should like to fight
with you and magnify our name. As for your saying that not only
men but also gods praise you, I think that such words are sheer
folly and I shall feel no distress because of them. Know, indeed,
that I am ready to come and fight with you."
80
When King Porus read the letter, he became very incensed.
He assembled a large army and provided elephants for his troops.
In addition to the horsemen he had 14,000 carts equipped with
scythes. The elephants carried wooden towers on their backs,
each tower holding thirty men. When the Macedonians and
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Persians heard the report on Porus, they trembled exceedingly
not because of the large army but because of the great number of
elephants. The opposing forces drew up in battle array in the
field, Porus with his army and Alexander with his, and began to
shoot their arrows. Alexander rode his horse Bucephalus and
kept on passing in front of all his troops in the face of Porus'
horsemen. Alexander ordered all the Persian soldiers to enter the
battle first and he remained behind with the Macedonians and the
Greeks. The Persians, however, were unable to draw near
because of their fear of the elephants. Alexander then took
counsel as to how to combat them. As a result, he ordered that
hollow bronze statues be made and he had them filled with burning
coals. They were then placed on iron carts which he ordered to
be brought close to the elephants. Thinking that the statues were
real men, the elephants stretched forth their trunks to seize and to
devour them. The statues in the meantime had become heated by
the fire. Thus when the elephants smelled the fire, they drew
back and were unable to approach the Persian forces. It grieved
Porus to his heart when he observed Alexander's craftiness.
However, he summoned his strength in order to fight with vigor
and he also encouraged his soldiers. To his horsemen he said:
"Be strong and let us be of good courage because this is the day
we longed for. Alexander shall now fall in battle and his army
shall bow before us." The Persians and Macedonians fought
violently against Porus' army. The battle continued without
cease for thirty days. Many fell on both sides. The Macedonians
were finally routed before the Indian soldiers. When Alexander
saw that his horsemen were routed before Porus, he was very
incensed. He encouraged his horsemen and rushed at Porus in
great anger and fury with the ferocity of a lion attacking its prey.
The Indian soldiers then began to give way before Alexander.
When Porus saw that his men were falling in the field and that
they were routed before Alexander, he turned his back to flee.
After that, Alexander set up camp in the field. He offered up
sacrifices there to the gods and ordered that the slain be buried.
It came to pass on the following day that Alexander besieged 81
the city wherein Porus dwelt and captured it. He went up to the
palace in the city and was very much amazed at its beauty. There
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were four hundred pillars of gold in it with capitals made of pure
gold. The pillars were interlaced with a golden grapevine whose
branches and clusters were also of gold. Moreover, onyx stones
and other precious stones were set in the vine. The Macedonians
removed the clusters from the vine and found that the husks of the
grapes were thick and that their length was like that of a man's
finger. The gates of the palace were of gold and its beams were
of gopher wood overlaid with gold. In the courtyard there were
statues of gold among which stood trees of gold. The fruits of the
trees were in the form of various types of birds, every bird after
its own kind. The claws of the birds were of gold, and precious
stones were set in their beaks. They also found many vessels in
the palace, golden vessels without number.*
82
It came to pass after these things that Alexander sent a letter
to Talistrida, Queen of the Amazons, of the kingdom of the
women and to all her female commanders. These were the words
of the letter: "Alexander, King of kings, son of the god Ammon
and son of Queen Olympias to Talistrida, Queen of the Amazons,
of the kingdom of the women and to all the Amazons, greetings!
Let it be known to you that I, Alexander, have fought with King
Darius, have defeated him, and have conquered and taken away
his kingdom. I assume that you have known all this for a long
time. After that, I traversed tall mountains, valleys, rivers, seas,
deserts and forests until I came to the land of India where Poms,
the King of India, came forth to engage in battle with me. I
fought with him and defeated him. I pursued him but could not
seize him because he fled to a fortified city. On the following
day, however, I captured his city. Since he could not save it from
my hands, he fled and escaped to another city. I am therefore
notifying you to send me the tribute so that I shall refrain from
waging war against you. I shall then not find it necessary to
harm you or to do evil to you."
83
In reply to Alexander's letter, Talistrida sent him the following letter: "Talistrida, Queen of the Amazons of the kingdom of
• After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Alexander
fighting with Poms, King of India, and how, by his cunning, he caused him to flee.
A picture of Alexander and his commanders as they went up to the palace of King
Porus."
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the women, and all the Amazons, the greatest and mightiest of all
the horsemen under the heavens, to Alexander, greetings! Let it
be known to you that we have received your letter and have
read it. Before you come to wage war against us, you ought surely
to consider the effect of your coming. If you come, you may
perhaps suffer adversity at our hands and an affront to your
honor. If you desire information about the region we inhabit and
about our kingdom and our customs, we are making it available
to you in this letter. Know that we inhabit an island which is our
kingdom. This island is encircled by a large and wide river that
has neither beginning nor end and flows round and round continually. The place, however, is much too small because there
are among us 40,000 myriads who have not known a man. Our
men are encamped on the other side of the river and do not dwell
among us. They cross the river once a year and stay with us for
two months, namely, the lunar months of Ab and Elul. They
cannot come over to us at other times because the river is infested
with large dragons and fiery serpents. However, during those two
months these creatures move to another region because they cannot bear the cold which issues from the river at that season.
Consequently our husbands are able to cross the river during
that period. If one of us becomes pregnant and gives birth to a
son, she will rear him for seven years. When the seven years
have passed, the child is sent to his father before he is able to distinguish good from evil. When a daughter is born, she remains
with her mother all the days of her life. When enemies besiege
us and we have to fight, we choose from among us 10,000 myriads
all of whom know how to ride horses and camels, can bend the
bow and are trained in warfare. While some of us stand guard
over the island, the others go forth to battle against our enemies;
and thus we drive them away to the other side of the river. Our
husbands follow after us. When we return from the army and
find that one of our women has died in battle, we give her husband
another in her stead. Therefore, when you come to wage war
against us, you will have to fight with vigor and display your
power and might. If you defeat us, you will earn no honor for
you will be defeating women; but if we defeat you, you will
surfer contempt and disgrace. Therefore, take heed and watch
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yourself, O Macedonian, lest you encounter derision and reproach on account of us and become an object of scorn and disdain.
Lo, we are informing you of our customs by means of this letter.
Take counsel, therefore, with your advisers and decide upon
your course of action. Send us a reply as to whether you intend
to wage war against us. Know, verily, that we shall go forth to
fight against you. We shall cross the mountains and engage in
battle with you."
84
When Alexander read the letter, he laughed and made jest of
it. He ordered that a reply be sent, and these were the words of
the letter which he wrote her: "Alexander, King of kings, son
of the god Ammon and son of Queen Olympias to Talistrida,
Queen of the Amazons of the kingdom of the women and to all
the Amazons, greetings! Lo, I am informing you that I have
received your letter and have read it. Indeed I was astonished
at the arrogant tone of your words. I wish to inform you that
we have conquered Asia and Africa and have defeated Porus,
King of India. I have subdued them beneath the soles of my feet.
I have conquered the peoples of the earth and have taken many
nations captive. There was not a city which proved to be beyond
our power and which I did not conquer and subdue. Now if we
should refuse to fight with you, we would suffer shame and
disgrace. Lo, I give you this counsel: if you wish to perish and
leave your land to others or if you desire to exalt your name, then
come out into the mountains to battle against us as you have
suggested. However, if you do not wish to perish, then do not go
forth against us. Let each of your women return to her home.
Remain within your island and do not venture forth to engage in
battle with us. Come across the river now together with your
husbands so that you may talk with us. Lo, I swear unto you by
the life of my god Ammon and by the life of Olympias, my
mother, that I shall do you no evil. It is my desire rather to give
you such gifts and prizes as you may suggest. If you wish, I shall
send them to you and you will receive them with honor. If you
intend to come and talk with us as I have suggested, then the
thing to do is to inform me of your intention."
The queen took counsel with her commanders as to how to
deal with Alexander, and she said to them: "Come, let us deal
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wisely with him lest he cross the river with his army and destroy
our kingdom." Whereupon her commanders said to her: "Our
Mistress and our sovereign Queen! If what we say seems right in
your eyes, then send a message to Alexander suggesting that he
cross over unto us to see our country. We shall give him one
hundred talents of gold and five hundred beautiful and pleasing
young maidens who have not known a man. Riding on five
hundred horses, they shall bring the gold to him. We shall also
give him ten thousand white cows. If his men take the maidens
unto themselves for wives, we shall send him others in their
stead." Their advice seemed good in the eyes of the queen and
she acted accordingly. She wrote and sent a letter to Alexander
informing him of her advisers' counsel. After Alexander had read
the letter, he crossed over unto them. The queen and her commanders came forth to receive him with great honor. She gave him
the gifts which he accepted respectfully, and he rejoiced there
with them for several days.
Alexander departed thence with all his troops and came to 85
the land of Bactria where he offered up sacrifices to the gods. It
came to pass at that time that Alexander received the following
report: "Lo, Porus and all his forces are encamped near Bactria.
He is assembling a large army in that area in order to come forth
and fight against you a second time." When Alexander heard
these words from the man who brought the report, he assembled
all his forces. He chose from among them fifty men who knew
the roads of India so that they might show his troops which way
they were to go by day and by night. He departed thence with
his entire army in the month of Elul. They arrived at a wilderness
where there was no water for the people to drink. The heat was
intense, the land was arid and the region was infested with fiery
serpents, scorpions," bears and leopards. The people were very
thirsty and their tongues were parched with thirst. Alexander
ordered all his troops to put on their coats of mail and arm themselves with their weapons, and they did so. Their weapons
shone very brightly. They marched through the wilderness all
of that day but found no water. There was among them a
Macedonian named Zephirus who walked to and fro, moving and
wandering from one place to another because of his thirst and the
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intense heat. He could find no way to escape the heat or quench
his thirst. However, as he wandered, he came upon a rock in
which he found a little water. He removed his iron helmet, filled
it with water and brought it to Alexander. When Alexander saw
the water, he ordered it spilled before the commanders and horsemen and refused to drink it. The horseman did as he was ordered
and spilled the water on the ground. When the horsemen saw
what Alexander had done, they took on strength and said: "Lo,
we have found water." Then they went forth with great fervor
to meet Porus' army.
86
On the following day they came to the bank of a river filled
with reeds and rushes. The reeds were thick and were ten cubits
long. Alexander issued an order to cut the reeds, to fill them with
water from the river and to give drink to the people who had
become weary and thirsty in the wilderness. This was done.
The people were given drink but they could not drink the water
because it was very bitter like wormwood and gall. Alexander
trembled and was exceedingly terrified not only because of the
people who were thirsty but also because of the horses, the camels
and the elephants which were with him and which were as the
sand on the seashore for multitude. He had 1000 elephants which
bore his gold, 400 chariots equipped with scythes, 1200 other
chariots and 140,000 horses. There were mules and camels without number that bore the corn, the food and the other provisions
necessary for the expedition; a very large multitude of cows and
swine; and, in addition, a great throng of people whose numbers
could neither be determined nor counted. The Macedonians were
very disheartened because they were exhausted from carrying the
abundance of gold which lay heavily upon them. Their animals
could not carry it for they could not stand on their feet. Their
legs gave way not only because of the burden but because of their
thirst. Some of the horsemen were licking the iron because of
thirst while others were drinking their urine. Many of the men
fainted because their armor became very hot. Alexander also fell
to the ground, weary and exhausted. However, he summoned his
strength and rose from the place where he fell which was on the
bank of the river with the bitter water. He remained there until
the day declined. He departed from that place and came to an
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island. Adjoining the river which surrounded the island was a
city. The river was a mile and one half wide and was marked
by an abundance of reeds. Alexander looked down the slope of the
hill and saw a few people there. Whereupon he ordered his men
to extend greetings to them, to speak to them in the Indian
language and to ask them where sweet water might be found.
When the people of the city saw the men coming towards them,
they went into hiding. Alexander ordered his men to bring forth
arrows and to shoot at them. Seeing that the people had hidden
and had refused to talk with his men, Alexander ordered some of
his horsemen to remove their clothes and swim across the river.
He commanded them, saying: "Go up to the city and smite the
people. Have no pity on the old, the young, the babes, the sucklings and the women." The men entered the river, thirty-seven
of the choicest youthful warriors, each one of them capable of
fighting against one hundred men. With swords drawn, they
began to swim. When they were a quarter of the way across the
river, there came up out of that river wicked and cruel beasts and
devoured the horsemen. Alexander mourned and his heart was
filled with deep grief over the horsemen whom the beasts had
devoured. He marched all of that day with his troops but they
found no water. Moreover, the beasts of that river pursued them
but Alexander, his troops and their animals changed their course.
It came to pass afterwards that Alexander ordered his men to 87
examine the woods that surrounded the river whose water was
sweet. The woods were found to consist of reeds. Alexander
ordered his men to kindle a fire and set fire to the reeds. At night
as the moon began to shine, serpents and scorpions came forth to
drink the water. Large monsters came down from the hill. The
earth trembled at the sound of their voices. When they opened
their mouths, their breath was as strong as poison and from their
eyes there flowed poison. When Alexander's troops saw these
beasts, they trembled exceedingly. Seeing that his troops were
terrified because of the beasts, Alexander fortified them by
saying: "My mighty warriors and horsemen! Do not be frightened
by these beasts. Indeed, as you see me do, so shall you do."
Alexander then took his shield in his left hand and his sword in his
right and fought with the monsters, the leopards and the fiery
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serpents which had come to attack them. His horsemen gained
strength when they saw him fighting with the beasts. They took
their shields and swords and fought the beasts with violence,
killing many of them. Some of the beasts were burned to death
by the fire which had spread among the reeds. Twenty
of Alexander's horsemen died and thirty were mortally
wounded.
It came to pass at midnight that they were attacked by lions
that were as white as snow and immense in size. The lions
roared, shook their heads and leaped upon Alexander's horsemen.
However, they smote them to death with their swords, spears
and bows.
Afterwards they were attacked by a multitude of very large
boars. Their claws and teeth were a span in length and were
sharp. With these boars came wild men and their wives, each one
of them possessing six hands. Along with the boars, they advanced
on Alexander. His horsemen, however, slew the men and the
boars. At that very time the moon darkened and Alexander was
grieved over it. He ordered that fires be kindled around his
entire camp in order to provide light for his men against the
beasts.
Afterwards they were attacked by a beast which was larger
and more powerful than the elephant. In appearance it resembled
the horse. Its head was black and three horns projected from its
forehead. The name of the beast in the Indian language was
odontetiranno and it was poisonous. Before drinking from the
water of the river, it leaped upon the horsemen and killed twentyseven of them. However, Alexander's horsemen fought until they
slew it.
Afterwards there came out of that forest very large rats which
would eat the flesh of the dead wherever they were to be found.
Furthermore, every person whom they would bite would die
instantly because their bite was as poisonous as that of the fiery
serpent. Later they were attacked by birds which looked like
doves and which were called spiritili" [bats]. Their teeth were
like those of human beings and wherever they would bite, they
would remove the flesh. These birds would strike at the faces of
Alexander's horsemen, cut off the noses of some, gouge out the
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eyes of others and then would fly away. It came to pass in the
morning-watch that there came upon them large birds of another
kind. Their bodies were red while the color of their beaks and
feet was black. They did not, however, harm the soldiers. The
multitude of birds was as the sand. They floated on the surface
of the water and ate the fish.*
Alexander departed thence and came to the land of the 88
Bactrians where he found an abundance of gold and great treasures.
The people of that country came forth to meet him and received
him with great honor. Alexander tarried there with them for
twenty days. He set out from there and arrived at a place where
he found a people called Seres. The trees in that region had leaves
which were like wool. The people would sew the leaves together
and cover their nakedness. Alexander's horsemen felt proud because they had smitten the beasts and had saved themselves from
them.
Alexander set forth from there with all his troops and arrived 89
at the place where Porus, the King of India, and his entire army
were stationed. Alexander encamped there with all his forces.
On the following day the opposing armies drew up in battle array
in the field. Alexander mounted his horse and rode in front of his
commanders and horsemen. He ordered that the trumpets be
blown and that an alarm be sounded. Porus' troops also blew
their trumpets, and the battle was waged with great violence.
The troops crossed lines and intermingled, and many fell on both
sides. When Porus beheld the slaughter of his choicest warriors,
he took his stand in front of all his commanders and called out in
a loud voice, saying to Alexander: "It is not fitting or proper for
your men and mine to be killed while you stand by mocking and
deriding your soldiers as they are slain. If you wish to show your
power and might, then let us do this. Let all your troops stand
by in one area and mine in another, and the two of us, I and you,
shall fight with each other. If you prevail in this contest and
defeat me, we shall become your subjects. However, if I prevail
* After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Alexander
fighting with the beasts, the monsters, the serpents, the boars, the lions, the leopards,
the birds and with the other beasts as is described above."
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and smite you, then you will become our subjects and serve us."
Porus said all this because Alexander was an object of derision in
his eyes. He mocked him because of his small stature. Alexander, to be sure, was only three cubits in height while Porus
was five cubits tall. It was not proper, however, for a great and
mighty king like Porus to put his trust in his strength because a
man's strength is not known until he returns from battle. They
both offered to fight with each other and they shook hands.
Porus gathered all his troops and ordered them not to cross the
line of battle and Alexander issued the same order to his troops.
Then the two of them fought, neither one giving way to the
other. Meanwhile Porus' horsemen yelled and shouted. When
Porus heard their shouting, he turned his head toward them.
Seeing that Porus had turned his head and knowing that he was a
powerful fighter, Alexander rushed at him craftily, struck him on
the neck with his sword and cut off his head. When the Indian
soldiers saw what Alexander had done, they were very incensed
because he had smitten Porus with cunning and not with might.
They therefore fought a violent battle with Alexander for they
were sorely vexed, and they said: "Let us die but let us avenge
our king and it shall be reckoned to us as heroism." When
Alexander beheld the Indian soldiers fighting and saw that they
did not turn their backs on their king who lay smitten in the
field, he said to them: "Mighty warriors of India, what will it
profit you to fight with me? Is not your king lying dead on the
ground? Will he return to life to rule over you? Withdraw, I
pray you, and cease fighting lest you become a prey. Lo, I vow
unto you to lead you with honor. You shall be free and each of
you shall rule in his home. You shall sit every man under his vine
and under his fig tree in safety and you shall inherit every man
his possession." Thus did Alexander entice the Indians with
words for he was unable to subdue them with might. When the
Indians heard Alexander's words, they threw away their weapons,
swore allegiance to him and submitted to his command. They
praised Alexander and blessed him as a god. Alexander and his
troops pitched their tents there and he offered up sacrifices to the
gods. He ordered that those who were slain in that battle be
buried. He also ordered that Porus be buried with great honor.
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Then he ordered that a city be built at the site of his tomb, and
he named it Alexandria.*
Alexander departed thence and came to a place where there 91
were two statues which Hercules had made, one of gold and the
other of silver.44 The statues were six cubits in length according
to the common cubit and they were two cubits thick. When
Alexander saw the statues, he ordered that a hole be bored in
them in order to find out whether they were hollow. When he
found them to be hollow, he ordered that 1,400 golden drachmae
be placed inside of them. Then he departed and came to a rocky
region where there were many people in hiding. Alexander advanced upon them for battle. He was sorely vexed and wanted
to do harm to those who served Hercules.45 He besieged the
place for many days until he subdued its people and subjected
them to forced labor for tribute.
He departed thence with all his troops and came to the region
of the Chorasmi and the Dachae. The people whom he found
there were as untamed as a wild ass' colt. He fought with them,
defeated them and subjected them to forced labor for tribute.
He departed thence and came to the land of Persia. He
subdued all the peoples in that area.
He set out from there and arrived at a place where he had a
chance encounter with 200,000 horsemen. The Persians and
Macedonians were tired and weary. They had grown weak.
Nevertheless, they fought against them and after great exertion
were victorious and subdued them. Alexander tarried there for
several days and offered up sacrifices to the gods.
He departed thence and came to the land of the Parimae and
the Parameni. He fought with the people who dwelled at the foot
of the mountains, subdued them and subjected them to forced labor
for tribute.
He set out from there and came to a cold wilderness. It was 92
like evening in that region and one was not able to recognize his
fellowman. After marching in that darkness for eight days, they
• After this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture of Alexander
fighting with Poms, King of India, striking him and cutting off his head with cunning.
A picture of the people of India throwing away their weapons and submitting to
Alexander's command."
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found a river with warm water. On the other side of the river
there were beautiful and lovely women, dressed in garments of
silk and other kinds of raiment. They rode horses after the
manner of men. Their weapons of war were of silver; none of
them was made of iron. There was not a woman among them
who had known a man. Alexander wished to cross the river but
could not because it was very wide and had overflowed its banks.
Furthermore, the area surrounding the river was infested with
large monsters and very wicked and cruel beasts.
Alexander departed thence and arrived in the land of India.
In the course of his journey he came upon marshes filled with
reeds. He desired to cross the marshes when suddenly there
emerged from them a large beast which resembled the hippopotamus. Its head was like that of a crocodile while the rest of its
body resembled another beast. Its teeth were powerful and it
moved slowly like the crocodile and the tortoise. The beast killed
two of Alexander's horsemen. The horsemen could not injure
it with their swords and spears. They struck it, however, with
iron hammers until they slew it.
93
They departed thence and came into the forests of India.
Alexander and all his troops pitched their tents on the bank of the
Buemar River. There then came out of that Indian forest many
elephants and they advanced upon the men. Alexander and all
his troops came forward towards the elephants. The elephants
stretched forth their trunks to seize the men, and the men trembled
exceedingly and were afraid to approach them. Whereupon
Alexander said: "Do not be afraid to approach these elephants.
Indeed, fight with them until they perish. Get hold of some pigs
and beat them until they squeal." The horsemen did this. They
seized the pigs and beat them until they squealed. When the
elephants heard the squealing of the pigs, they withdrew and fled.
Alexander and all his troops pursued the elephants and killed
many of them. They took their tusks and their hides and returned to the field.
94
On the following day he set forth with all his troops and they
continued their march into the forests of India. In that region
they found women with horns and with beards which reached
down to their breasts. Their heads were broad and they were
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dressed in skins. They knew how to hunt and raised dogs and
animals which they used for hunting. The Macedonians advanced
upon them, seized some of them and brought them before Alexander. When Alexander saw them, he ordered that they should
be asked in the Indian language how they lived in the forests
when they had no houses. They answered and said to them:
"We live from the meat of animals which we hunt at all times
in this forest. The meat which we obtain from hunting is sufficient
unto us for food and we live on it."
Alexander departed thence and came to the bank of a river 95
where they found men and women who were covered with hair
like the beasts of the forest. It was the custom of those people
to dwell on the river and to go into hiding there.
He departed thence with all his troops and they came into
other forests. There they found women whose teeth were as sharp
as those of the wolf and as large as those of the wild boars. Their
hair reached down to their navels. They were as hairy as camels
and had tails like oxen. Their height was five cubits.
They departed thence and came into another of the forests of
India. There they found women whose hair came down to their
feet and whose feet were like those of the horse. Their height
was three and one half cubits. The Macedonians pursued them,
seized some of them and brought them before Alexander. When
he saw them, he was very much amazed at their beauty for they
surpassed all other women in beauty from their head to their navel.
They departed thence and came to a desolate plain where 96
Alexander and all his troops pitched their tents. At midday there
arose a great and violent wind which rent the mountains and
shattered the rocks. It tore up the tent-pegs and threw the tents
to the ground. When the horsemen saw the tents falling, they
trembled exceedingly because inside the tents there were torches
of fire. The wind blew upon the torches causing them to fly in the
faces of the men and strike them. The torches caused fires to
break out wherever they fell. The horsemen and the people murmured and said: "What is this that the Lord has done to us and
why has this happened to us? Is it not because of our determination
to fight against fate?" When Alexander saw that his horsemen
were afraid and were murmuring behind his back, he said to
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them: " M y commanders and horsemen, be not afraid nor dismayed
for this tempest did not come from the Lord but came because of
our sins."
97
Alexander departed thence with all his troops and they came
to a valley where one of the horsemen, overcome by the cold, fell
to the ground. This horseman was tall, powerful and mighty.
Alexander alighted from his horse and he himself lifted him up.
His body became warm and his spirit revived. He recovered soon
from the severe cold after having been on the verge of a convulsive
seizure. Alexander then ordered his horsemen to kindle fires in
many places among the troops because the cold was great and
severe. There was also much snow on the ground. Alexander
ordered his men to stamp upon the snow with their feet for he
was afraid lest the snow pile up too high on the ground. The
fires which they kindled in many places helped considerably.
However, twenty-seven among Alexander's men perished in that
snow, not counting the youthful attendants of the horsemen and a
very large number of animals. Alexander ordered that the men be
buried. After the snow had fallen on the ground, the Lord caused
a violent rain to fall upon the earth. After the rainstorm, clouds
formed and thick darkness descended upon the earth. Hail fell
from the heavens and fire flashed continually in the midst of the
hail. All the troops trembled exceedingly, and Alexander offered
up sacrifices to the gods and prayed that they spare them from
death.
90
It came to pass afterwards that Alexander departed from there
with all his troops and they arrived at the land of the Oxidraces.
The Oxidraces were fools, lacked intelligence and had nothing to
do with other people. They went about naked, both the men and
the women. When their king heard that Alexander had come to
their land, he sent him the following letter: " W e , the Gymnosophists, who are born of woman, to Alexander, the man,
greetings! Let it be known to you that we have heard of your
fame. You intend now to come to our country to fight against us.
Know in truth that it will not profit you at all for you will find
nothing in our possession which you can rob and plunder. That
which has been ordained for us by the Creator, no man on earth
can take from us. When you come to fight against us, we shall
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not abandon our laws and customs. If you desire to cross over to
speak with us and to enjoy that which we enjoy, then come, O
blessed of the Lord. W e know that dominion is fitting unto you
as wisdom is unto us." When Alexander read the letter, he
answered him, saying: "Lo, I am ready to come to you with
love and peace." Afterwards Alexander crossed over to them
and saw them and lo, they were naked. They hid themselves in
the clefts of the rocks, in holes in the earth and in huts. They
roamed about like cattle in the field. They were as black as the
raven. Alexander asked them, saying: "Have you no houses in
which to dwell?" Whereupon one of them replied and said to
him: " W e have no houses other than those which you see."
Alexander then asked another, saying to him: "Have you no
graves?" T o which he answered, saying: "My dwelling place is
my grave." Alexander asked another, saying: "Of whom are
more found, the living or the dead?" And he answered.. .46
Alexander departed thence with all his troops and they came 98
to a river 47 the name of which was Pishon. They encamped there
for several days. While tarrying in that area, Alexander looked
across the river and saw some people there. He ordered his men
to greet them, to speak with them in the Indian language and to
find out who they were. His men did this, and the people said:
" W e are Brahmans." When Alexander heard their name, he
rejoiced; because having heard of their fame, he had for a long
time been desirous of speaking with them. He wanted to cross
over to them but was unable to do so because the river was full of
marshes and looked like a field full of grass. When he saw that
he could not cross over to them, he said to them: "Come across
the river to me and I shall speak with you for I have long been
yearning to talk with you. If you cross over to me, I shall not
deal wickedly with you nor do you any harm. Indeed, I shall give
you gifts." The men consented to do this and crossed the river
in a small boat. When they came into the presence of Alexander,
they fell and bowed down before him. Alexander spoke with them
and gave them gifts. He inquired of them concerning the people of
their kingdom and asked the name of their king. They answered
all his questions. Then Alexander gave them a letter which they
were to deliver to their king. These were the words of the letter:
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"Alexander, King of kings, son of the god Ammon and of Queen
Olympias of the kingdom of Macedonia to Dindimus, King of
the Brahmans, greetings! Let it be known to you that we have
heard of your fame and the fame of your people. We have also
heard that your customs and teachings are blessed and good,
surpassing those of the other peoples of the world, and that you
do not desire the things of the earth and of the seas. It is difficult
for me to believe this and to understand how this is possible. If it
be true, I shall not regard you as the sons of woman but as the
sons of angels and of gods. I implore you to tell me the truth and
to inform me whether you do this because of wisdom and prudence
or out of folly and deceit. If you do this because of wisdom, then
I wish to walk in your ways and to act and live as you do. From
the day that I learned to distinguish good from evil it has been my
desire to walk in the ways of the wise, to lick their dust and to
learn and understand that which I did not learn from my teachers.
I have heard that you walk in the ways of our teachers, scholars
and sages who had no desire for the vanities of this perishable
world. I have also heard that whatever you learned from the
books of our sages you acquired not by means of reason but by
means of a faculty beyond reason and that you have also tried to
delve in other sciences. Lo, I implore you to tell me the truth
without delay. You will lose nothing and perhaps I shall gain by
being instructed in your ways and customs. In the case of the
intelligent man in whose house a candle was burning, were another
man to enjoy its light, the former surely would not withhold the
light of the candle and the latter would profit. The foolish man,
however, who because of the lack of intelligence withholds the
light of the candle from his neighbor will be cursed by the nations.
What will he gain by withholding the light of the candle? Will
the candle then shed more light?"
99
When Dindimus read the letter, he sent a reply to Alexander.
These were the words of the letter: "Dindimus, King of the
Brahmans, to Alexander, the King, greetings! Let it be known to
you that I received your letter and was very happy with its words
because I perceived that you pursue wisdom, a virtue than which
there is none higher. By this do I know that you are wise, namely,
that you love wisdom. For me this is a sign that you preside over
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your kingdom with wisdom and are able to rule your people.
Indeed the king who is lacking in wisdom, intelligence, knowledge
and generosity will not be able to lead the people of his kingdom.
His subjects will hate him and will conspire to kill him. His
princes will lift up their hands against him. I find it very difficult to believe that you would be able to endure our laws and
customs for our practices are different from yours and our wisdom and understanding are not like yours. We do not act as
you do nor do we pray to your gods or follow your laws. Therefore I would prefer that you do not pursue this matter any further
and that you do not force me to fulfill the request which you sent
me. For I know that you would not benefit from the information
which I would send you concerning our laws and customs nor
from my efforts to familiarize you with the nature of our teachings, judgments and wisdom. Indeed you have no time to learn
because of your constant occupation with wars. However, in
order that you might not think that I am envious of you and that
I do not want you to acquire wisdom, I shall with the aid of the
Creator do everything I can to fulfill your request and your desire.
Know, Alexander, that the Brahmans lead a life of privation,
are upright and will not commit a sin or a wrong. They do not
desire more than necessity requires or fate decrees. They will
suffer everything for the sake of righteousness and will not lord
it one over the other. They neither plow, harvest nor sow the
field. They do not plant orchards, spread the net in the sea to
catch fish or hunt for game either animal or fowl. They want
nothing else to eat except that which the earth, their mother,
gives them. They do not become tired or weary. They do not set
the table nor do they fill their stomachs with delicacies and savory
foods. For what will it profit them to cause their bellies to swell,
to fill their stomachs with food and to go mad from imbibing wine
and strong drink? We Brahmans do not eat to satisfy our appetite.
We lead a life of privation and eat only to keep the spirit within
us alive. Therefore, we do not become sick and we enjoy
tranquility and peace all the days of our life because we do not
seek to gratify the desires of our stomachs. Each man lives as does
the other and the death of one is like the death of the other. All of
us alike observe a fixed pattern of living. None of us sits in front
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of the fire because of the cold for the cold does not harm us even
though we are always as naked as when we were born. We sit
constantly in the face of the wind's blasts. We endure everything with love.
As for you, victorious King, by this shall it be known whether
you are a great and mighty King, namely, by your ability to
conquer your desire for physical and material things and by your
capacity to cease craving for them. Then shall you be master and
ruler over all your enemies. You shall not have to fight with them
any more and you will acknowledge your Creator. However, if
you do not subdue your desires, you will have to fight with your
enemies for your enemies are your thoughts and desires which
seduce you into committing all kinds of evil. We Brahmans are
the conquerors and masters of our desires and have slain the
enemies which are within us. We are not afraid that other
enemies will wage war against us and we do not need to turn to
other kings to help us fight our enemies or to send food and provisions to our country. We dwell in safety and without fear at all
times for the Lord, the Creator of all, is in our midst and we have
no dealings with anyone. We cover our nakedness with the
leaves of the trees. The fruit of the trees is our food and our drink
consists of milk and of water from the Tababenus River. We constantly sing the song of the Lord and our desire is to do good. We
do not speak much because silence is a fence around wisdom.
When we speak, we utter those words which are true, just and
useful.
We do not desire to become rich because the ambitious soul
can never be fully satisfied. Furthermore, when a man loves
riches, he will become impoverished in wisdom and his wealth
will be stored up for his own hurt. Indeed we find our satisfaction
in wisdom which is sweeter than honey. We acknowledge our
Creator and seek Him at all times and do not follow the obduracy
of our hearts. There is no envy among us nor does one man have
more power than another. There is no war among us and we do
not gird ourselves with weapons for they have been destroyed in
our country. We have broken our swords and our spears to pieces
and we do not learn war. There is peace among us at all times.
We have no judges nor do we find it necessary to complain to our
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king for the man who rules over us is wiser and greater than all
of us. He teaches us the way in which we should walk. W e
never commit crimes and there is therefore no need among us to
sentence a man to death or flogging. W e do not confess our sins
to another man, saying: 'By confessing my sins to this man, the
Lord will forgive me my sins.' W e do not atone for our sins with
our wealth as you do. W e do not subject our bodies to fornication
nor do we commit adultery and other sins and wrongs that we
should have to confess and bring burnt-offerings and sacrifices as
you do. You say: 'I shall sin, repent, confess and redeem my soul
with my wealth and with burnt-offerings and sacrifices.' Does
the Lord take pleasure in the sacrifices of rams and in burntofferings? By doing this, has one served his Lord? Is it not rather
in this way that man is reconciled unto the Lord: by subduing his
desires, by pursuing wisdom, by retiring into solitude in order to
achieve union with his Creator and by forsaking the obduracy of
his heart. For the imagination of man's heart is evil from his
youth and it entices him to commit sin, wrong and injustice.
Death does not come suddenly to us, the Brahmans, because the
atmosphere has not been polluted by our deeds. W e do not clothe
ourselves with festal robes. Our women do not wear ornaments
nor do they cleanse their faces with soap and ointments so that
their beauty might be pleasing in the eyes of other men. They are
not troubled with the problem of wearing beautiful garments and
are not ashamed to be naked. They do not wish to be beautiful by
virtue of baths and ornaments. This then is the nature of our laws
and customs which are the opposite of your customs. It is therefore difficult for me to believe that you could remain without sin
and transgression in deed, in thought, in imagination, in seeing, in
hearing or in anything within the experience of those who are
born of woman. From the day that you were born, you have
grown up in the midst of wickedness, violence and sin. W e , the
Brahmans, do not build bathhouses and provide them with warm
water for the purpose of washing our bodies. W e are not afraid
of the dew which descends upon us. No man is allowed to make
himself prince over us because man overcome with passion will
rule his brothers with rigor, and they in turn will deal treacherously with him. This is wrong because we all have one father and
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one God has created us. Why then do we deal treacherously
every man against his brother, profaning the covenant of our God?
We do not build houses to dwell in nor do we enter homes of
stone and plaster. We dwell in desolate places, in the caverns of
the rocks and in the holes of the earth. Rain does not fall upon
us for the Lord does not cause rain to descend upon our country.
When sleep comes over us, we sleep little. In these dwellingplaces we reside all the days of our life. When we die, our
dwelling-places are our graves. We do not sail from our island
to other islands. We always stand ready to learn but only for
the sake of the good. We speak with integrity. We do not attend
schools of philosophy in which one finds representations and inscriptions of false teachings. Indeed, we go to our meeting-houses
on whose walls our laws are inscribed. We do not curse anyone.
We do not indulge in play or frivolity. Should we experience the
desire to play as do other men, we place our books in front of us,
engage in the study of our laws and teachings and do not contemplate vain things. When laughter is about to overtake us, we
weep instead and meditate in solitude on the course of the sun,
the revolution of the spheres and the course of the planets. We
look out upon a sea which is always calm and tranquil and
although its waves may be turbulent at times, it does not cross its
bounds and cover the earth. Indeed, both of them remain side by
side, like man and wife or brother and sister. Every day we see
all kinds of fish dancing and playing. We delight in seeing the
flowers of the field and love to spend all our time in the beautiful
forests where we listen to the songs of the birds. Such has always
been the manner of our living. To conclude, we observe our teachings and laws as our sages and forebears taught us. We shall not
turn aside from their words to the right or to the left; rather shall
we do as they have commanded us. Now, if you should wish to
keep our laws, you should know that it would be a difficult thing
for you to do. However, it would be a good thing to test you with
them. If you should not wish to keep them, then we shall not be
to blame since I have complied with everything which you requested in your letter. Should you desire to keep some of our
laws, I shall still fulfil your wish.
I have heard that in a short period of time you conquered Asia
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and Africa, humbled the pride of Persia and India and subdued the
peoples of the earth, but that because of your wickedness the sun
is darkened and the waters which flowed through the desert like a
running stream are dried up. You have diminished the waters of
the Nile because of your excessive drinking from them. You have
taught your men to cross the ocean in ships and to take their lives
in their hands. You have sacrificed your sons and daughters to
your gods, which is an abomination and a grave sin. You have
committed incest with your mothers and also adultery. You have
caused dissension among the kings and have taught men to build
palaces unto the heavens. Your men commit great evils because
of your gods, a fact to which two reliable witnesses, Jove your
god and Proserpina your goddess, will testify. She has given her
approval to adultery in numerous instances, has instructed many
men in her evil ways and has caused them to lie in Gehenna, a
place of darkness and gloom, and to inherit the nether-world and
destruction. You, foolish men, beseech and pray to Jove, your
god, and to Proserpina who lusts after her lovers and with whom
many men have lain. You make your men work with rigor and
you do not let them go free. This is contrary to what is right.
You do not do justice nor do you practise righteousness. The
justice which you dispense is nothing but wrong-doing and
violence. You train your judges to pervert justice in the case of the
poor and the needy by means of the bribes which you give and
take. According to your teachings the judges are allowed to
show respect for persons. Your gods have not admonished you
against such things. You have dressed and adorned your gods
with garments of silk and purple in this world which is lowly and
perishable. Indeed, how are they dressed in the upper world
which is more glorious and precious than the most costly things?
By means of this letter I now say to you: Because of the evils
which you persist in committing, you Alexander share the attitude
of the gods whom you serve for you allow men to do things which
should not be done and do not allow men to do things which
should be done. You do not consider a man upright and wise if he
does not know how to speak to the people. It would appear from
your words that a man's intelligence and wisdom reside only in his
tongue and mouth. You are therefore disposed to train your
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tongue to talk a great deal and to indulge in lengthy speeches when
it would be far better for you to be silent. Gold, silver and wealth
are your gods and you worship them. You desire to amass great
wealth, to acquire menservants and maidservants and to eat and
drink to the full. The accumulation of these vast riches has led
you to believe that all this wealth has been acquired by your
power and by the might of your hands. You entertain no thought
of leaving it behind you, and you do not remember that you came
out of your mother's womb naked and that you will return naked
unto the earth from which you were taken because you are dust
and unto the dust you shall return. When you die, you will leave
the silver, the gold, the vessels and all your ornaments behind
you. What will it profit you then to amass riches and wealth and
to follow the obduracy of your wicked hearts and the lust of
your souls when after you die you will leave all this behind you
and will go to the place where your abominable gods are found?
You shall find your reward in the upper world for it is only in this
perishable and lowly world that you have been exalted. This will
be your portion after all your toil. You will be able to know that
you are wise and that you can distinguish good from evil in this
way: by acknowledging that the teachings of the Brahmans are
purer than and superior to your teachings in every respect. This
is the truth. Because you were born of the earth, you make
statues and idols and serve them. You worship the dust of your
graves and the wood of the coffins in which you will lie when you
are dead. You will not allow your bodies to be received into the
earth from which they came. You adorn your tombs and glorify
yourselves by putting the tombs in a special place, and they become idols for your people. However, if you were to bury your
remains in the ground, would they not return to the earth from
which they were taken? Furthermore, you go forth as thieves to
take away the inheritance of kings, rulers and princes and to
deprive them of their possessions. Woe unto you and unto your
souls after death!
We, the Brahmans, do not slaughter sheep and oxen for the
glory and honor of the gods. We do not build temples in order
to place images and idols of silver and gold in them. We do not
do as you do. We do not make altars of gold, silver and precious
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stones. You beseech your gods to bestow great riches upon you
and to grant you victory. Indeed, the gods use you as an instrument for the performance of wicked deeds. Have you not heard
that the Lord, God, living and true, will not forgive your iniquities
simply because of the blood of a goat or of a ram? It would be
better for man to serve the Lord with his good deeds because the
good deeds of man may be likened to the deeds of God. For God
is the Word and by the Word was the world created and by His
words live all in whose nostrils is the breath of life. And this
Word we Brahmans love and to Him we pray because the Lord,
the Revered One, is Hope delightful and memorable, and He,
blessed be He, loves the pure mention of His name. Therefore
is the Lord called the Word. He is also called Light because He
illumines the entire universe. The Lord blessed be He Whom we
implore and to Whom we pray — Him no one can apprehend as
to likeness, comparison, beauty and splendor. He cannot be
spoken of nor written about, and even of the beauty of His angels
who can tell? However, I shall write you of His likeness in
order that you may understand Him and not compare Him to
your gods. You, King Alexander, and all your people are fools
and lack intelligence. You think that the gods to whom you pray
are great gods because you can always find them. You defile your
souls with abominations and adulteries and in this manner do your
gods become reconciled unto you. You take pleasure in these
practices all the days of your lives. You shall therefore not be
free from guilt at death. You worship a god who is flesh and
blood and you do not serve the Lord, living, true and eternal who
reigns in the heavens. Indeed you serve many gods, saying that
just as the limbs of man are many so are the gods in heaven many,
each god ruling over one limb. T o each one you offer a different
sacrifice and you give every god a name. You say that Minerva
was born from the head of J o v e 4 8 . . . You believe that every one
of the gods whom you worship through sacrifices of animals,
birds, wheat or other objects exercises power over your being
and substance and body. You also believe that the animals which
you sacrifice atone for your sins. You, Alexander, and all your
people will because of your falsehoods receive recompense for all
your deeds after death."49
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Alexander sent the following letter to Dindimus: "Alexander,
King of kings, son of the god Ammon and of Queen Olympias to
Dindimus, King of the Brahmans, greetings! Let it be known to
you that I have received your letter and was very much amazed
at your saying that you are not allowed to do that w h i c h 5 0 . . .
You said that we sin in everything that we do and that all our
works represent a grave iniquity. You said that you wish to
change our teachings and our laws which have existed from
ancient times. It is your wish that we convert to your religion
and you have sent me a description of the likeness of your god.
You did this because you are envious of our god. You said that I
should abandon this perishable world in which we observe our
laws with justice. You also said that it is not your custom to
plow the field, to sow and to harvest and that you have never
planted orchards and trees. Indeed this is true because you have
no iron implements with which to till the soil nor do you have
any ships with which to cross the seas and the rivers. You therefore find it necessary to eat grass like animals, to lead lives of
privation and to act like wolves who, when they find no food, fill
themselves with dirt to still their hunger. If you were permitted
to come to the land which we inhabit, we would not give you
our intelligent daughters for they would die of hunger because of
your poverty. If we resided in your land, we too would be poor
and miserable like you. One should not praise the man who has
lived for many years in poverty above the man who has lived in
the midst of riches. If we were to praise you because of your
poverty and misery, then there would be greater virtue in poverty
than in wealth and in wisdom.
You said that your women do not adorn themselves with beautiful ornaments. This may be because they might find them too
burdensome. You said that you do not commit adultery and
incest and that you do not chase after women for constant selfindulgence. This is indeed a great achievement and it becomes a
man to act this way if he is able to subdue his passion. In your
case, however, I believe that the reason you avoid it is that you are
weak from self-affliction and are not able physically to indulge
yourselves with women. You also said that among your people
there are no idols, statues and molten images for them to worship.
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In all that we have mentioned there is no difference between your
people and the animals which have no feelings, cannot distinguish
good from evil and do not enjoy the pleasures of this world" . . . "
[Alexander and his troops came to the region in which the 107widowed Queen Candace of Meroe lived and reigned. The queen *®'
had three sons: Candaulus, Marsippus and Carator. Alexander
sent a letter to Queen Candace in which he suggested that they
should meet and offer up a sacrifice to Ammon. The queen replied
to Alexander and sent him many gifts. She also sent an artist
along with her envoys to paint a likeness of Alexander unbeknown to him. In the meantime Candaulus and his wife went out
riding with some of their horsemen. The king of the Bebrycians,
knowing of the beauty of Candaulus' wife, came upon them,
seized her and carried her off. Candaulus came to the camp of
Alexander and told Ptolemy, the second in command to Alexander,
what had happened. When Ptolemy reported it to Alexander, the
latter decided upon this ruse: Ptolemy was to pretend that he
was Alexander and he was to call in one of his men, Antigonus,
to help Candaulus. Alexander was to pretend that he was
Antigonus. This was done, and Antigonus (Alexander) rescued
Candaulus' wife and returned her to him. Candaulus then asked
Antigonus to come to his mother's palace where he would be
rewarded with gifts. When they came to the palace of Candace,
she immediately recognized Alexander from the likeness which
her artist had painted of him. When she told Alexander that she
knew who he was, he became frightened; but she assured him
that she would not betray him because he had saved her daughterin-law. However, Candace's daughter-in-law, the wife of her
youngest son, Carator, wanted to have Antigonus killed in place
of Alexander who had slain her father, King Porus. In a discussion of this matter Carator said: "Alexander] saved my brother
and his wife from death. However, my wife wishes to kill him
(Antigonus) because Alexander killed her father (Porus). This
man would be put to death to redress her father's death. Alexander
will be very distressed over this." The queen (Candace) answered, saying: "What will it profit us to kill him who has come
to seek protection under our wings? Why should you commit
this wicked deed? What will Alexander say to this? Will he not
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be distressed over it and consider us cruel and lacking in respect
for justice and law? He might even attack our country and
destroy it as he has done to other kingdoms." When Candaulus
heard the words of his brother (Carator) he became very angry
and said: "Why should this man be put to death? What has he
done to deserve the sentence of death? What transgression has he
committed that I should requite him in this manner? Far be it from
me to repay goodness with evil! I shall not fret myself because of
evil-doers and wicked men. Did he not come to my aid against the
king of the Bebrycians and save my wife from his hands and then
escort me to my home? I became surety for him to King Alexander, pledging that he would return safely and would suffer no
adversity." Whereupon Carator answered and said: "My
brother, why do you talk to me in such a manner? Do you want
us to fight and slay one another?" To which Candaulus replied:
"No. However, if you want to fight with me, I am ready."
When the queen heard the words of her sons, she was deeply
distressed and said to herself: "Now my sons will slay one
another." She therefore took hold of Alexander, brought him
into her chamber and said to him: "King Alexander, give your
advice and counsel here lest my sons quarrel and fight and slay
one another because of you. Why should I lose both of them in
one day?" Alexander replied and said: "Allow me and I shall go
and speak to them." Alexander left the chamber, approached
the queen's sons and said to them: "What will you gain if you
kill me in your home, Carator? Will it be considered a deed of
bravery and honor on your part? Alexander has many officers
more distinguished than myself. He will not worry over me
when he learns that I have been killed because I am only a
servant of the servants of my lord Alexander. Now if you want
me to bring Alexander to this palace, to produce the man who
killed Porus, the King of India and your father-in-law, then swear
to me to fulfill the request which I shall make of you and I shall
swear to you to bring him to your palace." When Carator heard
his words, he believed him and was very happy. Alexander thus
made peace between the brothers and they vowed unto Alexander to fulfill his request.
It is not surprising that Alexander was saved from their hands.
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Indeed, it was a turn of events brought about by the Lord that
He might make him ruler over the entire world, thus fulfilling the
vision of the prophet Daniel. Alexander had vowed to show them
Alexander in their palace and they did see him just as he had
promised. They talked and dined with him. However, they did
not know that he was Alexander and thought that he was
Antigonus, the messenger of Alexander, for he had changed his
name when he went with Candaulus to the king of the Bebrycians.
The queen, however, recognized him but did not reveal the secret
to her sons or to anyone else.
Afterwards the queen called Alexander to her chamber and
said to him: "Lie with me." She embraced and kissed him and
locked the door behind her. Alexander lay with her, and the
queen said: "I know that you are a great king and that there is
no one as intelligent and wise as you are. It is not surprising that
you have vanquished all the peoples of the earth. Indeed, it is by
virtue of your wisdom that you overcame them and subdued them
beneath the soles of your feet."
It came to pass that after having lain with Alexander, the
queen said: "I am fortunate in that I was joined unto a king as
great as you. Would that you were with me always as one of
my sons." She continued to speak to him in this passionate manner
until they left the chamber and sat down to dine. After the meal
the queen gave Alexander these gifts: a large golden crown beset
with various kinds of precious stones, a royal robe bedecked
with gold and precious stones, a coat of mail studded with diamonds and onyx, and a cloak of gold and purple. Then she sent
him away in peace.
Alexander went forth from the palace with Candaulus and the 110
choicest of the queen's horsemen. They traveled all of that day
until they came to a large, deserted temple and encamped there.
Then Candaulus said: "Antigonus, this is the place of the gods and
they have feasted here many times." When Alexander heard his
words, he offered up sacrifices. As he was standing there, large
clouds appeared. Alexander gazed at the clouds and beheld shining
stars. He continued to gaze and saw a man whose eyes shone
like a burning candle. Upon seeing the man, Alexander was
terrified and fell to the ground on his face. The man said to him:
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"God will save you, Alexander." Whereupon Alexander said:
"Who are you, and what does my lord say unto his servant?"
To which he replied: "I am Sesonchosis and in my hands are all
the kingdoms of the world. Even though I have conquered them
all, I do not enjoy your fame for you have built cities to which
you have given your name. Now draw near unto me." Alexander
approached him and as he drew near he saw a large cloud and in
it was a god who was sitting on the royal throne. Alexander
said to him: "Who are you?" The god replied: "I am the most
ancient of all the gods of this place. I saw you in the land of
Lybia and now I am here." Alexander then said: "Let my
supplication come before you and tell me, I pray, how long I shall
live and in what manner I shall die." To which he replied:
"You have already made this request of me on another occasion.62
You also know what my answer to you was: that it is not fitting
or proper for a man to know how long he will live. Indeed if he
were to know, he would be seized with anguish and pain and all
his days would be filled with suffering and vexation. However,
you may know this, that you will be buried and will have your
final resting-place in a city which you built and which bears your
name. That city will be exalted above all other cities under
heaven. Many kings will lay siege to it." It grieved Alexander
to his heart when he heard these words and he was sorely vexed.
He went forth from the temple and came back to Candaulus and
his horsemen who had left him alone as he prayed to the gods and
offered up sacrifices before them. Alexander said to Candaulus:
"My brother and dear friend, return home with your horsemen
and I shall do likewise with mine. Know that I am really Alexander and that I love you as a faithful brother." Then he embraced and kissed him and said: "With respect to the oath that I
took, you may tell your brother that he did speak with Alexander
in the palace and that Alexander dined and rejoiced with him and
with the queen. Remember me to the queen who surpasses all
other queens in nobility and loveliness. Should you desire to
come with me and go wherever I go, I vow that I shall raise and
exalt you above all the kings who are my subjects." Candaulus
replied and said: "Acclaim of grace," grace unto you my lord, the
King. Now I know that I have found favor in your eyes because
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you have revealed your name to me. If in truth you are Alexander,
then there is no king as wise as you. It is not surprising that you
have vanquished and subdued all the peoples of the earth." As he
said these things, Candaulus fell at Alexander's feet. Alexander
took hold of his hand and embraced and kissed him. Then Candaulus said: "Were it not for my mother, my dear brothers and
my companion, the wife of my youth, I would follow you and lick
the dust of your feet. However, I am fearful lest they worry over
me all the days of their lives." Whereupon they took leave of
Alexander in peace. Candaulus returned to his city, but he did
not relate the words of Alexander to his brother and his wife
because he was afraid that they might react with disgust and
that his younger brother, the son-in-law of Poms, King of India,
might quarrel with him. However, he related Alexander's words
to his mother, the Queen. When she heard the words of her
son, she retired to her chamber and wept. Then she said: " O
Cleophil Candace, pre-eminent in beauty and dignity among all
the women on earth! You set your desire upon the King of kings
and he did your bidding. W h y did I allow him to go? Why did I
not lock him in the chamber? Indeed I would then have surpassed
all the queens in happiness for I could have been with him always,
finding joy together with him on the couch of love." She continued to talk in this manner. Her handmaids and maidens could
not comfort her. The queen wanted to kill herself but she was
afraid lest the affair be disclosed and made known to her sons.
However, she was unable to conceal her desire and her love for
Alexander.
In the meantime Alexander returned to his troops. When his
horsemen saw him, they were very happy and offered praise unto
the Lord. Alexander related all that had happened to him."
. . . It came to pass after these things that Alexander sent a 123
letter to Olympias, his mother, and to Aristotle, his teacher,
containing an account of all his experiences. It described his
encounter with Porus, King of India, his victory over him and
the subjection of the entire kingdom of Porus to his rule. It also
described his struggles with the strange beasts, birds and fiery
serpents.
Aristotle, his teacher, replied to his letter, writing him as
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follows: "Aristotle, to the King of kings, Alexander, greetings!
Let it be known to you that I received your letter and that we
rejoiced very much at your greatness. I was very much amazed
at the victories which you achieved in such great battles. Lo, I
offer praise with all my might and power to the Creator of all
who subdued before you all those who opposed you. Indeed the
gods will be my witnesses that you are worthy of praise and
greatness. We offer praise unto the gods for all that you have
accomplished, for the help they have given you, for having saved
you from the beasts and the serpents and for having been with
you both summer and winter. Blessed be your commanders and
horsemen who listened to your words and helped you throughout
the entire course of events."
Aristotle wrote him another letter:" "To Alexander, King
of kings, from Aristotle, your teacher, greetings! You ought to
know that even as it does not become a man morally to be content
with the wealth and the servants which he possesses and requires
for his needs but that it is his duty rather to acquire the more
noble things, so in the realm of knowledge it is similarly not
proper for you to be content with that which you require for
practical purposes but it is your duty rather to choose the nobler
and more respected subjects of learning." Aristotle continued:
"When you conquer many lands, rule the people in a kindly
manner and you will win their love. It is better to seek their
love by dealing kindly with them than to impose a heavy yoke
upon them. Know that you will conquer their bodies and hearts
only if you act with righteousness and mercy. Know also that
the multitude can act as well as talk. See to it that it is not said:
'Be on guard against what they might do.' You are king over all
the nobility and to you has been allotted an empire of surpassing
eminence. If your kingdom is to grow in worth and win greater
favor for you, then endeavor to improve the condition of the
people. You will then be the leader of the select among the best
and not of the select among the worst. Eliminate the rule of
plunder for it is subject to many ugly vices. It must be censured
because it diminishes the dignity of the kingdom. The members
of a nation whose king is a tyrant are slaves and not free men.
It is better for a man to rule over free men than slaves. Whoever
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chooses to rule over slaves rather than free men is like unto him
who prefers to watch over cattle rather than men and who thinks
moreover that in so doing he has achieved greater success. The
tyrant invites this comparison because while he may strive after a
superior kingdom, there is nothing which is in fact as far removed
from such dominion as tyranny. The tyrant is like a master
whereas the king is like a father. What causes the dignity of the
kingdom to be diminished is what the king of Persia did when he
called all his people, including his own son, slaves. Dominion
over free and honorable men is better than dominion over slaves
even though they be numerous. This is a fitting objective for all
men and particularly for men of noble spirit. It is fitting for you
to banish the hatred of the king from the hearts of the people by
permitting them to experience gentle conduct on your part, by
removing the weight of your yoke from them and by dispelling
their fear and dread of you. When slaves are sold and their
buyers are pointed out to them, the slaves do not inquire concerning the wealth or position of their buyers but rather concerning their behavior toward slaves. Free men will feel impelled
to prevent the manifestation of this oppressive attitude in their
king and will therefore conspire against him. When you have
succeeded in eliminating tyranny from your rule, you should
then lighten the burdens of war for your subjects and relieve them
of the oppressiveness of your anger. Indeed, you should transform
anger into compassion for them. It is fitting for a man to know the
measure of his anger. One's anger should not be intense or of
long duration nor slight or of short duration. The former trait is
characteristic of the wolves of the forest while the latter belongs
to boys.
To possess the qualities which mark a noble soul requires
of the king that he should feel compassion for his fellowmen. It is
through mercy and compassion that the king will prove worthy
of achieving fame among his people. I enjoin this precept upon
you but I am afraid that you will fail as have many others in your
search for advice. For most men, when asked, offer advice which
is contrary to the interests of the one who seeks it and serves
instead their own interests. They offer no help in the matter
which requires it but rather in that which will benefit themselves.
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It is my wish that you follow the advice of Asbidri58 who said
that doing good is as a general rule better than doing evil. Indeed,
it is possible to conquer evil with good, a conquest that represents
the choicest victory. Victory through evil is wickedness while
victory through goodness is righteousness. It is possible for you
to teach men your virtues as a result of which your fame will
spread throughout the world and will remain inscribed on the
pages of time. Therefore do that which is good in its proper
time. Know also that what men admire is courage and nobility
of spirit and that what they love is love, humility and gentleness
of speech. Therefore combine both things: Win the complete love
of the people and let them benefit from your kindness. None of
this however should keep you from saying that which will be of
advantage to the multitude, for people are attracted more by
speech than by deed. Do not think that this will lower your
dignity. On the contrary, it will add to your esteem especially if
you present just arguments on the basis of which you are able to
convince them. You should also know that when a weak person
approaches a group and joins it, it is regarded as deception and
flattery; but that when a strong person joins a group, it is regarded
as humility, modesty and noblemindedness. Therefore, do not
refrain from approaching and joining with the multitude so that
you may win their love and gain their respect. Bear in mind that
time causes all things to perish, erases the signs, destroys the
forms and effaces memory. However, that which enters the
hearts of men will be transmitted by fathers to sons as an inheritance. Therefore, strive to acquire an imperishable memorial by
causing the hearts of men to be rilled with love for you. Then
will the eminence of your virtue and the excellence of your
qualities remain with them. It is not right for a leader to regard
his people as his wealth and property. He should rather regard
them as brothers and friends. He should seek only those honors
from his people of which he is deemed to be worthy because of
gentleness of character and integrity in conduct. May peace be
with you." In his letter to his student, Aristotle concluded with
these words: "Peace be with you, not the peace of customary
leave-taking but the wish for peace out of good will."
It57 came to pass afterwards that Alexander ordered his men
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to fashion two hollow statues of gold and to inscribe on them the
record of all his mighty and valorous deeds as well as an account
of all his experiences. He placed one of them in Babylonia and
the other in Persia.
It came to pass while Alexander was in Babylonia that a 124
woman bore him a son. After she gave birth, they covered the
child with a garment and brought him to Alexander. The
appearance of the child from his head to his navel was that of a
handsome human being. However, this part of him was dead.
His appearance from his navel and below was that of strange
beasts. However, this part of him was alive. When he saw him,
Alexander was terrified and very much amazed. As his amazement increased, he ordered that his magician be called before him
and he showed him the boy. When the magician saw the boy, he
wrung his hands, sighed bitterly and wept. Then he said: "My
lord, the King, the time is drawing near when you will die."
Alexander replied and said: "How can this be?" T o which the
magician answered: "My lord, the King, you see that the boy is
dead in that part of his body which resembles a human being,
namely, from his head to his navel. This indicates that the time is
approaching when death will remove you from the living. The
boy is alive in that part of his body which resembles beasts,
namely, from his navel and below. This indicates that the kings
who will rule after you will, like animals, amount to nothing."
It grieved Alexander to his heart when he heard these words. He
sighed and said: " O great God, I know that my deeds are responsible for the fact that I shall die in this place. You are righteous
for when I planned to do something because of the evil in my heart,
you restrained me. Since you no longer wish me to live,68 behold
I am in your hands for you to do unto your servant as seems proper
in your eyes. And now let the supplication59 of your servant,
the son of your handmaid, be acceptable before you so that you
may receive me into your hands after my death. I entrust my
spirit and my soul unto you."
There was in Macedonia at that time a man called Antipater 125
who sought to attack King Alexander. However, he did not
succeed. Many men gathered about him, and he frequently uttered
slanderous remarks concerning Alexander in the hope that he
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might thereby become king of Macedonia. When the news of
Antipater's activities reached Queen Olympias and she learned
that he was comforting himself by planning to kill her son,
Alexander, she was seized with great anguish and it grieved her
to her heart. She summoned Antipater to appear before her and
said to him: "Antipater, the report which I have heard concerning
you is not a good one. You have been harboring certain ideas in
your mind and have as a consequence devised an evil plot. You
are planning to kill my son and to take the kingdom of Macedonia
from his hands. You have been scheming to your own detriment
if you think you are more powerful than he. Do you not know
that he has vanquished mighty kings as well as all the peoples of
the earth? How do you plan to seize the kingdom of Macedonia
and to fight against him? Do you not know that Alexander has
thousands upon thousands of subjects who are greater than you?
You are as nought before him. Take heed now and beware lest I
hear of these things any more. You shall not see my face again
for on the day that you do, you shall die. Make sure, therefore,
that you do not appear before me again." As the words left the
mouth of the queen, Antipater's face was covered with shame.60
He went forth from the presence of the queen confounded, sullen
and angry.
It came to pass afterwards that Antipater planned to kill
Alexander by poisoning him. He went to a physician who was
loyal to him and was famous for his expert knowledge of drugs.
He asked him for some poison but did not tell him what he was
going to do with it. The physician did not ask him and gave him a
very potent poison, so potent that an iron vessel could not contain
it. Antipater therefore took a leaden vessel, poured the poison
into it and placed the leaden vessel inside of an iron one. Then
he took it and gave it to one of his sons, Cassander, and sent
him off to Alexander with the following instructions: "When
you come to the place where Alexander is sojourning, you shall
give the vessel to your brother Jobas so that he in turn may give
Alexander its poison to drink."
It came to pass at that time that Alexander dreamed a dream
which he related to his magician. Whereupon the latter said to
him: "My lord, the King, Cassander's heart is not faithful to
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you." When Cassander arrived in Babylonia, he brought forth
the poison and gave it to Jobas, his brother.
Jobas served Alexander as chief of butlers. He was faithful 126
to him and was a pleasant young man. Alexander liked Jobas
very much but had become angry with him and had struck him
on the head with his staff. Jobas became angry because Alexander
had struck him without just cause. It was, however, not proper
for him to become angry because his master had struck him. From
that day on Jobas planned to raise his hand against King Alexander
and kill him.
It came to pass later that Jobas took the golden cups and 127
placed them on Alexander's table as he was about to dine with his
commanders and horsemen. Jobas approached the king's table and
served him joyfully. When the heart of the king was merry with
wine, Jobas took the golden goblet, brought forth the poison from
under his garment, mixed it with the wine and gave it to Alexander
to drink. Alexander drank with joy. However, after he had
drunk the poison, he was seized with severe pains. He cried out
loudly and bitterly and fell on the table on his right side. He
groaned like a man whose heart had been struck and pierced by
an arrow. After resting a little, he rose from the table and said to
his commanders and horsemen: "Eat, drink and rejoice and let
your hearts be merry." His officers however did not listen to his
words for they were appalled. They all rose from the table and
carried Alexander into his bed-chamber, and he fell on his bed.
He asked for a feather so that he might put it in his mouth and
vomit the poison. Whereupon Jobas took a feather, smeared it
with poison and gave it to Alexander who put it in his mouth so
that he might vomit. Alexander took no precautions against
Jobas' treachery because he had found him faithful in the past
and therefore did not suspect him of anything. This second act of
treachery was worse for Alexander than the first. After Alexander had put the feather in his mouth, he ordered his men to
open the gates of the palace from which there was a path leading
to the river. He slept and rested until midnight. It came to pass
at midnight that Alexander rose from his bed and extinguished
the light. Crawling on all four, he set out to throw himself in
the river so that he might be carried away by the current and
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never be found again. When Queen Roxane, his wife, saw that
Alexander was planning to throw himself in the river, she ran
after him, took hold of him and embraced him. Then she lifted up
her voice and wept and wailed, and she said: "Woe unto me!
What can I hope for now, and what can I look forward to? Will
you leave me in darkness? Why should you want to kill yourself?
God forbid that you should do such a thing! I am an orphan
without father or mother and have no one to comfort me. Alas,
my lord, where is the love which you have had for me from the
day I was joined unto you? If you are to be separated from me,
it is better that I die now than live after you." Alexander replied
and said: "Roxane, my dear wife, your love for me has been very
wonderful, and now listen to me, my sweet desire. Let not my
end become known and do not speak of it to anyone." Roxane,
however, seized him, embraced him and brought him to his bed.
She wrung her hands and wept bitterly and said: "Alas, my
lord the King, tell your maidservant who will sit on the throne of
my lord, the King, after your death and who will reign after you
and with whom you will leave me." Alexander answered, saying:
"Summon Jobas before me." The Queen summoned Jobas before
the King, and he said to Jobas: "Summon Simeon, the scribe,
before me." Jobas went out and called him. When Simeon came,
the King said: "Simeon, take the ink-stand and the quill and put
down in writing the words which I shall speak." Simeon took the
quill and the ink-stand and when Alexander began to dictate his
will, Simeon wrote it down. These are the words of the will:
"I, Alexander, son of Queen Olympias, am sitting up in my bed
and am ill. My mind and my thoughts, however, are as sound as
those of a healthy and strong man. I entrust to you, Aristotle my
teacher, the task of sending the kingdom's treasures of gold to the
princes of Egypt and to the priests of the temple in Egypt. My
remains shall be buried there. You shall give one hundred and
twenty talents of gold to the temple. Indeed, I had thought that
as king of Egypt I would rejoice with them in person. However,
since the Lord has decreed that I should die in this place, then let
my body be buried in your land as a memorial unto you, O people
of Egypt. If Roxane, my wife, should give birth to a son, I
hereby order that he shall rule over you in my stead. You may
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give him whatever name you desire. If, however, my wife should
give birth to a girl, then let the Macedonians select a king of their
own choice. Roxane, my wife, shall be in charge of all my
precious treasures.
Ptolemy61 shall be the prince of Egypt, Africa and Arabia and
shall rule over all my princes of the Orient as far as Bactria.
Cleopatra, whom my father Philip married after he had divorced
my mother, shall become his wife. Phiton shall be the prince of
Syria Major. Laomedon and Milliternus shall be the princes of
Syria Minor. Sironias shall be the prince of Sicily.62 Philo shall
be the prince of Illyria. Acropacus shall be the prince of Media.
Sinon shall be the prince of Susiana. Antigonus, the son of Philip,
shall be the prince of Phrygia Major. Simeon, the scribe, shall be
the prince of Cappadocia and Paphlagonia. Nearchus shall be the
prince of Lycia and Pamphylia. Cassander63 shall be the prince
of Caria. Antipater, 64 the father of Cassander, shall be the prince
of Cilicia for it is fitting for him to rule over its inhabitants.
Meander shall be the prince of Libya.65 Jobas, the son of Antipater, shall be general of the King's army. The men whom I
have appointed shall reign in Bactria and India.66 Leonnatus shall
be the prince of Phrygia Minor. Lisimachus shall be the prince of
Thracia. Arrideus shall be the prince of the Peloponnesus.
Marapus, the father-in-law of Antipater, shall be the prince of
Sepharad. Taxiles shall be the prince of the Seres in whose land
there are two rivers. Phiton shall be the prince of the colonies
established in India." Oxiarches shall be the prince of the
Parapomeni68 as far as Mount Caucasus and of the Arachosians
and the Sichedres. Amonta shall be the prince of the Patraeans.
Sicheus shall be the prince of the Scodicini. Itacanor shall be the
prince of the Parthians. Philip shall be the prince of the
Hyrcanians. 69 Pratafarni shall be the prince of Armenia. 70
Ptolemy shall be the prince of Persia. Elitom shall be the prince
of Babylonia Major." Archous shall be the prince of the Pelausi.
Sirerochas" shall be the prince of Sicily. Aprilosiu shall be the
prince of Capua. Baloni shall be the prince of Bithynia. Caliolu
shall be the prince of Chalcedon. Archelaus" shall be the prince
of Jerusalem and Caldania [Chaldaea?]. Palcariu shall be the
prince of Antiochia.74 The Liciote shall be free and shall select
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a king and prince according to their own will. All the people who
were sold out of their country shall be free and shall return to their
country and inherit their possessions. May every man and woman
forgive me for raising my voice at them and for dealing unjustly
with them."
When Alexander had finished dictating his will, a violent and
furious tempest arose which rent the mountains and shattered the
rocks. Thunder and lightning filled the heavens and the entire
kingdom of Babylonia trembled.
128
Then it became known that Alexander was nearing death.
The Greek75 and Macedonian troops, armed with their weapons,
rose and came to the royal palace and assembled in the courtyard.76 They cried out and said to the princes and governors:
"If you do not show us our lord, the King, we shall put you all to
the sword, the suckling as well as the man of hoary head. We shall
show no compassion for the old or for the young." When
Alexander heard the shouting of the people, he inquired of the
men standing near him: "What is the meaning of the shouting
that I hear?" They said to him: "It is the Greek and Macedonian
troops who have asked to see you. They have threatened to
kill us if we do not show you to them." When Alexander
heard their words, he ordered them to carry him in his bed
into the hall. Whereupon the princes and governors did so.
Afterwards Alexander ordered them to open the gates of the
palace, and the Greeks and Macedonians came before him. When
Alexander saw them, he groaned and wept bitterly and wrung
his hands and said to them: "Be strong, my brothers and comrades.
Love one another and live in peace." They lifted up their voices
and wept, and they said: "Our lord, the King! If it seems right
in your eyes, then tell us who will reign after your death."
Alexander answered, saying: "My soldiers and horsemen, men of
Macedonia! Call upon whomever you may see fit to have as your
king. Let him rule over you and I shall approve." They replied:
"Since it is the will of our lord that we should choose our king,
then we call upon Perdiccas to rule over us after your death."
Then Alexander ordered that Perdiccas be summoned before him.
Perdiccas came and bowed before him and Alexander said to him:
"Perdiccas, be strong and of good courage for you shall rule over
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the Macedonians. Roxane, my wife, and all the people of Greece
and Macedonia shall be entrusted unto you. Be a man of valor,
and may the Lord help you."
Then they all approached, one by one, and kissed his hand. 129
Alexander wept bitterly. Among those present was a Macedonian
whose name was Speleucus. He lifted up his voice in soft lamentation and said: "Our lord, our lord! Philip your father ruled over
us and maintained our kingdom in peace, security and tranquility.
He chastised us with gentle reproof. However, who can describe
your wisdom and might? You have set us free and have by virtue
of your wisdom, prudence and heroism vanquished all the peoples
of the world before us and have made them our subjects." When
Alexander heard his words, he beat his forehead, raised himself on
his bed and sat up. He wept bitterly and groaned and said in the
Macedonian language." "Woe unto you Alexander for you will
never return to Macedonia."
When the Macedonians heard Alexander's words, they also
wept and said: "Woe unto us, our lord, the King! It were better
for us to die now than to live after your death. How will the
kingdom of Macedonia ever be comforted? Alas, Alexander, how
can you go away without us? With whom will you leave us?"
Alexander was weeping and sighing all the while, and he said:
"Woe unto you, O Macedonians! Your name will not be mentioned in the future as it was in the past." Then Alexander sent a
large golden robe, a cloak of purple and a golden throne to the
temple of Apollo. He sent the same to all the temples of Greece
and ordered that other gifts be added to these, including frankincense, galbanum and onycha. He also ordered that the physicians
should embalm him after his death and that he should be brought
to Egypt in a golden coffin. He ordered his brother whose name
was Arideus to spend one thousand78 talents of gold for the construction of his sepulchre in Alexandria. When he had done
speaking, he drew up his feet into the bed and breathed his last;
and he died and was gathered to his people.
Then Ptolemy and the princes took Alexander's corpse,
dressed it in beautifully ornamented garments, set the royal
crown on its head just as when Alexander was alive and placed
it in a carriage drawn by mules. They brought it to the city of
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Alexandria which Alexander had built in Egypt. Ptolemy and
all the princes and governors walked before the carriage, every
man dressed in his finest garments. They walked and they wept,
their feet bare and their heads covered. Each one raised a lamentation over him. Some of his princes scattered myrrh, aloes,
cinnamon, musk and other kinds of spices all along the way.
130
The 79 years of his life were thirty-two. When he was
eighteen years old, he began to fight with his enemies. He waged
war continuously with the peoples of the earth until he was
twenty-six. During that time he had vanquished lions, strange
beasts and fiery serpents, had subdued twenty-two kings and had
conquered all the nations. Then he was at peace for six years until
the day of his death.
He was born at sunrise,80 and he died on the fourth day of the
month of Iyar at sunset. The years of his life were thirty-two
years, six months and twelve days.
In his life-time Alexander had built thirteen very large
cities: the first, Alexandria Improporita (Yprosiritas); 81 the
second, Alexandria Impimoru (Jepiporum); the third, Kiphalon
(Alexandria Jepybukephalon); the fourth, Alexandria Rikastisi
(Ricratisti); [the fifth,] Alexandria Yaranicon (Yaranicon); the
sixth, Alexandria Obobiti (Scithia); the seventh, Alexandria which
is situated on the Tigris River; the eighth, Alexandria in Babylonia; the ninth, Alexandria in Troas; the tenth, Alexandria
Inprosoton (Yprosxanthon); the eleventh, Alexandria Ankoloni;
the twelfth, Alexandria in Egypt; the thirteenth, Bucephalus after
the name of the horse.
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II
[APOTHEGMS]
1

It came to pass that when the coffin was placed before his
mother Olympias, she uncovered his face, and said: "Marvel at
him whose wisdom reached unto the heavens and whose rule
stretched unto the ends of the earth. Kings joined hands with
him out of fear and acknowledged his right to their service.
Lions were subdued because they were afraid of him. Lo, today
he is asleep and shall not awake; he is silent and shall not speak
again. He is borne by the hands of men who were never privileged
to see him. Who will tell him on my behalf that when he reproved me, I accepted his reproof; when he admonished me, I
acknowledged his admonition; when he sought to calm me, I was
quieted; when he consoled me, I was comforted; when he reminded me that something was to be done, I did what he reminded
me to do; when he restrained me from doing something, I restrained myself; when he taught me, I learned. Were it not for
the fact that I shall soon follow him and go where he has gone,
I would weep and cry out. Therefore, may peace be with you
who are both alive and dead. Indeed, you were the noblest among
the living and are the noblest among the dead." All the women
who stood about her wept. Then one of the mourning women
said: "Alexander has moved us even though he is at rest."
Another said: "He has moved our lips in his silence." Another
said: "Alexander reproved us a great deal yesterday when he
was alive, but today he reproves us even more than yesterday." 2
Another said: "Sufficient unto us is our grief, for yesterday your
dominion reached to the ends of the earth and today your command
is not done."*
Afterwards his kin gathered about his coffin. Then the
most distinguished among the assembled said: "This is the
day on which our fears have increased and the secret of the
kingdom has been laid bare. Misfortune from which we were
* At the head of this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A* picture of
the men bearing Alexander from Babylonia to Alexandria in a golden coffin, of
their placing it before his mother and of her speaking when she saw the coffin."
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spared has now befallen us while the good fortune which we
enjoyed has left us. Therefore, whoever would weep over a king,
let him weep over this one; and whoever would be surprised by
novelty, let him be surprised by this." Then he came before the
philosophers and said to them: "Let each one of you speak and
say that which will serve as a source of comfort to the distinguished among those present and of admonition to the common
folk." Whereupon the first one answered, saying: "Alas, what
folly this is! Man weeps today over that which he considered a
cause for laughter yesterday, and yesterday he laughed at that
which was to become a cause for weeping today." Another said:
"Death is just to men; only the obtuseness of their minds prevents
them from understanding it. How frequent its warnings and
admonitions, if only the ears of men were not afflicted with
deafness! How obvious its evidence, if only the eyes of men were
not afflicted with blindness and their thoughts marred with coarseness!" Another said: "If you weep because you see death striking
anew, know that death is not new; and if you weep because it has
struck someone whom you loved, surely you know that it has frequently struck those whom you hated." Another said: "Were
you lacking in wisdom and shall we therefore vindicate you or
were you in possession of wisdom and shall we therefore hold you
blameworthy? Were you lacking in wisdom and hence seduced or
were you in possession of wisdom and then lost it?"*
Another said: "This is the nature of death: when its lightnings flash, its clouds do not disappoint, its effects are never
false, and its hailstones do not miss their mark. Shall he who
beholds it not accept its admonition?" Another said: " W h y did
you not rise above death even as you rose above every source of
harm? How disastrous has your carelessness been! Your virtues
mean as little as your faults now, and your strength of yesterday
is extreme weakness today in the face of death." Another said:
"Your affairs have been removed from you; your devices have
come to an end; misfortune has made you its target; and rejoicing
* At the head of this paragraph the manuscript has the legend: "A picture4 of
a group of philosophers and men of the government who assembled to say things
about Alexander which would be remembered unto the last generation as a source
of moral instruc tion and admonition."
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has departed from you. Can you tell us now of your former
power and majesty? Can you recover your might after having
been reduced to your state of weakness, or can you with your
strength parry the sharp thrust of time? How far beyond your
power this is! How impossible of achievement in your condition!"
Another said: "Those who desired to be in your place yesterday
pity you today. You were respected and are now among the
lowly. Are you able to remove a little of what has befallen you by
applying a little of what you once possessed?" Another said:
"Verily, the chain of causes has ceased to affect you and no
longer touches you. A misfortune has befallen you for which
you cannot atone. Is there any hope that you may escape your fate,
or is there any hope or any possibility that we shall be admonished
by what has happened to you and thus avoid death?" Another
said: "Alas for him who grew so in eminence that he perished and
was so short on wisdom that he died. What prevented you while
you were alive from procuring an effective preservative of life so
that death would not harm a man like you?" Another said:
"When we see that you have been relieved of your kingdom, we
recall with scorn the attitude of contempt which you displayed
toward other kings whenever you contrasted their kingdoms with
yours. Whoever among us envied you because of the past will
now pity you because of the future. He who glorified you because
of your former position now keeps himself at a distance because of
your present condition. Indeed there is no good in this world which
cannot be improved in the world to come, and there is no good in
the world to come which has not been prepared in this world."
Another said: "Alas, and woe unto you Alexander! How
similar was your going forth into the world to your going
forth from it. You went forth into it naked, bare and emptyhanded, and you went forth from it stripped of all goods and
empty-handed." Another said: "Tell me, I pray: Were your
guards negligent so that you were vanquished, or did your soldiers
betray you so that you were captured? How did death get into
your palace without your permission, and how did it manage to
reach you without an order from you?" Another said: "Alas for
him whose terror was dreadful and whose dwelling was fortified!
W h y was not your anger aroused when death approached you, and
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why did you not fortify yourself in order to repel this outrage
against you?"6 Another said: "The death of kings should serve
as sufficient comfort for the people, and the death of common folk
should serve as sufficient admonition for kings." Another said:
"This is the path from which there is no flight, and this is the
goblet from whose drinking there is no escape. He who thinks he
shall escape it will be merry during his lifetime, but he who realizes that he will be trapped by it will acknowledge his God and
confess to Him." Another said: "Let not man place his trust in
life for it is as naught, and let no one be deceived by death for it
will in truth strike." Another said: "One should not concern himself with the death of the common folk but should weep over the
anguish of the noblemen." Another said: "Indeed, we have convincing evidence of the novelties that occur in the affairs of men.
Yesterday Alexander treasured up gold and today Alexander is
treasured up in gold."* Another said: "Gone from Alexander are
his desires which prevented him from contemplating his end. Now
his end has come and has separated him from his kingdom."
Another said: "The reign of death has begun and the reign
of life has ended." Another said: "Formerly, your sharp sword
did not yield to anyone, and no man was safe from your vengeance. Your virtues were unattainable by all those who sought
after them." Another said: "When you were alive, you were
also able to • hear; and now you can not even speak." Another said: "Look at the dream of the dreamer which has
vanished and at the shadow of the morning cloud which has
passed and is gone." Another said: "Look at this one and be
admonished by him who reached unto the heavens yesterday and
who today is under the earth." Another said: "As for this body
which lies before you, inquire about its past and not about its
future." Another said: "Alas, Alexander, how much you needed
this silence and this humility during your lifetime!" Another said:
"This great and spacious empire! How shall four cubits contain
it?" 7 Another said: "Even those men who rejected this body in
life now give their love to him in this coffin." Another said:
"How great was his desire to be exalted and glorified! He did not
know that this constitutes the deepest descent into lowliness."
Another said: "He served as our spokesman and intercessor and
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now he is silent." Another said: "How strong is the desire in some
to rest but they cannot, and how deep is the desire in others to move
but they cannot!" Another said: " W e had already grown indifferent to Alexander's achievements until we were confronted with
what has befallen him." Another said: "Alexander never admonished us as strongly nor reproved us as vigorously as has his
death." Another said: "Why wasn't that which you did yesterday
praiseworthy so that what you did today would be acceptable?"
Another said: "With the dawn of this day for Alexander
we find that he who spoke yesterday is today silent, that he
who moved about is now at rest, that he who bore others is today
being borne, that he who was awake is today asleep, and that
he who was alive is today dead." Another said: "He who
imprisoned others is now a prisoner himself, and he who vanquished kings is himself vanquished." Another said: "This busy
man! If only he had occupied himself with his soul and not with
the opportunities to rise to greater heights. If only he had been
concerned in his deeds with his end and not with this world."
Another said: "This man admonished us vigorously in the past
but his admonition was never as effective as is his silence now."
Another said: "It is a cause for astonishment that he whom men
could not reach yesterday can be approached by everyone today."
Another said: " W h y do you not move one of your limbs or raise
part of your body, you who carried a world empire on your back?
How is it that your soul does not loathe this narrow place in view
of the fact that in the past you looked with disdain upon vast
countries?" Another said: "You have already fallen into the hands
of One who will teach you what you did not know." Another
said: "Do not esteem that which one teaches other men but that
which he teaches himself." Another said: "It is a cause for great
astonishment that the strong is overpowered by misfortune even
as the weak is seduced by his folly." Another said: "Lo, the
King of kings is in the hands of One who rules over him, and he
who destroyed many countries is himself destroyed. Therefore,
let him who sees this be admonished and let him who hears of this
consider his affairs." Another said: "Death has made the noble
and the lowly equal in their bed of dust because life had rendered
them unequal in authority and power." 8 Another said: "Behold
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the favorite of the world! How very lowly is the favorite of the
world on the day of death! Behold the king of the world! How
very much despised he is in the sight of death!"
His' widow, the daughter of Darius, said: "His death is
measure for measure. I never thought that he who killed Darius
would die." His chief steward said: "You used to order us to
store and to hide your treasures, and now into whose hands shall
we entrust them? You used to order us to spend money for all your
needs, and now for whose needs will it be spent?" The steward
of his dinner table said: "He for whom I prepared food has now
become food for the dust, and he who dined on the finest of food
is now prepared as food for the earth." The keeper of his treasures
said: "Here are the keys to your treasures. Would that you
would take them from me before I am apprehended for taking that
which I did not take and imprisoned for appropriating that which
I did not appropriate." His viceroy said: "I used to hide you in
your private quarters from the noble and the lowly. I turned away
from the gates of your palace those to whom you would not grant
permission to enter. Now, however, they can approach you
safely, and even the robber can enter from his hiding place." Another viceroy said: "The cord of denial and dispensation has been
torn from me, and the prerogative to authorize and to refuse has
been taken from me. I now sit when formerly I stood, and am
silent when formerly I spoke at length." His gate-keeper said:
"Death came upon you in your chamber without permission and
struck you in your domain without an order." The captain of the
guard said: "Why were the swords of your vengeance returned
to their sheaths while the swords of misfortune were drawn
against you? Where is your anger which was well known, your
will which was acknowledged, and your command which was
obeyed? Lo, you are but a corpse cast down in the presence of
your comrades, a silent stone among your friends and soldiers.
Your command is not obeyed, and no attention is paid to your
words." His scribe said: "We come into this world as fools, we
dwell in it in despair, and we depart from it against our will."
His10 mother raised her lament and said: "On this day the
emblem of the royal power has been removed from Alexander.
He who aspires to take over his kingdom now is one who never
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had such aspirations before. How great therefore is the misfortune! There is no consolation." And she said: "Alas, alas!"
The women joined her in weeping. And she said: "I derive
comfort, my son, from the respect and the honor which you
showed me when you informed me that death was drawing near
and instructed me to console myself before it struck. I cried unto
the Lord and from Him shall I seek consolation. For we are from
the Lord and unto Him shall we return tomorrow."
Afterwards11 the philosophers lifted the coffin and brought it
into his mother's chamber. There were seventeen philosophers in
the group. One of them said: "Alas you sturdy warrior! What
prevented you from showing your might? You amassed wealth.
Its burden oppresses you and its guilt cleaves to you. Woe unto
your soul as it encounters distress and misery! The waves of
death have engulfed you. Your wisdom will not help you nor will
your officers save you." Another said: "Today Alexander is
silent and does not speak. He cannot distinguish good from evil."
Another said: "This was a man whose zeal was extraordinary,
whose ambition gained him an empire, who chose this world above
the next, whose treacherous desires seduced him even as they did
his predecessors, who shed blood, and who indulged himself with
women to the point of folly. He lies now dressed in shrouds in the
presence of his friends." Another said: "Today the royal power
of Alexander has vanished like the morning cloud." Another said:
"Take instruction from these admonitions and accept correction
from these moral lessons which speak without tongue. Let
Alexander's example in life and in death serve to admonish you."
Another said: "This transient world with its people is a subject
for reflection and a source of wonderment for him who possesses
intellect." Another said: "Where is your formidable rule and
your mighty strength? Where is the wisdom you acquired from
your study of philosophy, and where is your knowledge of logic?
Everything has perished. Surplus has given way to scarcity and
philosophy has been found wanting." Another said: "Alas for
the wandering King! Your emblems were so famous. All your
affairs were public knowledge. Now your strength is gone, your
pleasures have ended, and there is no more news about you.
Your palaces are desolate, and he who rejoiced in your company
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is now appalled by you." Another said: "That which was joined
to you yesterday is now separated from you, and that which shone
brightly yesterday is now extinguished in you. Your troops have
wandered away from you, and the dark places have engulfed you.
Your life is like unto the departure of the traveler. The chain of
causes has come to end for you, and there is no hope for your return. Your wealth has been divided, and your limbs are torn.
How long will you be despoiled and your kingdom plundered?"
Another said: "How very close descent is to ascent, loss to gain,
disaster to happiness! Nothing is left behind after the departure.
The action is completed, anguish remains, hope is lost, and the
paths are desolate." Another said: "How close the living is to
the dead, the one who speaks to the one who is silent! However,
the fate of souls depends upon the deeds of men. If they are good,
the souls will prosper; and if they are evil, they will suffer from
weariness. A corpse is a cause of wonder for the intelligent, of
reflection for the discerning and of admonition for those who will
accept its lesson." Another said: "You who once spoke are now
silent. You who once bestowed favors have now become cruel.
Your silence is cause for reflection, and your cruelty is a source of
astonishment." Another said: "All kingdoms perish, all loveliness passes, and all campers depart." Another said: "Indeed, the
departure is close at hand but the return is far off. Happy is he to
whom it is given to lead a pure life, and woe unto him whose life
has been foul." Another said: "You are far removed from your
children and are cut off from your troops." Another said: "Since
you are now in a lowly position after having enjoyed such eminence and might and are all alone after having had such an
abundance of helpful friends, it would be well for you to consider
how often men closed their eyes out of fear of your majesty and
how often their hearts and minds were filled with fright because of
your terror." Another said: "You have been cleansed of sin and
are now in a state of purity. You have gone from the narrow to
the broad places and from a life of toil to an inheritance of peace.
Now you will enjoy everlasting life in eternal rest. You are fortunate, therefore, in what you have found."
When 12 the philosophers had finished speaking at Alexander's
coffin, his mother ordered that he be buried with great honor.
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Whereupon the philosophers bore him on their shoulders while the
princes, governors, prefects and the rest of the people, their feet
bare and their heads covered, walked before the coffin to the place
of his burial. After the physicians had embalmed him, he was
placed in the coffin and was buried in Alexandria, Egypt. After
his burial most of the philosophers returned to their homes and
only five remained behind. They proceeded to his mother's home
to express their sympathy and to comfort her. The most distinguished among them approached and stood near the curtain of
the room where Alexander's mother was resting. He said: "How
can I comfort you after he had comforted you himself? In what
manner shall we enhance our words of consolation after he had
consoled you so effectively? Indeed he brought you added wisdom
so that you were able to wear the mantle of comfort, to bear your
pain with patience and to ride in the chariot of despair. You
believed in the obvious truth and found support in intelligible moral
principles. You have proven to be the foremost among women in
your courage and the best among queens in your recognition of
the truth. You are honored above all others for your faith and
excel them all in composure. You surpass them in intelligence and
in generosity of spirit. You have earned a greater reward and a
fairer name than all of them. When [Alexander] consoled you,
you were comforted; when he admonished you, you acknowledged
his admonition; when he sought to calm you, you were quieted;
and when he reproved you, you accepted his reproof. May God
bless the remaining years of your life and grant you an honored
departure." Alexander's mother answered saying: "May God
never remove the splendor [of the virtues which you manifested]
on this occasion and may He never take from you the gift of sweet
speech. You have spoken magnificently and have excelled in your
exhortations, admonitions and words of consolation."13... Another of those present said to Alexander's mother: " . . . May God
grant you the finest reward and store up the choicest treasure for
you." Alexander's mother replied: "You have spoken excellently.
You have proved to be worthy and have done that which is fitting
in speech, in deed and in thought. You are qualified for this task
and the fulfilment thereof. From the beginning of time you were
favored for its performance in the years that were to follow."
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This14 is the letter which Aristotle wrote to Alexander's
mother: "Praised be God! O mother of Alexander, the exalted
King! We know that the divine law governing all creatures and
the divine judgment pronounced on all beings has descended upon
your son in the imperial residence, the abode of his strength and
the seat of his command. This is a judgment which descends
inexorably upon mighty kings, princes, slaves and all other people,
great and small, rich and poor. The decree is issued and the
command is executed. When the King, may He be praised, decides to subdue and to destroy, He pulls everyone behind Him with
double pressure on the reins. No fugitive can escape from Him
for his flight must lead to Him. No traveler can take leave of
Him for he must return to Him. The living wait for Him and the
dead are happy with Him. Those who remain behind are ensnared by Him while those who have passed away are set free.
The intelligent man is he who learns this lesson without His
admonition. The fortunate one is he who prepares his provision
for the journey. The praiseworthy one is he who toils in this
world so that his remains may have peace in the next. Therefore
compose yourself, O mother of Alexander, for the sake of your
son and direct your words to the Great King who permitted him to
rule, strengthened him with wisdom, selected the next world as his
abode, gave him of His dominion and splendor, and took him from
this world, honored and powerful, a brave and mighty king. Turn
to the Creator of souls to Whom we aspire and by Whose will we
move. Be comforted by him who consoled you before his time
had come. Fortify yourself with patience and you will as a result
be remembered for good until the end of time. Know that only he
is deceived who allows himself to be deceived and that only, he is
unhappy who succumbs to worry. Peace be with you!"
The15 following is the reply of Alexander's mother to
Aristotle: "I have read your letter [and I think of] you as the wise
man who teaches the good and the straight path to prosperity in
this world and in the next. God grant that you may never cease
to be a teacher of goodness which brings prosperity to him who
practices it and a guide to integrity which leads him who lives by
it into the proper path for improving his soul, sustains it with
life, and provides it with happiness after death. The consolation is
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commensurate with the tragedy which befell a great king and so is
the fortitude in the face of such tragedy. The tragedy came
suddenly but consolation preceded it. The calamity descended
unexpectedly but fortitude was there to meet it. How great was
the tragedy but how much greater the fortitude? How severe was
the blow with which the calamity struck but how much greater
was the consolation which sustained me until it passed and
vanished, leaving me without fear and anxiety? I have justified
God's judgment quietly and peacefully and have found support in
the words of consolation. How near the living is to the dead?
How close is he who survives to him who has passed on? It is
better to engage in preparation for the needs of the journey than
to engage in weeping, sighing and prolonged mourning. Acceptance of what has been decreed is better than anger at what
has happened. The man who is at peace one day trembles the
following day, and he who escapes a great misfortune is destined
to experience an even greater one. The tragedy which befell me
was preceded by my son's comforting words. Therefore when I
was confronted with his death, the words of his instruction encompassed me with strength. I have accepted his death. My
spirit is at peace and is composed. I am looking forward to the
day when I shall follow him, and because of this I have found
composure and strength. O man of great wisdom! For your
counsel, your exhortation and your consolation I wish you peace."
These 16 are the words of Alexander's mother after she had
read her son's letter: "The decision in the case of death is made
according to the will of its Author, and the sentence of death is
pronounced upon every living being at the discretion of Him who
passes judgment. As for life, if it be long, it will ultimately come
to an end; and if it be short, the end will shorten it even more.
Even as the world had a beginning so is it destined in the end to
perish and become a place of desolation. Its dominion is destined
to pass on, its sweetness to turn bitter, its purity to become defiled,
its happiness to be converted to mourning, its joy to sorrow and its
gladness to anguish. And you, son of man, who dwell in this
world, dwell in it only to be removed from it. You who ruled the
world, ruled it only to have your kingdom destroyed. You who
tarried in it, tarried only to depart from it. You who led its
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armies, led them for another man. Alas, alas! Where are the
princes and the men of fame? Where are the kings and the leaders
of former days? Those men have gone, one after the other, the
prosperous as well as the hard-pressed, the good as well as the bad.
He who was pure was saved, and he who was vile perished. I see,
my son, that you were right. The fresh sprout is destined to dry
up, the leaves of the tree to wither, the shining stars to become
dim, the flaming fire to be extinguished, and the bright moon to
grow dark. He who has given will take; he who has borrowed
will repay; he who has deposited a pledge will recover it; and he
who has made a loan will secure its return. The last one comes
after the man who preceded him while the pursuer follows him
who has reached his goal. This is my consolation over your
[departure], my son, that I shall follow you in the near future.
For I am going where you have gone and my destination is the
same as yours. This keeps me from fretting and weeping over
you. I keep hoping, morning and evening, that what happened to
you should happen to me as quickly as the blink of an eye. If
one being could redeem another, then I would want to be your
redeemer. However, if this cannot be, then may God grant me for
your sake the proper endurance and the perfect consolation, and
may He unite me with y©u."
The17 following are some [of Alexander's] moral lessons.
Alexander had heard from Aristotle, his teacher, that anxiety
causes the heart to dissolve and melt away. He wanted to test the
truth of this statement. He took an animal of similar physical
constitution to that of a human being, had it confined in a dark
place for a long period of time, and gave it as much food as it
required. Afterwards he slaughtered it, dismembered it, and found
that its heart had melted away. He thus realized that the words
of Aristotle, his teacher, were true.
Alexander said: "Do not seek the company of the king when
his affairs are in a troubled state; for if he who sails the sea is
not safe when it is calm, how much less safe is he when it rages
and its waves roar."
Alexander said to Aristotle, his teacher: "Give me advice
on how to deal with my commanders and princes and how to
manage all my affairs." Aristotle answered: "Place the man
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whose servants conduct themselves well in charge of troops and
the man who operates his field efficiently in charge of their labor."
Alexander was asked: "In your experience as king what
proved to be the source of greatest joy to you?" He said: "I was
able to repay him who acted kindly toward me in a measure that
exceeded his kindness."
Alexander was censured because he personally engaged in
battle. To which he said: "It is not right for my brothers to
engage in battle for my sake while I myself do not fight."
Alexander said: "The virtuous man is respected even though
he be poor just as the lion is feared even when he lies still. However, the man without virtue is despised even though he be rich
as is the dog that wears a golden collar around its neck."
Alexander said: "When you speak to a person who has no
intelligence, it is as though you were watering a tree that has
dried up. Moving rocks from a mountain is a lighter task than
speaking to one who lacks intelligence."
Alexander said to those who were sitting before him: "In his
home a man should be ashamed to act in a disgraceful manner
because of his wife, children and servants; elsewhere because he
might offend others who may be friends or acquaintances of his.
Where there are neither friends nor acquaintances, he should feel
shame because of himself. If he feels no shame because of all these,
then let him feel shame before the Creator, may He be exalted."
Alexander was told about two men, one rich and the other
poor, both of whom loved the daughter of Rominus and wished to
marry her. [The father] gave her in marriage to the poor man
and refused to give her to the rich man. Alexander asked him
about this, and he said: "My lord, the King! I did this because
the rich man is a fool and lacks the training necessary to take
care of his wealth. The poor man, however, is virtuous and
intelligent, and there is thus reason to hope that he will become
wealthy. Therefore, I preferred him to the rich man."
Alion, the prince, said to Alexander: "My lord, the King!
We have many captives who were your enemies. Since the Lord
has made you their ruler, why do you not make them your slaves?"
He answered: "I do not want to rule over slaves for I am the
King of free men."
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He said concerning the pen: "Were it not for the pen, the
world would not endure nor would the affairs of the kingdom be
administered effectively. While everything is subject to the control of the mind and the tongue by means of which judgment is
passed and information is imparted on all matters, it is the pen
nevertheless that serves as their instrument of expression and
communication." He also said: "The pen is the messenger of
the mind. When you consider the results it may lead to, you
must seek to remove the possibilities of error on its part. For a
messenger who happens to slip or who tells a lie will cause his
master to be despised. Therefore the ancient proverb says:
'When the messenger lies, the counsel is ruined.' "
Alexander asked Plato [sic]: "What cause is most deserving
of a king's constant occupation?" He answered: "At night he
should think about plans for improving the welfare of his people,
and during the day he should strive to put them into effect."
Once Alexander heard two of his men quarreling. They despised each other even though they had been dear friends previously. Alexander said: "When one chooses a friend, one should
not become too close to him nor seek his company too often nor
visit him on doubtful matters."
There once came before Alexander a man who was dressed
in clothes that were threadbare and who spoke to him in an
impressive manner. He was asked questions and his answers
were fitting and proper. Alexander said: "Your dress is not in
keeping with your speech. For were it so, then you would have
bestowed on your body that degree of adornment which is commensurate with the degree of knowledge with which you have
invested your soul." Whereupon he replied: " M y lord, the
King! Speech is within my power whereas dress is within yours."
Then Alexander ordered that he be given a bath as well as fine
garments.
Two men who were among the members of the royal court
petitioned Alexander to serve as judge in a dispute between them.
Whereupon he said: "The judgment will satisfy one of you and
arouse the other's anger. Therefore, make peace between you and
you will both be satisfied."
It is told that Alexander removed an officer from a good
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office and appointed him to a lower one. When the officer came
before him, the king said: "How do you like your office?" He
answered: "My lord, the King! It is not the higher office which
improves the man. It is rather the intelligent man who, through
good administration and righteous conduct, improves the office
even though it be a lower one." Alexander was pleased with his
words and as a result appointed him to a greater and better office.
Alexander ordered the commander of his army to be considerate in his treatment of the enemy who had been tested in
battle. The commander replied: "I shall do so." Alexander said:
"How will you do this?" He answered: "As long as they persevere in battle, I shall fight them with the utmost violence; but
if they flee before me, I shall not pursue them."
Alexander said to his attendant when some worthless fellows
met him and sang his praises: "Look and see, perhaps I have done
evil and am therefore deserving of the praise of such men."
Alexander said: "He can destroy the world who understands
its operations, but the world destroys those who are ignorant
of its operations."
Alexander went to a land where kings had once ruled but
whose successors had died out. He asked if any, even one, of
the royal line of that land had survived. He was told: "Yes, one
man has survived." And he said: "Show him to me." And they
replied: "Lo, he dwells among the graves." Alexander sent for
him. When he came before him, Alexander said: "Why do you
dwell among the graves?" He answered: "I wanted to see if there
was any difference between the bones of the slaves and those of
the kings. I found that they were all alike." Alexander then
said to him: "Is it in your heart to follow me? If so and if you are
ambitious, then I shall revive your greatness and through you
the greatness of your ancestors and your family." He replied:
"I am ambitious and I desire something worthy." And Alexander
asked: "What do you desire?" He answered: "Life without
death, youth without old age, riches without poverty, joy without anxiety, and health without illness." To which Alexander
replied: "I have never seen such an intelligent man." Afterwards
the man left him, and he did not move from the graves until the
day of his death.
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III
[CHRONICLE]

After1 Alexander died, his widow Roxane gave birth to a
son. The Macedonians named him Alexander after his father.
And Antipater went to Hellas, the land of Greece, and
became its ruler; and Patras was named after him. Ptolemy
became the ruler of Egypt while Seleucus Nicator reigned in
Syria, his rule reaching as far as Babylonia. When Ptolemy died,
Demetrius Poliorcetes ruled in his place. When Demetrius died,
he was buried in Demetrias, the city which he had built. Thereafter, Ptolemy who was called Philadelphus, the son of Ptolemy
the son of Lagus, reigned in his place for thirty-eight years. He
built the tower of Pharos in the harbor of Alexandria. It was
during his reign that Eleazar, the brother of Simeon, became the
High Priest and the Jews who were captive in Egypt went free.
This king summoned and brought over Eleazar, the High Priest,
in order to interpret and expound all the books of the Jews in the
Greek language. In the 127th Olympiad the Romans conquered
Calabria and captured the city of Messana. This was the fourth
exile for Messana. In that year Hieron, the Sicilian prince, arose
and seized Syracuse. It was at that time that the Consul Valerius2
brought Sicily under the rule of the Romans. Aratus, the sage,
lived in those days, and it was then that the Romans began to
make silver coins in Rome. In the 129th Olympiad the Romans
fought at Syracuse, and the Carthaginians attacked the Romans in
Sicily. Ptolemy Euergetes was ruler in Egypt and reigned for
twenty-seven years. It was then that Nicomedes, the King of
Bithynia, restored the city and called it Nicomedia. At that time
the Romans fought at Syracuse, were victorious over Carthage and
captured one hundred cities. It was then that Antigonus gave the
Athenians their freedom. He built the city of Kalmiganos3 which
is on the river Orontes. In the 134th Olympiad Joseph, son of
Gorion, the Jew, lived and wrote his books. It was at that time
that the Romans killed 40,000 among the Galatians. In the 134th
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Olympiad Joshua, son of Sirach, was a prince and a great man
among the Jews. In the 140th Olympiad, Ptolemy Philopator
became King of Egypt and reigned for seventeen years. In the
141st Olympiad Marcellus, King of the Romans, reigned, and he
captured Syracuse and the great city of Capua; and they subjected
Sicily beneath them. Antiochus the Great, King of Syria, was
victorious over Philopator and captured him. In the 144th
Olympiad Antiochus Epiphanes became King and reigned for
thirty-six years.4 He incited the Jews in an effort to tear them
away from their religion and to cause them to adopt the religion
of the Greeks. The Jews, however, would not listen to him.
As a result Antiochus' anger was aroused and he dispatched a large
army against them. He killed many Jews and devastated Jerusalem. This was the third exile for Jerusalem. Antiochus took
the riches of the Temple, but the Jews were victorious and killed
84,000 of Antiochus' men.* Thereupon Antiochus proceeded to
Palestine6 in order to subjugate its people. In the 1 SOth Olympiad
the slaves made war in Sicily. The Romans dispatched Lucullus,
commander of the army, and he defeated and subjugated them, and
the fighting came to an end. In that year Hyrcanus, the High
Priest, engaged in battle against the city of Samaria which is
called Sebaste in Greek, and he razed it to its foundations. Afterwards the city was rebuilt by Herod and was given the name of
Sebaste. It was at that time that the Capitoline in Rome was
burned. It was then that Tigranes, King of Armenia, married
the daughter of Mithridates. He mobilized a very large army
and vanquished Antiochus the Great,7 the King of Syria. He removed him from his kingdom and conquered the entire land as
far as Palestine.8 From that year on the Armenians began to pay
tribute to the Romans. In the 177th Olympiad the city of
Pompeii' was built by Pompey. In that year the Romans subjugated Albania, Iberia, Colchis10 and the people of Arabia. The
Romans under Pompey, their King, captured Jerusalem without
fighting because Pompey had compassion for the Jews." He took
Aristobulus, the King, captive. This was the fourth exile for
Jerusalem.
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[COLOPHON]

May the Lord gather our dispersed and may He have mercy
upon our remnant; and may we be worthy of beholding the coming
of our Messiah speedily in our own day. Amen.
My grandson Habib12 Hayyim, all strength to him, copied
Mishle Shu'alim and part of the Alexander [Story] also. The
copying of the remainder of the Alexander [Story] was executed
by me, Joseph Katab — may I behold offspring and enjoy length
of days — a disciple of scribes, son of the illustrious master and
teacher, Daniel — may his memory be for a blessing in the life
of the world to come — a member of the Mioniki family, may
the Lord watch over them, Amen — the work having been
brought to completion in the month of Elul in the year 5188
[1428]. May the Lord deem me worthy to be among those who
are recorded for life in Jerusalem — so may it be willed, Amen
and Amen, Selah. Let the scribe be strong and whoever reads it
be vigorous, Amen. I wait for Thy salvation, O Lord. Blessed
be Thou, O Lord; mayest Thou instruct me in Thy statutes.
Thine is the glory, Amen and Shalom.
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Targum Sheni, I , 2 , p . 6 9 1 . T h i s source misplaces Alexander chronologically in its listing o f t h e emperors w h o came into possession o f Solomon's
throne, giving t h e order o f the emperors as follows: Nebuchadnezzar; Alexander;
Shishak, K i n g o f E g y p t ; Antiochus Epiphanes; and C y r u s , Emperor o f Persia.
92
See Azariah D e i Rossi, Me'or 'Enayhn (Vilna, 1863). I l l , 12, p p . 83b-88a.
9J
Josephus, The Jewish War, e d . Loeb (London, 1927), I I , xviii, 7 - 8 ;
S. Krauss, "Alexander, Tiberius Julius," in JE, I, 357-358.

II. ALEXANDER IN MEDIAEVAL JEWISH SOURCES
I
For a survey of the mediaeval versions of the Alexander Romance see
Magoun, op. cit., Introduction.
* See Part I of our Introduction.
* Magoun, pp. 22-42; Cary, pp. 9-11.
4
Ausfeld, pp. 8-23.
* There is a difference of opinion as to the date of the Syriac version.
Zacher, p. 192, places it in the fifth century; E. A. W . Budge, The History of
Alexander the Great, Syriac version (Cambridge, England, 1889), p. Ix, places it
between the seventh and ninth centuries; T . Noldeke argues for the seventh
century, "Beitrage zur Geschichte des Alexanderromans," in Denksckriften der
kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Philos.-Hist., Klasse, 38 (1890),
Vienna, pp. 13,17; Ausfeld follows Noldeke. Budge, p. lxii, inclines to Wright's
opinion that the Syriac was made from an Arabic translation of the Greek
Ps.-Call., while Noldeke, pp. 11-17, holds that the Syriac was made from a
Persian (Pehlewi) version of the Greek Ps.-Call.
* Ausfeld, pp. 21-23.
7
Ibid., p. 17.
* Magoun, p. 23.
9
Noldeke, op. cit., p. 32; E. A. W . Budge, The Life and Exploits of Alexander
the Great, Ethiopic version (London, 1896), p. xxi; K. F. Weymann, Die
Aethiopische und Arabische Uebersctzung des Pseudocallisthenes (Kirchhain N . L.,
1901), pp. 4, 64 ff.; Ausfeld, p. 21; Magoun, p. 39.
10
Weymann, op. cit., p. 79; Ausfeld, p. 2 1 ; Magoun, p. 39.
II
Specifically its title is Nativitas et Victoria Alexandri Magni.
" See Magoun, pp. 50 ff. for a comprehensive treatment of the nature of
these recensions, their various redactions and their use as sources for vernacular
translations. See also Cary, pp. 38-58.
11
The Dicta of the Philosophers, see Cary, pp. 22-23.
11
Secret of Secrets, see Cary, pp. 21-22.
18
See K. Trieber, "Zur Kritik des Gorionides," in Nachrichten von der
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Konigl. Gcselhchaft der Wissenschaften za Gottingen, Philo.-Hist. Klasse, Heft 4

(1895), pp. 381^09.
" D. Flusser, "Meljaber Sefer Yosippon, Demuto Utekufato," in %ion
Oerusalem, 1953), pp. 109-126; U. Cassuto, "Josippon," in EJ, IX, 420-425.
17
Kahana maintains that the Mantua edition was followed by only one other
edition, namely, the Basle edition of Sebastian Munster, 1541, which is a very
corrupt text. See Introduction to Giinzburg-Kahana edition of Yos. (Berditschev,
1896-1913), p. 10. Ausfeld, p. 25, holds that the Basle edition is based on the
Constantinople edition of 1490. Ausfeld's view appears more plausible because
the Alexander Romance interpolations in Yosippon are missing in both the
Constantinople edition of 1490 and in the Basle edition of 1541. They are
found, however, in the Mantua edition. Flusser, %ion, p. 110, maintains that
there are three recensions of Yosippon: The first is found only in manuscripts;
the second which is an elaboration of the first is found in the Mantua edition;
and the third which is an expansion of the second is found in the Constantinople
edition.
lg
Trieber, p. 409, places the date in the fourth century; S. Zeitlin, fosephus
on Jesus (Philadelphia, 1931), p. 53, in the fifth or the beginning of the sixth
century; M. Gaster, "An Old Hebrew Romance of Alexander," in JRAS,
1897, p. 491, or in Studies and Texts, II, 820, holds that the Alexander Romance
in Yosippon is a translation from an Arabic text of the seventh or eighth century;
Scaliger, in the ninth century, see M. Schloessinger, "Joseph Ben Gorion," in
JE, VII, 259-260; Zunz, ibid., placed it in the ninth century but later changed it
to the tenth century. The following place it in the tenth century: Steinschneider,
HUM, p. 898; Levi, RE}, III (1881), 246; Vogelstein-Rieger, pp. 193-194;
Cassuto, EJ, IX, 424; Flusser, %um, p. 114, in the year 953.
19
That Yosippon contains interpolations was known as early as the fourteenth
century by Judah Leon ben Moses Mosconi who wrote in his introduction to a
manuscript of Yosippon that he had before him five different versions of Yosippon.
See his "Hakdamah le-Yosippon in O?ar Tob," MWJ (1877-1878), p. 23.
The recension found in the Constantinople edition (1510) is one-third longer
than that found in the Mantua edition (1476-1479) because of the many interpolations. Furthermore, there are manuscripts that do not contain the Alexander
Romance, see D. Flusser, "Ma'aseh Alexandras Left Ketab-Yad Parma," in
Tarbi$, XXVI, 2 (Dec. 1956), p. 166.
10
This account is found in Yos. B, 60-65 and Yos. V, 17a-18a.
sl
See Part I of our Introduction.
21
Cf. Josephus, Ant. XI, viii, 2-6, 306-340.
"Yos. B, 63 and I'M. V, 17d.
" Yos. B, 61 and Yos. V, 17b-c.
"Ant. XI, viii, 5, 333-335.
" Megillat Ta'anit, ch. 9, in which an implied reference to it is found.
17
According to the Talmudic tradition the Samaritan Temple was destroyed
in the time of Alexander, see Megillat Ta'anit, ch. 9. Actually it was not destroyed until two hundred years later in the reign of John Hyrcanus I who accord-
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ing to Josephus "captured the city" of Samaria and "effaced it entirely", Ant.
XIII, x, 3, 281. Yosippon follows Josephus and reports that Hyrcanus destroyed
the Samaritan Temple, Yos. B, 64 and Yos. V, 18a. See Tcherikover, pp. 46-8.
" Azariah Dei Rossi, sixteenth century, describes the interpolatory character of the Alexander Romance in Yosippon in his Me'or 'Enayim, XIX, 112 b113a. J. F. Breithaupt in his edition of Josephus Gor'umides (Gotha, 1707),
holds that the story of Alexander appears to have been inserted by a Jewish
interpolator, quoted by Wallach, MGWJ, 82. pp. 197-198. The view that the
Alexander Romance is an interpolation is held of course by modern scholars:
Steinschneider, Rieger, Levi, Trieber, Gaster, Wallach and Flusser. See
references in note 18. See also Ausfeld, p. 25 and Wallach JQR, XXXVII,
407-422, and his article in MGWJ (82).
" Yos. B, 65-111 and Yos. V, 18b-29a.
10
Reference to Alexander's flight in the air and his descent into the sea in
Yos. V, 28c is not found in Yos. B, 110; the letter of Nectanebor in Yos. V, 29a
is not found in Yos. B, 111; reference to books of Nicolaus, Titus and Strabo
in Yos. V, 18b and 29a is not found in Yos. B, 65 or 111. In Alexander's dialogue
with the Gymnosophists there are differences in the two accounts, cf. Yos. V,
25a with Yos. B, 99. They differ on the duration of the battle with Porus, cf.
Yos. V, 24d with Yos. B, 98. There are differences in names, e. g. the land of
the Gymnosophists, cf. Yos. V, 24c with Yos. B, 98; Candabiles, cf. Yos. V,
26b with Yos. B, 104.
81
The account in Yos. V is more elaborate than that in Yos. B, for example,
Alexander's escape from the palace of Darius, cf. V, 23c with B, 91; Candace's
order to draw Alexander's likeness on a tablet, cf. V, 26b with B, 104; Alexander's saving of Candabiles' wife, cf. V, 26c with B, 104; the legend concerning
the ancient king in V, 25b is not found in B, 100. Reasons for various events are
offered in Yos. V and not found in Yos. B, for example, Olympias gives a reason
for her thinking that Philip will divorce her in V, 19c but not in B,
70; Nectanebor induced by means of magic various portents and omens in order
to frighten Philip into caring for the boy in V, 20b, not found in B, 75; a reason
is offered for Alexander's putting vessels in his bosom at the table of Darius
in V, 23b but not in B, 91.
" Part A: in Yos. B, 65, 4-87, 1; in Yos. V, 18b, 4-22b, 32. Part B: in
Yos. B, 87, 2-111, 24; in Yos. V, 22b, 33-29a, 18.
M
Vogelstein-Rieger, p. 189; Wallach, MGWJ, 82, pp. 190-191, and
JQR, 37, pp. 410-411. The Codex Seitenstettensis is now known as Harvard
University, Ms. Lat. 121. See Magoun, p. 63. For a description of it see
O. Zingerle, "Die Quellen zum Alexander des Rudolph von Ems," in Germtmistische Abhmdlitngen, IV (Breslau, 1885), p. 20, note 4. For a description
of the Leyden manuscript see Zacher, p. 14-16.
14
See Ausfeld, pp. 25-26 for an account of the relationship between Yosippon,
Ps.-Call. and the Historia de Preliis. Rieger, p. 483, also points out parallels
between Yosippon and Codex C of Ps.-Call. which represents the 7 recension.
" Flusser, Tarbi$, pp. 176-178.
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"Ausfeld, p. 26; Steinschnefder, HUM, p. 898; Gaster, JRAS (1897),
p. 491.
" Wallach, JQR, XXXVH, 414-416.
" Flusser, Tarbi$, pp. 165 ff.
" SKBH, pp. xii-xiii.
40
Flusser, Tarbi$, p p . 167-168.
41
Wallach MGWJ, LXXXII, 195-196, and/QR, XXXVII, 416-418.
« Flusser, Tarbi$, pp. 165-166.
"Paris, Cod. Heb. 671.5.
"Jews' College, London, Cod. Heb. 145.
u
LeVi published the text of Ms. P, "Sefer Toledot Alexander" in Stmtmelbtmd kltmer Beitrage aus Htmdschriftcn, Berlin II (1886). It has been published
separately as he Roman D'Alexandre (Paris, 1887).
41
LeVi at first attributed the authorship of Ms. P to Samuel Ibn Tibbon,
REJ, III, 258 ff., but later changed his opinion and regarded it as anonymous,
see SKBH, p. v.
" SKBH, p. x.
41
Ausfeld, p . 26.
4
» Steinschneider, HUM, p. 899.
60
Flusser, Tarty, p . 168.
" LeVi, SKBH, pp. x-xi and REJ, III, 259.
M
Ausfeld, p. 26.
» LeVi, SKBH, p. xi.
54
Steinschneider, HUM, p. 904.
" As found in Levi's notes to the text of Ms. P up to p. 8 note 4. See
SKBH, p. 57, note 4 to p. 8. T h e corresponding part in Yosippon is in B, 65-87,
21 and in V , 18b-22c, 19.
" Cf. SKBH, p. 1 note 7 and Yos. B, 67, 2-9; p. 4 note 6 and Yos. B, 76,
25-77, 1; p. 6 note 6 and Yos. B, 80, 20-24; p. 6 note 7 and Yos. B, 81, 9; p. 7
note 5 and Yos. B, 85, 1-13.
" In Yos. V, 22c, 15.
•• See SKBH, p. 57, 8, note 10; p. 77, 45, notes 1, 5, 7, 9; p. 78, 46, notes
6, 8. T h e questions which Alexander put to the Gymnosophists are found with
variations in both M s . L and Yosippon, cf. p. 34 with Yos. B, 99. See Wallach,
JQR, XXXVII, 412-444.
" SKBH, pp. xii-xiii.
" Steinschneider, HUM, pp. 903-904.
• l Wallach, JQR, XXXVH, 414-415.
61
Flusser, Tarty, pp. 167-168.
" A . Hilka, DCT ahfranzosische Prosa-AIexandeTTomm (Halle, 1920).
M
In comparing Ms. L and Ms. P with the Latin, I have found at least
twenty-five passages in which Ms. L is closer to the Latin than Ms. P. The
following are a few such passages: Ms. L55, 4, 5 and H (Hilka) 30, 8; L55,
6, 7 and H39, 5-7; L60, 18, 7 and H90, 18; L63, 22, 8 and H113, 26-27;
L78, 46, 8 and H219, 29-220, 6.
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" The number of such passages is much smaller than in Ms. L. Cf. L53,
1, 5 and H8,1-11, 11 (Nectanebus enters palace twice to perform incantations);
L57,9,9 and H61,29-62, 7 Oeremiah's bones); L60,17,12 and H88, 32-89,4;
L60, 18, 1 and H89, 24; L60, 18, 8 and H90, 36-37; L63, 22,2 and H106, 7-8.
•• Passages in Ms. P clarified by text of Ms. L. Cf. L54, 3, 3 and H25,
29-26, 1-2; L56, 7, 5 and H53, 1-7; L57, 8, 6 and H57, 9-10. Passages in
Ms. L clarified by text of Ms. P. Cf. L58, 13, 4 and H71 and 72, 9. See also
L60, 17, 8.
17
Elements in L not found in Latin: L57, 8, 10; L70, 34, 14; L74, 40, 4;
L76, 42, 1. Elements in P not found in Latin: L57, 8, 9; L61, 19, 10.
•» Elements in L not found in P: p. 61, 19, 5; p. 70, 34, 14; p. 74, 40, 4;
p. 76,42,1. Elements in P not found in L: p. 57,9,9; p. 61,19, 10; p. 64, 23, 5.
69
T h e Modena M s . is Bibl. Estevse no. L1II. It was published by I. LeVi:
"Sefer Alexandras Molfdon" in Festschrift zum achzigsten Geburtstage Moritz
Stemsckneiders (Leipzig, 1896), pp. 142-163, hereafter referred to as Fest.
See also his discussion of this manuscript in same volume, pp. 235-237.
70
T h e Bodleian manuscript is M s . Cod. Heb. 2797.10, Bodleian, Oxford.
Gaster entitled his translation: An Old Hebrew Romance of Alexander. T h e
translation occupies pp. 499-549 in JRAS (1897) and is preceded by an introduction by Gaster, pp. 485-498. T h e introduction and translation have also
been published in Gaster's Studies and Texts, II, 814-878.
71
A. Y. Harkavy, Neizdannaya Versiya romana obit Alexmdre (St. Petersburg, 1892).
71
Steinschneider, HUM, pp. 904-905.
71
Fest., p. 236.
74
Ausfeld, p. 27.
» Fest., p. 235.
" Ausfeld, p. 26.
77
Fest., p. 235.
7
« Gaster, JRAS (1897), p. 490.
" Ibid., p. 498.
" Ibid., pp. 491-498.
*lFest., pp. 235-236.
" Gaster, JRAS (1897), pp. 488-189.
" Ibid., p. 524.
14
Ibid., pp. 532 and 546.
" Ibid., p. 489.
" Fest., p. 237.
17
Steinschneider, HUM, pp. 904-905.
" Gaster, JRAS (1897), pp. 490-491.
" See I. B. de-Rossi, MSS. Codices Hebr. Bibl, pp. 55-56; Flusser, Tarbi$,
pp. 165-184 and p. v of the Summaries in Tarbi$.
«° Steinschneider, HUM, 490-491.
91
Flusser, Tarbi$, pp. 166, 172.
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Eusebius (264-340), Bishop of Caesarea. See his Chronicon, II, Migne,

Fatrohgia Graeca, XIX (1857).

•» Flusser, Tarbi$, pp. 178-184.
94
See critical apparatus t o the chronicle.
" I . LeVi, " L e s traductions hebraiques d e l'histoire d'AIexandre", REJ I I I ,
p. 255.
•• Flusser, Tarbi$, pp. 169-170.
97
Flusser, ibid., and p . v of the Summaries in Tarbi$. See Cary, p . 12.
98
Tumid, p . 32b; Steinschneider, HUM, p p . 898-899; Flusser, Tarbi$,
p. 169.
99
See Sefcr Musere ha-Pilosofim, ed. A . Loewenthal (Frankfurt a.M., 1896),
hereafter referred t o as Musere. F o r a description of this work see Steinschneider, HUM, pp. 248-253; LeVi, REJ, I I I , pp. 242-244; Zacher, p p . 177193; and Cary, pp. 2 2 - 2 3 .
100
Johann Hispalensis translated part of it in the twelfth century. Philippus,
called Clericus, translated all o f it at the beginning o f the thirteenth century.
See Steinschneider, HUM, pp. 249-250; Cary, p p . 21-22.
101
For a discussion of the problem and the different views see Steinschneider,
HUM, pp. 248-249.
101
Ibid., p . 246.
103

The Hebrew Version of the Secretum Secretorum. The Hebrew text was

published in JRAS (1907), pp. 879-912, and also in Gaster's Studies and Texts,
III, 246-278. The English translation was published in JRAS (1908), I, 111162. The Introduction was published in JRAS (1908), II, 1065-1084. The
Introduction and English translation were also published in Gaster's Studies
and Texts, II, 742-813. See Gaster's Introduction for a description of this work,
and also Steinschneider, HUM, pp. 245-259 and LeVi, REJ, III, 241-242.
lM
For Hebrew see JRAS (1907), 910-911; for English see JRAS (1908),
I, 113-114.
'"Steinschneider, HUM, p. 251; LeVi, REJ, III, 241.
"'JRAS (1908), II, 1071-73.
107
Steinschneider, HUM, p. 251; Gaster, JRAS (1908), II, 1071.
III. A STUDY OF THE TEXT OF THE MANUSCRIPT PUBLISHED HERE

"See Catalogues des mmuscrits hebreux, Bibliotheque Imperiale (Narionale
de Paris), 1866, pp. 121-122.
1
See Bernardinus Peyron, Codices Hebraici Regiae Bibliothecae (Turin, 1880),
p. 234. The manuscript is listed as Codex CCXVIII.A.VII.6.
• SKBH, II (1886), xiii-xiv.
4
This work was translated into Latin in 1406; see JE, III, 306.
8
LeVi, REJ, III, 245-246.
•See Steinschneider, HB, XV (1875), 26, 39-W, and HUM, p. 904;
LeVi, REJ, III, 245-246.
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7

There are two more legends listed in our manuscript in folio 74 r and 74*
which as LeVi pointed out were incorrectly designated as legends by our author.
They are rather the headings to chs. 4 and 5 of Book III of Musere which
chapters along with others were incorporated, as we shall see presently, in the
manuscript by our author. See LeVi, RE], III, 251.
• LeVi has compared the legends in our manuscript with those found in two
Latin manuscripts: no. 8501 of the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, which contains both the drawings and the legends, and the Cologne edition of the Histork
de Preliis which contains the legends only. In his study LeVi indicates which of
the legends follow the former and which the latter. See LeVi, RE], III, 249-251.
»See Alfons Hilka, Der altfranzb'sische Prosa-Alexanderromm (Halle, 1920).
The legends found in the following pages of this volume correspond to legends
in our Ms.: 24, 27, 32, 40, 44, 49, 53, 54, 71, 114, 130, 133, 150, 165-167,
170-171.
»»See Haight, p. 3.
u
See F. Pfister, "Die Historia de Preliis und das Alexanderepos des
Quilichinus," in Miinchener Museum fur Philologie des Mittelalters und der
Renaissance (Munich, 1912), I, 3, pp. 271 ff.; LeVi, RE], III, 254.
11
See Pfister, Historia, p. 272, where he quotes the apothegms of the philosophers from the Strassburg edition of the Historia de Preliis which represents the
I 1 recension. Our Hebrew manuscript contains apothegms similar to the first
and second apothegms of the Latin.
11
A. Hilka und W . Soderhjelm, "Die Disciplina Clericalis des Petrus
Alfonsi" in Sammlung mittellatemischer Texte (Heidelberg, 1911), II, 48-50.
14
Pfister, Historia, p. 278.
" See Budge, Ethiopic version, pp. 432-435.
" Pfister, Historia, p. 278.
17
See Budge, Ethiopic version, pp. 432-434. Our Hebrew apothegms show
similarity to apothegms V, VII, XII, XIII, XVI, and XVII. The words of
Roxane, Alexander's widow, which follow the apothegms of the philosophers
are also similar in the Ethiopic and the Hebrew.
18
Pfister, Historia, p. 279.
" In Yos. B, 111-115; in Yos. V, 29b-3Oa.
10
See section on the Parma Ms. in Part II of the Introduction, and Flusser,
Tarbi$, pp. 178-184, for a discussion of the chronicle.
" Since we refer to these two works frequently, we use the letter Z to
represent Zingerle's volume and the letter H to represent Hilka's volume.
" The paragraph numbering was established by Zingerle and followed by
Hilka. See F. P. Magoun, "The Harvard Epitome of the Historia De Preliis,"
Harvard Studies and Notes in Philology and Literature, XIV (Cambridge, Mass.,
1932).
" The eleven paragraphs are: 8, 9, 10, 17, 18, 20, 23, 27, 29, 30 and 39.
14
See the Hebrew Text and the Translation from paragragph 48 to paragraph 76.
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" The eighteen paragraphs are: 48, 60, 63, 50, 57, 47, 49, 66, 52, 70, 58,
59, 60, 65, 68, 71, 73 and 76.
" T h e sixteen paragraphs are: 77, 82, 84, 86, 89, 91, 94, 95, 96, 97, 123,
124, 125, 127, 128 and 129.
17
A. Hilka, Der altfranzosische Pmsa-Alextmderroman (Halle, 1920). We
are using the abbreviation, OFr, to refer to the Old French Prose Alexander
Romance.

"Joshua 1:18. See par. 21.
" G e n . 50:5. See par. 73.
10
Esther 6:9. See par. 40.
"Gen. 49:33. See par. 129.
» Micah 4:4. See par. 89.
"Isaiah 2:4. See par. 99.
"Gen. 8:21. See par. 99.
" M a i . 2:10. See par. 99.
" 2 Sam. 20:1. See par. 65.
"Esther 1:10. See par. 127.
" Esther 7:8. See par. 125.
" E x . 9:24. See par. 97.
" G e n . 37:3. See par. 32.
« Lev. 16:8, 10. See par. 3.
"Gen. 40:2. See par. 62.
43
See section in our Introduction on: Additional material in the H e b r e w text.
44
T h e texts published b y Zingerle and b y Hilka.
45
LeVi, in RE], III, 245, states that Hayyim copied as far as f. 39 verso.
Apparently he overlooked the marginal note on f. 38 verso which reads: "Up
to this point the copying was done by my grandson Hayyim, may the Lord
watch over him and keep him in life." LeVi's view is based on the fact that
Yehosef, the second copyist, indicates his name for the first time on f. 40 recto
by singling out for adornment the letters of his name from five words, four of
which are the first words in lines 2, 4, 6 and 19 while the fifth is at the bottom
of the leaf. The name is constructed by reading the letters from the bottom of
the leaf upwards.
" E . g . , f. 88', 1. 17; f. 33', 1. 3; f. 38', 1. 13.
47
E . g., f. 2 8 ' , lines 1, 2 , 5, 7; f. 3 2 ' , I. 16; f. 34', lines 16, 19.
48
E . g., f. 4 5 ' , lines 2 , 3, 4 , 9, 12; f. 4 4 ' , the letters in the third and fourth
words o f the quotation from Psalms at the bottom o f the leaf; f. 4 0 ' as described
above in note 4 5 ; and f. 4 1 ' , lines 4 , 7, 8, 9, 2 0 .
49
See note 55 to Part I of the text.
" See in Part III of our Introduction the section on: Analysis of Part One
in its Relation to Historia de Trellis.

Notes to the Text
I. THE ALEXANDER ROMANCE
1

The heading, The Alexander Romance, does not appear in the text of the
manuscript. As indicated in the Introduction, we have introduced this heading
and two others, namely, Apothegms and Chronicle in order to designate the
three elements of which the text of the manuscript is composed. The first
folio of our manuscript is missing. Thus the narrative in the first 38 lines of the
first paragraph in the Latin, Z (Zingerle) 129,1-131,1, is missing in the Hebrew.
The Hebrew text begins with the words: " . . . on behalf of anyone who approached him," representing the translation of " . . . omnibus qui pergebant
ad eum," Z, 131, 1. In order to help orient the reader into the text of the
narrative, we have inserted at the beginning of our Hebrew text and of the
English translation a translation of the key sentences of the Latin representing
the material missing in the Hebrew. The insertion is set off by brackets. In
our translation from the Latin to the Hebrew we have made use of some corresponding passages in Yosippon and in Ms. P for stylistic purposes. See
Yos. V 18 and Ms. P in SKBH, pp. 1-2.
1
As indicated in the Introduction the author has recorded throughout the
text of the manuscript the legends to the illuminations which were found in the
Latin manuscript which he translated.
•The mythical biblical figure who dwelt in the wilderness, Lev. 16:10.
Latin: cornua aiietma, Zl33, 21.
4
Latin: ariolum, Z135, 19. Our author treated ariolus as a proper name
here and elsewhere in the text.
• Follows H (Hilka) 29, 5-7 and S (Codex Seitenstettensis) in Z137.
• The phrase separmdo...mum, Z138, 20-21 is not found in the Hebrew.
Magoun, p. 230, believes that this phrase is corrupt and that "the point of the
Greek original seems to have been that the sun stood in opposition to Venus
and quenched Philip's love for women." The Hebrew seems to be closer to
the Greek original than is the Latin in this instance.
7
Z138, 22 does not have father. Hebrew follows H31, 16.
• Hebrew has side of the wall, a Biblical allusion, Josh. 2:15. I have translated it city wall on basis of the Latin: murum chitatis, Z139, 10.
• The phrase which was m his hand is missing in Z143, 17 but is found in
H42, 25 and in S in Z143.
10
This sentence differs from Latin, Z143, 21-22.
11
Z145, 2 has Macedonia. Hebrew follows H47, 1 and S in Z145.
" Missing in Z145, 14; H49, 10-11 and S in Z145 have civitatem Ion. OFr
has la chiti de Loni, H49, 25.
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" Cf. H59, 3.
14
Cf. H59, 23-34.
11
A large lacuna here: Z148, 9-149, 11. This represents the greater part of
par. 24, the whole of par. 25 and the first part of par. 26. The interesting interpolation dealing with Jeremiah's bones in par. 24 as found in H61, 29-62, 7
is also missing in the Hebrew. See section in Introduction on Alexander and the
bones of Jeremiah.
18
In the story of Alexander and the High Priest in Jerusalem, the Latin
follows the version found in Josephus. Our Hebrew combines this version with
that found in Yosippon. In the first part of the story which deals with the
correspondence between Alexander and the High Priest and the former's
consternation at the latter's refusal to do his bidding, the Latin in Z149, 15-150,
8 follows Josephus, Ant. XI, viii, 3, 317-320, and the Hebrew follows the Latin
with some elaboration. The Latin in Z150, 8-151, 2 continues with Alexander's
dream of the grapes and his capture of Tyre and Gaza, and the Hebrew follows
the Latin. Josephus does not have this dream but mentions the capture of Tyre
and Gaza, Ant. XI, viii, 3-4, 320, 325. The Latin returns to Josephus and follows
the remainder of the account of Alexander's encounter with the High Priest and
his entry into Jerusalem, cf. Z151, 3-153, 1 and Ant. XI, viii, 4-5, 325-339.
The Hebrew follows the first three lines of the Latin and then interpolates a
passage from Yosippon containing Alexander's dream of the man who helps him
achieve victories and who orders him to bow before the man in Jerusalem who
resembles him, see Yos. B, 61, 5-28. Although the account of this dream is not
given in Josephus or in the Latin, it is referred to in both sources later on when
Alexander explains to his officers why he bowed before the High Priest, see
Z152, 5-15 and Ant. XI, viii, 5, 333-335. The Hebrew then returns to the
Latin and follows it from Zl51, 6-152, 15. After that, the Hebrew goes back
to Yosippon and follows its version of Alexander and the High Priest in the
Temple, Yos. B, 62, 15-63, 19. Then the Hebrew returns once again to the
Latin and follows it with some variations, see Z152, 20-25.
17
In the Latin Z149, 16, Iaddus is the name of the High Priest as in Josephus.
In rabbinic tradition his name is Simon the Just, see section on Alexanders
Visit to Jerusalem in our Introduction. In Yos. B, 63, 27 the name of the High
Priest is not given in this connection. His name, Addus (Iaddus), is mentioned
later on in connection with his brother Manasses whom his father-in-law
Sanballates, the Samaritan, had appointed High Priest. In Yos. V, 17c, 8 the
name of the High Priest is Hananiah (Onias), which version our Hebrew
follows. This name in somewhat altered form, Anani, is also found in the
Old Hebrew Romance of Alexander published by Gaster; see JRAS, 1897, p. 494.
" At this point the pagination of our manuscript goes from 90" to 24'.
The narrative, however, is unaffected by it and continues in sequence without
interruption.
19
Hebrew reads Scropulu. In Josephus the place is called Saphein or Sapha.
According to Schiirer, Saphein is the Aramaic form of the Hebrew Z»fim
and he identifies it with the hill called Scopos which is the modern Mount
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Scopus about a mile north of Jerusalem. See Marcus' notes in Josepkus, Loeb
ed., Vol. VI, to pp. 472-473.
10
Yosippon has "the treasures" which we have substituted for the word
ha-bayit found in our manuscript.
" Differs from Latin, Z152, 23 which follows Josepkus where the priests
request tax-exemption only in the seventh year, Ant. XI, loc. cit.
" Hebrew follows H70, IS and S in Zl53.
" Hebrew follows H73, 20-23 and S in Z154.
14
Ps.-Call. has: " . . . the Pierian city of Bebrycia where there was . . . a
statue of Orpheus and standing near him the nine Pierian M u s e s . . . , " Haight
transl., p. 52. See also the Syriac version, Budge transl., p. 54. Hebrew follows
Z160, 8 but misreads the Latin word for Muses.
55
Paragraphs 41-45 are missing in the Hebrew.
l
* Beginning with this paragraph the Hebrew follows in the main the I*
recension of the Latin as indicated in the Introduction, see H91, 35. Par. 47
follows later on after par. 57 as in I1, see H109, 1.
*7 The first two sentences of par. 60 are based on H126, 9-12.
28
From here to the end of par. 60 the Hebrew is based on H94, 18-96, 11.
11
Biblical allusion, Num. 4:7. I have translated this passage freely as required by the context.
•• From here to the end of the par., the Hebrew follows I1, par. 49('), Z177,
14-22 and elaborates upon it.
*l The Hebrew goes back again to I1, H103, 1.
" Hebrew: Migo, cf. Hi 10, 2.
11
In this par. the Hebrew follows I1, par. 49, Hi 13-115, while in par. 49(l)
the Hebrew follows I1, Z177, 14-22.
14
Hebrew stops in the middle of par. 66, Hi 17, 20 and goes on to par. 51,
H93, 10. It continues with par.'s 52, 53, 54 and 56 and then returns to conclude
par. 66, Hi 17, 21.
*« Differs from Latin, H93, 31-32.
•• Hebrew continues with second part of par. 66, Hi 17, 21.
*7 Hebrew made three names out of the two given in Latin, H130, 16-17.
" Hebrew follows I1 in this paragraph, cf. Z194, 16-195, 18.
" A hiatus in the Hebrew manuscript. The material found in Hi34,
23-139, 19 is missing. The passage in the Latin contains the following: Alexander's letter to all the provinces in the kingdom of Persia in which he gives
thanks to God for his victory and proclaims the restoration of orderly and
peaceful government; the apprehension and execution of Darius' assassins;
Alexander's marriage to Roxane; and Alexander's admonition to the Persians
not to honor him as a god.
40
Hebrew resumes t h e narrative in t h e middle of par. 76 with Alexander's
letter t o his mother, H i 39, 19.
41
H e b r e w has Mylia. T h i s m a y be either MUyas which w a s in Lycia, a
country in Asia Minor, o r Mylasa which was in Caria, a province in Asia Minor,
south o f Lydia. H140, 5 has Manglas while S has anglos, see Z199.
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41
Biblical allusion, Deut. 8:15. In translating I rearranged order of words
for sake of more readable text.
48
Hebrew has spiritili, a corrupt transliteration of vespertilitmes, H168, 1.
44
As in Z216, 4-5.
" Quite different from Latin, Hi 74, 7-15.
4
« The latter half of par. 90 and the whole of par. 105, H184, 17-186, 3 is
missing in the Hebrew. The Hebrew continues with paragraphs 109 and 110
of the Latin and then returns to par. 98, which is most likely due to a transposition of the folios. To preserve the continuity of the narrative, we have in our
transcription of the manuscript rearranged the order of the folios to correspond
to the sequence of events in the Latin H upon which the Hebrew is based. At
this point therefore we omit folios 58 and 59 of the Hebrew manuscript, to
which we shall return later, and begin with folio 60,1.9, which corresponds to
the beginning of par. 98 of the Latin, Hi 86, 3.
47
T h e H e b r e w had t h e following words here: And that river was in the

land of Sacrapilus. This is a corruption of sacra scriptura, H186, 5. W e have

deleted these words in the interest of a readable text.
48
H194, 18-195, 12 is missing in the Hebrew.
" H 1 9 5 , 18-196, 17 is missing in the Hebrew.
10
H196, 22-26 is missing in the Hebrew.
61
A t this point there is a large lacuna in the Hebrew. T h e material found
in the Latin from the middle of par. 100, H197, 23 t o the middle o f par. 109,
H218, 10 is missing in the Hebrew. A t this point also, w e return to folios 58
and 59 of the H e b r e w Manuscript, the beginning of folio 58 corresponding t o
H 2 1 8 , 1 1 . These t w o folios contain the concluding part of the story of Alexander
and Candace. In order to introduce the reader to the first part of this story, w e
have included a condensed paraphrase of it in brackets in the Hebrew text and in
the text o f our translation. T h e paraphrase represents the narrative as found
in the Latin from par. 107, H207, 18 to par. 109, H218, 10.
" Reference t o Serapis in par. 24. Episode is missing in the Hebrew.
" In this Biblical quotation, Zech. 4:7, the first word Usku'ot meaning amid
shouts has been rendered as acclaim to meet the requirements of the context of
this episode.
64
A t this point there is a lacuna in the Hebrew manuscript corresponding
to paragraphs 111-123 in the Latin. In order to preserve the continuity of the
narrative as found in t h e Latin w e have rearranged the order of the folios in the
Hebrew manuscript b y picking u p the thread of the story in folio 6 5 y 1. 7
which corresponds t o H242, middle of par. 123.
•• This letter is an addition o f the Hebrew and is taken from Sefer Musere
ha-Pilosofim, ed. A . Loewenthal, I I , 4 , p p . 27-29, hereafter referred to as
Musere. Loewenthal translated this work into German under the title of:
Honebt lbn Iskak, Simspruche der Phiiosophen (Berlin, 1896). It was of much

help to me in obscure passages.
•• See Loewenthal, Sirmspruche, p. 115 and reference in note 1.
" Hebrew resumes the narrative, cf. H244, 1-7.
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The words me to live are missing in the Hebrew. W e added them as
required by context.
" T h e word supplication is missing in the Hebrew. W e added it as required by context.
60
Literally, they covered Antipater's face. Biblical allusion, Esther 7:8.
61
The proper names in the Hebrew are often corrupt. In most instances the
Hebrew follows H and in some the OFr, S and Z, see H2S3-25S and Z261-262.
In the English translation I have followed the Latin or Old French except for
those names which occur only in the Hebrew. Such names have been transliterated. See Appendix IV which contains the list of names of persons and
places for a comparison of the Hebrew and the Latin.
62
Sicily is not found in the Latin. The Hebrew follows the OFr, H254,
17-18, which has Sesile.
63
T h e H e b r e w name for Cassander is followed b y another name containing
these letters: mitigtur. T h i s is a corruption deriving perhaps from
(fluviu)m,
(qu)i dicitur in Z262, 4 - 5 , which the Hebrew author apparently read as a
proper name.
64
Hebrew used both I 1 (Z) and I 1 ( H ) for Alexander's will. Antipater as
prince o f Glicia is found only in I 1 , Z262, 5. T h e Hebrew Pulia is apparently a
corruption of CUicia.
" Hebrew follows S, see Z261. I* has Lydia, H254, 18.
M
T h e H e b r e w names for Bactria and India are corrupt: Natrida and
Poeloniga. W e emended them on basis of Latin, H2S4, 29-30.
67
Hebrew has coloniah, apparently mistaking the Latin colonias for placename. T h e Hebrew does not have established in India, which w e added on basis of
Latin, H254, 37.
68
Hebrew is corrupt. It has the following three words in place o f the Latin
Parapomenos: Para, Panmiah, and Sina. W e emended the corrupt reading on
basis o f Latin, H 2 5 5 , 2 .
69
W e take the Hebrew Ravi t o be a corruption o f Hyrcanos; see S in
Z262 and the O F r , H2S5, 12.
70
T h i s sentence is not found in the Latin. It is found in the Stockholm
manuscript of the O F r version, see H28O, note to p . 2 5 5 , 1 . 1 1 . See also Ps.-Call.,
Haight transl., p . 133, where the name is Phrataj"ernes.
71
Elitom in O F r H 2 5 5 , 12. T h i s sentence is not found in the Latin.
72
T h e Hebrew Arakiu m a y refer t o the O F r Sirerochas, H254, 17. In
the Hebrew passage equivalent t o H254, 17, the H e b r e w has Sironias. T h e
Hebrew thus mentions Sicily twice with the names o f t h e princes differing
in each.
73
H e b r e w has Ariolus, the magician, a misreading o f t h e text which w e
emended o n basis o f Latin, H 2 5 5 , 12-13.
74
Palcariu may be a corruption of Chelaris, S in Z262. There is no equivalent
in the Latin for the Hebrew Antikia, which I have rendered as Antiockia.
n
Hebrew had Persian, which we emended on basis of Latin, H256, 6.
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" Hebrew had court of the guard, which we emended as required by context,
cf. H256, 7.
" Hebrew had Indian, which we emended on basis of Latin, H2S8, 1.
78
Latin, 10,200, H259, 9-10.
*• Lacuna, the material in Latin H259, 32-260, 2 is missing in Hebrew.
" T h e parallel passage in Yosippon has: He was born on the fourth day of
the month of lyar at sunrise.
81
The Latin names have been placed in parentheses after the Hebrew
names. The Hebrew follows both I1 and I2 for the names; see Z265, 7-16
and H260, 16-25.
II. APOTHEGMS
1
The collection of apothegms that follows constitutes the second element in
the Hebrew manuscript, beginning at the bottom of folio 71 r and ending in the
middle of folio 78'. This moralistic material represents an addition by the
Hebrew author and was taken by him from the following sections of Musere:
Book III, chapters 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 3 and Book II, ch. 5.
I
Cf. Budge, Ethiopic version, 433, xii.
' The OFr which preserved the legends to the illuminations does not have
this legend. Our author apparently added this legend, and its wording is taken
from the first sentence of ch. 4, Book III of Musere, p. 54. See also the variant
reading for this sentence in the footnote there.
4
This legend like the preceding one is an addition by the Hebrew author
and its wording is taken from the beginning of ch. 5, Book III of Musere. Our
manuscript then continues with the rest of ch. 5.
6
For this statement and for the next one cf. Budge, Ethiopic version, 434,
xviii, xiii and xvii.
•Cf. ibid., 433, vii.
7
Cf. ibid., 434, xvi.
8
Cf. ibid., 434, xvii.
• The following is found in Musere, Book III, ch. 6, pp. 57-58.
10
Ibid., Book III, ch. 7, p. 58.
II
Ibid., Book III, ch. 8, pp. 58-59. The first sentence however is found at
the beginning of ch. 9.
" Ibid., Book III, ch. 10, pp. 60-61.
13
Our manuscript omits pp. 60, 25-61, 20 of ch. 10 and resumes at p. 61, 21
at which point one of the speakers is concluding his words of comfort to
Olympias.
" Ibid., Book III, ch. 11, pp. 61-62.
15
Ibid., Book III, ch. 12, p. 62.
" Ibid., Book III, ch. 3, pp. 53-54. In Mmere this chapter is found in the
regular order of the chapters. Our author however placed this chapter here.
17
Ibid., Book II, ch. 5, p. 29.
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III.
1

CHRONICLE

The short chronicle which follows is the third and final element in our
manuscript. It has been described and analyzed in our Introduction, Part II,
section on the Parma manuscript and Part III, section on the chronicle. In
addition to our manuscript, this chronicle is also found in the Parma manuscript
and in Yosippon and is based ultimately on the Chrmicon of Eusebius. The text
of the chronicle in our manuscript is corrupt in a number of places which we
have emended on the basis of variant readings in the Parma manuscript and in
Yosippon (B, 111-115 V, 29a-30a) and in some instances on the basis of
Eusebius {Chronical, II, Patrologia Graced, XIX (1857), 493-494 S. in the pertinent Olympiads.) The variant readings are recorded in the apparatus to the
Hebrew text. In those passages where the several Hebrew sources agree, we
have so indicated in the apparatus. In those instances where they differ, we
have selected the reading which is least corrupt or which is closest to that in
Eusebius or which best meets the requirements of the context.
1
The Hebrew has Ipitados. Parma manuscript and Yos. B and V have Ipatos
which we have taken to represent Hipatos: the Consul. The Consul referred
to is Marcius Valerius Messalla to whom Sicily was assigned as his province.
In a successful campaign he drove back Hieron and brought some sixty Sicilian
towns under the supremacy of Rome. Sec Dictionary of Greek and Roman
Biography, ed. W . Smith (London 1846), pp. 1049-50.
• Kalmiganos also occurs in the Parma manuscript while Yos. V has Kartag'ma.
Kalmiganos may represent a combination of Kartagim and Antigonia. The
building of Antigonia cannot refer to Antigonus II Gonatas (320-239) but
rather to Antigonus I (382-301) who founded Antigonia on the Orontes in 307.
See Eusebius, Chronicon, II, 115th Olympiad.
4
Eusebius has the 151st Olympiad. Antiochus Epiphanes began his reign
in the 151st Olympiad and ruled for eleven years. Our manuscript has the
144th Olympiad and a reign of thirty-six years. Historically this describes the
time and reign of Antiochus the Great and not Antiochus Epiphanes. See
Eusebius, Chronicon, II, Olympiads 140-148 and 151-154.
• Yos. B:80,000; Yos. V:88,OOO. Parma Ms., 88,000.
• Hebrew has Ere$ Pelishtim. For the history of the Greek form Palaistine
which is based on the Biblical Feleshet see I. Benzinger, "Palestine," in JE,
IX, 479-480.
7
Antiochus the Great, by which title Antiochus III was referred to, is
obviously an error since he reigned from 223-187 while Tigranes lived in the
first half of the first century B. C. E. The reference is most likely to Antiochus
Pius who was Antiochus X. See Flusser, Tarbi$, p. 180.
• See Flusser, ibid., and Benzinger, JE, IX, 480.
• Pompeii refers apparently to Pompeiopolis, a name which was borne by
several towns in ancient times; see Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geography,
ed. William Smith (Boston, 1857), II, 654. In this case it refers most likely to
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Soli, a town on the coast of Cilicia. Tigranes had destroyed it during the
Mithridatic War, and Pompey revived it and gave it the name of Pompeiopolis,
ibid., p. 1019. Flusser points out that this happened about 67 or 66 B. C. E.,
that is in the 176th Olympiad. See Tarbi$, p. 180.
10
Eusebius mentions only Iberia. However, Flusser points out that the
Byzantine author of our chronicle may have used another source in addition to
Eusebius, namely Eutropius, where we find that Pompey subjugated Albania,
Iberia, and Colchis. See Tarbi$, p. 181. While our text has Colisis and might
refer to Colossae in Great Phrygia, it would appear more feasible to read it as
Colchis in view of the passage in Eutropius and in view of the fact that Colchis,
Iberia, and Albania were adjacent to one another. We have therefore rendered
Colisis as Colchis in the English translation.
11
Our manuscript agrees with the Parma manuscript; see Tarbi$, pp.
181-182. In Yosippon, however, Pompey captured Jerusalem "without mercy
because he had no compassion for the Jews," Yos. B, 115, 8-9. According to
Josephus, Jerusalem fell without bloodshed. See the discussion in Flusser's
article on this point, Tarbi$, pp. 181-182.
11
While the two names Habib Hayyim occur here, the copyist refers to
himself as Hayyim as is seen from the fact that he singles out for adornment the
letters of his name, Hayyim, from various words in the text. (See notes 45-48
in Part III of the Introduction). The presence of Habib before Hayy™ may be
explained in one of three ways: the copyist may have begun to write Hayyim
and wrote Habib and forgot to cross it out. Habib may have been an additional
name, not generally used. It may be an abbreviation of Habibi, meaning "my
beloved."

Appendix I
MATERIAL FROM OTHER SOURCES

1. Yosippon
Par. 28. Alexander's dream while on his way to Jerusalem
and his visit to the Temple follow the account in Yosippon almost
verbatim.
Par. 84. In the account of the gift of the Amazons to Alexander
our Hebrew text follows Yosippon with variations. This common
version is based upon the account in Ps.-Call.
Par. 90. While the Herbrew corresponds in content to the
Latin in the account of the letter of the King of the Gymnosophists
to Alexander, it adopts some of the phraseology found in Yosippon
and also adds a sentence from Yosippon. Similar partial use of
Yosipporis phraseology is found in the description of the manner
in which the Gymnosophists lived. The answer to Alexander's
question concerning the graves follows Yosippon verbatim while
the question concerning the numbers of the living and the dead
which does not occur in the Latin is found in Yosippon.
Par. 109. While the Hebrew corresponds in content to the
Latin in the Candace story, it follows the phraseology of Yosippon
in these passages: Candace's appeal to Alexander for advice in
dealing with her sons; Antigonus' (Alexander's) statement to
Carator that Alexander has many officers more distinguished than
he and that his death would therefore not cause Alexander to
worry; Candace's gifts to Alexander.
Par. 110. At the conclusion of the Candace episode, the
Hebrew has farewell speeches by Alexander and Candaulus which
do not occur in the Latin. Yosippon has a short farewell speech
by Alexander in which he indicates that his vow to present
Alexander at the palace of Candace had been fulfilled. This
thought is also found in our text. While our author may have
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referred to the passage in Yosippon and elaborated upon it, it
would seem that the account in our text bears a greater resemblance to that in the OFr which we shall discuss presently.
Par. 130. In the short biographical account of Alexander, the
Hebrew follows Yosippon with variations.
2. The Old French Prose Alexander Romance

Par. 18. In describing Philip's attack upon Alexander, the
Hebrew has "and his sword fell from his hand." This passage
does not occur in the Latin but is found in the OFr.
Par. 20. When Pausanias planned to abduct Olympias, the
Hebrew like the OFr has her seek safety in a tower.
Par. 55. In Alexander's letter to the provinces of his kingdom,
the Latin lists Cilicia among others. The Hebrew and the OFr
have Sicily.
Par. 47. Latin has Parmenius. Hebrew follows OFr which
has Paremenon.
Par. 65. The Hebrew states that Porus sent Darius 30,000
horsemen and 160,000 footsoldiers in order to help him in his
war with Alexander. This is not found in the Latin, in Ps.-Call.
or in its Syriac or Ethiopic versions. However, in the OFr
Porus promises to send Darius 10,000 horsemen. Thus the
Hebrew, albeit with exaggerated figures, may have based this
statement on the OFr.
Par. 71. Latin has "compedibus aureis." Hebrew has "iron
chains" and hence is closer to the OFr which has "en fers."
Par. 85. According to the Latin, Alexander selected 150 men
who knew the terrain in order to guide his army. The Hebrew
and the OFr have 50 men.
Par. 94. Latin has "corpora magna." Hebrew has "horns"
and follows OFr which has "cornes."
Par. 110. Hebrew has "terradelibia," treating the Latin
"terra Libie" as one word. Hebrew is obviously based on the
OFr "terre de Libe."
In the Latin Alexander says farewell to Candaulus and they
part. The OFr adds farewell speeches by each of them and so
does the Hebrew. Yosippon has a short farewell speech by Alex-
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ander alone. Our Hebrew text with variations and elaborations is
closer to the OFr than to Yosippon.
Par. 127. The Hebrew follows the OFr, albeit with corruptions in the transliteration, in the names of some of the princes
and territories designated by Alexander in his last testament.
The OFr has Millitcrnus as prince of Syria Minor; the Hebrew
has Militiniah. The OFr has Sirerochas as prince of Sicily; the
Hebrew mentions Sicily twice, with Sironias as the prince in one
instance and Arakiu in the other. It is possible that these two
names represent a splitting up of the name Sirerochas in the
process of the copying of the text. The Latin has Arrideus as
prince of the Peloponnesus while the Hebrew has Afridai which
is closer to the OFr which has Afridiens. The Hebrew and the
OFr contain the designation of a prince for Armenia while the
Latin doesn't. The Latin has Niciote while the Hebrew has the
people of Liotis which is closer to the OFr which has Liciote.
3. Sefer Musere ha-Pilosofim
Par. 123. Our author inserted in this paragraph a long passage which represents verbatim the fourth chapter of Book II
of this work. This chapter consists of a letter from Aristotle to
Alexander. The reason for the inclusion of this letter may be
the following: Paragraph 123 in the Latin contains a letter from
Aristotle to Alexander in which he congratulates and praises him
for his victories. This letter is found in the Hebrew text. Our
author may have therefore felt it appropriate to add another letter
from Aristotle to Alexander at this point. In this letter Aristotle
offers Alexander advice on how to govern his people. He cautions
him against tyrannical rule and urges him to cultivate compassion
for his subjects and to regard them as brothers and friends. In
this way he will win their love and avoid the dangers of conspiracy against him.

Appendix II
EXPANSIONS AND ELABORATIONS IN THE HEBREW TEXT

The following characteristics are revealed in the Hebrew
elaboration and expansion of elements found in the Latin text:
1. Material Embellishment

Par. 61. The Hebrew adds that Darius showed Alexander
his treasure-house, the silver, the gold and the vessels. This
elaboration is based upon the passage in 2 Kings 20:13 in which
King Hezekiah shows his treasures to the envoys of the King of
Babylon.
Par. 67. The Hebrew adds an argument by an officer advising
Alexander to keep the captured women of Darius' family. This
view is added as a counter-argument to the advice of another
officer to return them to Darius.
Par. 65. The Hebrew adds that the Persians who fled from
the battle begged Alexander to spare their lives. He granted
their request and also conferred an inheritance upon them.
Par. 73. The Hebrew adds a description of the bier of Darius,
his burial garments and the participants in the funeral procession.
Par. 74. When Alexander ascended Darius' throne, the
Hebrew has him deliver a long speech to the assembled multitude
in which he reminds them of the provisions of Darius' last testament and asks whether they agree to accept him as their ruler.
Par. 109. When Candace invited Alexander into her chamber,
the Hebrew adds that she asked him to lie with her and that she
sang his praises as a man of great wisdom.
Par. 110. The Hebrew adds a soliloquy by Candace in which
she expresses deep grief for not having kept Alexander with her
so that she might have continued to rejoice with him. Her grief
was so great that she even contemplated suicide.
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Par. 125. The Hebrew adds that Olympias called in Antipater
and rebuked him for plotting to kill Alexander.
Par. 127. The Hebrew expands on Roxane's plea to Alexander
not to drown himself and on Alexander's response to her.
2. Rhetorical Embellishment

We have noted elsewhere in the Introduction the extent to
which the author made use of Biblical expressions and allusions
for rhetorical effect. His elaborations reveal the employment of
other literary devices for the same purpose.
a. The use of similes.
Par. 491. While the Latin speaks of a multitude, the Hebrew
adds "as great in number as the sand on the shore of the sea."
The Latin mentions that many soldiers fell in battle and the
Hebrew adds that "they fell in the field like sheaves before the
reaper."
b. Hyperbolism.
Par. 58. The Latin reads: "Darius . . . wept and was very
disturbed . . . " The Hebrew elaborates: "Darius.. . wept bitterly, fell to the ground in a state of bewilderment, and his heart
grew f a i n t . . . "
Par. 65. In describing the aftermath of a battle, the Latin
relates that "the field was full of the dead, the half-dead and the
wounded." The Hebrew adds: "and the stream of blood was like
an overflowing river."
Par. 77. The Hebrew enlarges upon the formidable nature
of the people described in this paragraph and adds that they ran as
fast as horses.
c. Change from indirect to direct discourse.
Par. 26. The Latin states that Alexander wrote to the High
Priest in Jerusalem asking him for the support and the tribute
which he had been rendering to Darius. The High Priest replied
that he could not violate his allegiance to Darius. The Hebrew
elaborates by using direct discourse and by presenting the texts
of the letters.
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Par. 28. In the Latin, the High Priest orders his people to
fast, pray and offer sacrifices for three days. In the Hebrew his
order is presented in direct discourse in the form of an address to
the people.
Par. 35. In the Latin, Alexander received a message that his
mother was ill. In the Hebrew the message is in direct discourse,
and to this the author adds, also in direct discourse, an appeal by
Olympias to Alexander to visit her at once.
Par. 70. In the Latin, Persian informers report to Alexander
that Darius is preparing for battle and that he has turned to
Porus for help. In the Hebrew the report is expanded and presented in direct discourse.
Par. 74. In the Latin, Alexander ascends the Persian throne
in the presence of the people. In the Hebrew the author has
Alexander deliver an address to the people.
Par. 76. The Latin describes the content of Alexander's letter
to his mother and to Aristotle. The Hebrew presents the text of
the letter.
3. Reiteration

Sometimes the author expands the material on the basis on
what has preceded in the narrative.
Par. 70. The Hebrew elaborates upon the report which the
Persian informers gave to Alexander by incorporating material
from the preceding paragraph.
Par. 58. In the Latin, Darius' mother writes him a letter in
which she begs him to desist from fighting against Alexander.
The Hebrew adds a warning from his mother: "Know, my son,
that your horsemen will betray you." This addition was evidently
prompted by the preceding paragraph which relates that some of
Darius' men deserted him and brought military information to
Alexander.
Par. 74. The Hebrew adds an address to the people by Alexander upon his ascending the Persian throne in which he tells
them that Darius had promised him Roxane, his daughter, in
marriage as well as his empire. This addition was also prompted
by what is found in the preceding paragraph.
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4. Anticipation
Sometimes the author expands the material in anticipation of
what is to follow in the narrative.
Par. 38. In anticipation of what follows in the Latin, the
Hebrew has Alexander offer the people of Abdira peace before
taking retaliatory measures against them.
Par. 67. Hebrew elaborates, adding five sentences in which
one of Alexander's generals advises him not to return Darius'
captured womenfolk. This elaboration reflects Alexander's remarks and decision in the passage which follows in the Latin.
Par. 99. In anticipation of what follows in Latin, the Hebrew
expands on the theme of washing and bathing.
5. Explication
The Hebrew fills in where the Latin leaves room for the
imagination.
Par. 492. Out of respect for his bravery, Alexander frees a
Persian soldier who at the bidding of Darius had made an attempt
on his life. It is not difficult to imagine first, that some of Alexander's men would demand the Persian's death and secondly, that
Alexander would urge his own men to emulate the Persian's
loyalty to his king. Whereas the Latin leaves it to the imagination of the readers, the Hebrew is explicit on both of these points.
Par. 77. The Latin speaks of the deformities of the people.
The Hebrew however describes the nature of the deformities:
"They had but one leg, one arm and one eye . . . "
Par. 77. In the Latin Alexander is warned to protect his
soldiers against the serpents in the area of the Caspian Gates.
The Hebrew is more specific, elaborates on the danger and has the
serpents bite Alexander's men causing a great many of them to die.
6. Judaization
The author elaborates sometimes in order to give expression
to his religious views.
Par. 30. In the Latin, Alexander orders his soldiers to crucify
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the messengers of Darius. In the Hebrew, Alexander orders that
they be hanged on the gallows. Judaism was opposed to crucifixion and the Jewish penal code did not permit it as a mode
of execution.
Par. 99. In the Latin, Dindimus points out to Alexander the
need to conquer one's internal enemies, the physical and material
desires. The Hebrew adds that such conquest leaves man free to
acknowledge his Creator since it removes the cause of evil-doing
from his heart.
The Hebrew elaborates on Dindimus' views on sin as follows: "We do not confess our sins to another man, saying,
'By confessing my sins to this man, the Lord will forgive me my
sins.' " The author is evidently taking this opportunity to give
expression to the Jewish views on confession as opposed to the
Christian.
Par. 109. After Alexander, disguised as Antigonus, placated
Carator and saved himself from death, the Hebrew adds that
this favorable turn of events was "brought about by the Lord
that He might make him ruler over the entire world thus fulfilling
the vision of Daniel, the prophet." In this manner the author
inserts into the narrative his belief in Divine Providence and in
the fulfulment of Hebrew prophecy.

Appendix III
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE HEBREW AND THE
LATIN VERSIONS

1. Differences in Numbers
Par. 22, Z147,12—13: Coronas aureas novem milia centum.
Hebrew: 6000 golden crowns.
Par. 37, Z160, 5: decem et septem milia homines. Hebrew:
15000.
Z160, 12: latitudo ipsius fluvii cubita quinque. Hebrew: fifteen cubits in depth.
Par. 39, Z163, 5: duo milia milites. Hebrew: 1000 horsemen.
Par. 50, H103, 6: sexaginta milia hominum. Hebrew: 260,000.
H103, 9: equitum quatuor milia. Hebrew: 13,600.
H104, 20-21: novem tantum pedites. Hebrew: 800
foot-soldiers.
Par. 49, H114, 15-16: pedites centum triginta. Hebrew: 150,
following the variant reading as found in S, see Z177.
Par. 69, H120, 34-121, 2: pedestribus hominibus per singulos
aureos solidos tres, equitibus vero per singulos solidos
aureos quinque. Hebrew: to every foot-soldier twice
as much as will fall to his portion from the spoils of
our enemies, and to every horseman five times as
much.
Par. 60, H126, 11-12: itinere dierum quinque castra metatus
est ibi. Hebrew: and he tarried there for 105 days.
Par. 65, H126, 20-22: pedites quadraginta quatuor milia,
equites centum milia. Hebrew: 140,000 foot soldiers
and 160,000 horsemen.
H128, 28-37: Denique in his tribus preliis . . . interfecti sunt, quindecies centena milia absque eis qui
interfecti sunt in ipsis preliis que cum eius satrapis
gessit, qui fuerunt numero decies nonies centena
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milia. The Hebrew does not give a total figure of
the slain in the three battles but only the number of
the slain in the battle under discussion. The figure
given is 50,000. As for the battle with the satraps
the Hebrew has 70,000 myriads. The use of myriad
is obviously figurative here and elsewhere in this
appendix.
68, H i 30, 4-6: dragmas mille id est libras decem et
dragmas quinque. Hebrew: 1500 golden drachmae
whose weight was ten pounds.
80, Hi52, 1-2: viginti dies pugnatum est. Hebrew: the
battle continued for thirty days.
83, Hi55, 25-26: ducenta quaturodecim milia. Hebrew:
40,000 myriads.
Hi56, 10-11: decies centena milia. Hebrew: 10,000
myriads.
85, H160, 9: centum quinquaginta. Hebrew: 50, agrees
with OFr, Hi60, 31.
86, H162, 4-5: pedes sexaginta. Hebrew: 10 cubits.
Hi62, 17-18: equites vero centum milia. Hebrew:
140,000 horses.
H163, 17: medium miliarium. Hebrew: a mile and
one-half.
87, H166, 12-13: dentes per longum cubitum unum. Hebrew: a span in length.
Hi67, 15: viginti sex. Hebrew: 27.
89, Hi69, 32-34: cubita tria for Alexander's height;
cubita quinque for Porus' height. Hebrew: one and
one-half cubits for Alexander's height; two and
one-half cubits for Porus' height.
91, H173, 13-14: cubita duodecim. Hebrew: six cubits.
H174, 2-3: mille quingentos. Hebrew 1400.
92, H175, 6: dierum septem. Hebrew: eight days.
95, H179, 8: pedes duodecim. Hebrew: five cubits.
H179, 16: pedibus septem. Hebrew: three and onehalf cubits.
97, H181, 27: quingenti milites. Hebrew: 27, not counting
the grooms of the horsemen.
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Par. 127, H253, 7-8: auri talenta mille, id est libras centum
viginti milia. Hebrew: 120 talents of gold.
Par. 130, H26O, 3-4: Fuerunt anni vite illius triginta tres.
Hebrew: 32; agrees with Yosippon.
H260, 6-8: Septem annis pugnavit et octo annis
quievit. Hebrew: Alexander began to fight when
he was eighteen and did not cease fighting until he
was twenty-six. He rested for six years. Cf.
Yosippon.

H260, 9-11: Subiugavit... gentes . . . viginti septem.
Hebrew: He subdued 22 kings; agrees with Yosippon.
H260, 12-15: Natus est quinto die stante mensis
decembris et defunctus est secunda die stante mensis
Martii. Hebrew: He was born at sunrise, and he
died on the fourth day of the month of Iyar at sunset; agrees with Yosippon.
H260, 16: civitates duodecim. Hebrew states that
Alexander built thirteen cities. Although it enumerates 13, the list actually contains only 12 inasmuch as one of the Alexandrias, that named after
Bucephalus, occurs twice. Codex A of Ps.-Call. and
the Syriac version of Ps.-Call. say that Alexander
built thirteen cities.
2. Differences in Elements of Episodes

Par.

Par.
Par.
Par.
Par.

1, Z131, 6: propter Artaxersen regem Persarum. Hebrew: from before the people of Aram. Aram is the
biblical name for Syria. The Syrians are mentioned
in the Latin as one of the peoples from whom
Artaxerxes recruited his soldiers. See Z130, 3.
3, Z133, 12: et non in paucis diebus. Hebrew omits the
words et non and agrees with S. See Z133, note to
line 12.
4, Z135, 9: avem marinam. Hebrew: sea-calf.
5, Z135, IS: os vulve. Hebrew: bosom of the queen.
8, Z136, 23-24: antequam . . . mortuus est. Hebrew: the
serpent died after it put its head inside the egg. The
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Hebrew agrees with the Syriac version. See Budge,
History of Alexander the Great, Syriac Version of
Ps.-Call.,p. 11.

ZI36, 26-137, 3: nascetur . . . moriatur. Hebrew: a
son will be born to you who will rule after your
death and before he returns to the land of his birth,
he will travel around the entire world.
Par. 10, Z137, 21-23: ac s i . . . uxore. Hebrew: I shall love
him like my own son.
Par. 11, Z138, 4: glaucus. Hebrew: red.
Z138, 4: impetus. Hebrew: breast, the word impetus
is rendered in the Hebrew as if it were pectus.
Par. 12, Z138, 20-21: separando . . . suum. The rendition of
this phrase is not found in our Ms. Magoun believes
that this phrase is corrupt. The Hebrew in this
instance seems to be closer to the Greek original
than is the Latin. See p. 194, note 6.
Par. 13, Z139,12: stellam Mercurii, quomodo letatur. Hebrew:
Mercury is shining.
Par. 14, Z140, 8: torvitatem. Hebrew: its head was round.
Hebrew apparently follows S which has tornitate,
note to Z140, 8.
Z140, 10: corniculorum. Hebrew: precious stones.
Z140, 16-17: et propterea . . . equi. Hebrew: therefore he sat on his throne securely, thinking that the
man who would reign after him would be wise
and strong.
Par. 16, Z141, 17: solidos. Hebrew: talents.
Par. 22, Z147, 12: talenta auri. Hebrew: dishes made of gold,
Biblical allusion, Ex. 25:29.
Par. 23, Z148, 1: A b . . . Sagittarius. Hebrew: And from that
day on the horsemen began to bend their bows and
shoot their arrows, and thus were they trained.
Par. 26-Par. 28, Z140-152. In the episode dealing with Alexander's meeting with the High Priest and his visit
to Jerusalem, the Latin follows the version found in
Josephus. The Hebrew combines this version with
the one found in Yosippon. For a detailed account of
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the differences between the Latin and the Hebrew
see our notes to paragraphs 26, 27, and 28.
30, Z154, 20: cruci eos figerent. Hebrew: to be hanged
on the gallows.
37, Z160, 13-14: qui . . . Homeri. Hebrew: who enjoy the
blessing of the Lord.
39, Z162, 17: milites. Hebrew: horses.
60, H126, 9-12. The Hebrew has the following two
sentences which are not found in the Latin: He
(Alexander) besieged the city (Persepolis) for many
days until he conquered it, and he subjected it to
forced labor for tribute. Thus [he did] to every city
which had a covenant with Darius.
49, H i 14, 21-22: sorores due seu et due filie Darii.
Hebrew: sister . . . daughter.
66, Hi 18, 11-13: matrem nostram et sorores, uxorem et
filias. Hebrew: my mother, my wife and my sister.
65. At the beginning of this par. Hebrew states that Porus
sent Darius 30,000 horsemen and 160,000 footsoldiers to help him. This is not found in the Latin
or in Ps.-Call. or in its Syriac or Ethiopic versions.
In the OFr, Porus promises to send Darius 10,000
troops, see H123, 21-23.
Hi27, 15-23. In describing the weapons, the Hebrew
adds: Darius' charioteers were hurling stones.
83, 30-35: et per . . . diebus. In the Hebrew it is the men
who cross the river to be with the women. The
Hebrew adds that the men can cross over only
during two months of the year when the river is
free of the dragons and serpents which infest it the
rest of the year.
84, Hi58, 19: At this point the Hebrew adds a paragraph
in which the Queen of the Amazons invites Alexander to visit her and gives him these gifts: 100
talents of gold, 500 beautiful virgins mounted on
horses and 10,000 white cows. The Hebrew follows
with some variations the Greek and the Syriac versions of Ps.-Call. See Ps.-Call., Ill, ch. 26, Haight
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transl., p. 119, and Budge, Alexander the Great,
Syriac version, p. 130.
Par. 86, Hi62, 15: aurum. Hebrew: the wagons.
Par. 127, H254, 24. The Hebrew adds: Marapus, the father-inlaw of Antipater, shall be the prince of Sepharad.
H255, 4: The Hebrew adds: Phratafarni shall be the
prince of Armenia; Elitom shall be the prince of
Babylonia Maior; Aprilosiu shall be the prince of
Capua; Baloni shall be the prince of Bithynia; Caliolu
shall be the prince of Chalcedonia. Instead of
Mesopotamia in the Latin, the Hebrew has Jerusalem and Caldania. See our notes to par. 127.
Par. 130, H260, 32-34: undecima Alexandria que dicitur
Yprosxanthon. In the Hebrew the tenth Alexandria
corresponds to this. The Hebrew for the eleventh,
Alexandria Ankoloni, bears no correspondence to
any Alexandria listed in the Latin.

Appendix IV
NAMES AND TERMS WITH COMMENTS ON
THE TRANSLITERATION

1. Names and Terms
The following list contains the Hebrew transliteration of
foreign names and terms as they occur in the Hebrew text together with the names and terms to which they correspond in
the Latin text. We have also included some names from the
Old French version in those cases where the Hebrew is closer
to the French than to the Latin and from the Chronicon of Eusebius,
Musere and Ps.-Call. in those instances where the Hebrew is based
on these sources. The names and terms are arranged in alphabetical order according to the Hebrew.

ntnDTK, DTK, Armenia
'inpTtt, '^ip'N, Hercules,
:, ariolus
Ercules (OFr)
*Tn, Abdira .
ntnpTN, Hyrcania, Ircaine (OFr)
:, Acropacus
'W"n 'Ni^N, Ariobarzanes
;, Andriaci
]VVN, Alion
D'TB'htt, Olympiadis
rwTHD'V«, rwrnDaVN, Alexan:, Oxiarches
dria
Patriani
'B'auw nKmaccVK, Alexandria
Oxidraces
Scithia
Oceanus
mD'BO'« n«'miD'V«, Alexandria
:, Orontes
Jepiporum
Italia
]'BD1TD3'« n«mJD'VN, Alexandria
Illiria
.
Yprosxanthon
in, India
':i!?ip3K n«1|ni3D'^«, no Latin equiv;, see DiN'DlViB
alent
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, Alexandria Jepybukephalon

Alexandria Yaranicon
nN'TBD'^N, Alexandria BabiIonia
rr'nao nN'-n:D'7N, Alexandria
apud Troadam
D'nson nN'VBD'7N, Alexandria
Egiptus

Africa
nN'XNIN, Tracia
'ptON, Arachi
n«'3l«, any, Arabia
n«'3ipn«, Archous
DIN, see rtN'JOTN
lN'p-IN, s e e D«'31TD

(1) 1\m, Assirii
(2) iitw, Siria, Surie (OFr)

ITB TD 7J7 nN'THD'7N, Alexandria

Tigris
TnD37N,

D1VI5D37N,

DntMD37N

Alexander

D71B'S13, CT7'fl'X13, D7B'2m,

HB'TBnsi'N rWTOD37N, Alexan-

dria Yprosiritas
'D'BDp'T riN'TttD37N,

Kni3, See KTT3N
TD'Nia, Buemar

Alexandria

Ricratisti

Bucefalas, Bucifalus
KTHB3, n«"3BT3, 'XnBDN, Bactria
nK'3i3S'N'3, see nN":ip'Ts
ID'3, Bisso

D'3N'Bplx'3, Sodicinos
n«"3BT3, see N T I B S
'JlpN'Ta, Bebrici

1O1B1B'7N, ypotamo
!TN'3B7«, Albania
]1D«, Ammon

13«'JD, Amonta; UN'JD,
Amonta, Cantamus (OFr)

KJBJION,

IB^BDK, ametistus
'2f'nBnn, see NT1B3
*aiX3O«, Amazones

n«'3D'3, ]':it3'3, Bithinia

':«'n«p3, Bactriani
'T3T3, barbari
C3DWT3, Bragmani

'71BDN, Anepolis, Amepolis (OFr)
1

DIO'TUK, Dindimus
N*31B3N, Antiochia
lp'llBJK, asinthico

D K I T I , see

DWBJN, D133'B:N, Antigonus

( i ) D3VB3K, Antilochus
(2) D3VB:«, Antiochus

Dum

ipta wx:«lH, Dionisius Bachus
pmn, Damascus

(Chron-

icon)
nBB'tMN, Antipater

n

n«H3n, see nNH3'«

N'D«, nN'D'N, A s i a
'3171BK, 'r:i71BN, A p o l l o ,

Apolin (OFr)
I1B7BN, Plato (Musere)

;, Arrideus, Afridiens (OFr)

a
D13NB, Tababenus

m«B, Taurus

APPENDIX IV
3, Taxiles
Itacanor
DIN'DI^IB,

DIK'D'VlB,
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rtK'TB, Media
rtN'V"n, Mangli
'VlDNS'K,

I^'O, E u m i l o

Ptolomeus, Ptolemaeus (Chroni- rtK'J'B'^'D, Milliternus (OFr)
con)
m u ' B , Meander, Menador (OFr)
D'B'Dia'N DIK'DIVIB, Ptolemaeus nN'a'w, Minerva
Evergetes (Chronicon)
N'onpD, nN'Jnpn, Macedonia
TIBSI^'D DlN'Di^iB, Ptolemaeus Phi- w h p n a , vnipna, Mercurius
Iopator (Chronicon)
Di^'pna, Marcellus
tU'B, Thebas
nN'TB, see riK'inD
ITB, ITBV, Tigris
NIIBIP'VB, NTIBE^VB, Talistrida

rrna, n - n a , Troia

3
ID'JBN:

IS'JNBKJ

^

^

ID':B:

Nectanebus'

»:BDU, Nostadi

, Nikolaus
', Jobas
D'ar, Jovis
D'JV, Greci
mM'BD", Hismenia
HDir, Gimnosophiste, Ginosofisien (OFr)
,
7
, LiJi a
7, Lucullus
„' Lucrus
,'Vyrus
' see I T B
, Niciote, Liciote (OFr)
^.Leonnatus

'B-m.^ Nearchus
nN'D'^ Lisias
DnnwcrV, Lisimachus
, Licia

0
rwaraiD, Susannia, Sabienne
(Orr)
n nlD Isa na
«
'
"
mp'S'BD, i7ip^'BD, Stisichorus
'K'"U'D, Sichedres
K':n'D, Sidon
'D'tnp'D, Sesonchosis
1N
'P' D ' S i c h e " s
nK'7'p'D, nwbpD, Sicilia
DK'JH'D, wp-iN, Sirerochas (OFr)
D TD> S e r e s
'
'3D' X e n i s
W3D, see KHIIBM
n BD Ze

'
' Phirus
lTBHBpo, Scamandro
iVionpo, Scopulum
KDinD, Syracusae (Chronicon)

D
U'D, Cidnus

any, see
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p, coloniae
WlNMlp, Coxari
iB'jmp, Corinthus
m o a w ^ p , rriBi»Aip, Caliopatra,
Cleopatra
U'np, Sinon
n«'3tn^p, (Chaldaea?), Mesopotamia
lp'D'Bi^p, see ip'DiB'^p
»pN-up '^'fllK'Vp, Cleophilis Candacis
'^ifliNrVp, Chaldeopolis
ip'OiB'Vp, lpDitr^p,
Clitomachus,
Clitomagus,
Clitomedus
m:iDVp, Antigonia (Chronicon)
WJlT2&p, ntCJiTX^p, Calcedonia
lVlK'iap, Candaulus
lTHKDp, lTWDp, Cassander
rwicp, Capua
rwriBiop, Capadocia
]W'ViB'Bp, Kapitolion (Chronicon)
mBKnp, Carator
r w n p , Caria

, ru'DiKB, Pausania
, ninKBKfl, miB«B, papaver
'VID, see 'VlB'DTB
m s , Porus
]1B'B, nN'DUiB'B, Phiton
*B"fl, Parthi
i, Pelausi
, Philo
ipiV'B, Spelucus
D, D'JDI^IS, Peloponensus
B, Pamphilia, Panfile (OFr)
, Perdicas
i, Persipolis; 'Vis, Persopolis
nK'DTD, Persidas
nn"Jip'TD, n«'3i:s'«'3, Pephlagonia
, Phison
i, iWJ'TD, ntfTB, Frigia
DlD'^fl, Philippus
»n«B«BKTS, Prataferne (OFr),
Phratafernes (Ps.-Call.)
DKions, Parameni
HDHB, Parimae
1
>, nrwcrTD, Proserpina
^OM, Tragachantes
1
• " « • - » DU311, DWTn, KOuOgoni
Parmemon, Parmemus
,Dn) R o m a
' Persis
D"Dn, D'JDn, Romani
DU'DH, c a n , Rominus (Musere)
^
njMrn, rotrcvi, Roxane
:, Sesile (OFr)
p
i, Caucasus
i, see p-"*»«"''l"»
3, cocodrillus

y
]iyD», Simeon
»)"KP, Serapis
*•
'TDUD, Taphosiri
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2. COMMENTS ON THE TRANSLITERATION

An examination of the transliteration of the names reveals the
following characteristics:
1. Rendition of final"s"
In some instances the transliteration indicates that the " s "
remained silent as in the rendition of Nectanebus, Porus, Clitomachus, etc. In other instances the " s " was pronounced as in the
rendition of Philippus, Antigonus, Dindimus, etc.
2. Pronunciation of the letter " c "
The letter " c " appearing before " e " or " i " is rendered as " t s "
in some instances such as Calcedonia, Capadocia and as "k" in
others such as Macedonia, Sicilia.
3. Pronunciation of the letter "x"
The letter " x " is rendered variously, as " k s " in Alexander,
as " s " in Alexandria and as " t s " in Roxane.
4. Pronunciation of the letter " z "
The letter " z " is rendered as " t s " in Zacora and as " s " in
Zephirus.
5. Interchange of letters
In some instances " b " is rendered as " p " as in Albania, "d" as
" t " as in Capadocia, "ph" as " b " as in Taphosiri, "n" as " 1 " as
in Nearchus, " r " as " 1 " as in Stisichorus.
6. Syncope
The " c " in Nectanebus and the " m " in Olympias have been
dropped.
7. Names in the plural represented by the ending " i " in the
Hebrew.
In the various instances where this occurs in the text we find
that the ending " i " is used in the Hebrew regardless of the case
endings in the Latin, for example: Amazonum, Bactriani, Bebricorum, Parthos.
8. The dropping of the "h" at the beginning of some words.
In two instances, Hercules and Hyrcania, the "h" has been
dropped. This may be due to the influence of the OFr which has
Erodes and Ircaine.
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9. Inconsistencies
One finds different renditions for the same name as in the case
of Armenia and Bactria. This may be due to the fact that the
copying of our manuscript was done by two scribes, to corruptions in the Latin manuscript or to scribal errors. In some cases
names are rendered in their accepted Hebrew form: Arabia by
'Arab, Babilonia by Babel. In other cases, the names are transliterated in their Latin form: India, Media.
10. Rendition of common nouns in transliterated form.
In the case of some common nouns the Hebrew transliterates
the Latin instead of translating it and sometimes the Hebrew
transliteration is incorrect. Examples are to be found in Part
One of Appendix IV.
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on'rnn icsn nnyi .oni73 ny nay ian7n mDK ,n7«n D'7'sn
•ipyn Di3'i OH'rnn wanM , p D'cnsn w y i \1py2r ny mam
*]m'i .lDin mnN uiD'i o'Trnn npy^ nx n'V'en yiot^s 'n'i 5
riNi o m ' 0 mp'i ,D'm ono inrri D'7'en n n « i7»n 731 DH'VN

.mvn 7« n n nn'nmy
.ns'nrn n y a wian inano "73 Dy DB>O yDM mnaV 'nn
94
,3m D2>«ni a n » n ny D:pn crnp m^ya D'»3 DC IN^D'I
nvm n'a"73 mVua nr'nm . T X 11^7 mynvi n m y mwaiVm 10

V

.onay

n n a s m n3'3ym .n'a nn'7N n'n N"? '3 a n y n i m a vn» ^N'n
,nrn n y a ny 733 m^3 nt^N nvn H T S D n'n3 un:n, :on'7N
\ona n'mi 73NB7 mx3 IK>N i3'nTx 137 ' m is
DIP iMxa'i nns nm ns» 7y toa'i om3D37« DE'D iyD'i
95
nnn D'»3«n tasipo n3i .~iy n r n s n y c '7y3 vm
.D» iN3nn'i nmn -|in
o'»3 DC iNxa'i .o'-inN D'-iya wia'i i^'n ^3 Dy yD3
on'tPST nny»i . n y n v n a D'7H3I 3Ntn »3'»a a n n an'3'» n»« 20
omaipi ,D'in»n IDS on'7N asn D'7D33 n y » ni7yai Dii3't3 ny
oca

Dnaipi ,0'DiDn '73n3 on'73-n on'73n ny ]n'nnyc
DiN'a'i ana lcsn'i n«'3inpa 'w« o n n n s IXITI .'sm ma« 25
m«3 r n '3 D"BT 7y nxa nan'i DniN-13 'n'i .Dnn3D37« '3B7
.mia't) ny ocsna D'csn 73 b>y
'n'i ,in3na ^3 oy DP 7n«'i aac nnca IKU'I iyD3 oca
96
yD'i ,D'y7D n3cai D'nn pnsa n7in3 prn mn mm a m mxna
nn' n« 30
E>7E>

D irnix [n .X DDP 28 || B orrnp [n .X nn'nmy 7

•'anpan OITUOS'TK nTrVin *IDO

BO
NXD'I

Dpm Dioomp m p o 3 «3M mans 7 3 ay DK>B yo'i

nnxri Dnay an7'i . 7 m a vi73 t n s T y s i n x ny
.n3iy DD7 vnnn
mpan 'Bay 73 n« y w i ntt'OTB J H N 3 N3'i a®° VD'i
.Ninn 5
*j7N D"n«o n«ip7 impo ip'i -mn aipos N3M yoj DK>D
,om3 vwm D ' y n a'B"y vn nx'jnpDi DIB '^JNI .D'B>-IB
DE? nnvi .an'nnn oy'33'i n 7 n i n y r a mnxn onay ian7'i
OB'K»I

Dy Dn7'l .D3D1B1 DDHB TOJW p « 3 «13'1 yD3 nt^D
,n3iy DD1? DB'd oyj3'i D'-inn nvnnns o m vn
92 n« »'N T3D 1'NI 3 i y 3 'n'l ,mp n31B3 N3'1

10

"|7na «mn -\wira
man ms' D'CJ vn nn37 nsyai .n'an vn nn:n
'731 .D'tMNn t3BB?a3 D'DiDn Vy ni33m n n n x
7?n3B nan7D '73 on'7« n'n «7i »)D3a vn
nnan nx -iuy7
nan 3'3D vm ,vnna 73 7y N7ai TKB 3 m -injn n'n '3 713'
myn nvm n'7H3 a'3'jn Ninn
DmiDS^N DCB yD'l

20

IB KX'I ,»]iDn nt< ni3y7 Dm3D37« yiBnn .D'jpB «"?B
n a n n 7 n i nn« n'n m«nfl ynB3
n'n IBS nn'n nsu n«c> 731 tnoan-i i7'-mp7ip
m n m . 3 ^ iB3i lVnmpVip IBS B « iiVnni ,mpin n
V p'rn1? 1731' «7 D'cism ,Dm:D37« 'ens 25
. m n n I P X ny 7H3n 'K>'BB3 msn DJB«
93 i7'n 73 ny ac 7n«'i n « n r n n y ' 3 i«n'i iyoj
D'3n ]'7'B n « n r « a Kinn n y n p
17'n 731
ax 84 11 B DKienD none in Dimei DDHB 10 || D ' j i n o [n Dp-n

n omaoaVx nnVin nso

no

nonoa V7« p ' i Nin i n u »3i w t n n« m e ras '3
nN n«H3»N 'W« niNiD 'n'i . i » t n n« nrr-i I I N I X 7y u i n a
«7i man nonna 'a I N D nn'!?N i n n DTTI:DD7K ntpy -WN
I N O DH7 -lrvi nprn non7D oi-n3D37N ay ion7'i . m a n
atpnni 13370 n« nop^i nma:. :nnN'i 5
lay D'Dn73 nsnj'K '»3« 'a Dm3D37N
no .ns'isn n u a : D H ' 7 N I O K ' I niB'a yxim r u i n nE'N 037a
n'n'n f n x i N y n m DSDVO nn «Vn ?'oy Daan7na yxa
.137 vnn ]B 'ny ion7n 7«i M niD ?Q3'7y iiVaV imo
n'n' »'« 731 D'lPBin vnni .11333 D3j'n:n7 D3'7« mis 10
\1n7m » ' N ontfTi nt337 iruNn nnm USJ nnn C N U B H m'33
N7 mi333 '3 1H313 HKH3'n 'B?3K HN Dm3D37N n'DH FN
'i .Dy'33n7 713' rvn
a '73 nN C N i3'72>'i
73 ay Dm3D37« uv 7n«'i .ni7« 103 imsna'i Dni3D37N n« 15
nt^N n'77nn na nupV IXM .n"in7Nn 7N crmr ov n a n m
,7113 11333 n i B n« ni3p7 13 D3 IX'1 .Ninn 31p3
n» vn -WK m « aipD3 « n ' i Dm3D37« nt^o yD'i
91
vm ,*]D3 n'32>m 3nro nnxn '7ip'« D«^y n^N nn^D 20
n'i .man 'n» D"3iyi c « na«3 mas n»» nn^Dn
vn a« niNnVi mn an3 3ip'7 l^'i maxnn nx Dm3D37«
D31H3 D'B>7 l^'l ni717ni ni3133 OKXD 1K?N3 'n'l .ni717m ni3133
.3nr 5 m n niND ysnsi »]7«
N3'i ,n'3n Q'Doy D'K3n3 vn DPI D'y7D oipna N3'i yD'i
25
y i n 7 I'isn'i I N D Dim3D37«7 nn'i .nnn7D7 on'V
y'33n -]B>N ny n u n D'D' Dipan by -ISM ,'7ipT«
.nsiy DB7 vnnn DD'^'I VWH
nir

DJ; innVna omJODVn mix.

rniainsn nwa rRm npD'en nn« 'Visa is

1D3D

TO

"anpan OTTMO37K nnVin I D O

88 DlpB3 NXB'l ,'3N'1Np3 ) H N 3 M3'l D n i 3 D 3 7 N OtPB y D ' l

inNip7 N'nn V"i«n '»3« INSM ,ni7ii3 nmiNi 3117 3nr Ninn
DV D'ltPy DHDy D1113D37N OP ini'l .7111 11333 mi73p'l
r m . D ' T D IBPI i n « oy NXB'I m a oipaa N U ' I OPB yo'i
onsin vn o'»3Nm I D S IDS vn nu7'Nn '7yi nuV'N nn? 5
-\VK by Dm3D37« 'B>IB lKJn'i .omny n« D'DSDI D'7yn nx
. D T D 17XU1 nrnn nx isn
89 n'n n»K Dipoa «a'i msno 7J ay Dim3D37« DK>D yD'i
73 Dy Dm3D37N DB> |n'1 ,17'n 7D Dy n«H3'« 17D niB DE>
7N nonVD l s i y i mnD7 'nn .mina 10
1HB> 73 '3B7 f T l 1D1D
m s 7'n DJ iypn'i .
n7«Di n7«a i7B'i i n ' m y n ' i ,an'3'3 naixyi nprn nanVan
'3B7 «m i a y i vnu'ii mina n n n n« n i s « T I .D'm
}'«. :D1113D37« 7« IDN'l 7113 7ip3 «ip'l V1B? 73 15
133a layn nnxi i n ' "»3«i T ^ K lain' I P N ]i3m ' I
i n i n s i -jns n«mn nnyi .win' I C K TBUN 7y
DipD3 '7'n 731 int* Dipa3 "]7'n 73 w n a y
i3"ni '3nn:f3i '3 DnVnV 73m DKI ,nn«i '3N i3'3tj> i n ' nan73i
D'i3y7 137 on"ni Tn'sm ~|7 731N '3« DNI ,D'i3y7 ^7 20
3y77 D1H3D37K n'n '3 m a i 3 ' i nr 731 M3m« omsyi
Diii3D37« naip n'n o inns nwcap Vy 3'y7a n'm i'3'y3
7113 -]7a7 n«3 n'n «7i .max oan m s naipi maa 07c
'3 Disn mi33 y n v «7 '3 m i n i 7y mu37 ima3 iu'3i
m y i 7N B"N T i3n'i i n ' on'3B> msn'i .nan7an )a u i r a D« 25
n a y T737 Dn'7« IXM 17'n 73 m s »IIDK'I . i n ' an7n7
Dn'3B? ian7'i .|3 D3 17'n 737 nvx D I I I 3 D 3 7 « I .nsiyan nN
ya»'i i y i ' i m a 't^io ipyx'1 .in«7 oipa ]ni3 C N ytn i n '
D1113D37« «T1 .Dn'7
ai»3 :''n33 [nips s» || a *xm D"IID« [n ,3f niDN pon

nnVin neo

io

inp'i nnay onb>a iniN onitna vens lprmvi .nanb>a^>
nvnn p iann'i nvnn ny nprrn ian!?'i arrnmrn
'EHBB mia'i .D'apa m'xn nt?N c«n p ina
.man ny i:m D'Bns
ny
manna lan DinnaDa'rN 'cnsi .DnnaoaVt*
iy D'an n y H'rn on'Vy isia'i ia nn« »m .man ny
.D'nm nnr iaa o'^na on'a'wi Dn'anssi nso ny a'^inai
vn ana nn« VaVi on'wi n y '»a« n^>Nn onnnn ay 10
n'i .nV«n D'n'rnn ay DinnaDa^N by I N U ' I , D H '
naaVn nnpm .D'n'rnn n«i D'E»j«n ns
mana ^a"? a'3D v» n'xnV ISM naa^»n nnnp 'a
nn« n'n nn'b'y torn p nn« 'nn .nvnn 'asa nn^
mn» n»Nm DiDa nman nn'm ,b"sn p nnr npim nb»na 15
n«H3'« \\vbi n'nn nwi .D'anp rnhv vn nnsaai
a"?nm nnan 'a nw nnm» amp 'n'i .ao n^ya nn'm
Daax .D'caN nyatri nntpy onn3DaV« 't^nsa annm
n y n ]a IMSM p nn« 'n'i .mann n»« ny DinnaDaVx
D'nan D'^a^n n»a D'b»ai« vm n«a ny D'Vina n'naay 20
na't£>a ana'B'a 'a D'na vn n'a D'a»ia vn
'V'B'n'BD aaE>i mava msiy on'^y «u'i ]
vn D'at^ia vn n»« mpa ^»aai nn« '3'B>a
'asa nbxn msiyn ia'i .nt^an nx n'n'Da
nn'3'y D'npaa vn nnxpabn D'aann on^pa^ iann'1 25
mVna msiya nn« yo on'Vy i«u'i npan nmai^Na 'n'i .on^>
3'nn 'E?a«V lynn « h omnp vn in'Vam ]n'B«i mans vm
•o\nn na^asm Q'an '3B by nvov vm ^ina msiyn 'ia»n nr'nm
nvnn oy lun^na DrnJoa^K mix, inainarr n«3 n«tn npci'rn nn« ''
sins news nnnM.1 nvnn oyi nieiyni anoani nvi«m o'Tinm
0 nwrnnn j n .X o'oonn ss || D noon« j n .X

no

"•anpnn omaoaVs rmVin

a n a VB'B vn *IB?N i n m nov Vy laipaa op'i pmivi . y n *)'y
'N VN toa'i DmJDD7N D»B yo'i .nvn moj ny n» n a y i
.Kinn '«n nx aaiDn -imn 7N I I B D nn« T y n'n DPI . i n x
oa'i . D U T d'3p vn n»i ' s m nn« 7'a n'n Kinn inin a m i
l^'i .coya 'na D'PJN DO K T I «inn nnn - n i a a Dm3DD7N s

mpa
1

X'an"? Dm3D37« u n .lKanrvi DIM ? D'xan n'»3«n nx

D'an "py imt^'i nnma ltacc n»« vanea nxpa"? i^'i nay 10
n« arvam Tyn 7« iVyi 0 7 . na«7 on^K ix'i . n a y i
INU'I ".n»«i pavi 77iyi iinai jp? 7y i7ann
nan7B HB17B nan mna D'B?7»I yap ,-inan
oiaiya 'nn .m'a mei7t» nn'manni mn»717'nnm ,n«B7
M nvnaxi myn nvn Kinn nmn p INXM nnan yan n« 15
ovn im« 7a inina 7ai Kin DivuDa1?** I1?'! .nvnn mVatt
DmjD37K aiDM ,Dnnn« i s n mnn inin nvm .D'B INSB
.nnsna 731 i7'n
87 "IPN nyn 'xy n« mpnV Dm3Da7N l^'i |a nn« »n*i
20
vn nyn '^yi .D'pinan D'Bn a'aDi «mn nnan mauo vn
n7'7a 'n'i .n'jpn n« TyanVi t?« n'^nV Dm3D37K i n .D'jp
.Dnn o'Bn ]a mn»7 ixia'i D'anpyi D'»m IHXM naaVn nnta
n« iyps'i ;D7ipB v-inn cynm .D'VHJ n'vin onnn p H T I
i .DD -nv on^yai ODD prn n'n on'DN n m an'D 25
.n7na nmn m n ' i Dnn nvnn ntt omoDaVx "?'n
'in'i nvnn n«T '3BB i7'n Va 7naa 'a
,n7«n nvnn 'asa i7nann ^>N ,"E?IB
a m m i7«a»a U'JB n« Dm3D37K np'i M
msan n'B-i»m D't^nam nnaam O'rann oy anV'i 30

n ovnaoaVx rmVin

*IDO

ID

ny oyn DP NOXM .anon c a m IINDXI anpyi
new i^'n bo1? DvnaDaVN IXM .nntw noxa
an imi'1 . p w y i .Dnon^o '!?a nan'i
am .D'D INXO NVI «mn ovn Va -lama I N U ' I .anV p'^y

TNO

i3i ya mm ran - ^ M I T B D ID»I n«':npno nn« »'« N^DJ 6

'jsa o i ^ mpo iV mn NV »3 prnn mnm ND^n mays
,nn« pN -]ina D'O tayn N^DM i«iaa 'HM .prnn mnm
VN m«'a'i D'D in«Va'i WKT *?y nt^« ^»nan yam n«
n n« T^n 1 ? ix'i D'on DmaDaVN mxia 'nn
^'i p t^isn c y i .nnint^ na« «•?! D't»"iBm nnt^n 'JB^ 10
.ma «a^ n«npV ^na pt^na

INUM ".D'D I^X^D ran, :

nran ns» ^y INXD'I i n « nra ns» ^>y INUM mna^ 'n'i

86

i:ri .nas mtpy D O I I N I a'ay vn D'3pm .^IDI rap
oyn n« mpt^n^i nran 'D'o amNVDVi n'jpn n«
i"7a' «Vi mnt^V oyn ^ N UITI -ID w y i ,-ianoa
m m . c m ray"?a I N D on onn 'a «mn D'nn ]D
DN 'a iaV NDS n'n n»N nyn maya N!?I nso ny Vnarri
n»« ^ina vn 'a ioy vn new D'b"Bm o'Vaam Q'DiDn maya
.anrn nN D'«tpu D'V'B «]^« vbx vn 'a an1? D'n nstp "?y 20
nnn« ni^:y avmni »ib»«i nn^jo oy msa y a i s r n niVaym
na n'M^u -\BDD 'Va D'VDJI n m s i ;»]V« o'yaiNi n«a
n»N an nyi ,n«o anb» DH'rm nnsi inn"? ny^> n n ^
'a n«o ny w«'na n«'anpo »IPJ«I .ann I B D ' «VI nn' N!?
.on'^y naa 'a on'^y n'n "WN anm a n mayai Dn o'B"y as
ln'Vn "?y noyV m^am «V manam inNi^ iVav NV nnnnai
myma vn Noxn maya as 'a na^a Noon maya NV
n maya ^ n a n n« non^Di D'pp^D vn n^-isn ]a n^poi
'a I N D D'twNn lB^yrvi .Dn'b'n 'D'o ns D'JIW vn nnxpm
Kin D3 ynNV om3D3^« ^ifl'i .Dn'^y n«a niaDnnn vn mrtn 30
[n .X nn'V» ai II a ni^jyn [ n .X antn n« 20

JO

onnn ny
« ma!? pe>sj yx DM I « .nan7B7
an7H7 njxxn N7i '«n mna n n m nn'37
'Mm .uoy na-i7 p'7ya ay -injn nx nnay nnyi .
D1B1

c DNI .maaa 0173pm D3'7N on7CN u x n DNI .'VN n
mcy7 nain p'7N 'nana I C N n« way nai7 N137
•man n« may is 17 naanru nan. :in»7N na«ni DmJD37K7 10
'n7K> irnan T r y a n c a ' DN ,r
]n'3i .usn« n« niN-17 ir7N may
mfl' m7ina nnya m«a cam anr n a o
V7N inui ,D'DID m«a can 7y maan anrn ni3'7ia nc« C N 15
D'C37 onV nnyjn n« vcax inp' DNI .ni3a7 nns D'B7N mcy
. p cym n37an 'rya nann au"i *.]n'nnn mina V7N nVca
i ainam
manan nx V7K ]nm .7HJ maaa inNip7 n'nnc Dy naVan 20
.nnnN D'B' onay DC naci .maaa D7ap'i
85 nan »XHBD« yixi lNia'i mana 73 Dy DmiD37N oca yo'i
.D"ni7«n 7N D'nar DC
D'3in i7'n 731 m s nan. :Dm3D37«7 nivi Dnn D'a'a 'n'i
ays i n x Dn7nV «ia7 an1? 7'n DC *|DINI 'xncaaN my 7y 25
73 nx mD«'i Tjan nan n« Dm3D37N yiacs 'n'i '.n'jc
nN'TJ'N mmiK D'yiv vn nc« C K D'can Dno nna'i i"?'n
yD'i .nV'71 DBT na iaV' nc« innn n« 17'n 737 nmn"?
DC n'n N7 ncN nanaa lsia'i ,7i7H c~nna 17'n 73 ay DCB
Dipa n'n Ninn oipam p?n n'n oinm .mnc7 DyV D'B 30
D

<n .:

••anpan orruosVx rm^in too

no

D'r:n lama »' Ninn i n n '3 maya H ^ N -iiay^>
nn« mpDa nrn nmn p on1? o
3' B> i^'Na Ninn -imn ]a NX' ne>N n n n p n VUDV
.naynn UBB nn« DNI .onn o'D'a ir!?ya may^ i^ar
ib"« n a y -IPN nn«i .D'JE> ya» nay ir6-i:in nVn p
,yn i'ai aica ]'a nyan yT mwa va« ^
^
DnVn^? -1-113^3 n»«ai .rvn 'D' Va now oy noyn ,K'n na
m a a n Nian n'B^N mt^y «DD m n a j lrby onxn ira'iN ny
nxpoi .nan"7D nnoiVoi nt^p m a i n p^iai D'VDJI D'DID
ny nan^D^» mab>in nnnsni 'Nn IIDE^ nmayn 10
nntti . p D3 unnK I N U ' irVyai .nnan -iay^ ny
n'nnn nnn« pa nonVoa UDD nn« man
n^i nprna anl?n!7 -|nw^n ua onVn1
'a -naa -\b n»n' «^» unrw DNI ."imiaai qma lr^N
"\DWI natfn ]ah .nanm na -)V n'n' -|n^33 DNI ,D'W 15
n'nn ]BI nenm ]vpa «oo i n p ' ]B jnpa MI IE>B3
.nNtn m r « n n a n Vy irostfa nN T ^ N D'ynio i«m .D^pi
»' DN nan laa'fm ,nwyV i ^ »* no p m yxyv ay yymn pV
may:i iiwa nanVoV N^J 'a y-rn y n ' .in onVn1? -[vm n«
".1»y non^i Dnnn nN 20
IXM .n'Vy jyb"i pntP'i nirxn nN DmJDa^N mNipa 'n'i
84
. :mrNn n a i n^Ni m r « n'VN aina'i nan
D I N ' B ^ I N na^Dn p i iiaN m^Nn ia D'
'33m .m^c ,'Ji^jaNn ^a^i D'mn
Vy »nnon DJBN ,nmN 'nnpi -jmaN 'nVap 'a 2s
n i s i HN'DN unxj 'a "]yma '33m .niNaa on-ian
'Bay 'ncaai ,'^an msa nnn oniN 'nysam npnsNi
ICN 13BD naatp ncN n n p nn'n N\?I D'an D'ay
nena 13"? n»n» oaey onVn1? i«B3 ]NB DN nnyi .n'n^aai
n« n'3nVi ma^ pcB3 n« W DN ,13'^N y y a '33m .nsnm 30

KO

"anpan omaosb'K nrcVin nee

cyapia nip* 'aas vn nn'BKai ,anra vn nisiyn 'JIBSI ;ina'ab
,-IBDD 'ba anr 'bo ,ba'na lNxa D'an o'bai ,nna
82 b« rnj'K DntaaDabK nben nb«n Dnain nnN ' m
nbw (rvnne> bai D'twn niabaa 'aisaBN naba N T i w b D
n p i po« mbxn p aobo I ^ D DmiDs1?^. :rnr«n 5
ay 'nonbj DmJDobK 'ax »a DS'^K n'n' y n '
nr bs o nuD 'JNI .lrvpba 'msVi 'nnpbi vnn^ai » i m -|ban
onnai niyaai D'nua onn 'may p nnxi .an |DT n n nnyT
nxna'x ^ba m e i nN'ia'N p « b« 'nnai o n y i nnanai D'a'i 10
vnnN 'ns-m .vnnxai lay 'nanbai .nanVab
n'y 'maV mnabi .mxa Tya ma 'a
Ty b« ib rna'i T D
Dan 'b« lnb^n I P N |a'"?« yma
'•la'^N ynnbi pnx pTnV inca^K « h nanbab 15
83 omaDabx nbc nox rnr«n nan by
naba «nnot»'bc3. :mr«n nan nbxi vb« rna'« «'n DJ
baa anu'jni D'bnan 'JixaaNn bai D'can mabaa '
nTc y n ' .Dibp .DmaDabx b« D'a»n ba nnn n»« D
la'bx -|Nia Diip ynn y n ' .nmx lanpi iana labap 'a i'b« 20
nan iaaa bapb bain i«iaa 'bi« .sian ~i«'n aitpnn ,iaa onbnb
mpa nyib -\WB: n« w DNI .-|niaa by bipbpi nnaa
rnasn nan by "|'b« D'ytia iaan la'caeoai la'mabai ia'a»ia
,D'n "«a nn« by 13'mabai lraena nipa 'a ynn y n ' .n«tn
«m 'a aan E>KT PITH nnab T « I '«n n« aaiD a m i bna nnai 25
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n'n n»N 'VIB'DTB -vy 7XN imnn 73 ny DmjDJ7« OTI 60
.-ISDD3 D'D' rwoni n«o n» invi ,Tyn 'is n« ]n'i B i m a» »
mi'Nn n« Nnp n«H3'N -J7D m s i n7«n D'-mn nnN 'n'i
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1
nsoi D'tcns »]7N a'c^c ,i7'n ^IDK'I m m T7N n ?
73 n« I I D N ' I .lmry1? m m 7« Driven ,'7n i7«
n'n 7'nm ,in:n n« n u y i TVB iran ny NUM i7'n
D nasno nVym .ana nso' N7i n c «7 nt»N nsa ny 10
n«a D'2?nsi »)7« D'yaiNi n«a ' 7 n E»'
mrnon n » nyji non7O naiVa ama'j
]
1
m w Dmjoa7« Nia'i mno ? 'n'i .-IBDD '73 nnnayi
p ' l D71B'^13 1D1D 7y Dm3D37N 33T1 .IDy Dn7n7
D1T13D37N Il« DHB 'If3« 1«T1 .N31 17in ryi "lU'J E"N3 PTTT is
.irni3j m3ra UDD nns D3n man vnn« ipym UOD i:y7'i
nn'7y D'wpa vn Dns '»3Ni n37D 7y D'not? vn n
iypn'1 *.nna nopjJi nnnVos irma
vn i"i '7331 ,nn' lanyxvi nprn3 ian7'i 17'NI 17'N
'pn3Di tPD^n niN3 DHIN vn n m n m . w i E>'N man3 20
vn D'3iam .nmixnn 7ipo prn nnv n'n
D'3T

vn twp '3m ,n«o ny prn n'n

nva D'aya cown ni« n« O'DSD vn
m33"inn 'P:NI D'non3 onoi r u i r u D'anVj vn onm
C3ip7'ai n'ja«3 D'3'7»D vn K>vn7 25
]D nonVon nupc N7i .«]Bi» 7ms m n nxno 'nni D'jnm
.«»nn nnn703 1331 an oy Dns '»38D i7B'i aiyn nyi npun
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]B -nn'i

rn'i

m»a

D'VBU V»J«I n m

'3 e m

«TI

.on DU7 isny n« m m |BM 3ny3 1^3 ' , T I .Kin DJ
'n'i .non 03 iciri Dri isny nas 037a '3 m m 'E>JN I N T I 30
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*anpan omaoaVx nnVin

nox'i -|7on B i m o n n i o n i nnnD3n 73 V7K n73'i

n i s 7K n W i ."p on7n7 an7 7'n
1
:77»D i ? nnV i'7« m m " I I T I imry7
nnp' D'3a«i ann *iD3i ' » D H33 [nwaiba] nnys o'Jioen nxo
inon7B '73 ny DIVIB'XU DiDn nw DTno »]D3 7p»' N7
y i ' ntPK 73i MmryV I N U ' n»« v»3» 737 anV ann
.nan Tnon N7i Dm3D37N 7N n7
'3a m m 7«. :ni3'«n nan n7«i nsa r i m bt
o 17 n'n' y n ' .Di7tp , I D K n « n n
1'3B nD3D nDB>1 7H3 7'n nBDX
'any 73 »]DIK n"n DN '3 i y m o '33m .om3D37N oy
D'D2>3 1tPN 7113n ni7N nNO '3 m« Dn7n7 73in N7
7B2>m isixn nxi inyn n« mn pVi .nrn pn^'3n T7«
'3 i3'7Ni i'7« y T nin nann n« n^yn N7 D«I .in7n:i is
nsn .nyi D7iy7 nias i3'7« n'n' «7i n y i ' n»«3 V T S laarr
Vron n33 ianVn3 7 i u naa
DIB
'3 nsnn ~IB>N 73 7y inyn D'onV 731m 20
3 '33 ym ,'ns'nn 7ip7 a'»p' ' n a i iyoi»3i o'om 7y3
.V7« i n n at?™ , D I T I U7
59 'n737 i7'n 737 Dm3D37« i n n7«n DHann i n N 'n'i

oy sa'i yo'i .Dno ni37D 7y 1371a ny nD'p im« ixnp' 2s
D'nnn nx D'^ion I K T I , w m D» n'n niw* n»y7 17'n 73
7K HDN'I ,D'o»n 37 ny n'maj mm Tyn ma'aD
?n7«n D'masn nnnn VN nVys i ' x i ,iVon i3'3n«,
om3D37N l^'i "?niBiyn ieiy n»«3 on'7y *)iy7 7313
.D'Dion '73n3 Dne?p'i D'3»yn mxpVi ni37'xn nm«o nx mnn7 30

omiosVx nnVw IDO

na

m .Ma on7.iV -jMia ny -|'7« pnN nnVtw «7 »a yn pV
\Di7Bn pnM nnpVi 'JDD nnr Vain DNI nonVna 'VXN nmoyn
ns DmjDaVN Dn'Vx ]n'i DnnjoaVN 'JBV omn 'JNVD i*np'i
.DnVt^i Dn'Vs |n: nunoi miian
V7« i n ' i u i m n'«ip'i m r « n n« iV wn'i u i m V« ixia'i
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'n »]ID«7 is'i .N'nn m r x n nan Vy

fro ms V
]
nan n«nr« -|70 m a VN D I D -|7D w m , :mr«n nan
oy nnVnV Vina V'n 'nsD« o -jV n'n' y n ' .mVtp ,':nNi 10
mn« aye 'nnrya n'nn ncs TJBV |mna ^ m .om3D37N
.an:' iiyrt^a 'a 73D C N I nya Nin omiDaVN nr 'a
nyiD era n a 1337 'avym nonaa iV nym mVaD
'mnji ,na« NVI I T D » n ns mnsV 'nssm .vV
mana pVi ."nanV a'»pn NVI JND'I 'maVoa 'sn 17 nnV 15
'a mon ny m« anVnV Vmj V'ni oun D'oy «]ID«7 inujcs
mV:i 'niaVo nnn^n m*o7i nsnna nvnVo non7D3 'nm 3ita
VNI ,'nnryV man new I'JB nVn« ]a Vy .«w«
nn« nay n»« nrn rum pVpn n«» Vai« «V 'a npn
»n« ia onVnV Vai« *Vi« my onVnV *Nuai 20
nDnn n«i nnan n« tu mar nnyi .ran ny 'jwani 'V
mVa'.na n»ina mVa n'aina an myi ara irmax mna
DID a s m ens VaVi ira'is WE'D ipVnV N U ' n»« ipVna
77t?a nnV nnu wn n,n7ini VNI n,maa VNI .mn' can 25
3nn 'IPD n n nnaiyDi nwaiVD nny: O'JIDK'I n«D
n,V n'n' DinnjDaVn 'rya nom new D7B'xia DiDm ,nma
.]a m DinnjoaVw Vy "IE>« nonVa 'Va Vai aanoV
".n^'yi nry 'V ]ni ni^in nnno ,mr«n n« -|nnp
nn« »'N nn3'i ]3 nn« 'n'i
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B rne [n ,x nnyj a«

nn^y mm?1 N^I laV nar xb vans n« ysan^i
-pnyn ^>y awn' DJDN .sin oan ON mn» on'Vy n^y
o n ny "pa1? naj yna nnyi .mnn«a i m p ' na y-p NV o
. ' p « n oVa bo by -jiVom ay 'noa by n"?yN, noxm
«Vn .m^ao nan i« noan nan -pnaT 'a ait^n DJDN 5
nn2£i« ivx TB?yi prm hna I ^ D *:N O
n'KT nanya '^n«a -|nvna xbr\ ?ana
'ax 'V« nW .nma m ' ntn pnxan I ' V N «a
ONI .'asa yia'nV ~i^ n'n 'nVm nyT n»« nnw
wan I » K "nnswa -|V nnb> T V N nnu '«n 10
67 I H » bo Msa DmiD3^« ^« mi'Hn nx u»r
]a nn« i y i .nsa ina»»i m r « n nan n«
nx «3 np ,*i^an '3n«. :vbx na«'i '3i«
vbx nnWi c i m i1? nn1? ybn ma n»« ntfiyn nxi nmiNn 15
np'rnn DK ybx n'.T yxa na o inai inin«i in»Ni
aio o n^y paa «^. :aHB>n ]a nnx i y i
yiaoa n'ni .DB>B3 ]vnsa onVcVa liaa nnvi
"?aa, :naxi nrn nain n« li'ma'ao now D'ay
ann *jDa 1V |'«i ^ n «in b>m 'jyi DnVe> Dp'tnnV DmiDaVx 20
'3'ya -wo* an nnyi \DB>B3 imsa V T D K n"?» nt^x nuya
D3B« ,ann »]Daa yism »Vi nitpssn ]nn« nVtt?1? ]Na'
'3'ya nain ata"i '.VPWI vnw maa ^«i niaa
, w n bx a'»nV i^'i
25
naVan p nxunpaa
nmx 'nnpi -\n-\rx 'nVap 'a T V « n'n' y w
i3'^« nn1? p B nn n^x -jnaia isnam ."t»nsi »-w bo
ox ?nVxn nnana nanb» ysa na nnyi .Ttw n« nnsV
DNi . i n ' nanb>3i TV'n ay nanb»aV NX way onVn^ 30
?Ta'i« D'^T T»yn^» TnnxiK naxV yisnn yna ,i'a«n

n omsosVs nnVin -IDO

IS

n nan n7Ni nan
n m 7N DnN'D'Vix na7Dn p i DIB'VB n,7on p onnjoaVN.
.nm« 'nnpi i m j ' N 'nVap »3 n,7 n'n' y r r .DIVP ,Dns -|7D
ntP7tp 'a .-pniapnD niVaD !?yi -pa1? ninaa 7y 'nnam
anyn ~pna nNan:i 'JSD nmai nnn7oa "337 n s n s
nVnV nrp «7i -paV m niyi i'7y 7B3 -IBW 'insi
N7 'a ':nynm icw 7j?i .mt£?a IVBJ nE'N -j'-itro nn«a n'nn
-jmaa maya N7 'a ynn y n ' Tni7» 'maa n»« 7y 'jan«n
" : B nnja *no» 'a l y n a 'Mm .'iiaa maya D« 'a Q'maa
nsrn rnr«n nani .-jn« nan1? '«ma nnrya n,xn« 7N « U V 10
'.n,n« nan7 'Niaa omx mam ]yo7 n,a7 7y n'pipn vn*
nnrsn nN on'7N |n'i »i'nn 'ni7» n« Dnn:DaV« '3B7 isnp'i
.crnn 7« I N U ' I nn7E"i Dn'V« |nj nunoi
nn« n»i nV«n D'nann nnx 'n'i
56
rnn 7«. :nnr«n nan n7«i crnn -|7ian 7« nnr« nVtp 15
'a -\b n'n' yin' .0170 ,"pay 'taatjDiw D'37D -|70i 71m
icy uan73 'a now .TJBD unnai r:B7 120331 Dinn3Da7N ny
anpa 1733 n,'ne» ':PI .i'V« ynn7 uVia' «7i nprn
T^ns a m .irn« V« nna'i yxsim nam
!?a'nni nn7 ]ni nunoi mrno
,70 E>rnn. :nnj«n nan n7«i n.7an
n,nnrN 'nVap 'a "\b n'n' y n ' .Di7tp .n
nsb nnsH nt^N DinnjDa7« n«o aan« nnp n»N nynn 7y
!?a »]IDN .niiayn 7« ,n»in nnyi .irtwNi wnu'i mna nt^si 25
7y niDB;7 i7ar nts>« n«':npD »w« n«npl? «ia»i .n,'^«i 77'n
mn7»i 7am D« 'n in»snni n,nna mi« ain^i nt^y new nynn
MJ'tP3« n« 7D3 ntP« 71DJ 1'7« D7CN1 '7«
'nan n7«i Dinn3Da7N 7« nnr« »vnn n7t»'i p nn« 'n'i
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nnyi .ni7t? ,'nay Dinn3D37N 7« DnD n,7D »rnn. :nnj«n 30
mnry baVam mon7D nxr ntPN »'«n 'a -|'3ionpa NJ mar
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om3D37 K 7« Ni3'i vr-n n»o nn« P'N ';Tl p 'nn« 'mi
N7 N
|7an cn'vr nx 'n7B3 nmta , i 7 D r^ '3HN. :i'7N na«'i
Try,3 "IK?" D«l 1B?B3 n« »' DK nnyi .tDHB nin« 7y '37B3
n« -|'T3 TDia '33H1 »'« D'B7N ,m»y 'BJ; n7E> ,17BH '3Hb
my
'33, :D1T73D37N V7N ] yI '.VIB ri«i VE;;3K nNi w m
1372
37B niKl 131"!« n«
i mDB7 i n 3 n 7 n'3t»«
X1K1*]Din

,1

'.nrn nsi3 my '7K nsn
7Nn on:

52 7K TH3K

inN 'mi

17a

n 'D 17 n'
D'33nna I3n3« nam .nay ny
n'nn D N I .niD7an 73 nnt^ni i3«3 ] B i3'rn?y7
137O n»« tp'«n D.y on7n7i H337 may1? 7313 mty7
nan7B3 ma7 i3'7« aicai .i3'7ya i3»n33 ' 7 I N I i3T
M3'na-r« 7ya ni737i n3i ns~in3

53 mat* ni7»7 ix'i n«a ny 7run'i
7N DID -]7B Bum, :m3NH
•jnnx zwn n»« T7y m^B '33n nnyi .m7i» ,H3y Dm3D37« 20
;n?33i 73D c « 3 n»yn 7«i ,i3'7y nmnE>ni "|337 nsa ne>« n n «
n3 DH3 I'K DN 11BX3 132>'l 137' ,13r3' mtB 'H17K n« D« '3
rrnBNi nyn nacnB naom 1337 !?y on3T i7y nsm .n7i3Di
.'ini37B 7y 117BK nny .in3i lncxi imn«i unm ox n o nsn,
"Bnsi "ni333 nnvn «7 ]"ny i7N3 'noN"n3 '3 i y n i B '33m a
'3H7B3 ntPNB 71B3 17 D7PN1 ]BI N13' myi .m»3 17B3 nt^K
'3 yn ."ni7» n« m 3 3 '3 '7« nai7 nnVtPi . I B B 'naps op3«i
nay ntpyn DNI .IWIPK DSBK nrn nain 7y 17 3in« n'nx N7
1»K 73 7y 17 D70N ]"nyi .13HK D3BK ]3 7y 1«3tP« K7 n y i
Mr»y 30
54 i3'»n7 i^'i .n'7y 3yV'

*:nf>an ormoaVK nnVin nco

"in

npy new n« omjDabN 'BHB nuna 'n'i .
BV miK'3'i im^sm vinN I X I T I oabo by
j y i "2 nrn nana nwyb niyin nob ,'jnpo. t

nrn nain
y
nie>y^ T r y a aicsa ,")Ta '33m 'jrx n^Ka 'n'»y
mo p . :no«'i o^ia wyi '7 nrn P't6 nwyV BBIPD no. :
"nt&>. nas'i om3Da!7« ] y i #.i^Da I T nnn ncN nnn Nin 10
nnyi .Drno« nt^« BBB'Dm onxy n»N nx'yn naita N^
^ b isaa WB3 DP new nrn t^'Kn n^y no
on!?nb i«iaa ,033^0 by iNapi uoo noV nnyi .
D3aaV VIB' HVI .miajb»i nVnjV oaV aonni innry
nmaaa moV oaV aitj '3 iprn DJON ,D3'3'IM ny onVnV D3«iaa 15
.mnain nan nVia ,nV«n onaia my nai'i '.nsnna

man
Tya «ia'i man N»nn nonboa yxaim nain I » N »TTTI
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by nsy na>'i ynxn by astn ba'nn VN b y i .'biB'DTfl «o
n« N»M VDBI noa -ja'i m«'i axyn'i .inisbo n a BE'B'I
fm Dyai boy mtob ' r m b ' '3 'ON »b 'i«. nos'i nrpa
in T « .nwrn nynn 'by nto D'ocn ]o .'»a« ranm 'niabo
D'n "«i any yjsm 13b now oobo ibo fn« ny
'b n'i« .nnN nay 'JBD mia 'Mn nnyi I D ' T I N noboi D'O' 25
'b« n'n ubi ,woo now 'n"n '3 inosm imiaa 'nyT «b 'a
nsy ny 'ab's^n mn mn '3 nraji bst? ip»rnnbi UDO jybb
ba n^3i 'msbo by ibio «m nnyi .nb'BNi -jcin mpoa 'aoen
•.D'OIPV ny n b nan 'Dy nna onb vn new on»m D'abon
n byo np'i ,vb« i n n acm nnnxn ny Don Pirn a»M ao
.1MD3 by a»'i

an

-anpan omaoaVx nrcVin neo
y "IT

D1B'7B n« m«3»D '3 DTnJD3?N H3'l .V1313
n« rnri7 Dim3D37K ix'i .N'nn nain n«
y
.'«3r i 3 n n'^mp 73NT pD'y 7y i»«n 5
492 '71T »17« mND C7» ,7H3 7'n » m DIDN'T p nnN 'H'l
Dn7H7 Dm3D37N n«ip7 rntP3 NU'l .O'CnB P17K HKD1

ID .DH'JU npin non7Dn njnni .n7« nau n7N i x n ' i non7Dn
NTi .31 ny D I B 'E?a«o 17BM .ntopB? N7 anyn ny ipan 10
D1TT3D37K sjm'l D137 IBiy |B'1 mtP3 17B3 mU'3 '3 PlHI
DiB '77n "IBDD 'H'i .K'nn HDn7Da y^sim nsm w m .inns
DV3

maiu D'aasi anV an?
3B7 ni«'3'i inai

KXDJ

ons »7Vn 7yi .»'« n'^nni 15

DHD n«B>3 K7i njm nan ontB'T Dna^'i D'n ^ina wvm nirsD 20
ma'31 ry Dns 'BUND nnx o'« «^D3 non7Dn nvna '
nsn DK, :t2nm V7
n a oaV'i nonya «inn o'xn oBnn'i \ntPN7
o n nptn non7Dn nvna 'n'i .Dm3D37« *»3« ny aiyn'i
tayo Dm3D37« yxsvi om3D37« VH~\ by no« 7?n3n yaia

mix ;vrn

'-in« «)nn omaoaVH mix. t
V

^ nwan insi minw WP«I
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-anpan OITHOSVX nn"?in neo

aa

'3 01m yiD03. :IIDN'I IKO I N T I inn'i lVnsm DIVHDSVN
XM MrnnM non7D7 u>7y «u» DTH3D37N nbn
»p3i nomi m m n'n Kin .Nsnn DIB>7B nsV «un7
m3D37H7 nota .'m3D37N '3'ya aum m«iBin
rniys Nflna n'nm mntj'1? Q'npnai D'DD -|'7K nnV *xom 5
rvm ,'riN'rons iotpi HK'JDTK f i « 3 7010
'3 mita
V
vnpnoo nrwn 7«i DIB'7B nisisno nxo -\IOBI 1100111? no0n. 10
D0N7 in3 nN 17 nn7 V7« m j -]7on 01ml -jniK I I D D ' '3 VODOI
131 N7i iT3 npvn'i mmn n« 'm3D37N tnp'i "."inn' DM
np'i .rrya norm V7» |Dtu n'n «snn 0 noi«o NBinn ay
nnp'i .iT3 mn'i Dm:D37« 7« HN'3'I nnpnon n« DIB'VB
'3B3 Ksnn B3'i .mJNn nrrn rnnNn n'3i I T S '
'3 nnpnon p N T I I V « I nn© ,i7on '3n«. :no«
.nnpnon n« 'ITHD37N nn0'i ".n3 0'
« in'i nnpnon n«
#

.n«rn rnj«n n 3 n Vy 'n«wn «7 ,*i7on so

'3B7 7B'l D1B'7B 0JM ".'17« «3 n0J. :D1B'7B

-io«'i mp0'i mp3nM n'3
omp nnpnon Dia ny3ip n« -|"ro 'rrn0
'0BJ 'nnn ,rn3«n ns
'3 ym .nnn3i7 'H3o«n «"?i "n» 25
'nrnn w 7isn ,-|Von ' J I I N . noK'i omD37« n«
D70n D70 ]ny 'a NXD1 «7 DKI ,'3nnon piy 'a 0' DNI .1133m
7yi i0«i3 i7oy
nnp-ion

73 n7BH .K'31ipB 'P3N1 DIB 'WX 7P D'77nH I1N 113p7 1XM

.DniNSiV on'maoD IB>K anyn 7« noian
55 imaba mrna 7aa
n "113:1 «n» 737 D-IN'B'?IN nsVan p i DIB'7B -jVa p 5
31J7 ^1X31 N"3ip'TB31 n«'p'7»p31 n«'X1E3'Bp31 m»N ^1X3
u i m ay 'nan1?: '3 037 n'n' j?rv .mW ,'ni37B »WK 7371
i m ,D3'7y mx« p 7 i , m » n p vntsnn vnnxji D I B I V D
D'apna nmy »)7«i n v n m y a 0'B>i370 »]7« '"?« IBDKI
.'t»1B7 D»'37n7 H3 D'33ia D» VH1 K'31BJN3 '7K Din7B?1 10
".rns -inj "?N '7« nx'anV n a D'7a)n D3'7« nho '33m
57 na» IB?K -ry 7« « u ' i Dm3D37K '3BB w m nnaa »nn
.irntyV V7« KI37 n x n r x ~]7B m a 7« max nVc
17a n7» nc?N masn nan nVm n«nr« -]7a
,D"\B -]7a tPim 7« n«nr« i7B TUB. : » i m "iVan 7« m s
nn7B> nt»« 7yi ,-|mj« U73p '3 i1? rrrr
731 '3K nani .-jiixm i^sn n« K7B«i piB *nn nry
7331 rm3D37N nNB -jip i»M nynn !?y Quxyna 'ni37B
47 7'n ^)DIK » m nan. na«7 Dim3D37K7 I J V I p n n « T V I
20
"jni3n71 1113 iniN 311N71 111NC3 i n 7« N137 1373 DPI 3117
73 nx DH13D37K yiatys 'H'i '.17'n 73 nNi i m x mnri7i
17'i man rm n s y i iV'n 73 ny DPB yo'i n7»n o n s m
Diii3D37« DBnrvi .ins DV3 D'VB Q'y3t» Dnn o n a i n n33
ny?m mnn 3iia man 'oa iiB?a p m V psn'i I « B n » a y n 25
yni'i .1KB i y onp vn man »BI ia'B man
V
73 v!?y i3K3'i mnrnN nsn^m ,inan 'B

p m '-inn >)in omwaVn mix. rnawsn n«a n«m npo'en nn« ''nsa a
B <n .X m») 11 || B nxV'X'xai jn .X Tw

on omjo3l?K rvnVin nDO

a

,nna o'an un:» 'a Dns 'P:NB lxnyn VNI INTH 7N
nvaatpn 'a Dna mn7 137 VN D'ays nsa «DD nnv an vn n«
'3BB D'aut7 nBipn ]'NI nun Dn D'aurm D'taya nn
'n' 1 n,7an »n\ :inaN'i »]3 isna'1 oyn 73 ino»'i ".nvootsri
"ln,7Bn 5

imnB 73 ay «a'i .msa^ H » va'DJ n^an on'7y
nx mnn
nnan n« nsy iHt?i n't37 nn: 7y D'Jin i7'n 731 e m non. 10
mpan 7« 17'n 731 'mjD37N N3'i '.mi^a naya o» ip'rm
nanVa n:nni .n7N nau n"?« un'i t u r n n » D» vn new
.nprna D'anV: r n '3 nn«7 mpa ]n« nns T « I n«a ny nn'ra
ns m m 'CJX iJB'i 'm3D37N '3B7 » i m '»3N IBUM anya 'HM
T i .nxa ny an Dy ons 'IPJKD IVB'I .lDiri nsiy «
n^ipn 7'B' ncwa m»a Q'VBU on'nN n« nana
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Hilka, A., Der altfranzosische Prosa-AIexanderronitm (Halle, = H
1920).
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